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ADVERTISEMENT.

MOST of the Speculations, contained in the following Work, are not the Author's own, but the Speculations of ancient and respectable Philosophers. His employ has been no more than to exhibit what they taught, which he has endeavoured to do after the best manner he was able. The perusal of old Doctrines may afford perhaps amusement, if it be true (as he has observed in another place *), that, what from it's Antiquity is but little known, has from that very circumstance the recommendation of Novelty.

* See the Preface to Hermes.
If he might ask a favour from his Readers, the favour should be this—that, they would not reject his Work upon a cursory inspection, should it appear in some parts too abstruse, and perhaps in others too obvious. He could not well avoid either the one or the other, without impairing an Arrangement, which had been established for Ages.
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PHILOSOPHICAL
ARRANGEMENTS

ADDRESSED TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THOMAS LORD HYDE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUTCHY OF LANCASTER &c. &c.

CHAPTER I.

Introduction—Scope, or end of the Inquiry—Begins from the Arrangement of simple, or single Terms—Character of these Terms—Nature and Multitude of the Objects, which they represent.

PHILOSOPHY, taking its name from the Love of Wisdom, and having for its End the Investigation of Truth, has an equal regard both to Practice and Speculation, in as much as Truth of every kind is similar and congenial.
PHILOSOPHICAL

Hence we find that some of the most illustrious Authors upon the great Theatre of the World have been engaged at times in Philosophical Speculation. Pericles, who governed Athens, was the Disciple of Anaxagoras; Epaminondas spent his youth in the Pythagorean School; Alexander the Great had Aristotle for his Preceptor; and Scipio made Polybius his Companion and Friend. Why need I mention Cicero, or Cato, or Brutus? The Orations, the Epistles, and the Philosophical Works of the first, shew him sufficiently conversant both in Action and Contemplation. So eager was Cato for Knowledge, even when surrounded with Business, that he used to read Philosophy in the Senate house, while the Senate was assembling: and as for the Patriot Brutus, though his life was a continual Scene of the most important Action, he found time not only to study, but to compose a Treatise upon Virtue.
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When these were gone, and the worst of times succeeded, Thrasea Paetus, and Helvidius Priscus were at the same period both Senators, and Philosophers; and appear to have supported the severest trials of Tyrannic Oppression by the manly system of the Stoic Moral *.

The best Emperor, whom the Romans, or perhaps any Nation, ever knew, Marcus Antoninus, was involved during his whole life in business of the last consequence; sometimes Conspiracies forming, which he was obliged to dissipate; formidable Wars arising at other times, when he was obliged to take the field. Yet during none of these periods did he forswear Philosophy, but still persisted in Meditation †, and in committing his thoughts to

* See Arr. Epist. lib. i. c. 1. and 2. and the Notes of my late worthy Friend, the learned Editor, Upton. See also Mrs. Carter's excellent Translation.

† See the Original, particularly in Gataker's Edition. See also the learned and accurate Translation of Meric Cusaubon.
writing, during moments gained by stealth from the hurry of courts and campaigns.

If we descend to later ages, and search our own Country, we shall find Sir Thomas More, Sir Philip Sidney, Sir Walter Raleigh, Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Milton, Algernon Sidney, Sir William Temple, and many others, to have been all of them eminent in public Life, and yet at the same time conspicuous for their Speculations and Literature. If we look abroad, examples of like character will occur in other Countries. Grotius, the Poet, the Critic, the Philosopher, and the Divine, was employed by the court of Sweden as Ambassador to France: and De Witt, that acute but unfortunate Statesman, that Pattern of parcimony and political accomplishments, was an able mathematician, wrote upon the Elements of Curves, and applied his Algebra with accuracy to the Trade and Commerce of his Country.
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And so much in Defence of Philosophy against those, who may possibly undervalue her, because they have succeeded without her; those I mean (and it must be confess they are many) who, having spent their whole lives in what Milton calls the busy hum of Men, have acquired to themselves Habits of amazing efficacy, unassisted by the helps of Science and Erudition. To such the retired Student may appear an awkward Being, because they want a just standard to measure his merit. But let them recur to the bright examples before alleged; let them remember that these were eminent in their own way; were men of action and business; men of the world; and yet did they not disdain to cultivate Philosophy, nay, were many of them perhaps indebted to her for the splendor of their active Character.

This reasoning has a farther end. It justifies me in the address of these Philosophical
Ch. I. *Sophical Arrangements*, as your Lordship has been distinguished in *either* character, I mean in your *public* one, as well as in your *private*. Those, who know the History of our *foreign* transactions, know the reputation that you acquired both in *Poland* and in *Germany*; and those, who are honoured with your *nearer* friendship, know that you can *speculate* as well as *act*, and can employ your pen both with Elegance and Instruction.

It may not perhaps be unentertaining to your Lordship to see, in what manner the *Preceptor of Alexander the Great* arranged his *Pupil's Ideas*, so that they *might not cause confusion for want of accurate disposition*. It may be thought also a fact worthy of your notice, that he be-

---

*The Treaty of Warsaw, negotiated and signed by Lord Hyde, was made in January, 1745; that of Dresden, made under Lord Hyde's Mediation, was signed the December following. By this last Treaty, not only the Peace of Germany was restored, but the Austrian Netherlands, and the King of Sardinia's Territories were in consequence of it preserved.*
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came acquainted with this method from the venerable Pythagoras, who, unless he drew it from remoter sources, to us unknown, was, perhaps, himself its inventor and original teacher (a).

Poets relate that Venus was wedded to Vulcan, the Goddess of Beauty to the God of Deformity. The Tale, as some explain it, gives a double representation of Art; Vulcan shewing us the Progressions of Art, and Venus the Completions. The Progressions, such as the hew-

(a) From Pythagoras it past to his Disciples, and among others to Archytas, who wrote upon the Subject in the Doric Dialect, the Dialect generally used by Pythagoras, and his Followers. This Treatise of Archytas, is in part still extant, tho' but little known, large Quotations out of it being inserted by Simplicius into that valuable, but rare Book, his Commentaries on the Predicaments, from which many of them are transferred into the Notes upon the different Chapters of this Work.

Fabricius, in his Bibliotheca Græca, T. i. p. 394, mentions a Tract upon this Subject, published at Venice an. 1571, under the name of Archytas, but he informs us withal, that its Authenticity is doubted, because the above-mentioned Quotations from Archytas, made by Simplicius, are not to be found there. This Tract I have never seen.
PHILOSOPHICAL

Ch. I.ing of Stone, the grinding of Colours, the fusion of Metals, these all of them are laborious, and many times disgusting: the Completions, such as the Temple, the Palace, the Picture, the Statue, these all of them are Beauties, and justly call for admiration.

Now if Logic be one of those Arts, which help to improve Human Reason, it must necessarily be an Art of the progressive Character; an Art which, not ending with itself, has a view to something farther. If then in the following Speculations it should appear dry rather than elegant, severe rather than pleasing, let it plead by way of defence that, tho' its importance may be great, it partakes from its very nature (which cannot be changed) more of the deformed God, than of the beautiful Goddess.

The subject commences in the manner following.
The Vulgar can give reasons to a certain degree (d), and can examine after a manner, the reasons given them by others.—And what is this, but natural Logic? If therefore these Efforts of theirs have an Effect, and nothing happen without a Cause, this Effect must of necessity be derived from certain Principles.

The Question then is, What these Principles are; for if these can be once investigated, and then knowingly applied, we shall be enabled to do by Rule, what others do by Hazard; and in what we do, as much to excell the uninstrucc-

(d) Πάντες γὰρ μέχρι τινός ἐξίστάζειν ἵππέχειν λόγον, ἵνα απολογεῖσθαι κατηγορεῖν ἱρχεῖσθαι. Τὸν µὲν ἐν παλλῶν οἱ µὲν εἰκῆ κ. τ. λ. Omnes enim quadam tenus et exquirere et sufinere rationem, et defendere, et accusare aggrediantur. At ex imperita quidem multitidine alií temerè, &c. Arif. Rhetor. lib. i. cap. i. See also Vol. the first of these Works, Treatise the third, in the Notes, p. 286.
ed Reasoner, as a disciplined Boxer surpasses an untaught Rustic.

Now in the investigation of these Principles we are first taught to observe, that every Science (as Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, Astronomy) may be resolved into its Theorems; every Theorem into its Syllogisms; every Syllogism into its Propositions; and every Proposition into certain simple, or single Terms.

If this be admitted, it is not difficult to see, that, in order to know Science, a man must know first what makes a Theorem; in order to know Theorems, he must know first what makes a Syllogism; in order to know Syllogisms, he must know first what makes Propositions; and to acquire a general Knowledge of these, he must first know simple or single Terms, since it is out of these that Propositions are all of them compounded.
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And thus we may perceive, that where these several Resolutions end, 'tis hence precisely the disquisition is to begin (e).

It

(e) There is an elegant Simile, taken from Architecture, to illustrate this Speculation. The Quotation from the original Author (Ammonius) may be found in the first Volume of these Treatises, p. 271, to which a Translation is there subjoined.

Ammonius, after he has produced his Similitude, applies it as follows.
It must begin, where they end, that is to say, from simple Terms; because, if it
it were to begin sooner, it would begin in the middle; and because if the Resolutions did not stop somewhere, there could be no beginning at all.

Now as to the Subject, whence the Disquisition is to begin (I mean the Contemplation of Simple Terms) 'tis obvious it must be widely different from the several Subjects that precede it. The preceding Subjects, such as Theorems, Syllogisms, Propositions, may all of them

First therefore (with a view to the practical Part) be disserts concerning simple articulate Sounds in his Predicaments: after that, concerning Nouns and Verbs, and Propositions, in his Treatise concerning Interpretation: then, concerning Syllogism, simply so called, in his First Analytics: and finally, concerning Demonstration, in his Latter Analytics. And here is the End of the Practice, which End (as we have shewn above) was the Beginning of the Theory. Ammon. in Predic. p. 16. ed. 8vo.

We have made this large Extract from Ammonius, not only as it fully explains the Subject of this Treatise, but as it gives a concise, and yet an elegant View of that celebrated Work of Aristotle, his Organon, and of that just and accurate Order in which its several Parts stand arranged.
be resolved, because they are all of them compound: But Terms cannot be resolved, because they are simple or single. The most we can do, as their Multitude is large, is to seek after some Method, by which they may be classed or arranged; and if different Methods of Arrangement occur, then to adopt out of the several that, which appears to be the best.

It being therefore adjusted, from what Subject we are to begin (namely, from simple or single Terms) and after what Manner we are to begin (namely, by classing or arranging them) a farther Question occurs before we proceed, and that is, What is it, that these Terms represent?

There seem but three Classes possible, and these three are either Words—or Ideas—or Things, that is to say, Individuals.
ARRANGEMENTS.

Now they cannot represent merely Words, for then the Treatise would be Grammatical—nor yet merely Ideas, for then the Treatise would be Metaphysical—nor yet merely Things or Individuals, for then the Treatise would be Physical.

How then shall we decide?—Shall we deny that simple Terms represent any one of these? Or shall we rather assume the contrary, and say they represent them all?—If so, and this be, as it will appear, the more plausible Hypothesis, we may affirm of simple Terms (the Subject of this Inquiry) that they are Words representing Things, through the Medium of our Ideas (f).

(f) Ammonius, in his excellent Commentary upon these Predicaments of Aristotle, informs us there were different Sentiments of different Philosophers as to the Subject, concerning which these Predicaments were conversant. Some, as Alexander of Aphrodisium, confined them wholly to Words; others, as Euflatius,
Ch. I. **That this in fact is their Character, may appear from the many Logical, Metaphysical, and Physical Theorems, and to these (as Man is a Part of Nature) we may add also Ethical Speculations, which are occasionally interspersed in the course of this Inquiry (g).**

But

thus, wholly to Things: a third set, of which was Porphyry, wholly to our Thoughts or Ideas. Ammonius appears to have supposed that they all erred, and that, not so much in the respective Subjects they adopted, as in the restriction or limitation to one Subject only. For this reason he immediately subjoins—

Oi de ἀκριβεῖσες τοιάδε, ὅν εἰς ἔστιν ἐγένετο Τρέμελλος, 

φασὶν ὅσοι ἐπεὶ νομιμάτων μόνων ἐστὶν αὐτῷ ὁ λόγος; 

ἐπεὶ περὶ φανών μόνων, ἐπεὶ περὶ φανών μόνων, ἐὰν 

ἐστιν ὁ σκοπὸς τῶν κατηγορίων περὶ φανῶν σκευαστών 

πράγματα, διὰ μέσων νομιμάτων—But those, who 

speak more accurately, of which number Iamblichus is one, 

say that Aristotle discourses not upon Ideas alone, nor upon Words alone, nor upon Things alone; but that the Scope 

or End of his Categories, is, concerning Words, 

signifying Things, thro' the Medium of 

our Thoughts or Ideas. Ammon. in Pradicam. 

(g) Thus Boethius—Hæc quoque nobis de decem 
Prædicamentis inspectio, et in Physicæ Aristotelis Doctrinâ,
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But to return to our subject, the Contemplation of Simple Terms.

As they appear to be Words, and not only Words, but Words which represent Things through the medium of our Ideas, it may not be improper to observe something upon the several Objects

et in Moralis Philosophiae Cognitione perutilis est; quod per singula currentibus magis liquebit. Boeth. in Cat. p. 113. Edit. fol. Basil.

Ammonius speaks to the same purpose in fuller and more general terms—"Οτι δε χρήσιμόν εστι τὸ βιβλίον εἰς τὸ θεωρητικὸν Φιλοσοφικὸς μέρος, καὶ τὸ πρακτικὸν, εἰς τῶν προειρημένων ὑπολογοι, εἰτερ καὶ τὸν ἀπόδειξιν, ἐν εἰδείξαμεν, ἀνευ τῶν ἀπλῶν Φαινόν ἕκτεν εἰς γνῶναι, καὶ ὁτι χρεία τῶν κοινοτήτων διαλειτουργεῖ, εἰς ἀ τα ἐντα πάντα διαφειται—that the Book is useful both to the speculative Part of Philosophy, and the Practical, is evident from what has been said, if it be true both that Demonstration, as we have shewn, cannot be known without simple Words, and that the Book also treats concerning those common characters or attributes, into which all beings are divided. Ammon. in Præd. p. 16. Edit. Venet. 8vo.
thus represented, and that with respect both to their Nature, and to their Multitude.

As to their Nature (without being too philosophically minute), 'tis enough to observe, that some of them are sensible Objects, and some of them are intelligible—that the sensible are perceived by our several Senses, and make up the Tribe of external Individuals—that the intelligible are more immediately our own, and arise within us, when the Mind, by marking what is common to many Individuals, forms to itself a Species; or, when by marking what is common to many Species, it forms to itself a Genus.

Nor are these mental Productions the mere efforts of Art, the ingenious inventions of Human Sagacity, but, under the original guidance of pure Nature, even Children in their early days spontaneously fashion them, and spontaneously
neously refer them to Individuals, as they occur, saying of this Individual, 'tis a Horse; of another, 'tis a Dog; of a third, 'tis a Sparrow (h).

If from the Nature of these Objects (which we have now supposed to be either sensible or intelligible) we pass to their Multitude, we shall find the Genera to be fewer than the Species, and that from this plain reason, because many Species are included within one Genus. We shall find also the Species to be fewer than the Individuals, and that by parity of reason, because many Individuals are included within one Species. But as for Individuals themselves,

(h) See Hermes, B. III. c. iv. where the Doctrine of general or universal Ideas is discussed more largely.

See also the Ἑἰσιγγαν, or Introduction of Porphyry, where the Subject of Genus and Species is treated in a perspicuous and easy method. This Tract is usually prefixed to Aristotle's Logic.
these we shall find to be truly infinite; and not only infinite, but changing every moment, as the old are incessantly perishing, the new incessantly arising.

Yet 'tis these that compose that Universe, in which we exist; and without knowing something of these, we may be considered as living, like the Cimmerians, in Homer,

'Ἡξι ἦ νεφέλη πειάλυμμοι—— *

Cover'd with mist and cloud.

If, therefore, all Science be something definite and steady (for without this character it would not merit the name), how can it possibly bear relation to such a Multitude as this, a multitude in character so truly contrary to it's own, a multitude everywhere fleeting, everywhere infinite and vague? How indeed

* Οδυσ. Λ. 15.

should
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Should the fleeting be known steadily; or how should the vague and infinite (i) be known definitely?

(i) Infinitorum nulla cognitio est; infinita namque animo comprehendi nequeunt; quod autem ratione mentis circumdari non potest, nullius Scientiae fine concluditur: quare infinitorum Scientia nulla est. Boeth. in Præd. p. 113. Edit. Bas.

Such was the doctrine of Boethius, who, according to the practice of the age, in which he lived, united the Platonic and the Peripatetic Philosophies. But Aristotle himself taught the same doctrine many centuries before.

Et si to melv apiecov, & apiecov, &anwos, to melv kata to vlintho & mevev & apiecov, &anwos, psoo to de kata eido apiecov, &anwos, psoo ti tov, & apiecov upeis, &anwos, kata vlintho &v kata eido, &anwato eidoi, ta ek teto. &etw &a eidoi, to svnde- tov &polalambanov, &etn eidoi ek tino &swos &sw. Arist. Phys. 1. i. p. . Edit. Sylb. If therefore Infinite, considered as infinite, be unknowable, then that which is infinite in Multitude or Magnitude is unknowable as to Quantity, and that which is infinite in Form is unknowable as to Quality. But the Principles being infinite both in Multitude and in Quality, 'tis impossible to know the Beings derived out of them. For then 'tis we conceive that we know any Being composite, when we know out of what Things, and how many Things it is compounded.
As this can hardly be supposed, 'tis for this reason that Logic, which is justly called the Organ (k), or Instrument of the Sciences, has for its first Employment to reduce Infinitude; and this it does by establishing certain definitive Arrangements, or Classes, to

(k) The Stoics held Logic to be a Part of Philosophy; the Peripatetics held it no more than an Organ, or Instrument; Plato held it to be both, as well a Part as an Organ. His Reasoning, according to Ammonius was, as follows. Καθάπερ γάρ Φιλοσόφης ο ξένος οίκος, ο μὴν μετρῶν, ο δὲ μετρῶμενς, καὶ ο μὴν μετρῶν οργανὸν εἰσὶ τὰς μετρήσεως, ο δὲ μετρῶμενς μέτρον τῷ ὅμω υψόθεν ὁπαύτως καὶ ο Λεικὴν ἄκεκμιν μὴν τῶν πολλῶν μεταλλάτων ἔστι, ὁργανὸν εἰσὶ τῆς Φιλοσοφίας, συμβεβαζόμεν ἀν τοῖς πολλῶν, μέτρον εἰσὶ τῆς Φιλοσοφίας. As the Quaet, says he, is twofold, one that which measures, the other that which is measured; and as that, which measures, is the Organ of Mensuration; that, which is measured, the Part of some whole or entire fluid: in like Manner also Logic, when taken apart from things, is an Organ of Philosophy; when connected with them, is a Part of Philosophy.

Thus Ammonius on the Categories, p. 8. where we may find also the reasonings both of the Stoics and the Peripatetics.

some
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some of which all Particulars may be referred, however numerous, however diversified, the past, the present, the future, all alike.

And thus we return to Classing and Arranging, the Process already suggested to be the proper one.

It remains to inquire, whether there are more Methods of Arrangement than one; and, if more, then, from among them, which method we ought to prefer.

But this will be the Subject of the following Chapter.

ONE Method of Arrangement is as follows.

The Multitude of Ideas treasured up in the human Mind, and which, bearing reference to Things, are expressed by Words, may be arranged and circumscribed under the following characters. They all denote either Substance or Attribute—and Substance and Attribute may be each of them modified under the different characters of Universal and Particular, as best besuits the Purposes of Reasoning and Science. Thus Man is an universal Substance; Alexander.
AND hence there arises a QUADRUPLE ARRANGEMENT OF TERMS; an Arrangement of them into SUBSTANCE universal, and SUBSTANCE particular; into ATTRIBUTE universal, and ATTRIBUTE particular, to some one of which FOUR not only our Words and our Ideas, but the innumerable Tribe of Individuals may all of them be reduced (a).

A LARGE

(a) This method may be found in the beginning of Aristotle's Predicaments, before he comes to the actual enumeration of the Predicaments themselves.


The Stagirite, in giving this quadruple Arrangement, explains himself not by Names, but by Descriptions. Substance universal he describes, as follows—καθ' ὑποκειμένα τινὸς λέγεται, ἐν ὑποκειμένῳ τῇ ἑδίᾳ ἵναι—ATTRIBUTE particular, ἐν ὑποκειμένῳ τὸν ἵναι, καθ' ὑπο-
A large Reduction this, yet a Reduction which may possibly lead us into another Extreme, by rendering that Multitude, which we would confine, too limited, too abridged. Suppose, therefore, we were to inquire whether this Reduction might not be enlarged, and a second and more perfect Method than the last be established.

The World, as we see, is filled with various Substances. Each of these possessest it's proper Attributes, and is at the same time encompassed with certain

καταμέναι δι' ὧδενός λέγεται—Attribute general, καὶ ὑποκειμέναι τε λέγεται, ὡς ὑποκειμένῳ ἐστὶν—Substances particular, ὡς ὑποκειμένῳ ἐστιν, ὡς καὶ ὑποκειμένῳ τινὸς λέγεται.

Those, who would see an explanation of those several Descriptions, and why Aristotle prefers them to their peculiar Names, may consult his Greek Commentator, Ammonius, and his Latin one, Boethius, who are both of them copious and accurate upon the subject.

Circum-
Circumstantialis. Not to speak of intelligible Substances (which belong rather to Metaphysics), natural Substances appear all to be extended; nor that simply, but under a certain external Figure, and internal Organization. A Lion and an Oak agree, as they are both extended; yet have they each a Figure, and Organization peculiar. A living Lion and a brazen Lion may have the same external Figure, but within there is a wide Difference from the possession of Organization on one side, and the want of it on the other. If then we call the Attribute of Extension Quantity, that of Figure and Organization Quality, we may set down these two (I mean Quantity and Quality) as the two great essential Attributes belonging to every Substance, whether natural or artificial.

Again, every Substance, whether natural or artificial, either from Will or from Appetite, or, where these are wanting,
ing, from such lower Causes as it's Figure or mere Quantity, has (in an enlarged use of the Words) a Power to act. Thus 'tis through Will, that Men study; through Appetite, that Brutes eat; through its Figure, that the Clock goes; and through its Quantity, that the Stone descends. Nor are they only thus capable of acting, but also of being acted upon, and that too each of them, according to its respective Character. The Mind is acted upon by Truth, the Appetite by Pleasure, the Clock by a Spring, and the Stone by Gravitation. Thus then, besides Quantity and Quality, we have found two other Attributes, common to all Substances, and these are Action and Passion.

Again, it often happens when Substances are not present to us, that we are desirous to know, when and where they existed. When, we ask, lived Homer? Where, we ask, flood the antient Memphis?
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phs?—In the answer to these Questions we learn the Time and Place, which circumscribed the existence of these Beings. Now as all sensible Substances are circumscribed after these manners, hence we may consider the When, and the Where, as two Circumstantialis, that inseparably attend them. And thus have we added two more Attributes to the number already established.

FARTHER still, in contemplating where things exist, we are often led to consider their Position, and that more especially in living Substances possessing the Power of Self-Motion. There is a manifest difference between reclining and sitting; between sitting and standing; and there are other Circumstances of Position, which extend to all Substances whatever. And thus must Position or Situation be subjoined as another different Attribute.
Add to this, when Substances are superinduced upon Substances, we consider them under the character of Clothing or Habit. Thus in the strict sense of the word, the Glove, covering our hand, the Shoe our foot, the Coat our Body, are so many Species of Habit. By a more distant Analogy the Corn may be said to cloath the fields, the Woods to cloath the Mountains; and by an Analogy still more remote than that, the Sciences and Virtues to be Habits, that cloath the Mind.

Last of all, in the variety of co-existing Substances and Attributes, there are many whose very Existence infers the Existence of some other. Thus in Substances, the Existence of Son infers that of Father; of Servant, that of Master: in Quantity, the Existence of greater infers that of less; in Position, above infers below; and in the time When, subsequent has
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has a necessary respect to prior. 'Tis when we view things in these mutual Dependencies, in these reciprocal Inferences, that we discover another Attribute, the Attribute of Relation.

And thus instead of confining ourselves to the simple Division of Substance and Attribute, we have divided Attribute itself into nine distinct sorts; some of which we have considered as essential, others as circumstantial, and thus made upon the whole (by setting Substance at their Head) ten comprehensive and universal Genera, called, with reference to their Greek name, Categorics; with reference to their Latin name, Predicaments; and styled in the Title of this Work, Philosophical Arrangements (b). When
e nume-

(b) The Antients gave to these Arrangements different Names, and made also the Number of them different. Some, as Archytas, called them ἀρχήτας,
Ch. II. enumerated (c), their several Names are in order, as they follow: Substance, Qua-

λότοι, universal Denominations; others, as Quintilian, Elementa, Elements; others, as Aristotle, χώματα κατηγορίας, Figures, or Forms of Predication; κατηγορίας, Predicaments; γένις γενικώτατα, the most general or comprehensive Genera; τὰ ως τὰ γένιν, the primary Genera. They differed also as to their Number. Some made them two, Subject and Accident, or (which is the same) Substance and Attribute; others made them three, dividing Accidents into the inherent and circumstantial; the Stoics held them to be four, ὑποκείμενα, τὸ πρός τὸ ἐχοντα, ὁ ἑκινώσῃ, Subject, things distinguished by Qualities, distinguished by being peculiarly circumstanced within themselves, distinguished by being so with reference to something else; Plato said they were five, ὁ σώφρονς, ταύτωσιν, ἐτευχήσαι, κύρυσσε, ὁ σάσσε, Substance, Identity, Diversity, Motion, Rest; others made seven; lastly, the Pythagoreans and Peripatetics, maintained the Number usually adopted, that is to say, those ten, which make the Subject of this Treatise.


As Words, by signifying Things, through the Medium of our Ideas, are essential to Logic, and are the Mate-
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QUALITY, QUANTITY, RELATION, ACTION, PASSION, WHEN, WHERE, POSITION, and HABIT.

As each of these ten Predicaments has its subordinate distinctions, the Basis of our Knowledge will be now so amply widened, that we shall find Space sufficient, on which to build, be our Plan diversified, and extensive, as it may.

We cannot conclude this Chapter without observing, that the doctrine of these CATEGORIES, these PREDICAMENTS, these PRIMARY GENERA, or

Materials of every Proposition, the present Work may be called Logical. But as the Speculations extend to Physics, to Ethics, and even to the First Philosophy, they become for that reason something more than Logical, and have been called, with a view to this their comprehensive Character, not Logical, but PHILOSOPHICAL ARRANGEMENTS.

Ch. II. Philosophical Arrangements, is a valuable, a copious, and a sublime Theory; a Theory, which, when well understood, leads by Analogy from things sensible to things intelligible; from Effect to Cause; from that which is passive, unintelligent, and subordinate, to that which is active, intelligent, and supreme; a Theory, which prepares us not only to study every thing else with advantage, but makes us knowing withal in one respect, where particular studies are sure to fail; knowing in the relative value of things, when compared one to another; and modest, of course, in the estimate of our own accomplishments *.

This is in fact the necessary consequence of being shewn to what Portion of Being every Art or Science belongs, and how limited that Portion, when compared to what remains. The want of this ge-

* See the last Chapter of this Treatise, p. 462, 463.
knowledge leads to an effect the very reverse; so that men, who possess it not, though profoundly knowing in a single Art or a single Science, are too often carried by such partial Knowledge to a blameable Arrogance, as if the rest of mankind were busied in pursuits of no value, and themselves the monopolizers of Wisdom and of Truth.—But this by the way.

The distinct discussion of each one of these Categories, Predicaments, Arrangements, or Genera, will become the business of the following Chapters; which discussion, joined to what has been already premised, as well as to such future inquiries, as shall naturally arise in consequence, will include all we have to offer upon this interesting subject (d).

As

(d) The Greek Logicians divided their speculations on this subject into three τηματα, or Sections, calling the first Section, το ως των κατηγοριων;
As for Propositions, which have for their materials the simple Terms, here enumerated; and for Syllogisms, which have for their materials the several Species of Propositions; both these naturally make subsequent and distinct Parts of Logic, and must therefore be consigned to some future Speculation.

If we go back farther, and recur to Theorems of Science, or to Sciences them-

the second, τὸ ὑπὸ αὐτῶν κατηγορίαν; the third, τὸ μετὰ τὰς κατηγορίας. Ammon. in Prædic. p. 146.

The Latins, adhering to the same Division, coined new names, Anti-prædicamenta, or Præ-prædicamenta; Prædicamenta; and Post-prædicamenta. Sanderson, p. 22, 51, 55. Edit Oxon. 1672.

In the present Work, the first Section begins from Chapter the first; the second Section, from Chapter the third; the third Section, from Chapter the fifteenth. Of these Sections, the second (which discusses the Predicaments, or Philosophical Arrangements) makes the real and essential part of the Speculation: the first and third Sections are only subservient to it; the first to prepare, the third to explain.
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felves, these will be found not properly Ch. II. Parts of Logic, but works of a different and higher character; works, where Logic serves the Philosopher for an Instrument or Organ, as the Chizzel serves the Statuary, the Pencil serves the Painter.

At present we are to proceed to the Speculation concerning Substance.
Concerning Substance natural—how continued, or carried on—Principles of this Continuation, two—increased to three—reduced again to two—these last two, Form and a Subject, or rather Form and Matter.

To explain how natural Substances originally began, is a task too arduous for unassisted Philosophy. But to inquire after what manner, when once begun, they have been continued, is a work better suited to Human abilities; because to a portion of this Continuity we are personally present, nay within it we ourselves are all included, as so many parts.

Now as to the manner, in which subsists the Continuity of natural Substances,
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stances, and as to the Causes (a) by which that Continuity is maintained; there is no one, it is probable, who imagines every Birth, every recent Production, that daily happens in the Universe, to be an absolutely fresh Creation; a realizing of Non-entity; an Evocation (if it may be so described) of something

(a) The Doctrine of Causes, and their different Species, is treated at large in the first volume of these Miscellanies, through the whole Treatise upon Art, and in the Notes subjoined to the same, particularly page 280.

The Author desires to inform his Readers, that in the subsequent disquisitions he hath not confined himself merely to Logic, but has interspersed many Speculations of different kinds; acting in this view differently from the Model set him by the Stagirite. The Stagirite left no Part of Philosophy unexplored, and of course had separate and distinct Treatises for Logic, Physics, and the many other Branches of Science, as well the practical, as the speculative. Not so the Author of this Treatise: he by no means pretends to emulate the comprehensive variety of that sublime and acute Genius, whose writings made him for more than two thousand years the admiration of Grecians, Romans, Arabians Jews, and Christians. Such esteem could not have been the effect either of Fashion, or of Chance.

D 4 out
out of nothing.—What then is it?—
'Tis a Change or Mutation out of Something, which was before. It appears, therefore, that to inquire how natural Substances are continued, is to inquire what are the Principles of Mutation or Change.

First, then, let us observe, what is in fact most obvious, that there can be no Mutation or Change, were every thing to remain precisely one and the same; hot and cold, precisely as they are, one hot, the other cold; so likewise crooked and strait; black and white, &c. On the contrary, Mutation or Change is from one thing into another (b), from

(b) Thus Aristotle—Πᾶσα μεταβολή ἵσιν ἐκ τινος ἔτθεται τι. He then subjoins the Etymology of the word μεταβολή, to confirm his doctrine—ὅτανοι γὰρ καὶ διαφορὰ. ΜΕΤ' 'ΑΛΛΟ γὰρ τι, καὶ τὸ μίν πρῶτερον ἰσα, τὸ δ' ὑπεροῦ. Even the Name (says he) shews it; for 'tis SOMETHING AFTER SOMETHING ELSE; and one of these things denotes prior, the other denotes subsequent. Physic. lib. v. c. i. p. 95. Edit. Sylb.
hot into cold, or from cold into hot; from strait into crooked, or from crooked into strait; and so in other instances. It follows hence, that the Principles of Mutation or Change are necessarily Two; one, a Principle, out of which; the other, a Principle into which.

Again, these two Principles are not merely casual and temerarious (c). Hot changes not into Crooked, but into Cold; Crooked not into Cold, but into Strait; White not into Moist, but into

(c) Thus the same Author—'Απάντων τῶν άντων ζη-δευ άτε ζωίειν ζειφυκεν, άτε ωάσιει το τυχου ύπο τη τυχόντες, άτε γήρνειαν οτιον εχ οτουν—IGNA λεύ-κον μεν γήρνειαν εχ ο λεύκα, κε τάτα εκ εικ πνατος, άλλ' εκ μελανη των μεταξι, κε μυσικον κ. τ. λ. Universally with regard to all Beings whatever, no one Being is formed by Nature either to act upon any other indifferently, or to be acted upon indifferently; nor is any thing produced or generated [indiscriminately] out of any thing—but white is generated or produced out of something Not white; and this, not every thing that may be so called, but either out of Black, or some of the intermediate Colours. The same holds as to the production of what is Musical, &c. Arist. Phys. l. i. c. 5. p. 14. Edit. Sylb.

Black;
Black; Moist not into Black, but into Dry. The same holds in other instances more (d) complicated. The becoming a Statue is a Change from indefinite Configuration into definite; the becoming a Palace, a Change from Dispersion into Combination, from Disorder into Order. Already the Principles, which we investigate, have appeared to be Two; and now it further appears that they must be Contraries (e) or Opposites.

(d) Καὶ τὰ μὴ ἀπλὰ τῶν ὑντων, ἀλλὰ σύνθετα, κατὰ τῶν αὐτῶν ἔχει λόγον—ίτε γὰρ οἷα γίνεται ἐκ τῶν συναίνει, ἀλλὰ διηρρήσαν ταῦτα ὡδή. καὶ ἐν αὐτοῖς τῶν ἐξημολογμένων τι ἐξ ἀληθεούσης, ἐκ ἑκατέρου τῶν τῆς σύνθεσις, τά δὲ σύνθεσις τίς ἐστιν. Beings too, which are not simple, but composite, admit the same reasoning—for the House is formed from certain Materials, which are not previously so compounded [as to make a House], but which lie separate; and the Statue, and every one of those things, which have Figure given them, are formed out of something, which wants that Figure; and each Production has a different Name, sometimes 'is Order, sometimes 'is Composition. Aris. Phys. 1. i. c. 5. p. 14, 15.

(e) See the same Author in the same Treatise, p. 11, 12, &c. See also the Quotation in the Text from
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Authority is not wanting to countenance this last position. The Scripture (f) tells us, that the Earth in the beginning was without form, and void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep. After this it became enlightened, as well as replenished; replenished with various Forms both Vegetable and Animal; enlightened by the sublime Command of, Let there be Light, and there was Light. In the whole of this Progress we may remark Contrariety; Formless opposed to Form; Void to Replenished; and Darkness to Light.

Among the ancient Philosophers, some held the Principles of things to be hot and cold; others, to be moist and dry; others, to be dense and rare; others, in a

from Scripture, which immediately follows, as well as the subsequent Notes.

(f) Genesis, chap. i.
more abstracted way, to be Excess and Defect; Even and Odd; Friendship and Strife. Among the moderns, we know the stress laid on Action and Re-action; Attraction and Repulsion; Expansion and Condenfation; Centripetal and Centrifugal: to which may be added those two Principles held by many Ancients as well as Moderns, the Principles of Atoms and a Void (g), which two stand opposed nearly as Being and Non-being.

We shall subjoin the following passage from a Treatise of ancient date, because in it the Force of Contraries is exemplified with elegance.

(g) Democritus, says Aristotle, holds the Solid and the Void, to sepeou ἕνενον, to be Principles, ὅν τὸ μὲν ὦς ὅν, τὸ δ' ὦς ἐκ ὅν εἶναι Ἐπιστήμη, of which he says the one is the same as Being, the other the same as Non-being. See Aris. Phys. i. c. 5. p. 13. See also c. 4. p. 11. where the other Contraries are explained at large.

"Some
"Some (says an ancient Author) (b) have wondered how the World, if it be composed, as it appears, out of contrary Principles (the Dry, the Moist, the Cold, and the Hot) has not for ages ago been ruined and destroyed. As if indeed men should wonder how a City could subsist, composed (as it is) out

(b) See the Treatise Περὶ κόσμου.—It is given to Aristotle, and always makes a part of his Works; but although it be of genuine antiquity, and truly sublime, both in language and sentiment, yet some have thought it of a later period, and not written in the close manner and style of Aristotle. A Translation of it is extant, as old as by the Philosopher Apuleius, besides other Translations more modern. The Tract itself stands the fifth in the volume of Aristotle’s Physical Pieces, according to Sylburgius’s edition, and the passage here translated may be found, cap. 5. page 12. of that edition, beginning at the Words, Καὶ τοι γέ τις ἐχάνασε τῶς χόλες οἱ ἐν τῶν ἑαυτῶν κ. τ. λ. In Apuleius the words are, Et quibusdam mirum videri solet, quod, cum ex diversis, &c. p. 731. Edit. in Usuum Delphi. Quarto.

See Fabricius’s Biblioth. Græc. T. ii. p. 127, where the learned Author, with his usual labour and accuracy, has collected all the sentiments both of Antients and Moderns on this valuable work.

of
of contrary Tribes (I mean the Poor
and the Opulent, the Young and the
Aged, the Weak and the Strong, the
Good and the Bad), and be ignorant that
this of all things is most admirable in
Political Concord; I mean, that by ad-
mitting every Nature and every Fortune,
it forms out of many dispositions one
disposition; and out of Dissimilar ones, a
Similar. Perhaps also Nature herself
has an affection for Contraries, and
chooses out of these to form the Conso-
nant, and not out of things similar; so
that in the same manner as she associated
the Male to the Female, and not each to
it’s own Sex, did she establish through
Contraries, and not Similars, the first
and original Concord. Art too, in imi-
tation of Nature, appears to do the same.
Thus Painting, by blending the Natures
of things white and black, pale and red,
produces Representations consonant to
their originals. Thus Music, by mixing
together Sounds that are sharp and flat,
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"that are long and short, out of different voices produces one Harmony. Thus Grammar, by forming a mixture out of Vowels and Mutes, through these hath established the whole of it's Art. And this is what appears to have been the meaning of that obscure Philosopher Heraclitus. You are, says he, to connect the Perfect and the Imperfect, the Agreeing and the Disagreeing, the Consonant and the Dissonant; and out of all things, one; and out of one, all things."

Thus far this ingenious Author, with regard to whose doctrine, as well as that of the many others already mentioned, we cannot but remark, that whatever may have caused such an Unanimity of opinion, whether it were that men adopted it from one another by a sort of Tradition, or were insensibly led to it by the latent force of Truth; all Philosophers, of all ages, appear to have fa-
voured Contrariety, and given their sanction to the Hypothesis, that Principles are Contraries (i).

But farther still—'Tis impossible for Contrarieties to co-exist, in the same place, at the same instant. 'Tis impossible, for example, that in the same place and instant should co-exist Cold and Hot; Crooked and Strait; Dispersion and Combination; Disorder and Order. As therefore the Principles of Change are Contraries, and Contraries cannot co-exist, it follows that one Principle must necessarily depart, as the other accedes. Thus in the Mutation out of Disorder into Order, when the Principle into which,

(i) Πάντες γὰρ τὰ συνεχεῖα ἡ τὰς ὑπ’ αὐτῶν καλωμένας ἄρχας, καίτερ ἀνευ λόγω τιθίντες, ὀμοιοσαντία λέγοντες, ἄσπες ὑπ’ αὐτὰς της ἀληθείας ἀνάκα-σθίες. For all Philosophers hold the Elements and those other Causes, which they call Principles (though they suppose them without giving a reason) to be Contraries, compelled as it were to do so by Truth itself. Aristot. Phys. l. i. c. 5. p. 15.
that is Order, accedes, the Principle out of which, that is Disorder, departs. The same happens in all other instances.

A question then arises. If one of them necessarily depart, as soon as the other accedes, how can Nature possibly maintain the Continuity of her Productions? To depart, is to be no more, a sort of Annihilation, or Death; to accede, is to pass into Being, a sort of Production or Birth. They cannot co-exist, because they are absolutely incompatible (k); so that upon this Hypothesis there

(k) Τὸ μὴ ποιεῖν δύο μόνον, ἵππει τινὰ λόγον ἀπο-εθένει τὰς διὰ τὸ τὴν μακροτηλίαν ποιεῖν μέρους, ἵνα μὴ τὴν μεταφορὰν ἀλλη δομοῖς δὲ καὶ ἄλλη ὀποιανὶς ἐκτιλίτης. That we should not make two Principles only, has some appearance of reason: for a man may well doubt, how Density should be formed by nature to make Rarity, or this last, Density; and so in like manner with respect to any other Contrariety whatever. Arist. Phys. 1. i. c. 6. p. 16.

Simplicius well observes—τὸ μὴ ποιεῖν ἕν ὑπο-μένον τῷ ποιεῖν τὸ δὲ ἐνακόλουθον ὡς ὑπολόγητο τὸ ἐνακόλουθον. E —That
there can be no Continuity at all, but every new Production must be a realizing of Non-entity, a fresh and genuine Evolution of something out of nothing.

If this in the Continuity of Beings appear a difficulty, let us try, whether we can remove it by any aid not yet suggested. Crooked, we are told, is changed into Strait, a Contrary into a Contrary; one of which necessarily departs, and the other accedes. We admit it.—But is there not Something, which during the Change, neither departs nor accedes? Something which remains, and is all along still one and the same (1).

---

That, which acts, acts upon something which remains; but Contrary does not remain and wait for Contrary. Simpl. in Præd. p. 43. B. Edit. Basil. 1551.

(1) Καὶ τὸ τῆς ἐξής λέγει Διοκέτης, ὅτι εἰ μὴ ἦν ἐὰς ἀπαλά, ἐν ὡς ἦν το οὐαίν νοπ βάρδειν ὑπ' ἄλλην ὄντο τῶ ύψωμ ψυχεῖ οι, ἑ τῇ τῆς εἰσαι ἐμαίνεθαι

πάλ. υπ'.
The Stick, for example, changes from Crooked into Strait; and if there was not a Stick, or something analogous, no
such Change could be effected. Yet is it
less a Stick for becoming Strait; or was
it more so, when Crooked? Does it not
remain (m), considered as a Stick, pre-
cisely,

(m) Ὅτι δὲν αἱ ὑποκείμενα τὸ γινόμενον, ἃ
τάτο εἰ κἂν αἰσθητῇ ἐγὼ ἐν, ἀλλ' εἰδει γε ἢ χ ἐν' (τὸ
γὰρ εἰδει λέγω, κἂν λόγῳ ταὐτών.) ε' γὰρ ταὐτὸν ἀν-
θρώπω κἀ τῷ ὁμάσω εἰναι; κἀ τὸ μὲν ὑπομένει, τὸ δ' ἢ
ὑπομένει τὸ μὲν ὑποκείμενον ὑπομένει' (ο γὰρ ἢν-
κακτῶ ὑπομένει) τὸ δὲ ἄμωσον ἢ χ' ὑπομένει. 'Τis ne-
cessary that in every Production there should be a Subject
[or a Substratum], and this, though One numerically,
yet not One in Form (I mean, by one in Form, the same
as One in Reason, in Detail, or Definition). Thus 'tis not
the same thing to be a Man, and to be a Being Immus-
cal, or Void of musical Art. [In the formation of a
Musician] the one remains, the other remains not; the
Subject or Substratum remains (for Man remains); the
being Immusical, or Void of musical Art, remains not
[for that is lost, as soon as he becomes an Artift.]

The Production, or Formation here spoken of, means
the becoming a Musician by the acquisition of the
musical Art. The same reasoning may be applied to
any other Art or Science, which Man, as Man, is
capable of acquiring.

Again, the same Philosopher—"Ετὶ τὸ μὲν ὑπομέ-
νει, τὸ δ' ἐκεῖνον ἢ χ' ὑπομένει' ἐγὼ δὲν τι τείτου ἡ-
γία
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cifely, in either case, one and the same? As therefore the Stick is to Crooked and Strait, so is the Bar of Iron to Hot and Cold; the Brass of the Statue to Figure and Deformity; the Stones of the Palace to Order and Confusion; and something, analogous in other Changes, to other Contraries, not enumerated.

If therefore we were right in what we asserted before, and are so in what we assert now; it should seem that the Principles of Change or Mutation were three (n); one, that which departs;

εἰ τὰ ἐναντία. Add to this (says he) there is something [in productions of all kinds] which remains; but the Contrary does not remain; there is therefore some third thing over and above the Contraries. Metaph. A. p. 196. Edit. Sylb.

If there appear a difficulty in the first quotation of this note, concerning a Subject being One numerically, but not so in Form, or Character, see Note on the word Privation, in the first part of the following Chapter.

(n) Διότερος, εἰ τίς τὸν τε πρότερον ἀληθὴ νομίστειν εἶναι λόγον, ἢ τῶν ἀναρχικῶν, εἰ ἦλλει διασώσειν
parts; another, that which accedes; and a third, that which remains. Take an example or two from Man. The healthful departs; the morbid accedes; the Body remains. The morbid departs; the healthful accedes; the Body remains. 'Tis thus we change reciprocally as well to better, as to worse.

ὁμοφορίώς οὖν, ὑποθέσαμε τὸ τείτον—If any one therefore think the former Reasoning, and the present Reasoning, to be each of them true; 'tis necessary, in order to preserve both of them intire and unimpeached, to lay down and establish some third Principle.

He soon after adds—τὸ μὲν ἐν τῷ Φῶνα τῷ συν-
χείτο εἶναι, ἐκ τῆς τῶν ἄλλων ἐπισκο-
πίας δόξεων ἐν ἑκείνῃ τῷ λόγῳ. To say therefore that the Elements [or Principles of Things] are three, may appear to have some foundation to those, who speculate from these and other Reasonings of like sort. Arist. Phys. 1. i. c. 6. p. 16, 17. Edit. Sylb.

And again more explicitly in his Metaphysics—
Τείτον δὲ τὰ αἴτια, ἃ τείτεις ἢ ἄλλα,
ἑκὼ μὲν ἐν ἐνυ-
τίωσις (ἡ καὶ τὸ μὲν λόγος ἢ ἐλέες τὸ δὲ εἰς τίνος)
τὸ δὲ τέιτορ ἢ ἄλλων. Wherefore the Causes of Things are three, and the Principles are three; two, the Con-
trariety (of which Contrariety one part is the De-
finition and Form; the other part, the Privation); and the third Principle, the Matter. Metaph. A. p. 997. Edit. Sylb.
It may be observed of these three Principles, that two of them, being Contraries, maintain a perpetual warfare:

_Haud bene conveniunt, nec in una sede morantur_—

the third, like a neutral Power, preserves an intercourse with both, and sometimes associates with one, and sometimes with the other. It may be observed also of the two hostile or contrary Principles, that one of them appertains for the most part to the better Co-arrangement (ο) of things, and one to

(o) Co-arrangement.—So I here ventured to translate the word Συσωιχία, or Συσωιχεία, for it is written both ways in Aristo. See Metaph. l. i. c. 5. p. 13. l. iii. c. 2. p. 52. Edit. Syb.

The Pythagoreans, observing through the world a difference in things as to better and worse, and that this difference often led to a sort of Contrariety or Opposition, arranged them into two Classes, a better Class and a worse; and, placing the two Classes by the side of each other, called them Συσωιχία, or Co-arrangements. In the better Class they
Ch. III. to the bafer; to the better appertains Figure; to the bafer, Deformity; to the better, Order; to the bafer, Confusion; to the better, Health; to the bafer, Disease. Now if we call those of the better Tribe by the common name of Form, and those of the other Tribe by the common name of Privation (p), distinquish-

they put Unity, Bound, Friendship, Good, &c.; in the other they put Multitude, Boundless, Strife, Evil, &c. Some of this school limited the Number, others left it indefinite, considering all things as double, one against another, according to the Language of Ecclesiasticus, chap. xxxiii. v. 14, 15. and chap. xlii. v. 24.


(p) Τὰν ἑαυτῶν ἐς ἑαυτὰ συγοιχία, σιγνοις—The other Co-arrangement of Contraries is Privation. Aristot. Metaph. l. 3. c. 2. p. 52. Edit. Sylb.

By the word other, he means the bafer and subordinate Clafs, to which Clafs he gives the common name of Privation, as including all the Genera therein enumerated, Strife, Evil, &c. And hence it
ARRANGEMENTS.

Tinguishing the neutral Principle withal by the name of Subject, we shall then find the three Principles of Mutation, or Change, to be Form, Privation, and a Subject.

Of these three, if we compare Form to Privation, we shall find Form to be definite and simple; Privation to be infinite and vague. Thus there are infinite ways of being diseased, though but one of being healthy; infinite ways of being vicious, though but one of being virtuous (q).

Should it be asked, how Privation is one, having this infinite and vague Character; we may answer, because as Privation, is, that Privation is in this Treatise soon after called infinite and vague; for το Ἄπειρον, Infinite, made one in this baser Arrangement. See Blemmides Epitom. Physic. p. 60. Philop. in Ais. Phys. lib. i. sub fin.

(q) Ἐσθλοὶ μίν γὰρ ἀπλῶς, πανδοκατὸς δὲ κακοί. Theognis.
PHILOSOPHICAL
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it is nothing more than the simple Absence of that Form, to which it is opposed. Thus to be diseased (though the ways are infinite) is nothing more than the Absence of Health; to be vicious, (though the ways are infinite) nothing more than the Absence of Virtue.

And hence, perhaps, it may be possible to reject Privation for a Principle, and supply it's place, when wanted, by it's Opposite, that is to say Form; not however by the specific Form then actually tending to existence, but by every other congenial Form, of which this Specific Form is the Privation. Thus in the producing of the Sphere, it's Privation may be found in the Presence of the Pyramid, or of any Figure, besides the Sphere, whether regular or irregular. Thus in the producing of that Harmony called the Diapason, it's Privation may be found in the Presence of the Diapente, or of any other Tensions, besides
ARRANGEMENTS.

Sides those of the Octave, be they consonant or dissonant. 'Tis certain that by such a reciprocal acceding and receding of all possible Forms, by such an Absence and Presence (r), by such a continued Revolution.

(r) — Ἰκανὸς γὰρ ἔσαι τὸ ἐπειδοὺ τῶν ἑναντίων ζωικόν τῇ ἀπεικόν κῇ παραστίχῳ τῆς μεταβολῆς. — One of the two Contraries (that is to say FORM) will be sufficiently able, by it's Absence and it's Presence, to effect Mutation. Aristot. Phys. l. i. c. 7. p. 20. Edit. Sylb.

On this passage, Themistius thus comments.—Having inserted the words above quoted, he subjoins—ὡς τὸ Εἰδή τῆς Χώρας ἀποπληροῖ κῇ τῆς Στειρβίσεως· γὰρ Στειρβίς ὑπὸ Φύσις τῆς Εἰδής ἐστιν, ἄλλῳ ἀπυσίας τῆς Εἴδους. So that the FORM supplies also the place of the PRIVATION; for the PRIVATION is itself no particular Nature or Form, but rather the ABSENCE OF THE FORM [which is then passing into existence]. Themist. in Arist. Phys. p. 21. B. Edit. Ald.

Simplicius on this occasion explains himself as follows—ὡς μέντοι ἡξίωσεν ἐν τοῖς φυσικοῖς θεῖαι τὴν Στειρβίσιν καὶ τὸ κατ' αὐτὴν μὴ ὑς, διὸτι ἀπυσία μόνον ἔστι τῷ φύσικῷ, ὡδὲ ἄλλο ἐκατ' συνειδόγνωσιν ἑκάσθη δὲ τῷ Εἴδε μόνῳ καὶ αὐτῷ, τῇ παραστίχῳ τῇ ἐαυτῇ καὶ τῇ ἀπεικόν δυνάμει τῆς γένεσιν καὶ τῶν θυρωτῶν ἐπιφανείας.—Aristotle has not deigned to place among the Elements...
lution and periodical Succession, supposing a proper subject withal to receive and

Elements [of Natural Productions] PRIVATION, and that Mode of Non-being, which is consonant to it; because Privation is no more than the Absence of the thing produced, introducing along with itself no other particular Attribute. He himself also has been satisfied with the Form alone, as being able by it’s Presence and it’s Absence to effect both Generation and Diffusion. Simplic. in Aristot. Phys. lib. i. p. 54. Edit. Ald. Fol. 1526.

Perhaps Simplicius alludes to what Aristotle says in the following passage.—'Η δὲ ρε μόσχη κἄ τ’ Φύσις δι-κάς λιγεται κἄ γαρ τ’ σέρεσις εἰδὸς ἦν τ’ έισιν. The Terms Form and Nature have a double meaning: for in one Sense even Privation is Form. Physic. Aristot. l. ii. c. i.

Philoponus gives a pertinent instance to explain, how PRIVATION may be Form. He tells us—'ν γὰρ Λύδικες ἁμαρτία γίνεται εἰκ τῆς ἄληλος τῆς Λυδίς· ἀλλ’ ἡ Λυδική ἁμαρτία δύναται εἰναι Φύ-γικες ἁμαρτίας, ἡ ἐτέρα τις δύναται δὲ κἄ ἄπλος ἁ-μαρτία ἐναι τῶν χρόνων ἐπιστῆν ἵνα δώσῃ, κἄ τέτοιο ἑπικίλως ἀλλὰ ἀλλός ἐπιτεταμημένως μᾶλλον, ἡ ἄνει-μένω·—The Lydian Mode or Harmony is made out of Lydian Dissonance [that is, before the strings of a Lyre were tuned to that Mode, they were tuned after another manner, which manner he calls properly, Lydian Dissonance]. Now Lydian Dissonance may
and give them up, we may conceive how Changes may be performed, and new Substances produced, though (as we have said already) the Principle of Privation were to be withdrawn. No harm accrues to the Doctrine from a supposition like this; only, if we admit it, we again reduce the Principles from three to two; not however the former two, those that exist in Contrariety, for now we adopt the more amicable ones, those of a Form and a Subject (t), or

may be the Phrygian Mode or Harmony, or it may be any other of the Modes [Doric, Ionic, &c.] ; it may also be simply the Dissonance of the Strings under any casual tension, and that in various and different ways, either as they are more stretched, or more relaxed [that is, either sharper or flatter.] Philop. in Physic. I. i. p. 45.

This shews that the Phrygian Mode in this example, though clearly a Form of Harmony, is nevertheless, when referred to the Lydian Mode, as much a Privation, as any casual Tension of the Strings, totally void of all Concord.

(t) This is implied in the words—"Ωτι γίγνεται ἀπαν ἐκ τῆς ὑποκείμενης καὶ τῆς μορφῆς. That every thing
(if we take Matter in its proper meaning) those of Form and Matter.

'Tis in these we behold the Elements of those composite Beings, natural Substances. The Disquisition makes it expedient to consider each of the two apart, and this we shall therefore do by beginning with Matter.

thing is made or produced out of a Subject and a Figure. Aris. Phys. i. i. c. 7. p. 19.

Figure, Μορφή, means the same with Ἐἴδωλος Form; Ὄντωςμενον, Subject, means the same with Ἀλήθεια, Matter. See the Treatise just quoted, particularly towards the conclusion of the first Book.
Concerning Matter—An imperfect Description of it—it’s Nature, and the Necessity of it’s existence, traced out and proved—first by Abstraction—then by Analogy—Illustrations from Mythology.

Matter is that Elementary Constituent in composite Substances, which appertains in common (a) to them all, without distinguishing them from one another.

(a) If we compare the beginning of this Chapter with the beginning of the following, it will appear that, though Matter and Form are the Elements, or inherent Parts of every composite Substance, yet they essentially differ, in as much as Matter being common, Form peculiar, Form gives every such Substance its Character, while Matter gives it none.

Thus Philoponus—κατ’ αὐτὸ γὰρ [τὸ Εἴδωλον ἀπειρῶν] χαρακτηρίζομαι τὰ σφράγισμα, κατὰ δὲ τὴν “Τὰ πρὸς τὰ ἄλλα ἄλλου διαφέρον.”—By Form things are characterized; by Matter they differ not one from another.
another. — But 'tis fitting to be more explicit.

Every thing generated or made, whether by Nature or Art, is generated or made out of something else; and this something else is called its Subject or Matter. Such is Iron to the Saw; such is Timber to the Boat.

Now this Subject or Matter of a thing, being necessarily previous to that thing's existence, is necessarily different from it, and not the same. Thus Iron, as Iron, is not a Saw; and Timber, as Timber,

Com. in Phys. Arist. p. 55. d._—And soon after —διότι αὐτὸς ἔχει τὶς ἐνάστις ἐσίας; ἦ γὰρ Τὸν, κοινὸν.—This [that is, the Form] is characteristic of every Being's Essence; for as to the Matter, it is common [and runs through all.]

Ammonius says expressly— ἡ μὲν γὰρ ἔστιν κοινωνίας ἐσίν αὑτῖς ταῖς πράγμασιν, τὸ δὲ ἔστιν διεύρυνσιν. — Matter with regard to things is the Cause of their general Community, or common Nature; Form, the Cause of their peculiar Difference. Ammon. in Cat. p. 25. B.
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is not a Boat. Hence then one character of every Subject or Matter, that is, the Character of Negation or Privation.

Again, though the Subject or Matter of a thing be not that thing, yet were it incapable of becoming so, it could not be called it's Subject or Matter. Thus Iron is the Subject or Matter of a Saw, because, though not a Saw, it may still become a Saw. On the contrary, Timber is not the Subject or Matter of a Saw, because it not only (as Timber) is no Saw, but can never be made one, from it's very nature and properties. Hence then, besides Privation, another Character of every Subject or Matter, and that is the Character of Aptitude or Capacity.

Again, when one thing is the Subject or Matter of many things, it implies a Privation of them all, and a Capacity to F them
Ch. IV. them all (b). Thus Iron, being the Subject or Matter of the Saw, the Axe,

(b) Privation and Capacity are essential to every thing, which bears the name of Matter; and this is the meaning of the following passage—

Efi οί τὸ ὑποκεῖμενον ἀριθμῷ μὲν ἐν, εἴδει δὲ δύο—

The Subject or Matter is one numerically, but in character it is Two, that is to say, Two, as it has a Capacity to become a thing, and yet is under a Privation, till it actually become so. Arist. Physic. 1. i. p. 17.—And soon after, he says—

Τις a different thing to be a Man, and to be Void of the musical Art; 'tis a different thing to be Void of Figure, and to be Brafs.—As much as if he had said, that the Man, before he became a musical Artist, had both a Capacity for that character, and a Privation of it; the Brafs a similar Capacity and Privation, before it was cast into a Statue.

Thus too Themistius—

Τις a different thing to be a Man, and to be Void of the musical Art; 'tis a different thing to be Void of Figure, and to be Brafs.—As much as if he had said, that the Man, before he became a musical Artist, had both a Capacity for that character, and a Privation of it; the Brafs a similar Capacity and Privation, before it was cast into a Statue.

See before, Note p. 52, and Note p. 71.
and the Chiffel, implies Privation and Capacity with respect to all three.

Again, we can change a Saw into a Chiffel, but not into a Boat; we can change a Boat into a Box, but not into a Saw. The reason is, there can be no Change or Mutation of one thing into another, where the two changing Beings do not participate the same Matter (c). But

(c) This reasoning has reference to what the Ancients called "Τὰν πρῶτα, THE IMMEDIATE MATTER, in opposition to "Τὰν πρῶτα, THE REMOTE OR PRIMARY MATTER, of which more will be said in the course of this Speculation.

'Tis of the immediate Matter we must understand the following Passage—'Ενδιαφέρει δὲ, μιᾶς τῆς ὕλης ἔσεσθαι τὴν κινήσαν αἴτιαν οἴου ἐκ ξύλων κἂν κινωτός κἂν κλινώ 'ἐνων δὲ ἐκτεθαὶ ἡ ὕλη ἐς ἀνάλημα, ἐκτεθαὶ οὖν ἐκτεθαὶ ὑπὸ τοῦ πείρατος ἐκ τῆς κινδύνου αἰτίας τῶν. —'Τίς possible, that, the Matter being one and the same, different things by the Efficient Cause should be formed out of it; as, for example, that out of Wood should be formed a Box and a Bed. But then with regard to some things, which are different, the Matter is of necessity different also. 'Tis thus, for example,
But even here, were the Boat to moulder and turn to Earth, and that Earth by natural process to metallize and become Iron, through such progression as this, we might suppose even the Boat to become a Saw. Hence therefore it is, that all Change is by immediate or mediate participation of the same Matter.

Having advanced thus far, we must be careful to remember—first, that every Subject or Matter implies, as such, Privation and Capacity—and next, that all Change or Mutation of Beings into one another, is by means of their participating the same common Matter. This we have chosen to illustrate from Works of Art, as falling more easily under human cognizance and observation. 'Tis however no less certain as to the

example, that a Saw cannot be made out of Wood; nor is this a work in the power of the Efficient Cause. Arist. Metaph. H. κεφ. 3. p. 138. Edit. Sylb.
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Productions of Nature, though the superior Subtlety in these renders examples more difficult.

The Question then is, whether in the World which we inhabit, it be not admitted from Experience, as well as from the Confession of all Philosophers, that Substances of every kind, whether natural or artificial, either immediately or mediately pass one into another; that we suppose at present no Realizings of Non entity, but that reciprocal Deaths, Dissolutions, and Digestions, support by turns all Substances out of each other, so that, as Hamlet says, from the Idea of this rotation,

Imperial Cæsar, dead and turn'd to clay,
May stop a hole, to keep the winds away.

The Question in short is, whether in this World which we inhabit, there be not an
universal Mutation of all things into all (d).

If there be, then must there be some one Pri-

(d) The Peripatetics, according to the erroneous Astronomy by them adopted, supposed the fixed Stars, the Planets, the Sun, and the Moon, to move all of them round the Earth, attached to different Spheres, which moved and carried them round, the Earth itself being immovable, and placed in the Centre of the Universe. This Motion, purely and simply local, was the only one they allowed to these Celestial Bodies, which in Essence they held to be perfectly unchangeable. Things on the surface of this Earth (such as Plants and Animals), and things between that surface and the Moon (such as Clouds, Meteors, Winds, &c.) these they supposed obnoxious to Motions of a more various and complicated character; Motions, which changed them in their Qualities and Quantities, and which even led to their Generation and Dissolution, to Life and to Death. Hence the whole Tribe of these mutable and perishable Beings were called sublunary, because the Region of their existence was beneath the Sphere of the Moon. 'Twas here existed those Elements, which, as Milton tells us,

in quaternion run
Perpetual circle, multiform, and mix
And nourish all things
Par. Lost.

'Twas here that Aristotle held—ἐι τι ἔν ἐκ παντὸς ἐγ-
ναι ὡς ἡν ἔτι, that every thing was naturally formed to
arise
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**Primary Matter, common to all things;**

I say, some one **Primary Matter,**

and that **Common to all things,** since,

without some **such Matter,** **such Mutation**

would be wholly impossible.

**But if there be some one Primary Matter,**

and that **common to all things;**

this **Matter** must imply, not (as particular and subordinate Matters do) a **particular Privation,** and a **particular Capacity,** but, on the contrary, **Universal Primary**


Ocellus Lucanus (from whom, and from Archytas, Timaeus, and the other Pythagoreans, both Plato and Aristotle borrowed much of their Philosophy) elegantly calls this imaginary Sphere of the Moon's orbit, ἱσθυὸς ἀθανασίας ἡ γεννήσεως, the *Isthmus of Immortality and Generation,* that is, the Boundary, which lies between things immortal, and things transitory. *Gale's Opusc. Mythog.* p. 516.

The *Stoics* went farther than this *Isthmus.*—They did not confine these Changes to a *Part* only of the Universe; they supposed them to pass through the whole.
If the notion of such a Being appear strange and incomprehensible, we may farther prove the necessity of it's existence from the following considerations.

The PRIMARY Subject or Matter, having a Capacity to admit all Forms, exists in a Privation of them all. Themistius, in Arist. Phys. p. 21.

This is that One Being, mentioned by Diogenes, whose words we have quoted in the preceding Chapter, p. 51, in the Note.
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Either there is no such general Change, as here spoken of, which is contrary to fact, and would destroy the Sympathy and Congeniality of things; or if there be, there must be a Matter of the character here established, because without it (as we have said) such Change would be impossible.

Add to this, however hard universal Privation may appear, yet had the Primary Matter in it’s proper nature any one particular Attribute, so as to prevent it’s Privation from being unlimited and universal, such Attribute would run thro’ all things, and be conspicuous in all. If it were white, all things would be white; if circular, they would be circular; and so as to other Attributes, which is contrary to fact (f). Add to this, that the

Opposite

(f) This Argument is taken from Plato.—Speaking of the primary Matter, he says—"ομοιον γαρ δι’ των επει—
Ch. IV. Opposite to such Attribute could never have existence, unless it were possible for the same thing to be at once and in the same instance both white and black, circular and rectilinear, &c. Since this inseparable Attribute would necessarily be every where, because the Matter, which implies it, is itself every where, at least

ἐπεισιόντων τιν, τα τῆς ἑνατίας, τα τα τῆς ἀράτων ἀλλας φύσεως, ὁπότ' ἐλθῃ, δεχόμενον, κακὰς ἄν ἀφο-
μοιοί, τὰν αὐτῷ παρεμφαίων ὡσ—Were it like any of these things that enter into it, in such case, when it came to receive things of a nature contrary and totally different from itself, it would exhibit them ill, by shewing it's own nature along with them at the same time. Plat. Tim. p. 50.

Thus Chalcidius, in commenting the Passage here quoted—Si sit aliquid candidum, ut ψεκοθίου, deinde cporteat hoc transferri in alium colorum, vel diversum, ut ruborem sivi pallorem, vel contrarium, ut atrum; tune candor non patietur introcuentes colores fyneros perseverare, sed permixtione sui faciet interpolatos. Chalcid. in Tim. Com. p. 434.

Hence we see the propriety of those descriptions, which make the primary Matter, to be void of Body, of Quality, of Bulk, of Figure, &c. ἀδώμηλος, ἀ-
τοίς, ἀνεγιθν, ἀγχματικός, ἀμορφός, κ. τ. ι.

may
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may be found in all things, that are generated and perishable.

Here then we have an Idea (such as it is) of that singular Being, ΤΑΘ ΠΡΩΤΗ, the PRIMARY MATTER; a Being, which those Philosophers, who are immersed in sensible Objects, know not well how to admit, though they cannot well do without it (g); a Being, which flies the Percep-

(g) So strange a Being is it, and so little comprehensible to common Ideas, that the Greeks had no name for it in their language, 'till ΤΑΘ came to be adopted as the proper word, which was at first only assumed by way of Metaphor, from signifying Timber or Wood, the common materials in many works of Art. Hence it was that Ocellus, Timaeus, and Plato, employ various words, and all of them after the same metaphorical manner, when they would express the nature of this mysterious Being. Ocellus calls it Πανθέχις κα της ἐμπαχγείου τῆς γενέσεως, the universal Recipient, and Impression of things generated, as Wax receives Impressions from various Seals. Timaeus uses the word ΤΑΘ in the Doric Dialekt, and explains it (like Ocellus) by ἐμπαχγείου, to which he adds the Appellations of Ματήσα κα Τιθάνα, Mother and Nurse.
Perception of every sense, and which is at best even to the Intellect but a negative object, no otherwise comprehensible than either by Analogy or Abstraction.

We gain a glimpse of it by Abstraction, when we say that the first Matter is not the Lineaments and Complexion, which make the beautiful Face; nor yet the Flesh and Blood, which make those Lineaments, and that Complexion; nor yet the liquid and solid Aliments, which


_Aristotle_ also observes, consistently with one of the above expressions—ἡ μὲν γὰρ ὑπομίωσα, συναίτια τῇ μορφῇ τῶν γνομιῶν ἢπὶ, ὡστερ μὴ τὸ—that the Matter, by remaining, is in concurrence with the Form, a Cause of things generated, under the character of a Mother. _Phys._ i. i. c. 9. p. 22. Edit. Sylb.

make
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make that Flesh and Blood; nor yet the simple Bodies of Earth and Water, which make those various Aliments; but something, which being below all these, and supporting them all, is yet different from them all, and essential to their existence (h).

We obtain a sight of it by ANALOGY, when we say, that as is the Brass

(h) ABSTRACTION appears to have been used by Plato—Διὸ τίν τῇ γελούντι ὃς τὸν ἱερὸν μὴν ἀπάθετον ἤπειρον καὶ ὑποδοχὴν μὴν ἄρσιν, μὴν αἷμα, μὴν ψῦξ, μὴν ὑδρὸς λίγωμεν, μὴν ὠσκα ἐκ τῶν, μὴν ἔκ ὧν ταῦτα γένοντες ἅλλοι ἀόρατοι εἴδος τῷ ὄμορφῳ, ἔνδεχεται μεταλαμβάνον δὲ ἀπορώτατα τῷ τῇ νοητῷ, καὶ δυσαλωτότατον αὐτῷ λίγοτες, ὁ ψευδήθηκα. — Let us therefore say that the MOTHER and RECEP TACLE of every visible, may of every sensible Production, is neither Earth, nor Air, nor Fire, nor Water, nor any of the things which arise out of these, nor out of which these arise, but a certain INVISIBLE AND FORMLESS BEING, THE UNIVERSAL RECIPIENT; concerning which Being, if we say it is in a very dubious way intelligible, and something most hard to be apprehended, we shall not speak a falsehood. Plat. Tim. p. 51. Edit. Serr.

Thus Chalcidius—Sublatis quæ sunt singulis, QUOD SOLUM REMANET, IPSUM ESSE, QUOD QUÆRITUR. In Tim. Com. p. 371.
to the Statue, the Marble to the Pillar, the Timber to the Ship, or any one secondary Matter to any one peculiar Form; so is the First and Original Matter to all Forms in general (i).

(i) The Method of reasoning on this Subject by Analogy was used by Aristotle.—ν ὁ ἰ' ὕποκειμένη φύσις ἐπιστή κατὰ ἀνάλογαν ὡς γὰρ πρὸς ἀνδριάδας χαλκὸς, ἢ πρὸς κλίνην ξύλον, ἢ πρὸς τῶν ἄλλων τινῶν ἐκόλουθον μορφῆς ἡ ὑπακοὴ ἢ τὸ ἄμορφον ἔχει, πρὸς λακείων τὴν μορφήν· ἄτοις αὕτη πρὸς ἅσιαν ἔχει, καὶ τὸ τόδε τι, καὶ τὸ ὄν. Phys. 1. i. c. 7. p. 20. Edit. Sylb.

—The Subject—Nature, (that is, the Primary Matter) is knowable in the way of Analogy: for as is the Brass to the Statue; the Timber to the Bed; or the immediate and formless Material to any of those things which have Form, before it assumes that Form; so is this [general and primary] Matter to Substance, and to each particular Thing, and to each particular Being.

Not that Aristotle rejected the Argument from Abstraction.—Ἄγων δ' ἰδίων ἡ καθ' αὐτήν µὴν τῆς µὴν ὄνεον, µὴν ἄλλο µοιδίαν λέγειν οἷς ὑφίσκει τὸ ὄν, ὡς γὰρ τι, καὶ ἡ καλλιγραφία τῶν ἔκαστον, ἢ τὸ ἐπετέρον, ὡς τῶν καλλιγραφίων ἔκαστα—I mean by Matter, that which of itself is not denominated either this particular Substance, or that particular Quantity, or any other of those Attributes, by which Being is characterized.
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And here, if a Digression may be permitted, let us reflect for a moment on the character of old Proteus.

It is indeed that, of which each one of these is predicated, and which has an Essence different from every one of the Predicaments. Metaph. z. p. 106. Edit. Sylb.

And here we may observe, that as Abstraction and Analogy are the two Methods, by which this strange Being (as it has been called) was investigated by the ancient Philosophers, so for that reason Timaeus tells us, that it was made known to us ἀνακεφαλαίαν ἀπὸ τῶν λογισμῶν τοῦ νόθον, by a spurious kind of Reasoning, p. 545.—Plato says the same, only he is more full.—Matter, according to him, was μετ᾽ ἀνακεφαλαίαν ἀπὸ τῶν λογισμῶν τοῦ νόθον—Something tangible without Sensation, something hard to be believed, and that by means of a spurious kind of reasoning. Tim. Plat. p. 52. Edit. Serr.

This spurious Reasoning is explained by Timaeus, who says that Matter is so comprehended τῶν μικῶν κατ᾽ ἀνακεφαλαίαν νοεῖσθαι, by it's not being understood in a direct way, but only obliquely, and by implication. Opusc. Myth. Gale, p. 545.

As to the being tangible without Sensation, this means, that though it be an essential to Body, which appears to make it tangible, yet the Abstraction makes it stand under the same character to the Touch, as Darkness stands to the Sight, Silence to the Hearing; we cannot be said to see the one, nor to hear the other; and yet without the help of these two Senses we could have no Compre-
PHILOSOPHICAL

Ch.IV. Omnia transformat sese in miracula rerum,
Ignemque, horribilemque seram, fluviium-
que liquentem. Georg. IV.

Thus Virgil — thus, before him, Homer:

Πάντα δὲ γιγαντιῶν πειράτεται, ὅσ' ἐπὶ γαῖαν
'Εσπετρὰ γίνονται, κ' ὑδαῖς, κ' Ἐσπεδάλες ὄψ.
Οδυσ. Δ. 417.

Made into all things, all he'll try; become
Each living thing, that creeps on earth;
will glide
A liquid Stream, or blaze a flaming Fire (k).

Comprehension of these two Negations, or perhaps more properly, those two sensible Privations.

Both Timæus and Plato drop expressions, as if they considered Matter to be Place. Timæus calls it τὸπος and χώρα; Plato calls it χώρα and ἐδρα. Opusc. Myth. p. 544. Plat. Tim. p. 52.

Chalcidius elegantly shews, how in this negative manner it attends all the Predicaments, and serves for a support to each. Effentia est, ut opinor, cum eam Species, &c. See Com. in Tim. p. 438.

(k) To the Poets here quoted may be added Horace Sat. lib. ii. S. 3. v. 73. Ovid. Metam. viii. 730.
What wonder, if this singular Deity suggest to us that singular Being, which we have been just attempting to describe? The Allegory was too obvious to escape the Writers of any age, and there are many, we find, by whom it has been adopted (l).

That great Parent of Mythology as well as Poetry, Homer, not only informs us concerning Proteus, but concerning his daughter Eidothea, who discovered her father's abode.

We shall perceive in the Explanations which follow, how this Fable applies itself to the Subject of the present Chapter.

(l) Some, says Eustathius, when he comments the passage above cited from Homer, hold "Proteus to be that original Matter, which is the Receptacle of Forms; that, which being in actuality no one of these Forms, is yet in capacity all of them— which Proteus (they add) Eidothea his Daughter is elegantly said to discover, by leading him forth out of Capacity into Actuality; that is, she is that Principle of Motion, which contrives to make him rush into Form, and be moved and actuated.

Heraclides Ponticus having adopted the same Method of explaining, subjoins—"that hence it was with good reason, that the formless Matter was called Proteus; and that Providence, which modified
Ch. IV. "each Being with its peculiar Form and Character, was "called Eidothea."

The words of Eustathius in the original are—


We shall only remark, as we proceed, that the Etymology here given of Eidothea, εἰς εἰδογελων, to rush into Form, is invented, like many other ancient Etymologies, more to explain the word philosophically, than to give us its real origin. 'Tis perhaps more profitable, though not equally critical, to etymologise after this manner; and such appears to have been the common practice of Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics.

The words of Heraclides are—ὢς εὐλογον, τὴν μὲν ἄμορφου ὑλὴν ΠΡΩΤΕΑ καλείσθαι, τὴν δ' εἰδωλοπλαστικὰν ἐκαστὰ Πρέσβειν ΕΙΔΟΘΕΑΝ. Heraclid. Pontic. p. 490. Gale's Opusc. Mythog. 8vo.

To these Greeks may be subjoined a respectable Countryman of our own.

Lord Verulam tells us of Proteus, that he had his Herd of Seals, or Sea-calves; that these 'twas his Custom every day to tell over, and then to retire into a Cavern, and repose himself. Of this we read the following Explanation—"that under the Person of Proteus "is signified Matter, the most ancient of all Things, "next
next to the Deity—that the Herd of Proteus was nothing else, than the ordinary Species of Animals, Plants, and Metals, into which Matter appears to diffuse, and as it were to consume itself; so that after it has formed and finished those several Species (it's task being in a manner complete) it appears to sleep and be at rest, nor to labour at, attempt, or prepare any Species farther.” De Sapientiâ Vet. c. 13.

The Author’s own words are—sub Protei enim personâ Materiam significatur, omnium rerum post Deum antiquissima.—Pecus autem, sive Grex Protei non alium videtur esse, quam Species ordinariae Animalium, Plantarum, Metallorum, in quibus Materiam videtur se diffundere, et quasi consumere; adeo ut, posquam illas Species effinxerit, et absolverit, (tanquam persona completo) dormire et quiescere videatur, nec aliam amplius Species moliri, tentare, aut parare.
Concerning Form—An imperfect Description of it—Primary Forms, united with Matter, make Body—Body Mathematical—Body Physical—how they differ—Essential Forms—Transition to Forms of a Character superior to the passive and elementary.

FORM is that elementary Constituent in every composite Substance, by which it is distinguished and characterized, and known from every other (a). But to be more explicit.

The first and most simple of all Extensions is a Line. This, when it exists united with a second Extension, makes a Superficies; and these two, existing together

(a) See the first Note in the preceding Chapter, and page 91.
ARRANGEMENTS.

gether with a third, make a Solid. Now this last and complete Extension we call the first and simplest Form; and when this first and simplest Form accedes to the first and simplest Matter, the Union of the two produces Body, which is for that reason defined to be Matter triply extended. And thus we behold the rise of pure and original Body (b).

It

(b) Original Body, when we look downwards, has reference to the primary Matter, its Substratum; when we look upwards, becomes itself a Υλ, or Matter to other things; to the Elements as commonly called, Air, Earth, Water, &c. and in consequence, to all the variety of natural Productions.

Hence it is, that Ammonius, speaking of the first Matter, says—ἀυτὴ ἢν, ἐξολοκωθείσα κατὰ τὰς τρεῖς διασάσεις, ποιεῖ τὸ δεύτερον ἄρτιον σῶμα—This [that is, the first Matter] being embulked with three extensions, makes the second Matter or Subject, that is to say, Body void of Quality.

After having shewn how natural Qualities and Attributes flood in need of such a Subject for their existence, he adds (which is worth remarking)—ἐκτὸς τῶν ποτέ ἐνεργείας ἡ ὑπὸ ἀσώματος, ἡ σῶμα ἄρτιον, ἀλλὰ τὴν εὐτακτὸν τῶν ὄντων γένεσιν ζεωφόντες φαμὲν, G 3 ή
It must be remembered however, that Body under this character is something indefinite and vague, and scarcely to be made an Object of scientific Contemplation. 'Tis necessary to this end, that it's Extension should be bounded; for as yet we have treated it without such regard. Now the Bound or Limit of Simple Body is Figure; and thus it is that Figure, with regard to Body, becomes the next Form after Extension.

In Body thus bounded by Figure, every other of it's Attributes being abstracted and withdrawn, we behold that Species of Body, called Body Mathematical; a name so given it, because the Mathematician, as such, considers no other At-

\[\text{tributes}\]
ARRANGEMENTS.

tributes of Body, except it be these two Ch. V.
Primary, it's Extension and it's Figure (c).

But though the bounding of Body by Figure is one step towards rendering it more definite and knowable, yet is not this sufficient for the purposes of Nature. 'Tis necessary here, that not only it's External should be duly bounded, but that a suitable regard should be likewise had to it's Internal. This internal Adjustment, Disposition, or Arrangement.

(c) In Body Mathematical all Qualities being abstracted but Figure and Extension, we may hence perceive the reason why the Contemplation of such Body (which Contemplation makes so large a part of the Mathematical Sciences) is more accurate and certain, than that of any other Body. It is, because of all Bodies, Mathematical Body has the fewest, the most obvious, and the most precise Attributes.

Hence too we may perceive the difference between a Mathematician, and a natural Philosopher. They differ, as their Subjects differ; as the Subject of the first is simple; of the last is complicated; as the Attributes of Mathematical Body are few and known; of Physical Body are unknown and infinite. Vid. Arist. Phys. 1. ii. c. 2.
(denominate it as you please) is called Organization, and may be considered as the third Form, which appertains to Body. By its accession we behold the rise of Body Physical or Natural, for every such Body is some way or other organized.

And thus may we affirm that these three, that is to say, Extension, Figure, and Organization, are the three original Forms to Body Physical or Natural, Figure having respect to its External; Organization to its Internal; and Extension being common both to one and to the other. 'Tis more than probable that from the variation in these universal, and, as I may say, Primary Forms, arise most of those secondary Forms usually called Qualities Sensible, because they are the proper Objects of our several Sensations. Such are Roughness and Smoothness, Hardness and Softness, the tribes of Colours,
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Ch. V.

lours, Savours and Odours, not to mention those Powers of Character more subtle, the Powers Electric, Magnetic, Medicinal, &c.

Here therefore we may answer the Question, how natural Bodies are distinguished. Not a single one among them consists of Materials in Chaos, but of Materials wrought up after the most exquisite manner, and that conspicuous in their Organization (d), or in their Figure, or in both.

As therefore every natural Body is distinguished by the Differences just described; and as these Differences have nothing to do with the original Matter, which being every where similar, can afford no distinctions at all: may we not

(d) No where perhaps is the force of Organization more conspicuous, than when we perceive different Grafts, upon the same Tree, to produce different Species of Fruit.

hence
hence infer the expediency of Essential Forms, that *every natural Substance* may be essentially characterized? 'Tis with deference to my Contemporaries, that I surmise this assertion. I speak perhaps of Spectres, as shocking to some Philosophers, as those were to Eneas, which he met in his way to Hell:

*Terribiles visu Formae.*

Yet we hope to make our peace, by declaring it our opinion, that we by no means think these Forms Self-existent; things, which Matter may slip off; and fairly leave to themselves,

*Ut veteres ponunt tunicas aestate cicadæ (e).*

They rather mean something, which, though differing from Matter, can yet *never subsist without it (f)*; something,

---

(e) Lucr. iv. 56.

(f) See Note the second of this Chapter. 'Tis a uniform Position in the Physics of the old Peripatetics,
which, united with it, helps to produce every composite Being, that is to say in other words, every natural Substance in the visible world.

It must be remembered however (as we have said before) that it is the Form in this Union, which is the Source of all Distinction*. 'Tis by this, that the Ox is distinguished from the Horse, not by that Grass, on which they subsist, the common Matter to both. To which also may be added, that as Figures and sensible Qualities are the only objects of our Sensations, and these all are Parts of natural Form; so therefore (contrary to the

tetics, ὅτι ἡχώρεισα τὰ χών, that the Affections [of Body] are inseparable from it. See Arist. Phys. 1. i. 'Tis one thing to be a Cube, another thing to be Iron, or Silver, or Wood, or Ivory. The Cube is most evidently and certainly no one of these, yet is it absurd and impossible to suppose the Cube should ever exist without one of these, or something similar to support it. See before, pages 77, 78.

* P. 63. 84.
sentiment of the Vulgar, who dream of nothing but of Matter) 'tis Form, which is in truth the whole, that we either hear, see, or feel; nor is mere Matter any thing better, than an obscure imperfect Being, knowable only to the reasoning Faculty by the two methods already explained, I mean that of Analogy, and that of Abstraction (g).

Here therefore we conclude with respect to Sensible Forms, that is to say, Forms immersed in Matter, and ever inseparable from it. In these and Matter we place the Elements of (h) Natural

(g) See before p. 76, 77, 78.

(h) Elements are τὰ ἐντὰξονα αἰτία, the inherent, or (if I may use the expression) the in-existing Causes, such as Matter and Form, of which we have been treating. There are other Causes, such as the Tribe of Efficient Causes, which cannot be called Elements, because they make no part of the Substances, which they generate, or produce. Thus the Statuary is no part of his Statue; the Painter, of his Picture.
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TURAL SUBSTANCE, and thus finish the first part of the Inquiry we proposed.

We are now to engage in Speculations of another kind, and from the Elements of Natural Substance to inquire after it's Efficient Cause (i), that is to say, that

Picture. Hence it appears that ALL ELEMENTS are Causes; but not ALL CAUSES, Elements.

(i) Aristotle having reduced his three Principles of natural Productions to two, which two we have treated in this, and the preceding Chapter, adheres not so strictly to this Reduction, but that he still admits the Three.—Thus in his Metaphysics, he tells us— delimiter, qui siquibos si si yv— that the Form, the Privation, and the Matter, are three Principles. He calls them ELEMENTS, because they have no Existence, but in the Substance to which they belong. To these he adds the EFFICIENT CAUSE, which as it exists externally, that is, without the Subject, he will not for that reason allow to be an Element.—Hence he observes, διε Στοιχεία μίν τρία, αἰτίας δὲ δὲ δεῖχαι τίσαρεις—that the ELEMENTS were THREE; the CAUSES and PRINCIPLES were FOUR. His instances are—Health, the Form; Difcase, the Privation; the human Body, the Subject. In these three Causes we have the ELEMENTS; Add to these Causes the fourth, that
that Cause, which associates those Elements, and which employs them, when associated, according to their various and peculiar Characters.

that is, the Efficient, the Art of Medicine; and then we have the four Causes required.—Again—call the Plan of the House, the Form; the previous want of Order, the Privation; the Bricks, the Materials; add to these the fourth Cause, the Architect's Art, and again we have the four Causes required. Metaph. A. p. 198, 199. Edit. Sylb.

'Tis this Efficient Cause, that will make the Subject of the following Chapter.
Concerning Form, considered as an efficient animating Principle—
Harmony in Nature between the living and the lifeless—Ovid, a philosophical Poet—Farther Description of the animating Principle from its Operations, Energies, and Effects—Virgil—The Active and the Passive Principle run thro' the Universe—Mind, Region of Forms—Corporeal Connections, where necessary, where obtrusive—Means and Ends—their different Precedence according to different Systems—Empedocles, Lucretius, Prior, Galen, Cicero, Aristotle, &c.—Providence.

Let us suppose an artificial Substance, for example a musical Pipe, and let us suppose to this Pipe the Art of the Piper to be united, not separated as
as now, but vitally united, so that the Pipe by its own Election might play, whenever it pleased.—Would not this Union render it a kind of living Being, where the Art would be an active Principle, the Pipe a passive, both reciprocally fitted for the purposes of each other?

—And what, if instead of the Piper's Art, we were to substitute that of the Harper?—Would this new Union also be natural like the former? Or would not rather the Inaptitude of the Constituents prevent any Union at all? It certainly would prevent it, and all Melody consequent; so that we could now by no analogy consider the Pipe as animated.

'Tis in these and other Arts, considered as efficient Habits, we gain a glimpse of those Forms, which characterise not by visible Qualities, but by their respective Powers, their Operations and their Energies. As is the Piper's Art to the Pipe, the Harper's to the Harp,
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fo is the Soul of the Lion to the Body Ch.VI.
Leonine, the Soul of Man to the Body Human; because in neither case 'tis possible to commute or make an exchange, without subverting the very End and Constitution of the Animal (a).

And thus are we arrived at a new order of Forms, the tribe of animating Principles (b); for there is nothing which

distin-

(a) See Arift. de An. l. i. c. 3. p. 13. Edit. Sylb.

The Stagirite uies upon this occasion the following Similitude—\(\text{παραπλησίων γάρ λέγειν, ὣσπερ εἰ τις φαίν τιν τευδουκάν εἰς αὐλας ἐνδυόσθαι: δέι γάρ τὴν μὲν τεχνὴν χρησθαι τοῖς ἐργάνωις, τὴν δὲ ψυχὴν τῷ σώματι.}—They [who adopt the Notion of placing any Soul in any Body] talk the same, as if a Person was to say the Carpenter's Art might enter into a Musician’s Pipe: now 'tis necessary that every Art should use it's proper Instruments, and every Soul it's proper Body.

(b) Alexander Aphrodisiensis has an express Dissertation to prove, \(\epsilonτι εἰδε ἢ ψυχή, \) that the Soul is a Form. Alex. p. 124. B. Edit. Ald. Ven. 1534. It was so called, not with the least view to it’s having a

H Figure,
distinguishes so eminently as these; and 'tis on the power of Distinction, that we rest the very Essence of Form.

'Tis here we view Form in a higher and nobler light, than in that of a passive elementary Constituent, a mere inactive and sensible Attribute. 'Tis here it assumes the dignity of a living motive Power, of a Power defined by its nature to use, and not be used. 'Tis to the Diversity of Powers in these animating Forms, that the Diversity of the Organizations in the corporeal World has reference. That strong and nervous Leg, so well armed with tearing

Figure, as if, for example, it were a Spherical Body, but because it was able not only by it's perceptive Powers to secrete Forms, but by it's productive Powers to impart them; whence, being considered as full of them, it was elegantly described to be τόπος Λίθων, the Region of Forms. *Arist. de Anim. I. iii. c. 4.*

—See also l. ii. c. 1.

See Hermes, p. 310, 311, 312, &c.
Fangs, how perfectly is it correspondent to the fierce Instincts of the Lion? Had it been adorned, like the Human Arm, with Fingers instead of Fangs, the natural Energies of a Lion had been all of them defeated. That more delicate structure of an Arm, terminating in Fingers so nicely diversified, how perfectly does it correspond to the pregnant Invention of the human Soul? Had these Fingers been Fangs, what had become of poor Art, that by her Operations procures us so many Elegancies and Utilities? 'Tis here we behold the Harmony between the Visible World and the Invisible; between the Passive and the Active; between the Lifeless and the Living. The whole Variety in Bodies as well natural as artificial, is solely referable to the previous Variety in these their animating Forms. 'Tis for the sake of these they exist; 'tis by these they are employed; and without them they would be
Ch. VI. be as useless, as the Shoe without the Foot.

'Twas perhaps owing to this use of the word Form, in order to denote an animating Principle, that the Poet Ovid (who appears by his works not unacquainted with Philosophy) opens his Metamorphosis with those lines, so perplexing to his Commentators.

_In nova fert Animus mutatas dicere Formas Corpora——_

"My Mind (says he) carries me to tell of "Forms changed into new Bodies;" not of Bodies changed into new Forms, but of Forms, that is to say, Souls, transferred into new Bodies. The Bodies it seems were new, but the Souls or Forms remained the same, of which throughout his Work we have perpetual testimony. Thus, when he speaks of Callisto,
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Mens antiqua tamen facta quoque man- 
sit in urſa. Metam. ii. 485.

Of Arachne,

— Antiquas exercet Aranea telas. 
     Ibid. vi. 145.

Of the Ants, that became Men,

— Mores, quos ante gerebant, 
     Nunc quoque habent; parcumque genus, pa-
     tiensque laborum. Ibid. vii. 656.

And so in many other places (c), which 
those who favour this Conjecture, may 
easily discover.

(c) Ovid appears by these quotations to have used 
the word Forma, when he opens his Poem, in 
a sense truly Philosophical. His Doctrine, that this 
Form or Soul might be transferred from one Body into 
another was Pythagorean, but which the Peri-
patetics rejected from the reasons above alleged, 
in the first Note of this Chapter.
As nothing can become known by that, which it has not, so it would be absurd to attempt describing these animating Forms by any visible or other Qualities, the proper Objects of our Sensations. The Sculptor’s Art is not Figure, but ’tis that, through which Figure is imparted to something else. The Harper’s Art is not Sound, but ’tis that, through which Sounds are called forth from something else. They are of themselves no objects either of the Ear or of the Eye; but their nature or character is understood in this, that were they never to exert their proper Energies on their proper Subjects, the Marble would remain for ever shapeless, the Harp would remain for ever silent (d).

‘Tis

(d) See Maximus Tyrius, Diff. I. who eloquently applies this Reasoning to the Supreme Being, the Divine Artist of the Universe—Εἰ δὲ ἢ ἢν ὤν μαθεῖν ἑρᾶς τὴν ἐκείνα φύσιν, πῶς τίς αὐτὴν διηρήσηται; καλὸν μὲν γὰς εἶναι τὸν θεὸν, ἢ τὰν καλὰν τὸ φανώ-τατον.
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'Tis the same in natural Beings (e). Ch.VI.

The ANIMATING Form of a natural Body is neither it's Organization, nor it's Figure, nor any other of those inferior Forms, which make up the System of

\[\text{τατον' αλλ' έ σώμα καλὸν, αλλ' άθεν κ' τῳ τύματι ἐπιρρέει τῷ κόλλῃ. άθεν λειμὼν καλὸν, αλλ' άθεν κ' ύ λειμὼν καλὸν' κ' πολλῇ καλλ✠, κ' Δαλαίνης, κ' ύραν, κ' των εν ύραν Θεῶν, πάν τῷ κόλλῃ τῇ ἐκεῖθεν ρεῖ, οὗν ἐκ τηρῆς αἰενίᾳ, κ' ἀνεφάτων καθόσον αὐτῷ μετέχειν ēκαστα, καλὰ, κ' ἐθραία, κ' σωφρονεῖν: κ' καθόσον αὐτῷ ἀπολείπεται, αἴξρα, κ' διαλυόμενα, κ' Θεοφρονεῖν.—But if even now you wish to learn the nature of this SOVEREIGN BEING, after what manner shall any one be able to explain it? DIVINITY itself is surely beauteous, and of all Beauties, &c. &c.

Those, who chuse to see the remaining part of this elegant original, elegantly translated, may find it in the second Volume of Lord Shaftesbury's Characteristics, p. 295.

(e) Here an attempt is made to explain the three great Principles of the Soul, anciently called τὸ νοητικὼν, τὸ αἰσθητικὼν, τὸ ξεπληρὼν, the Intellekto, the Sensitivo, and the Nutritivo. The Nutritivo is treated first, then the Sensitivo, then the Intellectivo.

See below, note on the word Intellekto, p. 106.
it's visible Qualities; but 'tis the Power, which, not being that Organization, nor that Figure, nor those Qualities, is yet able to produce, to preserve, and to employ them. 'Tis therefore the Power, which first moves, and then conducts that latent Process, by which the Acorn becomes an Oak, the Embryo becomes a Man. 'Tis the Power, by which the Aliment of Plants and Animals is digested, and by such digestion transformed into a part of themselves. 'Tis the Power, as oft as the Body is either mutilated or sick, that co-operates with the Medicine in effecting the Cure. 'Tis the Power, which departing, the Body ceases to live, and the Members soon pass into putrefaction and decay.

Farther still, as putrefaction and decay will necessarily come, and Nature would be at an end, were she not maintained by a supply; it is therefore the Power, that enables every Being to produce
duce another like itself; the Lion to produce a Lion, the Oak to produce an Oak; so that, while Individuals perish, the Species still remains, and the Corruptible, as far as may be, partakes of the Eternal and Divine (f).

In

(f) This Eternal and Divine is what, as Aristotle says, all Beings desire, and for the sake of which they all whatsoever they all agreeably to Nature. Πάντα γὰρ ικεῖνα (scil. τὸ αἴει ἣ τῷ θείῳ ὀφεύλαι, καὶ εἰκὸν ἔνεκα πρᾶξει ὡσα κατὰ φύσιν πρᾶξει. De Anim. 1. ii. c. 4. p. 28. Edit. Sylb.

Immediately afterwards he subjoins the following remarkable passage, by which he appears to refer the whole system of natural Production or Generation to that one great Principle.—ιπεῖ ἐν κοινωνίᾳ ἀδυνατεῖ τὸ αἴει ἢ τῷ θείῳ τῇ συνεχείᾳ, διὰ τὸ μηδὲν εὐδεχομένοις τῶν φθορῶν τὸ αὐτὸ ἢ ἐν αἰείμοι διαμένει, ἢ μετέχει δύναται ἔκαστο, ταύτῃ κοινωνίᾳ, τὸ μὲν μᾶλλον, τὸ δὲ ἐπὶ πάντων ἡ διαμένει ἐκ αὐτοῦ, ἀλλ' ὑπὸ αὐτοῦ. αἰείμοι μὲν ἐν ἑκ ἐν, εἰδει δὲ ἐν.—In as much therefore as these Beings (meaning the subordinate and inferior) cannot participate of the Eternal and the Divine in uninterrupted Continuity, from it's being impossible that any thing perishable and transient should remain the same and one numerically; hence it follows that as far as each is capable of sharing it, so far it participates, one thing
In all the Energies here enumerated it extends through Vegetables as well as Animals. But with Animals, taken apart, it is that higher Active Faculty, which, by employing the Organs of Sense, peculiar to them as Animals, distinguishes them as Beings sensitive from Vegetables and Plants. Farther than this, with Man alone above the rest it is that still superior and more noble Faculty, which by its own divine Vigour, unassisted perhaps with Organs, makes and denominates him a BEING INTELLECTIVE and RATIONAL (g).

And

in a greater degree, and another in a less; and that each thing remains not precisely the same, but as it were the same, not numerically one, but one in Species.

To this Virgil alludes,

At Genus immortale manet—

Georg. iv.


(g) Τῶν δὲ δύναμεως τῆς ψυχῆς αἱ λεγθένται τοῖς μὲν ἑνυπάρχωσι, ἔσσαι, καθάπερ εἰπόμεν, τοῖς δὲ τις.
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And so much for the description of those Forms, which, being purely invi-

νέος αυτῶν, εἰλικρίνς δὲ μία μόνη.—As to the Powers of the Soul here described, they exist all of them in some Beings; some of them only in other Beings; and in some Beings only one of them. Aris. de An. i. ii. c. 3. p. 26. Edit. Sylb. That is to say, Man possesses all; Brutes possesses some; Plants, one only—Man has the Vegetative, the Sensitive, and the Intellecctive Faculty; Brutes only the Vegetative and the Sensitive; Plants, the Vegetative alone.

See soon after, p. 28—ἀυτὸ μὲν γὰρ τῷ Ἐφρίκῳ

that is to say, Man possesses all.

Ideoque ob consortium corporis est inter homines, beati-
asque, et cetera vitā carentia, Societas communiōque cor-
poreorum praeuentum. Siquidem NASCI, NUTRIRI,
crescere commune est hominibus cum ceteris; sen-
tire vero et appetere, commune demum hominibus
et multis tantum, et ratione carentibus animalibus. Cu-
pititas porro atque iracundia vel agrestium vel
manuflctorum, APPETITUS IRRATIONABILIS est: Ho-
minis vero, cujus est proprium rationi mentem applicare,
rationabilis: Ratiocinandi enim atque in-
telligendi, sciendiōque verum appetitus pro-
prius est Hominis, quia a cupiditate atque iracundia pluri-
mum dissipat. Ilia quippe etiam in multis animalibus, et
multa quidem acridiora, cernuntur: RATIONIS autem
perfectio et intellectus, propria Dei et Ho-
Fabric.
PHILOSOPHICAL

Ch.VI. fible, and (it may be said) totally insensible, are no otherwise to be known, Con-
sciouines alone excepted, than by sensible Operations and Energies (h), perceived in
things corporeal.

As

(h) See the Passage just before quoted from Maximus Tyrius. Nothing can be of greater importance,
than a due attention to this Distinction; I mean the Distinction between Effects and Causes; between Ef-
fects which are visible, and Causes which are invisible; between Effects, the natural Objects of all our
Sensations; and Causes, which are Objects of no Sensation at all.

'Tis with reference to this Distinction that Cyrus is made to reason in his last moments by Xenophon,
his philosophical Historian, who thus describes him addressing his Children.

Οὐ γὰρ ὑπὲρ τὸτὸ γς σαφῆς δοκείτε εἰδέναι, ὡς ὑ-
δίω ἐσομαι γω ἐτι, ἐπειδὰν τῇ αὐθεντικῇ βίοι τελευτήω-
ῳ γὰρ μὲν τοι τὴν γ' ἵμην ψυχὴν ἔχετε, ἀλλ' οἷς
ἀπεράτεο, τότεις αὐτὴν ὡς ἐσαν κατεφωρατε—
Thus excellently translated by my honourable Rela-
tion, Mr. Asbey.—You ought not to imagine you cer-
tainly know, that, after I have closed the period of Hu-
man Life, I shall no longer exist. For neither do you
now see my Soul; but you conclude from its Ope-
rations, that it does exist. Cyropedia, l. viii.

Cicero has translated the same passage with great
elegance, but in a manner less strict, less confined to
the original.
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As in their very Essence they imply Activity, as much as Matter, upon which they operate, implies Passivity; hence in every natural Composite, we may discern the influence of two such Principles, while, under different Proportions, and in different Degrees, the Active enlivens the Passive, and the Passive depresses the Active.

'Tis to this that Virgil nobly alludes, when he tells us, that to every enlivened substance, every animated Being, there was something appertaining of ethereal

Nolite arbitrari O! mihi carissimi filii, me, cum a vobis disceffero, nusquam aut nullum fere; nec enim, dum eram vobisum, animum meum videbatis, sed cum esset in hoc corpore, ex iis rebus, quas gerebam, intelligebatis: eundem igitur esse creditote, etiamsi nullum videbitis. De Senec. c. 22.

Nothing is more certain than that many things, which have no sensible Qualities, may be described accurately, and comprehended adequately, by their Energies and Operations upon sensible Objects.

Vigour,
Ch. VI. Vigour, and heavenly Origin, as far forth as not retarded by it's mortal and earthly Members.

**Igneus est ollis vigor, et cælestis origo**

Seminibus, quantum non noxia corpora tardant,

**Terrenique hebetant artus, moribundaque membra.** Æn. VI.

Could we penetrate that Mist, which hides so much from human Eyes, and follow these Composites to their different and original Principles, we might gain perhaps a glimpse of two objects worth contemplating; of that which is First, and that which is Last, in the general Order of Being; of pure Energy in the Supreme Mind, the first Mover of all Efficient; of pure Passivity in the lowest Matter, the ultimate Basis of all subjects (i).

---

(i) Thus the Stoics—διοιτί δ' αὐτοῖς ἀρχαὶ εἶναι τῶν ἔλαυν ὄλο, τὸ χωῖν ὑπὸ τοῦ πάξου. τὸ μὲν ἐν πά-
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But left these should be esteemed Speculations rather foreign, tis sufficient to

Their opinion is, that the Principles of all things are two, THE Active Principle and THE Passive; that the Passive Principle is that Substance void of all Quality, MATTER; the Active Principle, that Reason, which exists within it, GOD. Diog. Laert. vii. 134.

The following Passage from Ammonius is remarkable, and well applies to the present Subject.—

Δίδος τὴν ὑλὴν τῷ Στίων ἀνομοίως ἀμοιβαίοις· ἀμοιβαίοις μὲν, ὅτι οἱ ἀποφάσεως τῶν ἄλλων σημαίνονται ἐκάστης, ἀνομοίως δὲ, ὅτι ταύτα κρείττονται όντα, ἠ κατὰ τὰ διάβολα τὰ ὑπότα, ἀποφασκομεν ψάντα, τὴν ὑλὴν, καὶ τὰ διάβολα, τοῦτοι ἀποφασκομεν.—For this reason they say that MATTER is dissimilarly similar to the Divinity; is similar, because each of them is explained by a Negation of all other things; dissimilarly so, in as much as we deny all things of the Divinity, by it's being better than all things; we deny them of Matter, by it's being worse. Ammyn. in Præd. p. 50. B.

Archytas thus expresses himself in his Doric Dialectic.

Τὸ μὲν ἐντὸς χωρίς, τὸ δὲ πάχος ὁμοι ἐν τοῖς φυσικοῖς χωρίς μὲν ὁ Στίως, πάχος δὲ ὑπὸ ὑλᾶ, ὑπὸ χωρίς
to mark the Analogy between things Natural and Artificial; how, that as there are no Forms of Art, which did not pre-exist in the Mind of Man, so are there no Forms of Nature, which did not pre-exist in the Mind of God. 'Tis through this we comprehend, how Mind or Intellect is the Region of

χ' τά' θά'ξειαν, τα' σοικείνα.—There is something, which is Agent; and something, which is Patient; thus among natural Beings God is the Agent; Matter the Patient; but the Elements are both Agent and Patient united.

Upon this Simplicius observes—Σαφές δὲ οὖσα τῇ λεγομένῃ, παραδείγματά αὐξηικώτατα παρεθέντο, ποιεῖν μὲν τὸν θεόν εἰπών, ἐκ ὧν τὰ ἄλλα τὰ θειικά αἰτία συνετέται, τάξειεν δὲ τὴν υλικ. ὄν ἐκ τῶν ἄλλα μετέχει τὰ τάξειεν, ἐκ ποιεῖν δὲ ἐκ τὰ τάξειεν τὰ σοικείαι, ὡσάν ἐν μετέχοντα ἑν ὑλῆς ἐνείδος.—Tho' what has been said is evident, he has adduced (to explain himself) the two highest and most leading Instances, saying, that God is Agent, whom all other Active Causes follow; and Matter Patient, th'o' which other Beings partake of Passion; and that the Elements are both Agents and Patients, in as much as they partake both of Matter and of Form. Simpl. in Præd. p. 84. Edit. Basil. 1551.

Forms,
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Forms (k), in a far more noble and exalted sense, than by being their passive Receptacle through Impressions from Objects without. It is their Region, not by being the Spot into which they migrate as strangers, but in which they dwell as αὐτογένες, the original Natives of the Country. 'Tis in Mind they first exist, before Matter can receive

(k) See Aristotle already quoted, p. 98, in his Traét De Animá iii. 4. p. 57. Edit. Sylb. In the eighth Chapter of the same Book, p. 62, he calls the Soul ΕΙΔΟΣ ΕΙΔΩΝ, THE FORM OF FORMS, and that not only from it's being that supreme characterising Power, which gives to subordinate Beings their peculiar Form or Character, but as it uses them, when made, agreeably to their respective Natures. In this last acceptation it is the Form of Forms, as the Hand appears to be the Organ of Organs; to be that superior Instrument, which uses the rest, the Chiffel, the Pencil, the Lyre, &c. all which inferior Organs or Instruments, without this previous and superior one to employ them, would be inefficacious, and dead, and incapable of producing any single Effect.—ὁ ψυχή ὑπερ της χεις έστιν γι' ἄγνω γι' χεις ἐγγενές εστιν ὑπερ ἀνθρώπων. Arist. in loc.
them (l); 'tis from Mind, when they adorn Matter, that they primarily proceed: so that, whether we contemplate the works of Art, or the more excellent Works of Nature, all that we look at, as beautiful, or listen to, as harmonious, is the genuine Effluence or Emanation of Mind (m).

And

(l) In the Scriptural account of Creation, Light, previously to its existence, is commanded to exist.—And God said, Let there be Light, and there was Light. So also Vegetables and Animals, previously to their existing, are commanded to exist. Now, whether by these Commands we suppose certain verbal Orders, or (what seems far more probable) only a Divine Volition, respect must needs have been had to certain pre-existing Forms, else such Words or such Volitions must have been devoid of all Meaning.

(m) A proof, that these transcendent Objects are of an Origin truly mental, is, that nothing but Mind or Intellect can recognize or comprehend them. And hence it follows that, if this intellectual Faculty be wanting, as it is to inferior Animals, or be unhappily debased, as too often happens to our own Species; tho' their sensitive Organs may be exquisite to a degree, yet are such Beings to such Objects, as if they had no Organs at all. Eyes have they, and see not, &c.

And
And now to recapitulate what we have said concerning Form. We have traced its Variety from the Lifeless and Inanimate up to the Living and Animating; from Figures, Colours, and sensible Qualities, up to the Powers only knowable through their Energies and Operations; in other words, from those Forms, which are but passive Elements, up to those, which are Efficient Causes.

Even in these active, animating, and efficient Forms, besides the Differences which we have remarked, there is still another worth regarding. Some of them

And hence the meaning of that fine Trochaic Verse in the Sicilian Poet and Philosopher, Epicharmus;

希腊语：

Nēs ὅρα ἥ τὸς ἀκύς. τ’ ἀλλ’ ἔρφαι ἔτ’ ὑπαλά.

"Tis Mind alone, that sees, that hears; all things beside are deaf and blind.

cannot act without corporeal Connections, while to others such Connections appear to be no way requisite. What for example is the vegetative Power in Plants, without a natural Body for it to nourish and enliven? What the sensitive Powers of hearing or of seeing, without the corporeal Organs of an Ear, or an Eye? These are animating Forms, which though themselves not Body, are yet so far inseparable from it, that were their Connection dissolved, they would be as unable to exert themselves, as the Painter, deprived of his Pencil, or the Harper of his Harp. 'Tis not so with that perceptive Power, unmixed and pure Intelligence, the Objects of which being purely intelligible, are all congenial with itself. Corporeal Connections appear so little wanted here, that perhaps 'tis then in it's highest Vigour, when it is wholly separated and detached. 'Tis in this part of our animating Form, that we must look for the Immortal and Divine;
\textbf{ARRANGEMENTS.}

\textit{VINE (n)}: 'tis this indeed is all of it, \textit{Ch.VI.} that a rational Man would wish to preserve.

\textit{(n)} ‘\textit{O de \textit{N}e\textit{s} \textit{h}e\textit{i}k\textit{e} \textit{e}η\textit{r}i\textit{v}e\textit{t}a\textit{b}a\textit{i}, \textit{et}\textit{\textit{\i}}\textit{a} \textit{t}i\textit{s} \textit{\varepsilon}\textit{\alpha}, κα\textit{e} ε\textit{φ}ου\textit{r}ε\textit{t}o\textit{b}a—\textit{M}i\textit{n}d \textit{seems to be implanted} [into the Body] \textit{being a peculiar Substance of itself, and not to be corrupted or to perish} (as the Body does). \textit{Arist. de An.} i. i. c. 4. p. 15—And soon after, when he has told us that the \textit{P}assion\textit{s} perish with the \textit{B}ody, to which they are inseparably united, he adds—‘\textit{O de \textit{N}e\textit{s} ὦ\textit{w}ο\textit{s} \textit{Σ}ει\textit{ό}τε\textit{γ}ε\textit{ν} τι κα\textit{e} ἀ\textit{π}αθείς. \textit{But the Mind perhaps is something \underline{more divine}, and free from Passion, or being acted upon.}

In another part of the same Work he distinguishes between the original \textit{Capacity} of the \textit{sensitive Part}, and that of the \textit{Intellecutive Part}: \textit{Sensation} (he tells us) is impairs by the \textit{Violence of sensible Objects}: \textit{Excessive Sounds, excessive Light, excessive Smells, prevent us from hearing, from seeing, or from smelling.}

\textit{Αλλ’ \ο \textit{Ν}e\textit{s}, \ο\textit{τ}ον \textit{t}ι νό\textit{n}η\textit{η} σφό\textit{d}α\textit{t}α νο\textit{t}ο\textit{v}, κα\textit{e} χι\textit{λ}ον \κα\textit{e} \textit{t}ι \textit{υποδείγ}ε\textit{t}ε\textit{r}α, \textit{αλλα} κα\textit{e} μάλ\textit{l}λον \textit{t}ο \textit{μ}ε\textit{ν} γα\textit{α} αι\textit{τ}η\textit{t}ικον \α\textit{ν} α\textit{ν}ε\textit{i} σάμα\textit{t}α\textit{t}, \ο \textit{de} \textit{N}e\textit{s} \chi\textit{ρ}ε\textit{t}ε\textit{t}ε\textit{t}.—\textit{But Mind, when it contemplates any thing clearly and strongly intelligible, does not for that reason less comprehend inferior Objects of Intelligeition, but even more; the Cause is, the sensitive Principle exists not without a Body (it’s Organs being all Bodily); but Mind on the contrary is separable and detached. \textit{Ibid.} l. iii. c. 4.
serve, when he would be rather thank-
ful to find his Passions and his Appetites
extinct.

Cyrus, in the Speech attributed to him by Xenop-
phon, and quoted before, p. 108, speaks as follows.

"Ουτοι ηγαζότε, ζωοίδες, οτι τότε πάντες ιπποθνυ,
ος η ψυχή, εώ μεν αν εν Σωθε Σώμαλι ή, ζη φ οταν
ο τέ τάτο απαλιγν, τεθνυνιν. Όεω γαρ, οτι η η τα Σω-
τα σώμαλα, οχον αν εν αυτοίς χρόνου η η ψυχή, ζωη
σωφικία. Ουδε γε, οτως άφεναι εσαι η ψυχή, ιπποθνυ
το άφροισ σώμαλο είμαι γεννηθα, οτι τότε τέπεισ-
μας αλλ' οταν άφροισ η καθαρος ο νας ικεριθη, η
το ύφος ιπποθητάλον ειναις αυτου ειναι. Διαλυμάνω
δε άνθρωπε, δηλα ειν έκαστα ατίθαλ θρός το άμοφη-
λον, γλυτη της ψυχης αυτη δι μόνη οτα έραζα οτε
ατίθαλ ορται. Ενοφ. Κύκω Παιδ. Η. p. 655.
Edit. Hutchinson. 4to. Oxon. 1727.

Thus translated by the abovementioned excellent
Translator.

No! Children! I can never be persuaded, that the
Soul lives no longer than it dwells in this mortal Body,
and that it dies on Separation. For I see that the Soul
communicates Vigour and Motion to mortal Bodies, during
its continuance in them. Neither can I be persuaded,
that the Soul is disengaged of Intelligence, on its Separation
from this gross senselss Body; but it is probable, that
when the Soul is separated, it becomes pure and
intire,
And thus having traced the various order of Forms from the lowest and basest

intire, and is then more intelligent. It is evident, that, on Man's dissolution, every part of him returns to what is of the same nature with itself; except the Soul: that alone is invisible, both during it's presence here, and at it's departure. Cyropæd. p. 326, 327.

Thus translated by Cicero—Mihi quidem nunquam persuaderi potest animas, dum in corporibus essent mortaliibus, vivere; cum exissent ex illis, enori: nec vero tum animam esse insipientem, cum ex insipienti corpore coaisset; sed, cum, omni admixtione corporis liberatur, purus et integer esse coaisset, tum esse sapientem. Atque etiam, cum boninis natura morte dissolvitur, cærorum rerum perspicuum est quo quæque discedant; absunt enim illuc omnia, unde orta sunt: ANIMUS AUTEM SOLUS, NEC CUM ADEST, NEC CUM DISCEDIT, APARET. De Senecule, cap. 22.

These Speculations of Cyrus may more properly be called the Speculations of Xenophon, who derived them without doubt (as he did the rest of his Philosophy) from his great Master, Socrates. They passed also into other Systems of Philosophy, derived from the same Original; such for example as the Philosophy of Aristotle, who was a hearer and a disciple as well of Socrates as of Plato.
besieft up to the highest and best, and considered how, though differing, they all agree in this, that they give to every Being it's peculiar and distinctive Character, we shall here conclude our Speculations concerning Form, the second Species of Substance, and which appears in

Besides what has been offered in the beginning of this Note, the following Remark and Quotation may perhaps inform us farther in the Sentiments of the Stagirite, and his School.

The Human Intellect was supposed by the Peripatetics to be pure and absolute Capacity; to be no particular thing, till it began to comprehend things; nor to be blended with Body, because, if it were, it would have some Quality of Body adhere to it (such as hot, cold, and the like), which Quality would of course obstruct it's operations. On the contrary they held it to receive it's impressions, ὕπαρξ ἐν θεομορφίᾳ, ὥσπερ ὑπὸ ἐξής ἑπιθέλεσθαι γεζαμυμένην, as impressions are made in a writing Tablet, where nothing as yet is in actuality written. Aristot. de Animá, lib. iii. c. 4. p. 58. Edit. Sylb.

But this in the way of digression—'Tis only the short Specimen of an ancient Speculation, which gives us reasons, why the human Intellect can have no Innate Ideas.
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part to be an Element, in part an Efficient Cause (o).

And yet we cannot quit these Speculations, the latter part of them at least, without a few observations on their dignity and importance.

Their principal object has been to shew, that in the great intellectual System of the Universe, Means do not lead to Ends, but Ends lead to Means; that it was not the Organization of the Sheep’s Body, which produced the gentle instincts of the Sheep; nor that of the Lion’s Body, which produced the ferocious Instincts of the Lion (p); but, because in the Divine Economy of the whole, such respective animating and active Principles were wanting, it was

(o) See the two last Notes of the preceding Chapter.

(p) See before, in the beginning of this Chapter, page 99.

therefore
therefore necessary that they should be furnished with such peculiarly organized Bodies, that they might be enabled to act, and to perform their part, agreeably to their respective natures, and their proper business in the World.

The ancient System of Atheism supposed the Organs to come first * before any thing farther was thought of; which Organs, being all of them formed fortuitously, some of them luckily answered an end, and others answered none: those that answered, for a while subsisted; those that failed, immediately perished.

Empedocles (which is somewhat surprising, if we consider some of his better and more rational Doctrines) appears to have favoured this opinion:

(*) τὰ μόρια τῶν ζώων απὸ τοῦχας γένεσθαι τὰ ωλείσα φησίν. He says, (as Arifotle tells us) that the Limbs of Animals were the

* See Hermes, p. 392.
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greater part of them made by Chance. Soon after this Aristotle proceeds in explaining this strange System—ἵπτε μὲν ἐν ἀπανατα γνέφη, ὡστερ κἂν εἰ ἐνεκά τε ἐγίγνεσο, ταῦτα μὲν ἐσώθη, ἀπὸ τῆς αὐτομάτης συγάντα ἐπιτηδεῖως ὅσα δὲ μὴ ἔτως, ἀπόλλειτο κῇ ἀπόλλυται, καθάπερ Ἐμπεδοκλῆς λέγει τὰ βεγγείν κῇ ἀνθρόπῳ—When therefore these Limbs all co-incided, as if they had been made for the purpose, they were then saved and preserved, having been thus aptly put together by the Operation of Chance; but such as co-incided not, these were lost, and still [as fast as they arise] are lost; according to what Empedocles says concerning [those monstrous Productions] the Bull Species with Human Heads. Arist. Phys. i. ii. c. 4. 8.

Lucretius advances the same Doctrine, which was indeed suitable to his Ideas of the World’s production. The Earth, he tells us in his account of Creation, aimed at the time to create many
many portentous Beings, some with strange
Faces and Members; others deficient, with-
out either Feet or Hands; but the en-
deavours were fruitless, for Nature could
not support, and carry them on to Ma-
turity.

Multaque tum Tellus etiam portenta
creare
Conata est, mirâ facie, membrisque coorta;
Orba pedum partim, manuum viduata vi-
cissim:

Nequicquam, quoniam Natura absterruit
auctum,
Nec potuere cupidum ætatis tangere florem,
Nec reperire cibum, &c.

Lucret. V. 835, &c.

'Tis more expressly in contradiction to
the Doctrines inculcated through this
whole Tract, that he denies Final
Causes; that he holds Eyes were not
made for seeing, nor Feet for walking,
&c.
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&c. that he calls such explanations a Ch. VI.
preposterously and inverted order, the exist-
ance of the Use (according to him) not leading to the production of the
thing, but the casual production of the thing leading to the existence of the use.

Lumina ne facias oculos clarum clara
creata,
Prospicere ut possimus, et, ut proferre viae
Procero passus, ideo, &c.

Cetera de genere hoc inter quaeque pre-
tantur,
Omnia perversa praepostera sunt ra-
tione:
Nil adeo quoniam natum'st in Corpore,
ut uti
Possimus; sed quod natum'st, id pro-
creat Usus.

Lucret. IV. 322, 30.

An elegant Poet of our own states this doctrine with his usual humour.

Note
Ch. VI. Note here, Lucretius dares to teach
(As all our Youth may learn from CReech)
That Eyes were made, but could not view,
Nor Hands embrace, nor Feet pursue;
But heedless Nature did produce
The Members first, and then the use:
What each must act, was yet unknown,
Till all was moved by CHANCE alone:

A Man first builds a Country seat,
Then finds the Walls not fit to eat;
Another plants, and wond'ring sees
Nor Books, nor Medals on his Trees.
Yet Poet and Philosopher
Was He, who durst such whims avow.
Blest, for his Sake, be Human Reason,
Which came at last, tho' late, in season.

PRIOR'S Alma, Canto I:

The Poet had cause to be thankful;
that a time came, when Men of Sense
opposed Reason to such Sophistry; but
the Opposition was not so late, nor so long
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long in coming, as he imagined. Galen, many Centuries ago, in his excellent Treatise De Ufu Partium; Cicero, in the best and most conclusive part of his Treatise De Naturâ Deorum; and before them both, as well as before Lucretius, Aristotle, through every part of his Works, and above all in those respecting the History of the Members, and the Progression of Animals, had inculcated with irresistible strength of Argument the great Doctrine of Final Causes; which if we allow with regard to ourselves, but deny to Nature, we totally annihilate through the Universe any Divine or Intelligent Principle. For nothing can be Divine, which is not Intelligent; nor any thing Intelligent, which has not a Meaning; nor any Being have a Meaning, which has no Scope, or Final Cause, to govern and direct it's Energies and Operations.

A painter
A painter, painting a hundred portraits, succeeds in ninety-nine, and fails in one. We may possibly impute the single failure to chance; but can we possibly impute to chance his success in the ninety-nine? How then can we dream of chance in the operations of nature; operations so much more accurate, tho' withal so much greater; and more numerous, than those of the painter? ChancE is never thought of in that which happens always; nor in that which happens for the most part; but, if any where, in that which happens unexpectedly and rarely (q).

(q) See Vol. i. p. 267, 8, 9, where the Doctrine of Chance and Fortune is discussed at large upon the Peripatetic Principles, and where an attempt is made to explain that most subtle and ingenious argument of the Stagirite, by which he proves that Chance and Fortune are so far from supplanting mind, or an Intelligent Principle, that the Existence of the two former necessarily infers the Existence of the latter.
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And so much for those Philosophers, recorded for having hardly denied a Providence.

There are others, who, tho' they have not denied one, have yet made Systems, that would do without one; seeming to think concerning the trouble of governing a World, as Queen Dido did of old,

*Scilicet is superis labor est; ea cura quietos Sollicitat?* — (r).

A third sort, with more decency, have neither denied a Providence, nor

"Twas consonant to the Reasoning there held, that Plato, long before, is said to have called *Fortune συμπλωμα φυσιως & προερεσιως, a Symptom, or thing co-incident either with Nature, or the Human Will*. See Suidas in the Word, *Ειμαιμίων. Plato's Account will be better understood perhaps, by recurring to the Quotation in the former part of this note.

(r) *Virg. Aen. iv.*
Ch. VI. omitted one; yet have seldom recurred to it, but upon pressing occasions, when difficulties arose, which they either happened to find, or had happened to make. They appear to have conducted themselves by Horace's advice;

\[\text{Nec Deus interfít, nisi dignus vindice nodus (s).}\]

A FOURTH Philosopher remains, and a respectable one he is, who supposes Providential Wisdom never to cease for a single moment, and who says to it with reverence, what Ulysses did to Minerva,

\[\text{... \varepsilon\iota \iota \alpha \lambda \iota \omicron \omega}\]

\[\text{Kι\nu\nu\mu\nu\nu\nu. (t)}\]

---

(s) Hor. Art. Poet.

(t) \text{Hom. Iliad. 10. v. 279. See Arrian's Epítæ-tus, lib. i. c. 12, both in the Original, and in Mrs. Carter's excellent Translation. See also the Comment of my worthy and learned Friend Upton, on this Chapter, in his valuable Edition of that Author, tom. ii. p. 40, 41. See also Pfalm cxxxix. —Nor}
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—Nor can I move, and 'scape
Thy Notice—

But to quit Philosophers and Poets, and return from a Digression, to which we have been led insensibly by the latent connection of many different ideas.

There remains nothing further, in the treating of Substance, than to say something of those characters, which are usually ascribed to it by Aristotle and his followers, when they consider it not in a physical, but in a logical view.
Concerning the Properties of Substance, attributed to it in the Peripatetic Logic.

C. VII. THE ancient Logicians, or rather Aristotle and his School, have given us of Substance the following Characters.

They inform us that, as Substance, it is not susceptible of more and less (a). Thus a Lion is not more or less a Lion, by being more or less bulky; a Triangle is not more or less a Triangle, by being more or less acute-angled. The Intensions and Remissions are to be found in their Accidents; the Essences remain simply and immutably the same, and either absolutely are, or absolutely are not.


Again,
Again, Substance, they tell us, C. VII. admits of no Contraries (b). 'Tis to this that Milton alludes, when, after having personified Substance, he tells us,

To find a Foe it shall not be his hap,
And Peace shall lull him in her flow'ry lap (c).

The Assertion is evident in compound Beings, that is to say, in substances natural; for what is there contrary to Man considered as Man, or to Lion considered as Lion? This is true also in the Relation borne by Matter to Form; for while Contraries by their co-incidence destroy each other, these two, Matter

---


(c) Milt. Poems, No. II.
and Form, coalesce so kindly, that no Change to either arises from their Union. Thus the Marble, when adorned with the Form of a Statue, is as precisely Marble, as it was before; and the Oak, when fashioned into the Form of a Ship, is as truly Oak, as when it flourished in the Forest. If there be any Contrariety in Substance it is that of Form to Privation, where Privation nevertheless is nearly allied to Non-entity.

Lastly, Substance they tell us is Something, which, though it have no Contrary, yet is by nature susceptible of all Contraries, itself still remaining one and the same (d).

We cannot forget that description, given by Virgil, of the Cumean Prophetess.

(d) Μάλισα δε ίδιοι τῆς θείας δοκεῖ εἶναι τὸ ταυτόν κα ἐν αἰρήμη ὑπ τῶν ἐναντίων εἶναι δεκτικόν. Arist. Præd. p. 29. Edit. Sylb. Subito
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——Subito non vultus, non color unus,
Non complæ manserè comæ; sed pectus
anhelum,
Et rabie fera corda tument (e).

Here we see her countenance and complexion perpetually changing, her hair dishevelled, her breast panting, and a transition too in her manners from sobriety to distraction. How different is all this from the appearance of that Sibyl, who first so courteously received Eneas at Cumæ, and afterwards so prudently attended him to the Shades? Yet, amidst all these Contrarities, was she still the same Sibyl; she was susceptible of them all, without becoming another woman.

This last Character of Substance appears to be the most essential: for what is the Support of Contraries, or indeed of every Attribute, but Substance? Motion

(e) Æn. VI.
and Rest, Heat and Cold, Health and Sickness, Vigour and Decay, are all to be found at times in each Individual of the human race. Most of the same Contraries are to be found among Brutes, and some of them descend even to the race of Vegetables.

If we descend from these minuter Substances to our terraqueous Globe, here Tempest and Calm, Frost and Thaw, Rain and Drought, Light and Darkness, have each their turn; yet leave it, when they depart, after all their seeming Contest, the same individual Globe, and not another. Thus the Poet, we have already quoted, still considering Substance, as a Person—

Yet he shall live in strife, and at his door Devouring War shall never cease to roar: Yea, it shall be his natural property, To harbour those that are at enmity (f).

(f) Milt. Poems, No. II.
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If we extend our views beyond the spot which we inhabit, what is the whole visible Universe, but the comprehensive Receptacle of every Contrary conceivable? Within this immense Whole they all distributively exist, while each of them by succession fulfils its allotted period, without disturbing the general Order, or impairing the general Beauty.

But if we ascend from passive and material Substances up to such as are active and immaterial, here we shall find no Distribution, no succession of Contraries; but Motion and Rest, Equality and Inequality, Similarity and Dissimilarity, Identity and Diversity, will appear, each pair co-existing within the same Being in the same instant, and that by an amazing Connection of both together under One.

'Tis by virtue only of this combining, this unifying Comprehension (and which for
for that reason can only belong to a Being unextended and indivisible) that the Mind or Intellect pronounces that A is not B, that C is unequal to D, that E is unlike to F. Were such Propositions, instead of being comprehended at once by something Indivisible and One, to be comprehended in portions by the different parts of something Divisible; or were they to be comprehended by a Power indivisible, yet not at once, but in a Succession; 'twould be as impossible either way to comprehend the real Propositions, as it would, if they were to be recognized in part by a Man in England, in part by one in China; or else in part by a Man in the present Century, in part by one of the succeeding. It may be asked in such instances, who is it that comprehends the whole (g)?


Lastly,
Lastly, much more in the Supreme Mind may we find such Coincidence, since here not only Contraries, but all things whatever co-exist, and that too after a manner peculiarly transcendent; not by a Knowledge which is partial, but by one which is universal; not with occasional remissions, but in one uniform unremitting Energy (h); not by subsequent Impressions from things already pre-existing, but by that original Causality, through which it makes all things to exist.

A noble field for speculating opens upon this occasion; which, tho' arising out of our Subject, yet naturally leading us beyond it, we shall omit, and return to our Logical Inquiries, concluding here what we have to ad-

(h) See the Chapter on Quality, where the Verses of Empedocles are quoted.
We are now to consider the remaining Genera, Predicaments, or Arrangements, that is to say Quality, Quantity, Relation, Site, &c.

Some of these are at all times no higher than Accidents; such for example as Site or Position, the Time When, and the Place Where. Others upon occasion characterize, and essentiate; such for example as Magnitude, Figure, Colour, and many Qualities. Thus a triply extended Magnitude is essential to Body; Angu-

(i) The Author, in the representing of ancient Opinions, has endeavoured, as far as he was able, to make all his Treatises consistent, and explanatory one of another. Those, who would see what he has already written on the two great Elements of Substance, discussed in this and the three preceding Chapters, may search the Index of Hermes for the Words, MATTER and FORM; and the Index of his first Volume, for the Word CAUSE.
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larity to a Cube; Heat to Fire; and Colour to every Superficies not transparent. In all such Instances, they make a part of the Characteristic Form, and in that Sense are to be considered rather as Substances than as Accidents. However as this holds not always, and that they are sometimes as merely and as strictly Accidents, as any of those which are so always, we choose under that common Denomination to speculate upon them all, beginning according to Order first from the first.

C H A P.
C H A P. VIII.

Concerning Qualities—corporeal and incorporeal—natural and acquired—of Capacity, and Completion—Transitions immediate, and through a medium—Dispositions, Habits—Genius—Primary and imperfect Capacity—Secondary and perfect—where it is, that no Capacities exist—Qualities, penetrating, and superficial—Essential Form—Figure, an important Quality—Figures intellectual, natural, artificial, phantastic—Colour, Roughness, Smoothness, &c.—Persons of Quality—Properties of Quality—Some rejected, one admitted, and why.

C. VIII. A S Substance justly holds the first rank among these Predicaments, or universal Arrangements, by being the single one among them that exists of itself,
self, so the next in order, as some have asserted (a), is Quality, because Quality is said to be an Attribute, from which no Substance is exempt.

There may be Substances, they tell us, devoid of Quantity; such, for example, if we admit them, as the intellectual, or immaterial. But that there should be Substances devoid of Quality, is a

(a) This was the Opinion of Archytas—Πρῶτα μὲν τέτακται ὅσα—δεύτερα δὲ αἱ χωρίτας—the first in Order is Substance; the second, Quality. Simplic. in Preed. Quantitat. p. 31. Edit. Basil. Simplicius adds—ὡσπερ ἡ Οὐσία τῷ Ποσῷ ὑπετάξει, διότι τὸ ἔνοχον τῷ ως ἄντι τῆς ὑσίας ἐνδίδοται ὅτως καὶ μεῖον τὸ Ποσὸν αὖ εἶν τῷ Ποσοῦν, ἐπειδὴ τῶν χαρακτήρα αὐτῶν, ἑἴ τὸν ἴδιατὰ ἀπὸ τῆς χωρίτης ἔχει—As Substance precedes Quantity, because Being is imparted to Quantity from Substance, so also must Quantity succeed and come after Quality, in as much as it derives from Quality its very Character, and distinctive Peculiarity.—Ibid.—Τὸ ως ἄντων λέγεται ὑπὸ διαφόρον τῆς ὑσίας—The Difference, which attends each Substance, is called Quality. Arist. Metaph. Δ. c. 14. He explains it immediately—Man is a Biped Animal; Horse, a Quadruped.
thing hardly credible, because they could not then be *characterized*, and distinguished one from another.

On this reasoning it is maintained, that, altho' we have no Idea of *quantity* suggested to us in that *animating* Principle, *the Soul*, yet can we discern that this Principle has many different *qualities*, and that Animals from these *qualities* derive their distinct and specific Characters. There is for example a *social* Sympathy in the Soul of Man, which prompts the individuals of our Species to congregate, and form themselves into Tribes.

*Homo sum, humani nihil a me alienum puto* (b).

We can trace the same congregating *Quality* in the Bee, in the Beaver, and

---

(b) Terent. Heauton. Act. I.
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even in the ferocious Wolf. It is however less frequent in those of ferocious character; the greater part of whom, if we except those seasons while they breed and nurture their young, seem to feel no other instincts, but such as lead them to be solitary. 'Twas under this unfeeling and gloomy character that Homer describes Polypheme, and his giant-brethren—

--- Θερεσεβι δε έκαστον

Παιδων, ου' αλοχων· ου' αλληλων αλεγνοι.

--- Each lords it o'er

His children and his wives; nor care they ought

One for another (c).

It is no less obvious on the other hand, that there are Qualities which may be considered as peculiar to Body.

---

(c) Odys. 1. ix. v. 114.

L If
If we admit Figures, Colours, and Odours for Qualities, and such undoubtedly they are; we must admit of course, that among Animal Bodies there is one Figure to the Serpent, another to the Horse; one Colour to the Swan, another to the Parrot. Even in the vegetable Race, the Rose has one Odour, the Jeflamine another; there is one Figure to the Orange, another to the Fig.

It follows, therefore, that as Qualities help to distinguish not only one Soul from another Soul, and one Body from another Body, but (in a more general view) every Soul from every Body; it follows (I say) that Qualities, by having this common reference to both, are naturally divided into Corporeal and Incorporeal.

'Twas the judgment of Shakespear to unite them in the character of Richard the third, when he makes Bucking-
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Ham relate, in what manner he recommended him to the Citizens of London:

Withal I did infer your lineaments,
Being the right Idea of your Father,
Both in your Form, and Nobleness of Mind (d).

Virgil does the same with respect to Eneas, when he makes his heroic Virtue and his graceful Person have so powerful an effect upon the unfortunate Dido.

Quis novus hic nostris succedit sedibus hospes?
Quam sese ore ferens, quam fortis pector et armis? (e)

The Qualities abovementioned admit of another division, and that is into natural and acquired. Thus in the

(d) Shaks. Rich. III.
(e) Æn. iv. 10, 11.

L 2 Mind,
Mind, Docility may be called a natural Quality; Science, an acquired one: in the human Body, Beauty may be called, a natural Quality; Gentility, an acquired one. This distinction descends even to Bodies inanimate. To transmit Objects of Vision is a Quality natural to Crystal; but to enlarge them, while transmitted, is a character adventitious. Even the same Quality may be natural in one Substance, as Attraction in the Magnet; and acquired in another, as the same Attraction in the Magnetic Bar.

All the above Qualities have not only their Completion, but their Capacity (f). Thus not only the Grape, when com-

(f) Thus we translate the Words 'Entelōχεία and Δύναμις. Sometimes we read τὰ μὲν Δυνάμεις, τὰ δὲ Ἐντελοχεία. Δύναμις, Power, is seen in "Τὰν, Matter; 'Εντελόχεία, Completion, in Ἐντελοχεία, Form.

The Division abovementioned into Corporeal and Incorporeal, is taken from Plotinus, as we learn from Simplicius in Præd. p. 69. E.
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plete (that is to say, when mature) possesses a delicious Flavour; but there is a Capacity also to produce it, residing in a simple Grape-stone. Even in artificial Substances, there are in like manner Capacities. A Grain of Gun-powder has the Capacity of explosion; a musical Instrument, that of rendering Harmony. If, leaving these artificial and vegetative Substances, we go still higher; we shall in Animals find Capacities, commonly known by the name ofInstincts, to which the frame of every Species is peculiarly accommodated, and which Frame such Instincts internally actuate.

*Dente lupus, cornu taurus petit; unde nisi intus Monstratum?—(g)*

IN MAN there is a Capacity to Science and Virtue; and well would it be for

(g) Horat. Sat. ii. 1. 52.

L. 3 him,
C.VIII. him, if not also to their Contraries. Yet such is our Nature, such the peculiar character of the Reasoning Faculty, belonging to us as Men; it is capable of either Direction (h), and may be employed, like the fame Weapon, as well to Evil as to Good.

Nor are there such Qualities only as Capacities, but there is a contrary and ne-

(b) 'Επάρμοδεςίζει πάτα τι λογιοδίκης [δύναμις]—Every Power of the Rational kind has a Capacity either way, that is, a double Capacity. Ammon. in Praed. p. 127. Αϊ μεν ἐν μετά λόγῳ δυνάμεις, οὐ αὐτῶν πλείονω ἐν τῶν ἐνακτίοι—The Powers, that are connected with the Reasoning Faculty, are the same with respect to various and contrary Operations. Arist. de Interpr. p. 75. Edit. Sylb.

'Tis thus Medicine, as an Art, can cause Sicknes, as well as Health; Music, as an Art, can cause Discord, as well as Harmony.—And why this?—Because they are both founded in Reason; and 'tis the same Reason, in all instances, which shews us the Thing, and shews us also its Privation.—'Ο δὲ λόγος οὐ αὑτῶς ἐνακτὶ τὸ παράγμα, ἀλλ' τῷ σιγεῷ. Arist. Metaph. ix. 2. p. 143. Edit. Sylb. See also pages 147, 153, of the same Work.
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Gative Sort, which may be called INCA-
PACITIES (i); and these also of differ-
ent Kinds, some for better, some for worse; so that where the Capacities do
honour, there the Incapacities debase;
where the Capacities debase, there their
Opposites do honour. Thus to the Power
of being taught, an honourable Capacity,
is opposed the Incapacity of being taught,
a debasing one; and hence is Man distin-
guished from an Insect, and the one called
docil, the other indocil. Again, to the
Power of dying, a debasing Capacity, is op-
posed the Inability of dying, a superior
one; and thus are superior Beings called
immortal (k) in the way of excellence,

Edit. Sylb.

(k) Sappho, the celebrated Poetess, has a singular
Sentiment upon this Subject.—Τὸ ἀποθνῄσκειν ἐκ
ὁμ θνατόν ἔτι τὰ πεπραμένη ἀπεθνασάρ πάρ ἄν—
To die, is an Evil; the Gods have so determined it, or
else they would die themselves. Arist. Rhet. I. ii. c. 22.
§. 27.

whilst
whilst Man is called _mortal_, with a view to subordination.

The Transition from _Qualities of Capacity_ to those of _Completion_, is sometimes _immediate_, sometimes through a _Medium_. Thus in a Grain of Gunpowder, the Transition from the _power_ of exploding, to _actual_ explosion, is _immediate_; so from the _power_ of hearing, to _actual_ hearing; from the _power_ of seeing, to _actual_ sight; and the same in the other _Senses_ (1), all which we seem to possess

(1) The Peripatetics made _two Sorts of Capacity_, both of which have a foundation in Nature, and yet are evidently distinguished the one from the other. Man, as a _rational_ Being, is capable of Geometry.—This is the _first Capacity_.—After he has acquired the Science of Geometry, he possesses it, even when he _does not_ geometrize.—This is the _second Capacity_; a Capacity acquired indeed by Labour, but when once acquired, _called forth in an instant_; a Capacity founded on the _original_ one, but yet in every view of it far _superior_ and more valuable.

All this holds with regard to the _Intelect or Mind_, but by no means with regard to the _Senses_, for
possesses in a sort of perfection from the beginning. But there are other Capacities, and those none of the meanest, where

for these are perfect, or nearly so, from the beginning, and require neither Time, nor Teaching, for their Maturity.

"Оτων δὲ γεννηθήν, ἐκεῖ ἥδη ὦσπερ ἐπισήμαν γῆ το ἀισθάνεσθαι, γῇ το κατ᾽ ἐνέσειαν ὅμοιος λέγει τῷ Στοιχίῳ—As soon as any one is born, he immediately possesses Sense, as he would actual Science; and the Energy of Sensation has a similar meaning with that of actual scientific Speculating. *Arist. de An. ii. 5.* He means by this, that every Man originally sees with the same ease, as an able Geometrician goes thro' a Theorem. There is none of the fatigue and labour and delay of a Learner: Seeing and Hearing have no need to be taught us.

*Animum autem reliquis rebus ita perfect, ut Corpus: Sensibus enim ornavit ad res percipiendas idemis, ut nihil aut non multum adjuntum ulla ad suam conformationem in-digeret. Quod autem in homine praestantisimum et optimum est, id, &c. *Cic. de Fin. i. v. c. 21.*

And here, by the way, we may perceive a capital Distinction between those two Powers or Faculties of the Soul, Sense and Intellect, which Faculties in vulgar Speculations are too often confounded. In Intellect there is an Advance to better and more complete; a Progression wholly unknown to the Powers of Sense, which is complete from the very beginning, through all it's Operations.

the
the Transition to Completion is necessarily through a Medium.

 Qui studet optatam curfu contingère metam; Multa tulit, fecitque puer——— (m)

If an Art be our End, there are many Energies to be practised; if a Science, many Theorems to be understood; if Moral Virtue, many Appetites to be curbed, many Opinions to be eradicated, before we can attain the wished for Goal. The Qualities, which distinguish any Being, during this changeable period, may be called Tendencies, Dispositions, or Progressive Qualities. They are too, as well as Capacities, of a different colour, some good, some bad. There is a kind of laudable Progression, before we arrive at perfect Virtue; as there is a kind of degenerating Interval, before we sink into perfect Vice.

(m) Hor. Art. Pott. v. 412.
Our Tendencies during these intervals are easy to be interrupted. As the Wiles of Pleasure, and an ill-directed Shame, are often fatal Checks to a young Proficient in Virtue; so are Conscience and a better Shame to young Beginners in Vice. And hence we may perceive the true character of these Tendencies; which is, that of all Qualities they are the least steady and permanent. Horace well describes this state of fluctuation:

\[ \text{Si toga diffidet impar,} \]
\[ \text{Rides: Quid, mea cum pugnat sententia secum;} \]
\[ \text{Quod petiiit, spernit; repetit, quod nuper omitit;} \]
\[ \text{Æstuat, et vitae disconvenit ordine toto (n).} \]

'Tis to the same mutable Condition that Epictetus alludes, where, having spoken

\[(n) \ \text{Horat. Epist. I. i. 96.}\]
C.VIII. upon Proficiency, he subjoins the following advice—"That after a certain time his young Philosopher should exhibit himself, to see how far the Fancies overpowered him, as they did before; and how far he was now able to resist their influence. He advises him, however, to fly at first such Conflicts, as would put his Virtue to a trial too severe; and quotes the proverb on the occasion, that the Metal Pot and the Stone Pot do not with safety accord (φ)."

Such therefore is the character of these Tendencies, or Dispositions (p). But different is the case, when their course is finished, and when they may be said to have attained their Maturity and Completion. The Man completely virtuous

(o) Arrian. Epictet. l. iii. c. 12.

dreads
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dreads no allurements; the Man completely vicious feels no compunctions. Like sturdy Oaks, they defy that force, which could easily have bent them, while they were but saplings.

And hence, as we are not said to have an Estate, because we are walking upon it, or to have a Picture, because we are holding it; but to have them, implies a superior, a more permanent possession, such as either cannot be defeated, or at least not easily; hence I say these Completions, whether virtuous or vicious, are called, from their steadiness and permanence, Habits (q). They are Possessions, which

(q) Διαφέρει Ἐξὶς Διαθήσεως τῶν τὴν μὲν εὐκίνητον ἔκκαι, τὴν δὲ ψυλυκονιστερον, καὶ δυσκινητότερον. Habit differs from Disposition, as the latter is easily moveable, the former is of longer duration, and more difficult to be moved. Arist. Pred. p. 40. Edit. Sylb.

And just after, having spoken of Warmth and Cold, of Health and Sickness, and shewn how far these, when
their owner may properly be said to have, and by which we call him habitually good, or habitually bad. The Professors of Medicine find this Distinction in human Bodies. 'Tis not any Health, (such as health just recovered, or with difficulty preserved) but 'tis confirmed and steady Health, which they call a good habit of Body. They have reference in Diseases to the same Permanence, when they talk of Hectic Coughs, and Hectic Fevers, Complaints not casual, but which make a part (as it were) of the Constitution.

when they are mutable and shift easily, may be called Dispositions, he subjoins, that so it is—νῦ μὴ τις η' αὐτῶν τέτων τιλχάνει διὰ τρίχων ἑλιη συμπέφυσαρμίων η' ἀνίκητον (legitur ἀκινήτον), η σάνα δυσκινήτον ὅσα, ην ἄντις ἤσσος ΕΞΙΝ ἁπὶ τεροθεσεύοι—Unless any one of these very affections should by length of time become naturalized, and grew either immoveable, or only to be removed with difficulty; which perfection then perhaps we may call a habit. *Arist. Præd.* p. 41, Edit. Sylb.
And thus besides the Distinctions of corporeal and incorporeal, of natural and acquired, may all qualities be considered as capacities, as tendencies, and as habits; as capacities only and habits, where the transition is immediate; as all three successively, where the transition is through a medium.

It is worth while to observe in the human Mind the successive appearance of these qualities, where during the transition there exists a medium or interval. The original power, which the Mind possess of being taught, we call natural capacity; and this in some degree is common to all Men. The superior facility of being taught, which some possess above the rest, we call genius. The first transitions or advances from natural power, we call proficiency; and the
the End or Completion of Proficiency we call Habit.

If such Habit be conversant about Matter purely Speculative, it is then called Science; if it descend from Speculation to Practice, it is then called Art; and if such Practice be conversant in regulating the Passions and Affections, it is then called Moral Virtue.

Even all these Habits, after having been thus acquired, can return at times into Capacity, and there lie dormant and for a time unperceived.

Alfenus vafer, omni
Abjëcto instrumento artis, clausâque tabernâ,
Sutor erat——— (r)

Wide however is the difference between this habitual, secondary Capacity,

Horat. Sat. i. 3. 130.
city (s), and that which is natural and original. The habitual can pass at once, when it pleases, into perfect Energy; the natural; only thro’ the Medium of Institution and repeated Practice.

The several Qualities thus variously distinguished are to be found only in Beings of subordinate Nature. But if there be a BEING, whose Existence is all-perfect and complete, and such must that Being necessarily be, the Source of Perfection to all others; with the nature of such Being this Variety will be incompatible. In Him are no Powers or dormant Capacities, no Proficiencies or Transitions from worse to better, and still

(s) See before Note, p. 152—ἐξ ἀπλῆ ὄντος τῆς δυνάμεi λειτουργίων, ἀλλὰ τῆς μεν ὠσπερ ἂν εὑρόμεν τῶν ταῖδα δύναται σφατικέαν, τὰ δὲ ὡς τῶν ἐν τρισχία ὄντων—CAPACITY or POWER is not a simple Term of one Meaning only, but there is one Sort, when we say of a Child, he has a Capacity to be a military Leader; another, when we say so of a Man, who is in complete Maturity. Arisf. de An. 1. ii. c. 5. p. 33. Edit. Sylb.
much less from better to worse; but a full and immutable Energie thro’ every part of Space. ’Twas concerning this divine Principle that Empedocles sung of old.

No Limbs hath he, with human head adorned;
Nor from his Shoulders branch two sprouting Arms;
To him belong nor feet, nor pliant knees;
But Mind alone he was; ineffable,
And Holy Mind; that rapidly pervades
With providential cares the mighty World (t).


And here it may be observed by way of digression, that in this part of Ammonius, a part truly valuable,
The Speculations of this Genus, or Arrangement, having now carried us to the sublimest of all Objects, ought here to end. But as there still remain a few observations, and besides these a disquisition into the Properties of the Genus, and deeply philosophical, we meet in the printed text two Chafms, which much impair the meaning. The first occurs p. 199. B. line 19, between the words τῶν—ντὶ τῶν. Here a MS. Collation supplies the word αφανῶν. The second occurs p. 200, line 2, after the word συνιέτων. Here the same MS. supplies the following valuable Reading; which lies far beyond the reach of the most acute Conjecture. The words are—ὑ' συνιέτων [ὅτι μεταπάσμα τῆς αληθείας εἰσὶ.] There is a third Reading from the same Authority, in the fourth line of the same page; which is ἀπ' ἐκείνων, instead of ἐπ' ἐκείνων, a Reading manifestly better, though not so important as the former.

The Edition of Ammonius, here referred to, is that of Venice, in 12mo. in the year 1545. The same places may be found in the Edition of Aldus at Venice, in 12mo in the year 1546, page 172, B. p. 173, and in the Foli. Edition of the same Aldus, in the year 1503, where the pages are not marked, but where the above Chafms easily shew themselves to the Reader's eye.
C.VIII. and that the apparent, as well as the real; we cannot quit the subject, till these inquiries have been first satisfied. Thus then the Treatise proceeds.

With respect to Qualities purely corporeal, they may be considered either as penetrating Body, such as Gravitation, Heat, Flavour, and the like; or else as confined to the Surface, such as Figure, Colour, Smoothness, Roughness, &c. Those internal Qualities which pervade the whole, (whether they arise merely from Organization, or include that, and something more) constitute what we call essential Form or natural Essence. And hence the just Idea of natural Essence, or essential Form (u), which consists in giving a Character to the subject, which it pervades. 'Tis thro' this internally pervading Character, that Substances are what they are; that they become not

(u) See before, p. 89, 90, 91.
only distinguished from one another, but from the nicest Mimicries of Art; the real Orange from the Orange of Wax, the living Lion from the Lion painted.

Indeed one of the capital Distinctions between Operations Natural and Artificial, is, that Nature penetrates, while Art stops at the surface. 'Tis the Surface of the Canvas, which the Painter covers; the Surface of the Gem, which the Jeweller polishes; the Surface of the Steel, to which the Smith gives a Figure; and the Surface of the String, to which the Musician applies his Bow. There is hardly any deviation from this rule with respect to Arts, if we except those only, (such as Cookery and Medicine) the business of which consists principally in compounding natural Materials. Here indeed the Proportions pass thro' the whole Composition, and the more accurate these Proportions, the greater of course the merit of each Artist.
It must be remembered however, that tho' artificial Qualities are mostly superficial, yet are not all natural Qualities to be considered as internal. The Form or Essence of every natural Substance (that is to say, in other words, it's System of internal Qualities) extends itself outwardly (x) every way from within; and, as it must necessarily stop somewhere, (every individual being finite) so according to the different points, at which it stops in it's Evolution, it communicates to each Substance a different and peculiar Figure. And hence the

(x) "Ωπερ δέ τῆς διασάσεως τὸ τέλος ἐστὶ τὸ Σχῆµα, ἢ τὸ ὅλον εἴδως ἀποτελεύτησις ἰχθεὶ τῆς ἐπίγεις φανείς τὴν Μορφὴν ἀπεγέννησεν, ἢσαν αὐτῷ τὸ φαινόμενον ἰχθῷ τῷ Εἴδες, ἢ τελευταίαν ἐκτασίν τῆς τὰ λόγια ἐπὶ τὰ ἐκτὸς προσόδε—Simplic. in Præd. p. 69. B. Edit. Bofl.—For as the End or Extremity of any Extension is the Figure, so the Ending of a complete Form, at it's Surface, produces Shape; Shape being itself the apparent Vignile of that Form, and the ultimate Extent of that Progression, which the internal Ratio makes outwards.
true character of every natural and specific figure, which ought not to be considered merely as a surface, but as a bound; the bound, to which the internal essence or form every way extends itself, and at which, when it is arrived, it finally terminates.

For this reason it is, that of all the external qualities there is none so capital, so characteristic, as figure. 'Tis a kind of universal signature, by which Nature makes known to us the several species of her productions; the primary and obvious test, by which we pronounce this a vegetable, and that an animal; this an oak, and that a lion: so that if we neither suspect fraud, nor the fallibility of our own organs, we commonly rest here, and inquire no farther.

If we pass from these natural subjects to contemplate figure in works of art, we shall discover it to be almost all, that...
Art is able to communicate. 'Tis to this that the Painter arrives by *Addition*; the Sculptor by *Deduction*; the Founder by *Fusion*; and the Stucco-Artist by *Moulding*. Even when we contemplate the Tools of Art, it will appear that as 'tis by virtue of their *Figure* alone the Saw divides, the Hammer drives, and the Pincers extract; so is it from these several *Figures*, that they derive their Character and their Name, not from their *Matter*, which Matter is often the same, when the Tools are *totally different*, and distinct one from another *. 

Nor are these *artificial* the only *Figures*, with which Man is found conversant. Among the various *possibilities*, which the Mind suggests, there is a *more accurate* tribe of *Figures*, which it recognizes and defines, and which, it may be justly questioned, whether *Matter*

* See before, Chap. IV.
ever possessed; for example, the perfect Triangle, the perfect Circle, the perfect Pyramid, the perfect Sphere, with the rest of those Figures commonly called Mathematical*. These are not sought out by Experiments, nor are the Truths dependent on them derived from Experiments, being in fact the result of a more authentic Knowledge, that is to say in other words, of the purest Demonstration. On these Figures, and their dependent Truths, rests the whole of Mechanics, so highly useful to human life; rest Astronomy and Optics, and a large part of Physics, some of the noblest subjects among the corporeal for contemplation.

The industry of Man stops not even here, but prompts him to search for Figures, not only in his Intellect, but in a lower faculty.

* See the third Treatise of Vol. first, p. 220, 370, 371.
C.VIII. The Poet's Eye in a fine Phrenzy rolling
Doth glance from Heav'n to Earth, from
Earth to Heav'n,
And as Imagination bodies forth
The Forms of things unknown, the
Poet's Pen
Turns them to Shape, and gives to airy
nothings
A local Habitation and a Name (z).

And hence that tribe of Figures, which
are neither natural, nor artificial, nor
intellectual, but which make a fourth sort,
that may be called Phantastic, or
Imaginary; such as Centaurs, Satyrs,
Sphinxes, Hydras, &c.

And so much for Figure, that most
capital Quality of all the superficial.

The next Quality of this sort after
Figure is Colour, the Source, like Fi-

ARRANGEMENTS.

gure, of many Varieties and Distinctions. Yet that it is inferior to Figure, is obvious from this: in the Sketches of a Painter, we know things by their Figures alone, without their Colours; but not by their Colours alone, when divested of their Figures.

As for Roughness, Smoothness, Hardness, Softness, tho' they may be said perhaps to penetrate farther than the Surface, yet are they, to Man's Sensation at least, to many Qualities superficial.

And now with respect to all kinds of Qualities whether corporeal or incorporeal, there is one thing to be observed, that some degree of Permanence is always requisite; else they are not so properly Qualities, as incidental Affections (a). Thus

(a) These Aristotle calls Πάθη.—Οὔτε γὰρ ὁ ἐργαστήριών διὰ τὰ αἰχμάλωτα, ἐργαστήρια λέγειαι, ἢ τοῦ ὧχει¬ον διὰ τὸ φοβεῖσθαι, ὧχείας· ἀλλὰ μᾶλλον ψεποιθε¬ναι τι· ὡς πάθη μὲν τὰ τοιαῦτα λέγειαι, ψε不去 ς δὲ τά.

—Neither
we call not a man passionate, because he has occasionally been angered, but because he is prone to frequent anger; nor do we say a man is of a pallid or a ruddy Complexion, because he is red by immediate exercise, or pale by sudden fear, but when that Paleness or Redness may be called constitutional.

We have said already, that it was the Essence of all Qualities to characterize and distinguish. And hence the Origin of that Phrase, a Person of Quality; that is to say a Person distinguished from the Vulgar by his Valour, his Wisdom, or some other capital Accomplishment. As these were the primary Sources of those external Honours, paid to eminent

—Neither is the Man, who blushes from being ashamed, called of a Reddish Complexion; nor is he, who turns pale from being frightened, called of a Palish Complexion, but they are rather said to have been particularly affected; for which reason such Events are called incidental Affections, and not Qualities. Aristotle. Frag. p. 43. Edit. Sylb. Men
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Men in Precedencies, Titles, and various other Privileges; it followed that these Honours by degrees grew to represent the things honoured; so that as Virtue led originally to Rank, Rank in after days came to infer Virtue; particular Ranks, particular Virtues; that of a Prince, Serenity; of an Ambassador, Excellence; of a Duke, Grace; of a Pope, Holiness; of a Justice or Mayor, Worship, &c. &c.

As to the general Properties of Quality, they may be found among the following.

Contrariety appertains to it (b). Thus in the corporeal Qualities, Hot is contrary to Cold, and Black to White. So too in mental Qualities, Wisdom is contrary to Folly, and Virtue to Vice: subordinate Virtues to subordinate Vices; Liberality to Avarice, Courage to Cowardice. Even Vices themselves are con-

(b) ἡμπάγει δὲ Ἐναντιότητι κατὰ τὸ χώρα, κ. τ. λ. Ἀρίστ. Πρεάδ. p. 44. Edit. Sylb.
trary one to another; Cowardice to Temperity; Avarice to Profusion. It may be doubted, however, whether this character of Quality be universal; for what among Figures is there Contrary in one Figure to another, either in the Square to the Circle, or in the Circle to the Square?

Another Property of Qualities is to admit of Intension and Remission (c). Thus of two Persons handsome, there may be one the handsomer; and among many handsome, one the handsomest.

Far above all she bears her tow'ring head, With ease distinguish'd, tho' they all are fair.

So Sir John Falstaff, speaking to his Companion, the young Prince—I am

(d) Hom. Odys. 2. 107.
It appears, however, that the above-mentioned Species of Quality called Figure no more admits this Property, than it did Contrariety. The Figures, which are Triangles, are not more so one than another; no more are the Circles, Circles; the Squares, Squares, &c. which seems indeed to arise from their definitude and precision *.

But there is a Property to be found, which may justly deserve the name, by being common at least to the whole Genus, if not peculiar to that only: and this Property is, that by virtue of their Qualities things are denominated Like and Unlike (f). 'Tis thus that

(e) Shakespeare, Hen. IV.

* See Hermes, p. 200.

the Swan by his Quality of Whiteness resembles the Snow; that Achilles by his Quality of fierceness resembles a Mastiff; and that the Earth by her Quality of Figure is like to a Bowl.

From this Property we see the reason, why there is no Arrangement, to which the Poets are so much indebted, as to this; since hence they derive those innumerable Images, which so strongly distinguish Poetry from every other Species of Writing. For example: let us suppose a young Hero just slain; let us suppose him lying, with a drooping head, a face divested of life and bloom, yet still retaining traces both of beauty and of youth. The Poet would illustrate this pathetic Image by finding something that resembles it. And where is he to search, but where he can discover similar Qualities? He finds at length an assemblage of them in a flower just gathered: the same drooping head, the same lifeless fade,
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fade, the same relics of a form that was once fair and flourishing.

Thus then Virgil, speaking of young Pallas—

Qualem virgineo demessum pollice florem
Seu mollis violæ, seu languentis hyacinthi,
Cui neque fulgor adhuc, necdum sua forma receffit;
Non jam mater alit tellus, viresque minisfrat (g).

Again, what would Milton have us conceive, when he describes the tremen-
dous Shield of Satan?—Those conspicuous Characters of Brightness, Vastness, and Rotundity. To what subject then ought he to refer, that we may comprehend what he would describe? It must be to one, that eminently possesses an assem-
blage of the same Qualities. Let the Poet in his own Words inform us what this Subject is:

(s) Æn. xi. 68.
C.VIII. ——— The broad Circumference
       Hung on his Shoulders, like the Moon (h).

The reason of this Property may be perhaps as follows. To be like is something less than to be perfectly the same, and something more than to be perfectly different. And hence it is, that when two things are called like, there is implied in their nature something of Same-ness, and something of Diversity. If it be asked what the Same-ness is, we answer, it must be something more definitive than those transcendental Same-nesses, which run thro' all things. We say not that a piece of Ebony is like a Swan, because they both are; or that a Crow resembles a Snow-ball, because each of them is One, and not two. The Identity must be sought from among the number of those Qualities, the nature of which is less

(b) Par. Leib, l. i. 286.
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extensive, and more confined to particu-
lar Species. Let Blackness, for example, be a Quality of this character in that union of Qualities, which constitutes Ebony; and let the same Quality be one also in that union, which constitutes a Crow. So far then the Ebony and the Crow are the same; thro' every other Quality perhaps they are different; and thro' Sameness, thus temper'd by Diversity, they become, and are called LIKE (i).

The same happens to the Earth and a Bowl, from their common Rotundity; to the Hero and the Masliff, from their common Ferocity.

And so much for the second universal Genus, Arrangement, or Predicament, the Genus of Quality, it's various Species, and it's different Properties.

(i) See Note, p. 90. and Note, p. 190.
Concerning Quantity—it's two Species—their characters—Time, and Place—their characters—Property of Quantity, what—Quantities relative—Figure and Number, their Effect upon Quantity—Importance of this Effect—Sciences Mathematical appertain to it—their use, according to Plato—how other Beings partake of Quantity—Analogy, found in Mind—Common Sense and Genius, how distinguished—Amazing Efficacy of this Genus in and thro' the World—Illustrations.

T HE Attribute of Substance, standing in Arrangement next to Quality, is Quantity; the former having precedence, as being supposed more universal; while the latter, at least in appearance,
pearance, seems not to extend beyond Ch.IX.

**Body.**

Out of natural Bodies is the visible World composed, and we may contemplate them in different manners; either one Body taken by itself and alone; or many Bodies taken collectively, and at once. When Virgil says of the Oak,

\[ \text{QUANTUM vertice ad auras} \]

\[ \text{Ætherias, TANTUM radice ad Tartara tendit——— (a)} \]

or when Milton informs us, that

Behemoth, biggest born of Earth, upheaved His Vastness——— (b).

in these instances we have only one Body, taken by itself and alone, and this naturally suggests the Idea of Magnitude. But when in Virgil we read,

\[ (a) \text{ Geor. ii. 291.} \]

\[ (b) \text{ Par. Lost. vii. 471.} \]
Ch. IX. *Quam multa in sylvis autunni frigore primo*

*Lapsa cadunt folia*— (c).

or when in *Milton,*

**Thick as autumnal leaves, that srew the brooks**

*In Vallombrosa*— (d).

in these instances we have many Bodies taken collectively and at once, and this naturally suggests the Idea of *Multitude.*

Horace gives the two Species together in his fine address to *Augustus*:

*Cum tot fustineas et tanta negotia*—(e).

**Now in Magnitude and Multitude we behold these two primary,**

(c) *Æn. vi. 309.*

(d) *Par. Lost.* i. 322.

(e) *Horat. Epist.* l. ii. i.

these
these two grand and comprehensive Species, into which the Genus of Quantity is divided; Magnitude, from it's Union, being called Quantity Continuous; Multitude, from it's Separation, Quantity Discrete (f).

Of the Continuous kind is every Solid; also the bound of every Solid, that is, a Superficies; and the bound of every Superficies, that is, a Line; to which may be added those two concomitants of every Body, namely Time and Place. Of the Discrete kind are Fleets, Armies, Herds, Flocks, the Syllables of Sounds articulate, &c.

We have mentioned formerly (g), when we treated of Time, that every Now


(g) See Hermes, lib. i. c. 7. p. 103, 104.
or present Instant was a Boundary or Term, at which the Past ended, and the Future began; and that 'twas in the Perpetuity of this Connection, that Time became continuous. In like manner within every Line may be assumed infinite such Connectives, under the character of Points; and within every Superficies, under the character of Lines; and within every Solid, under the character of Superficies; to which Connectives these Quantities owe their Continuity. And hence a Specific Distinction, attending all Quantities continuous, that their several Parts everywhere coincide in a common Boundary or Connective (h).

It is not so with Quantities discrete: for here such Co-incidence is plainly impossible. Let us suppose, for example, a

(4) See Arist. Prædic. p. 31. Edit. Syll.—ἐὰν ἡ γραμμὴ συνεχὴς ἔσιν, κ. τ. λ. This Character is described to be—τοῖς τινα κοινω ὤχου συνάπτειν.—Ibid.
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Multitude of Squares; \(x, y, z, \&c\): C.VIII.

Here if the Line AB, where the Square \(x\) ends, were the same with the Line CD, where the Square \(y\) begins, and EF in like manner the same with GH; they would no longer be a Multitude of Squares, but one continuous Parallelogram, such as \(\begin{array}{c}
K \\
M \\
L
\end{array}\) the figure KMN.

Another Specific Character belonging to the Solid Body, the Superficies, and the Line, (all of which are Quantities Continuous) is, that their Parts have a definite Position within some definite Whole (i); while in Quantities discrete,

---


that
that is in Multitudes, such Position is no way requisite. In the most perfect continuous Quantities, such as Beams of Timber, Blocks of Marble, &c. 'tis with difficulty the Parts can change Position, without destruction to the Quantity, taken as continuous. But a herd of Cattle, or an Army of Soldiers, may change Position as often as they please, and no damage arise to the Multitude, considered as a Multitude.

It must be remembered however, that this Character of Position extends not to Time, tho' Time be a Continuous Subject. How indeed should the Parts of Time have Position, which are so far from being permanent, that they fly as fast as they arrive? Here therefore we are rather to look for a Sequel in just Order (k); for a


Continuity
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Continuity not by Position, as in the Limbs of an Animal, but for a Continuity by Succession;

velut unda supervenit undam (l).

And thus are the two Species of Quantity, the Continuous and the Discrete distinguished from each other.

Besides this, among the Continuous themselves there is a farther Distinction. Body and it's Attributes, the Superficies and the Line, are continuous Quantities, capable all of them of being divided; and by being divided, of becoming a Multitude; and by becoming a Multitude, of passing into Quantity Discrete. But those continuous Quantities, Time and Place, admit not, like the others, even the possibility of being divided. For grant Place to be divided,

(1) Horat. Epist. ii. 2. 176.
as Germany is divided from Spain: what interval can we suppose, except it be other Place?—Again, suppose Time to be divided, as the Age of Sophocles from that of Shakespeare: what Interval are we to substitute, except it be other Time? Place therefore and Time, tho' continuous like the rest, are incapable of being divided, because they admit not, like the rest, to have their Continuity broken (m).

(m) They cannot be divided actually, from the reasons here given;—but they may be divided in power, else they could not be continuous; nor could there exist such Terms, as a Month, a Year, a Cubit, a Furlong, &c.

In this Sense of potential Division, they may be divided infinitely, as appears from the following Theorem.

\[(A) \quad \text{moves quicker} \quad \bigg| \quad (B) \quad \text{moves slower} \]

\[\gamma \quad \text{Space.} \quad \delta \]

\[\xi \quad \text{Time.} \quad \eta\]

Let A and B be two Spheres, that are moving, and let A be the quicker moving Sphere; B, the slower;
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But to proceed. Let us imagine, as we are walking, that at a distance we view a Mountain, and at our feet a Mole-hill. The Mountain we call Great, the Mole-hill Little; and thus we have two opposite Attributes in Quantity Con-

and let the flower have moved thro' the Space $\gamma^\phi$ in the Time $\zeta^n$. 'Tis evident that the quicker will have moved thro' the same Space in a less Time. Let it have moved thro' it in the Time $\zeta^\theta$. 'Tis thus the Sphere A divides the Time. Again, in as much as the quicker A has in the Time $\zeta^\theta$ past thro' the whole Space $\gamma^\phi$, the flower B in the same Time will have past thro' a smaller Space. Let this be $\gamma^\chi$. 'Tis thus the Sphere B divides the Space. Again, in as much as the flower Sphere B in the Time $\zeta^\theta$ has past thro' the Space $\gamma^\chi$, the quicker Sphere A will have past thro' it in a less Time; so that the Time $\zeta^\theta$ will be again divided by the quicker Body. But this being so divided, the Space $\gamma^\chi$ will be divided also by the flower Body, according to the same Ratio. And thus it will always be, as often as we repeat successively what has been already demonstrated: for the quicker Body will after this manner divide the Time; and the slower Body will divide the Space; and that, in either case, to Infinite, because their Continuity is infinitely divisible in power. See the Original of this Theorem in Aristotle's Physics, lib. vi. cap. 2. p. 111. Edit. Sylb. "Επὶ τὸ μὲν ἑδ' ἡ ἀ, κ. τ. ι.
tinuous. Again, in a meadow we view a Herd of Oxen grazing; in a field, we see a Yoke of them ploughing the land. The Herd we call Many, the Yoke we call Few; and thus have we two similar Opposites in Quantity Discrete.

Of these four Attributes, Great and Many fall under the common name of Excess; Little and Few under the common name of Defect. Again, Excess and Defect, tho' they include these four, are themselves included under the common name of Inequality. Farther still, even Inequality itself is but a Species of Diversity; as it's Opposite, Equality, is but a Species of Identity. They are subordinate Species confined always to Quantity, while Identity and Diversity (their Genera) may be found to pass thro' all things (n).

Now

(n) The following Characters of the three first great Arrangements, or universal Genera, are thus described by
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Now 'tis here, namely in these two, Equality and Inequality, that we are to look for that Property, by which this Genus is distinguished. It is from Quantity only that things are denominated Equal or Unequal (o).

Farther still—Whatever is Equal, is equal to something else; and thus is Equality a Relative Term. Again, if we resolve Inequality into its several Excesses and Defects, it will be apparent that each of these is a Relative Term also. 'Tis with reference to Little that Great is called Great; with reference to Few, that

by Aristotle.—Ταυτα μην γαφ, δυν μιαν ην ετια έμινα δ', έν η πολεωτης μιαν ἴσα δι', δυν το ποταν ἴν.—Things are the same, of which the Substance is one; similar, of which the Quality is one; Equal, of which the Quantity is one. Metaph. Δ. κεφ. ι'. p. 88. Edit. Syll.

(o) —διοι δε μάλισα τη ψοσ, το ίσον τε κε φη άν-σον λέγεται—Arist. Pread. p. 34.
Many are called Many; and 'tis by the same habitudes inverted exist Little and Few. And thus is it that, thro' the Property here mentioned, the Attribute of Quantity passes insensibly into that of Relation (p); a fact not unusual in other Attributes as well as these, from the universal Sympathy and Congeniality of Nature.

Nay so merely relative are many of these Excesses and Defects, that the same subject, from it's different Relations, may be found susceptible of both at once. The Mountain, which by it's Relation to the Mole-hill, was great; by it's Relation to the Earth, is little: and the Herd, which were many by their Relation to

(p) Aristotle says expressly of the Things here mentioned, that no one of them is Quantity, but exists rather among the Tribe of Relatives, in as much as nothing is Great or Little of itself, but merely with reference to something else.—Τάτων οὐ ἄδιν ἐσι οὐθεν, ἀλλὰ μᾶλλον τῶν προσ τι, ἄδιν γὰρ αὐτὸ πολὺ αὐτῷ το. Arist. Prad. p. 33. Edit. Sylb. the
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the single Yoke, are few by their Relation to the Sands of the Sea-shore (q). And hence it appears that the Excesses and Defects, which belong to Quantity, are not of a relative Nature only, but of an indefinite one likewise. The truth of this will become still more evident, when it is remembered, that every Magnitude is infinitely divisible; and that every Multitude is infinitely augmentable.

What then is to be done? How is it possible that such Attributes should become the Objects of Science? 'Tis then only we are said to know, when our Per-

(q) Aristotle's Instance goes farther, and shews how a smaller Number may be called Many; a larger Number be called Few.—ίν μίν τῇ κόμη ἡ ὀλλοῦσ ἀνθρώπος ὀφείλει εἴναι, ἐν 'Αθήναις δὲ ὀλίγοις, ὀλλαπλασίας αὐτῶν θυτας. ἱδὲ ἐν μίν τῇ οἰκίᾳ ὀλλοῦσ, ἐν δὲ τῷ Θεάτρῳ ὀλίγοις, ὀλλαπλασίας αὐτῶν θυτας—Hec say there are many Men in a Village; and but few in Athens, tho' the Number in this last be many times larger; so too we say there are many Persons in a House, and but few in the Theatre, tho' the Number in this last may be many times more. Ibid.
ception is definite (r); since whatever falls short of this, is not Knowledge, but Opinion. Can then the Knowledge be definite, when it's Object is indefinite? Is not this the same, as if we were to behold an Object as strait, which was in itself crooked; or an Object as quiescent, which was in itself moving? We may repeat therefore the question, and demand, what is to be done?—It may be answered as follows: Quantity Continuous is circumscribed by Figure, which, being the natural boundary both of the Superficies and the Solid, gives them the distinguishing Names of Triangle, Square, or Circle; of Pyramid, Cube, or Sphere, &c. By these Figures not only the Infinity of Magnitude is limited, but the means also are furnished for its most exact Mensuration. Again, the Infinity of Quantity Discrete is ascertained by Number, the very Definition of which is Πλη-
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That is, Multitude circumscribed or defined. Thus, if, in describing a Battle, we are told that many of the Enemy were slain, and but few saved; our Knowledge (if it deserve the name) is perfectly vague and indefinite. But if these indefinite Multitudes are defined by Number, and we are told that the slain were a thousand, the saved a hundred; in such Case our Knowledge becomes adequate and complete.

'Tis in the contemplation of these two Quantities thus defined, the Continuous by Figure, the Discrete by Number, that we behold them rendered subjects for the two noblest of Sciences, the first of them for Geometry, the second for Arithmetic (s); from which two (and not from mere Experiments, as some have hastily asserted) both the Knowledge of

(s) See Hermes, page 351, 352, 367.
Nature, and the Utilities of common Life, are in the greatest part derived.

'Tis here we see the rise of those Mathematical Sciences, Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, &c. which the Ancients esteemed so essential to a liberal Education. Nor can we believe there is any one now, but must acknowledge, that a Mind properly tinged with such noble Speculations (supposing there be no want of Genius, or of Courage) is qualified to excel in every superior Scene of Life. Far more honourable they surely are, than the Arts of riding a Horse, or of wielding a Sword, those Accomplishments usually assigned to our Youth of Distinction, and for the sake of which alone they are often sent into distant Countries, as if there were nothing to be taught them at home, nor any thing in a Gentleman worth cultivating, but his Body. We would not undervalue these bodily Accom-
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complishments (for Perfection of every Ch. IX.
fort is certainly worth aiming at); but
we would wish them to be rated as
much below the mental, as the Body it-
self is inferior to the Mind.

There is an elegant account of the
Sciences abovementioned in the Repub-
lic of Plato. Glaucus (one of the Per-
sons in the Dialogue) takes pains to re-
commend them from their Usefulness in
human life: Arithmetic for accounts and
distributions; Geometry for incampments
and mensurations; Music for solemn fes-
tivals in honour of the Gods; and Astro-
nomy for agriculture, for navigation,
and the like. Socrates, on his part, de-
nies not the truth of all this, but still
insinuates, that they were capable of an-
swering an end more sublime. "You
" are pleasant, says he, in your seeming to
" fear the multitude, lest you should be
" thought to enjoin certain Sciences, that
" are useless. 'Tis indeed no contemptible

O 3 " mat-
Ch. IX. "matter, tho' a difficult one, to believe, that "tho' these particular Sciences the Soul "has an Organ purified and enlightened, "which is destroyed and blinded by Studies "of other kind; an Organ better worth "saving than a thousand Eyes; in as much "as TRUTH becomes visible thro' THIS "ALONE (t).

These, that we have here mentioned, appear to be the only Species of Quantity; in as much as other things are called Quantities, not from themselves, but with reference to these. Thus we say that there is much White, because the Superficies,


which
which it covers, is much; and that an Action was long, because the Time was long, during which it was transacted. And hence it is, that, if any one is to explain the Quantity of an Action, as for example the length of the Trojan War, he explains it by the Time, saying it was a War of ten Years. So when we give the Quantity of any thing White, we define it by the Superficies, because, as that is in Quantity, so also is the White (u).

We farther observe that Quantity Continuous and Discrete may be said to blend themselves with all things. Thus in Substances, let Mount Athos represent the former; the Army of Xerxes, the latter.
In *Colours*, let us view the former in the uniform Blueness of a clear sky; the latter, in the many and diversified Tints of a Rainbow. In *Sounds* we find *Quantity Discrete* belonging to *Speech* or *Language*, it being the Essence of Articulation, that every Syllable should be distinct. *The Continuous*, on the contrary, naturally suggests itself to our Ears, when we hear Yellings, Howlings, and heavy Psalmody. In *Motions*, when a Grasshopper moves *by leaps*, we behold *Quantity discrete*; when a Ship fails *smoothly*, we behold *Quantity Continuous*. The motion of all Animals, that have feet, (whether they leap or not) by being *alternate*, is of the *discrete* kind: but 'tis fabled of the Gods, that, when they moved as Gods, 'twas under *one continued progression* of their whole frame together; to which *Virgil* they say alludes in speaking of *Venus,*
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Et vera incessu patuit Dea— (x) Ch.IX.

The Mind, tho' devoid of Corporeal Extension, admits what is analogous to these two Species of Quantity, and recognizes their force even within the sacred recesses of itself. For what can be more truly united in perfect Continuity, than the Terms which compose a Self-evident Truth? And how is this Continuity still farther extended, when by the Union of two such Truths there is produced a third, under the indissoluble Connection of a Demonstrative Syllogism? If there was not this Syllogistic Continuity, there might indeed be other Continuities, but it would never be in our power to prove any thing concerning them. Again, when we consider either many Propositions, without reference to a Syllogism; or many independent Terms,

(x) Æn. I, 411.

without
Ch. IX. without reference to a Proposition; what have we then but Quantity discrete? PHILOSOPHICAL ARRANGEMENTS? Treasures, as capable of being number'd, estimated, and recorded, as those which the Miser commits to his coffers.

'Tis indeed by the help of an innate power of Distinction, that we recognize the Differences of things, as 'tis by a contrary power of Composition, that we recognize their Identities (y). These powers, in some degree, are common to all Minds; and as they are the Basis of our whole Knowlege (which is of necessity either affirmative or negative) they may be said to constitute what we call Common Sense (z). On the contrary, to possess these Powers in a more eminent degree, so as to be able to perceive

(z) See Vol. I. Treatise the third, in the Notes, p. 287.
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Identity in things widely different, and Diversity in things nearly the same; this 'tis that constitutes what we call Genius, that Power divine, which thro' every sort of discipline renders the difference so conspicuous between one learner and another.

It was from Speculations of this kind, that some of the Ancients were induced to consider Quantity in a far higher rank than is usual in common Speculations. "They considered both Species under the common character of a Bound or Measure, and as such to be conspicuous throughout the whole Universe; the nature of the Continuous, called Magnitude, being seen in Union and Connection; that of the Discrete, called Multitude, in Accumulation and Juxtaposition;—that by virtue of Magnitude the World or Universe was One; was extended and connected every where thro' its most
"most distant Parts;—that by virtue of
"Multitude it was diversified with
"that Order and fair Arrangement, seen in the amazing variety of
"Stars, of Elements, of Plants, of Animals; of Contrarieties on one side, and
"of Similarities on the other;—that if
"these Quantities were thus distinguishable in the Copy or Image, (for such
"was this World, when compared to its
"Archetype) much more so were they in
"those pure and immaterial Forms,
"the invariable and immediate Objects
"of the Supreme Intellect. The
"whole Production of Quantity (as of
"every thing else) they referred with
"reason to this Primary Intelligent Cause;
"—whose virtual Efficacy, as far as it
"passes thro' all things without dividing
"itself or stopping, they supposed to
"generate Continuity and Union;—
"as far as it stops in its progress at every
"particular, and communicates to each
"a peculiar Form of its own, they held
"to
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"to generate Distinction and Mul-
titude;—and as far as it perpetually
exerts at once these two distinct and
opposite Energies, they considered as for
ever rendering THE Universe both
Many and One; Many, thro’ it’s
Order and fair Variety; One, thro’ it’s
Connection and general Sympathy." (a)

AND

(a) The Authors, from whom the preceding Sen-
timents are taken, are Plotinus and Jamblichus, in the
Commentary of Simplicius upon this Predicament of
Quantity.
Ch. IX. And so much for the third Universal Genus, or Predicament, that of Quantity, it's various Species, and it's peculiar Properties (b).

\[\text{ἐν τοῖς καθ' αὐτὰ δόλους εἴδεις διέσχε, κοινών ἔχοντα,}
\text{ὡς ἔγιναι, τὸ μέτρον καὶ τὸ μέγας. Simplic. in Præc.}
\text{p. 32. B. Edit. Basil. 1551.}

'O de Sei\(\)\(\) Ιάμελιχ\(\)\(\) ——ἐπειδὴ γὰρ ἢ τῷ ὑνὸς δύναμις, αἱ τῷ ὑνὸς ἀπογεννηται, διατείνεται δι' ὅλων ἡ αὐτή, καὶ ὁρίζει ἐκασον προϊσον αἱ ἐκασον, ἡ μὲν δὲ ὅλων διέχει ταυτάπασιν ἀδιαίρετος, τὸ συμεχεῖς υφίστασι, καὶ ἡ τὴν πρόσοδον σωιείται μίαν, καὶ ἀδιαίρετον καὶ ἀνευ διωθείσι τῇ καὶ προϊσον ἐκασαί καὶ ἐκασον τῶν εἰδών, καὶ ἡ ὁρίζει ἐκασον, καὶ ἐκασον ἐν σωιεῖ, ταυτῇ τῷ διωθείσινι αὐράγει.——ἐπεί
dὲ ἀμα καὶ μὲν ἡ προς ὑποθεῖ, τὰ δύο ἀπογεννηθέν τερίξεις γὰρ ἡ τῶν ὑποτῶν μέτρων δύναμις ἀμα ἀμφότερα τὰ μένοντα καὶ προϊόντα ἐν ἑυ τῷ αὐτῷ. Simplic. in Præc.}
\text{p. 34. Edit. Basil. 1551.}

As the above Sentiments are expressed in the Text, a verbal Translation of them is omitted. It may however be acceptable to the curious to see them in their Originals, and for that reason they have been subjoined.

(b) See before Note (e) of this Chapter, p. 190.
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We cannot however quit this and the preceding Predicament (I mean the Predicaments of Quality and Quantity) without observing that, as they are diffused in a conspicuous manner throughout the Universe, so Writers both sacred and profane, both poetic and profaic, appear to have expressed their force, and that often at the same time, as the Predicaments themselves often exist so in nature.

O! Lord, how manifold are thy Works? In Wisdom hast thou made them all (c).

Here [manifold] denotes the Quantity of the Divine Works; [made in Wisdom] denotes their Quality.

Quinctilian—-Nam et qualis in cujusque rei naturâ, et quae forma, quaritur:

(c) Psalm civ. v. 24.
an immortalis anima, an humanà Specie Deus: et de magnitudine et numero: quantus, Sol; an unus, Mundus (d).

Where the Critic not only delineates the two great Predicaments here mentioned, but divides also Quantity into its two capital Species, I mean Magnitude and Number.

Cicero goes farther in his Tusculan Disputations, not only producing Quality and Quantity, but substance also, their support; which he places first, according to its proper order. Si quid fit hoc, non vides; at quale fit, vides: si ne id quidem; at quantum fit, profecto vides (e).

Even comic writers have expressed the force of these two Predicaments.

(d) Inflit. Orat. 1. vii. c. 4.
(e) Tusc. Disp. 1. i. 25.
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Quantam et quam veram laudem capiet Parmeno (f) ?

How great, and how true praise will Parmeno acquire?

Great indicates Quantity; True indicates Quality; for what Quality in praise is more valuable, than Truth?

The Poets, who dealt in Subjects more exalted than Comedy, appear many of them to have employed the same Language.

Thus Tibullus, speaking of Bacchus—

Quælis Quæntusque minetur (g).

Ovid, of Jupiter—-

(f) Terent. Eunuch v. 4. 3.
(g) Tibul. 1. iii. Eleg. vi. v. 23.
Ch. IX. — Quantusque et qualis ab alta
funone excipitur —— (h)

Virgil, of Venus——

—— Qualisque videri
Caelicus, et quanta solet—— (i)

The same, of Polypheme——

— Qualis, Quantusque cavo Polyphemus in antro (k).

Homer (whom 'tis probable the rest all copied) speaking of Achilles——

'Ητοι Δαφάνιος Πλάμος Σαμικμα, 'Αχίλλεα,
ΟΣΟΣ ἐν, ΟΙΟΣ τε θεαίς γὰρ ἀνώ ἐκπνει (l).

Nor less the royal Guest the Hero eyes,
His godlike aspect, and majestic size (m).

(b) Metam. iii. 204.
(i) Æn. ii. 589.
(k) Æn. v. 641.
(l) Iliad. xxiv. 629.

(m) Pope's Homer, B. xxiv. v. 798. The Translation we see renders the words οὐσία and οἶος by a Peri-
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These Attributes, given by Poets to Gods and Heroes, have been found by Euclid in Figures Geometrical. He has a Problem, to teach us how to describe a rectilineal Figure, which to one given rectilineal Figure shall be similar, to another shall be equal (n).

Similar is a Property of Quality; equal, of Quantity (o).

But 'tis time to finish, and proceed to the Arrangement next in order.

Periphrasis, and it should seem with some propriety, as the God-like aspect of Achilles is clearly among his Qualities, and his Majestic Size evidently respects his Magnitude, that is to say, his Quantity. It must be confessed however, that much of the force of the Original will necessarily be lost in the Translation, where single words in one Language cannot be found corresponding to single words in the other.

(n) Euclid vi. 25.
(o) See before page 175, and page 191.
CONCERNING RELATIVES (a) — THEIR SOURCE

RELATIVES APPARENT — REAL — THEIR PROPERTIES, RECIPROCAL — INFERENCE, AND CO-EXISTENCE — FORCE OF RELATION IN ETHICS — IN MATTERS DRAMATIC — IN NATURE, AND THE ORDER OF BEING — RELATIONS, AMICABLE AND HOSTILE — EVIL — WANT — FRIENDSHIP — STRIFE — RELATION OF ALL TO THE SUPREME CAUSE — EXTENT AND USE OF THIS PREDICAMENT, OR ARRANGEMENT.

THRO' THE THREE UNIVERSAL GENERA, PREDICAMENTS, OR ARRANGEMENTS ALREADY DESCRIBED, SUBORDINATE BEINGS MAY BE SAID TO ATTAIN THEIR COMPLETION; THRO' SUBSTANCE

(a) The Title of this Arrangement is expressed by a Plural, and not a singular (like Quality and Quantity) because all Relation is necessarily between Two.
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Substance they exist; thro' Quality they are distinguished; and thro' Quantity they acquire a Magnitude, and become a certain Multitude.

Yet when Beings are thus produced, we must not imagine them to exist, like Pebbles upon the Shoar, dispersed and scattered, without Dependence or mutual Sympathy. 'Twould be difficult out of such to compose a Universe or perfect Whole, because every perfect Whole has a respect to it's Parts, as well as the Parts a respect both to such Whole, and to each other. Hence then the rise of that Genus called Relation, a Genus which 'runs thro' all things, holding all of

\[ \text{Two.} \quad \eta \ \delta \ \varepsilon \chi \iota \varsigma \tau \omicron \lambda \alpha \chi i \sigma o u \ \varepsilon \ \delta \omicron \nu \iota \ \pi \rho \alpha \gamma \mu \nu \alpha \tau i \varsigma \varsigma \iota \varsigma \iota \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma. \quad \text{Anton. in Cat. p. 94. B.} \quad \text{'}\text{\textide}' \ \gamma \alpha \delta \ \tau \iota \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsigma \varsig
them together, in as much as there is no Member of the Universe either so great or so minute, that it can be called independent, and detached from the rest.

Now in all Relation there must be a Subject whence it commences, for example Snow; another, where it terminates, for example a Swan; the Relation itself, for example Similitude; and lastly the Source of that Relation, for example Whiteness (b); the Swan is related to Snow, by being both of them White.

(b) This Source may be sought for among the Differential Characters of Being, in whatever Predicament or Arrangement they happen to exist, be it in Quality, as the Character of Whiter; in Quantity, as that of Greater, that of more Numerous; in Time, as that of Older; in Place, as that of Upper, &c.

This is what Simplicius means, when he says—

\[ \alpha \nu \gamma \nu \alpha \upsilon \tau \nu \zeta \iota \nu \chi i \iota \nu \iota \kappa \alpha \lambda \tau \alpha \chi i \iota \nu \iota \nu \pi \alpha \rho \chi \iota \nu. \]

Simpl. in Cat.

Hence too we may see why Relation stands next to Quantity; for in strictness the Predicaments which follow are but different Modes of Relation, marked by some
The Requisites to Relation being in this manner explained, it will appear that those only are the true Relatives, which express in their very Structure the relative Source, and whose very Essence may be found in this their reciprocal Habitude (c). But this perhaps will be better understood by a few examples.

The

some peculiar Character of their own, over and above the relative Character, which is common to them all.

Even in the two Predicaments that precede this of Relatives, I mean Quality and Quantity, tho' they have an existence void of Relation, we cannot say so of their characteristic Peculiarities; for Like is a Relative Term, and so is Equal. Hence Simplicius—ἀλλο γὰρ τὸ ίτον παρὰ τὸ περὶν, ἥ ἀλλο τὸ ἑμοῖον παρὰ τὸ περὶν—Equal is something else beside Quantity; Like, something else beside Quality. Simp. in Præd. By something else he means they are Relatives.

(c) Πρὸς τι τὰ τοιαῦτα λέγεται, ὅσα, αὐτὰ ἀπειρίζειν, ἐπιτεύθηκα λέγεται. ἢ ὑποτεθῆν ἄλλως πρὸς ἑπετεύθηκα.

Such things as these are said to be Relatives, namely as many as are said to be, what they are.

by
The Swan ('twas said before) was in Whiteness like Snow. Here the Swan and the Snow were produced, as Relatives. We produce others of like kind, when we assert that London is larger than York, a Lemon equal to an Orange, &c.

But the truth is, these Subjects are none of them properly Relatives of themselves, but then only become such (as indeed may every thing else) when a Relation is raised between them through the Medium of a Relative Attribute. London, we say, is larger than York. The Relation subsists in Larger, which being attributed to London, makes it a Relative to York, which is in fact something less. The same holds in the Lemon and Orange, and in all possible inhalances. To whatever Subject we allo-

by being things belonging to other things, or which in any other sense have reference to something else. Arist. Præd. p. 34. Edit. Sylb.
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Ch. X.

Ciate any of the Relative Attributes, we immediately render the Subject by such Association a Relative. Such a Subject therefore is only a Relative incidentally.

But the true and real Relatives are those Attributes themselves, the Terms Larger, Equal, Like, &c. for these in their very Structure express the relative Source, and only exist in a joint and reciprocal Habitude one to another.

There are also relative Substances, as well as relative Attributes; that is to say, Terms which indicate at once both a Substance and a Relative. Such are Master and Servant, Preceptor and Disciple: Master implies a Man; and not only that, but a Man having Dominion: Servant implies a Man, and not only that, but a Man rendering Service; and the same may be said of the other example alleged.

Now
Now a distinguishing Property of these real Relatives, is, that they reciprocate in their Predication (d). Every Master is the Master of a Servant, and every Servant the Servant of a Master: every Preceptor the Preceptor of a Disciple; and every Disciple, the Disciple of a Preceptor. The same holds in the relative Attributes as well as in the Substances, Greater being always Greater than Less, and Less being always Less than Greater. That this is a Property, which never fails, will better appear, if from any relative Substance we subtract the relative Attribute, and substitute in it’s room the Substance alone. For example, from the relative Substance, Master, let us subtract the relative Attribute, Dominion, so that Man only shall remain, divested of that Attribute. We

(d) Πάντα δὲ τα τῷ πρὸς τι πρὸς ἀντισχέφοντα λέγεται. Arist. Præd. p. 35.

cannot
cannot affirm of every Man, as we can of every Master, that merely as a Man, he is the Master of a Servant (e).

From this necessity of reciprocal Predication, another Property of Relation follows, that we cannot understand one Relative, without understanding it's companion; and that in proportion as our Knowledge of one Relative is more precise, so is that likewise of the other (f). I cannot know

(e) Aristotle finds an instance in the same Term, Servant.—οὖν τὸ δοῦλον, ἐὰν μὴ δεσπότης ἀποδοθῇ δε- λχείς, ἀλλὰ ἀνθρώπος ἢ δίποδος, ἢ ὁτινὶ τῶν τοιῶν, ἐκ αὐτῶν περιήγειται γὰρ οἱκεῖα ὁ ἀπόδοσις ἐς—For example, the Term Servant, if he be not described as the Servant of a Master, but of a Man, or of a Biped, or of any other such thing, does not reciprocate, because the Description returned is not necessary and essential—that is, we cannot say, the Man of a Servant, or the Biped of a Servant, as we say the Master of a Servant. Arist. Præd. p. 37, where much more is subjoined, worth reading.

(f) Relata sunt simul cognitione. Cognito pro- inde alterutro, cognoscitur alterum; (idque eodem plane modo
know for example that A is greater than B, without knowing that B is less than A; and if with more precision I know that A is double, I necessarily know withal that B is half; and if with still farther precision I know the measure of A to be eight, I know with equal precision the measure of B to be four (g).

AND


I have quoted Saunderson, as he was an accurate Logician, but Aristotle's own words are, as follows—ἐὰν τις εἰδῇ τι διαμειναῖς τῶν πρὸς τι, κρίνειν, πρὸς ὁ λέγεται, διαμειναῖς εἰσεται—If any one know with precision any one of two Relatives, he will know also the other Relative which it refers to, with equal precision. Arist. Prædíc. p. 39. Edit. Sylb.

(g) And here by the way it is worth observing, that as all Relatives are recognized in combination, while every Object of Sense is perceived distinct and independent; it follows that all Relatives are properly Objects of the Intellect, and that, if it were not for this faculty, we should know nothing concerning them. Let A for example be supposed the master of B, and let A be tall, well proportioned, ruddy, &c. These

last
And this naturally leads to that fundamental *Property* of Relation, on which the rest all depend, namely, *the necessary and universal Co-existence of Relatives* (h), which always commence *together*, subsist *together*, and cease *together*. *Ulysses*, in his Speech to *Thersites*, says in anger,

last characters only are visible to the Eye, nor does the Eye see *more*, while the Relation *subsists*, or *exists*, when the Servant *dies*, and the Relation is *at an end*. Were there a change in the Master’s person, were he to become deformed from being well-shaped, or pale from being ruddy, then would the Eye be able to recognize what had happened. But ’tis a singular property of this Genus, that a Relative may change, or lose it’s Relations, without change or loss within itself. Let the corresponding Relative but vary, or cease to exist; let the Master lose his Servant, or the Preceptor his Disciple; let those, who stood on my right remove themselves to my left, or those, who stood above me, place themselves below; and ’tis easy to conceive a Subject, after having lost or varied *every one* of these Relations, still to remain itself invariably the same.

PHILOSOPHICAL

Ch. X. May I lose my son Telemachus, if I do not seize, &c. And how does he express this sentiment?

Μὴ δέ τις Τηλεμάχοι ως ηκλημένος εἰνι.

May I no longer be called the Father of Telemachus (i).

He well knew he could only lose that Relative Denomination, by losing his Son, with whose birth and duration it was indissolubly connected. It was not that Ulysses might not have survived Telemachus, or Telemachus, Ulysses; the Co-existence being only attached to the Relative Characters, those of Father and Son.

And hence we may collect that the Co-existence here mentioned is not like that of Substance and it's essential Properties.

(i) Iliad, B. v. 260.
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perties (as Rationality for example co-
exists with Man, or Sensation with Ani-
mal); but a Co-existence less intimate by
far than that is, because it subsists be-
tween Beings actually distinct one from
another.

And hence it has followed, that some
Logicians have treated it as possessing
less of the real, than any one of the
other Genera. They tell us, Relatio est
Ens minimaæ Entitatis (k).

Yet we must be careful how we un-
dervalue it (l), in consequence of such a
notion;

(k) Fell's Logic, p. 92.

(l) Thus Simplicins in his Comment on this Cate-
goric—Διὰ ταῦτα δὲ, ὡς παραφυσικὴν ταῖς ἄλλαις
κατηγορίαις, τὴν τὰ πρὸς τι ἐπεισοδιώκη νομίζειν
καὶ τοι ψευδογράμμα ἔσαι, καὶ κατὰ διαφορὰν οἰκεῖν
Σεφυσμένην. Αὕτη γὰρ κοινότης ἐστὶ διὰ τῶν διάκο-
σα, τῶν ἐναντίων, καὶ τῶν ὁποιῶν διαφορών, καὶ τῶν
ὅλων γενῶν, καὶ τῶν ὑπ' αὐτὰ πεταγμένων ἡτίς εἰ μὲ
παρὰν,
notion; since with those, who well attend to it's amazing efficacy, it is more likely

—And hence some conceive the Predicament of Relation, by it's growing on as it were to the rest, to be something episodic and adventitious, altho' it be in fact truly principal, and an Object of Contemplation from it's own distinctive Character. 'Tis this indeed is that Band of Community which passes thro' all things; thro' Contraries, thro' things in any way different, thro' whole Genera, and thro' the several Beings, arranged beneath them—that Principle, which, were we to suppose away, all things in that instant would be dissipated and torn from all things. Simplic. in Prædic. p. 44. B. Edit. Basil. 1551.

See also the same Author in the same Comment:

Oustē γὰρ τὰ γένη, ὥστε τὰ ὑπ' αὐτῶν ὄντα, κοινωνίαν ἔχει τινὰ πρὸς ἄλληλα, εἰ μὴ τις χέσεως ἡ λογικὴ ἐν τοῖς ξύσιν. 'Ατοπον δὲ τὴν κοινωνίαν αναίρειν τῶν διαφερόντων πρὸς ἄλληλα: ἀτοπου δὲ καὶ τὴν ἀρέμονιαν αναίρειν, ὡς τ᾽ ἐν τοῖς Φήγοις μόνην, ἡ δὲ τὴν ἐν τοῖς ἀρίθμοις, ἀλλὰ καὶ τὴν ἐν τοῖς κυκλωσίας καὶ ὑμετρητὺς παραστάς καὶ ἐνεχθείς, ὥστε ἐγκυκλοπείς τοῖς ξύσιν, συνήγαγεν εἰς ταυτόν, καὶ χάσειν ἑκείνῳ πρὸς ἄλληλα ἀπειρόγαστον αναίρεθησατο δὲ καὶ τὸ σύμμετρον καὶ Ἰσον, καὶ ἐπιστάτων, καὶ ἐπιστήμης. Εἰ δὲ καὶ γεωμετρία καὶ μετρική περί χέσεως ἑκείνου, ἀνυπόστατο δὲ αὐτά πατηφόλακσοι αὐ ἐεὶν ἐκεῖνοι

παραστάσεις.
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likely to acquire a rank perhaps above it's real merit.

WHAT ought we to think, should it appear the Basis of Morality?—"MORAL "DUTIES (says. Epicurus) are in general

ναὶ περὶ τὸ ἀνωπόσαλτον ἡλετριοῦμεναι. Πῶς δὲ τῇ Φιλήτου ἠκοῦσαν ὁ Θεὸς λέγειν, εἰ μὴ εὕρεται ἡ πρὸς τὸ ἔστων τῷ ἐφικμένῳ.—For neither the Universal Genera, nor the things included under them, can have any Connection one with another, if there exist not in things the Ratio of HABITUDE or RELATION. But 'tis absurd to take away the Connection of things that differ one from another: absurd also to take away Harmony, not that only which exists in Sounds, nor that which exists in Numbers, but that also which exists in Substances, and in all the variety of Capacities and Energies; that, which having been implanted in Beings, has brought them together, and effected, that they should have the Relation here spoken of to each other. [Farther than this, by taking away Relation] there will be taken away the Proportionate, the Equal, the Knowable, and Knowledge. If Geometry and Music are employed about Relations, and these last have no Existence; then will those Sciences be ridiculous, in being employed about Non entities. How also can God himself be called an Object of Desire to all Beings, if there be no Relation between the Thing desired, and that which desires? Sim- plíc. in Præd. p. 43. B.
Ch. X. "measured by Relations. Is he a Father?—The Relation ordains, that he must be taken care of; that thou yield to him in all things, bear with him, when he reproaches, when he strikes, &c.—" But he is a bad Father—And wert thou then by nature connected with a good Father?—No, but with a Father—"Thus therefore out of Neighbour, out of Citizen, out of Magistrate wilt thou trace the Moral Duty, if thou make it a Custom to contemplate the Relations (m)."

The Stoic Emperor Antoninus inculcates the same doctrine. There are (says he) three Relations; one to the proximate Cause, which immediately surrounds us; one to the divine Cause, from which all things happen to all; and one to those, along with whom we live (n). So import-

(m) Epist. Ench. cap. xxx.
(n) M. Ant. viii. 27.
ant is the Knowledge of Relations (according to these Philosophers) in a subject, which so much concerns us, I mean an upright and a virtuous conduct.

'Tis to a subordinate end, that Horace applies this Knowledge, when he makes it an essential to Dramatic Poets, and as a Philosophical Critic, teaches them, that 'tis thro' this Knowledge only they can truly delineate Characters. The verses are well known;

*Qui didicit, patræ quid debeat, &c.*

'Tis thus too that Shakespeare, either by Knowledge acquired, or (what is more probable) by the dictates of an innate superior Genius (o), makes Macbeth shudder.

(o) The Author has in this place considered Shakespeare, as Aristotle did Homer, and has left it uncertain, to what Cause his transcendent merit should be ascribed. Aristotle, speaking of Homer's superiority, says
der at the thoughts of murdering Duncan, when he reflects on the many Duties he owed him, arising from the many Relations he stood in, all of which Duties he was then basely going to violate.

— He's here in double trust;
First, as I am his Kinsman, and his Subject,
Strong both against the deed: then, as his Host,
Who should against his Murtherer shut the door,
Not bear the Knife myself—

And here I cannot help remarking upon this excellent Tragedy, that it is not only admirable as a Poem, but is perhaps at the same time one of the most moral pieces existing. It teaches

says in like manner, that it was, ἦτοι διὰ τέχνην, ἢ διὰ φύσιν, either thro' Art, or thro' Nature. Vid. Arisbt. Post. c. viii.
us the danger of venturing, tho’ but for Ch. X.

once, upon a capital offence, by shewing
us that ’tis impossible to be wicked by
halves; that we cannot stop; that we
are in a manner compelled to proceed;
and yet that, be the success as it may, we
are sure in the event to become wretched
and unhappy (p).

But to return to our Subject, I mean
that of Relation.

If we quit Mankind, and view it’s
more general extent, we shall find, that,
where Continuity fails, there Relation
supplies it’s office, connecting as it were
all things the most remote and heteroge-
neous. Were they indeed combined un-
der an Union more intimate, were it the
same with that Continuity, seen in a liv-
ing Body and it’s Limbs, the whole Uni-

(p) See the Remarks on this Tragedy in that ele-
gant Book, the Essay on the Writings and Genius of
Shakespeare.
verse would be no more than one immense Animal. But 'tis not so: and those, who have explained its Nature, have rather called it one City, or one Commonwealth (q); a very different Species of Monad from one Animal, or living Being. 'Tis here then (as we have said) Relation intervenes, and under a thousand different ties connects all things together.

The ties indeed are many, tho' the Sources are few. Every subordinate Being, as it is by nature subject to wants, (indigence and imperfection being essential to its constitution) has a connection with those Beings, thro' whom such wants may be supplied. Hence then one Source of Relation. Again, every Being whatever, that has power to supply such wants, has a Connection with those Beings, to whom it can thus become subservient. Hence

(q) See Vol. First, Treatise the third, p. 225, 341.
then another Source of Relation. Now in the Divine Economy of the whole it is so admirably contrived, that every Being in different degrees possesses this double character, and not only needs assistance, but is able in its turn to afford it. Nothing is so mighty, as to subsist without help; nothing so minute, as not at times to have it's use. Thus as Connections reciprocate, and are everywhere blended, the Concatenation of Relations grows in fact universal, and the world becomes (as above described) one City or Commonwealth.

Instances of this double Relation occur (as we have said) in every particular Being. The Ewe is related to the Grass, as to the Being which supplies her wants; to her Lamb, as to the Being whose wants she herself supplies. The Grass again is related to the Earth, as to the Being, which affords it aliment; while it is related to the Ewe, by be-
coming itself aliment to her. The Earth
is related to Vegetables, as she is both
their parent and their nurse; while she
is related to the Sun, as to the fountain
of her genial warmth. The Relations of
the Sun are finely represented by Epic-
tetus, who makes the Sovereign of
the Universe thus address that noble
Luminary. "Thou (faith he) art Sun:
"Thou art able by going round, to form
"the year and the Seasons; to enlarge and
"nourish the fruits; to raise and still the
"Winds; to warm in due degree the bo-
" dies of men: Arise, go round, and be-
"ginnning from the greatest, extend after
"this manner thy influence to the most mi-
" nute (r)."

Nor when we mention the Earth ought
we to forget that equitable discharge of
her Relations, for which Virgil well distin-
guishes her by the character of most just;

Upton. Σῶ ἡλιός εἰ δύνασαι, κ. τ. ζ.
Fundit
The Attic Historian and Philosopher will be found the best Commentator on this elegant passage of the Roman Poet.

"The Earth too (says Xenophon) being a Divinity, teacheth those that can "learn it of her, Justice: for such as "cultivate her best, she requiteth with most "goods (t)."

When we view the Relation of the Male to the Female, and of the Female to the Male, and add to this the Common Relation extending from both to their Offspring, we view the rise of Families thro' the whole animal race. Among

__________

(s) Virg. Georg. ii. 460.

(t) "Εγείρε ἹΗ, θεὸς ἄσσα, τῶς δυναμίνες κατα-

muθάνειν, καὶ ΔΙΚΑΙΟΣΥΝΗ Διδάσκει τῶς γαῖς ἀ-

γίσα, Θεραπευόντας αὐτῶν, πλείστα ἄγαθα ἀντιποιή,

the more social, such as Sheep and Cattle, these Families by fresh Relations are combined into larger multitudes, under the name of Flocks and Herds. Among those of higher order still (such as the Bee (u), the Ant, the Beaver, and above all the social and rational Being, Man) these herds and flocks by relations more excellent are improved into civil Politics, where there is a general Interest or common Good, a Good to which either willingly or unwillingly (x) every individual co-operates.

(u) Virgil speaks of the Bee, as he would of Man;
Mores et studia et populos et prælia dicam. Georg. iv.

Aristotle, distinguishing these Animals from those, which do no more than barely herd together, elegantly calls them ζῴα πολιτικά, Political or Civil Animals, Animals formed for a Life of Civil association, where the Business is one, and that common to the whole Tribe; οὐ εἰ τι, κ. τ. λ. Histor. Anim. p. 5. Edit. Syll.

(x) ———— ἢ ν ὅ ὦ μην Σίλων,
Κακος γενόμενος, ήτιν ἐπὶ ου ἐψομαι.
Epipl. Enchirid. c. lii.

If we descend below Animals down to Vegetables, we shall discover in the Vine, the Ivy, the Woodbind, and all the Plants of slender Stalk, a manifest relation to those of a trunk more solid, such as the Oak, the Elm, and the several trees of the Forest. 'Tis with a Power, which appears almost a conscious one, that the former of these tribes, recognizing their Relation, apply to the latter for a support, and spontaneously twine their bodies, or at least their tendrils, around them (y).

When

(y) Tα τιλη, ἐφ’ α τῶν φύσει γινομένων ΕΚΑΣΤΑ ἔται, ε ἐν τῇ αἴχην εὐθὺς φυομένως πάρεσιν αὐτοῖς, ἀλλ’ ἔστατα ὅπτα παραγίγνεται. Σκοπώμεν δ’ αὐτὸ ἐφ’ ἐνός τῶν τῇ ἁμπέλῳ ἐλικώ τέλος ἐσ’ ὁ τ’ ἐτέευ Φυτῶ πλορθὸς περιελικθείσαν, ἐκεῖνο τήν ἁμπελον ἀναθήσας τῷ Φυτῷ, ταῦτα ἐν τοῖς φυτοῖς τήν φύσιν εἰλη-χυίαν, ἕπαλλοκαυλοῦ ἔνσας. Οὔκιν το ἐτέευ Φυτῶ πλορ-θῶ τῇ ἐλικᾳ περιελικθεῖσαν ἀναθήσας τῷ ἁμπελοῦ, ἢτε τῇ ἁμπέλῳ φυομένῃ, ἢτε τῇ ἐλικῇ εὐθὺς πάρεσιν, ἀλλ’ ἔστατόν ἐς παραγίγνεται’ ἀθεν’ μέντοι ἦτον τῷ φύ-σθας.
When therefore we contemplate the various Relations already hinted, and mark in

The Ends, to which the several vegetable Productions tend, are not instantly present to them, as soon as they begin to grow, but some way or other accrue to them subsequently. We may perceive this in a single instance. The End to the Vine's Tendril, is, by twining round the Branch of another Vegetable, to bind the Vine to that Vegetable; which Vine, among the vegetable Tribe, possesses this natural Character, that it should rest upon another for it's support. Now that the Tendril, by twining round the Branch of another Vegetable, should bind the Vine on, neither belongs to the Vine, when it first begins to
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in how friendly a manner they bring the most distant Beings together, we may be

to grow, nor yet to it's Tendril; but is something which accrues subsequently: and yet nevertheless, the binding of it to another Vegetable is the final cause why the Tendril should grow at all, and belong to the Vine. But it is impossible that what as yet is not, and has no arrangement in the order of things, (I mean the binding) should be the cause of something which now is, (I mean the Tendril of the Vine, when it first appears). The cause of any thing produced must have an actual existence, and not be a non-entity. This binding therefore of the Vine to some other Vegetable must have been preconceived in some mind or intellect, who presiding over it (as any man, being an artificer, preseides over his works) makes the Tendril grow to it for the sake of such binding; which Tendril also wonderfully, if there be nothing adjoining of a nature for it to twine round, appears in some sort to shoot upwards; but if any branch be near, instantly deviates and twines round it. It is therefore irrational to suppose that the Tendril did not grow to the Vine, that it might hereafter bind it to another Vegetable; nor can there be any degree of reason for asserting, that some mind or intelligence did not preside over such operations.

The force of this argument is, as follows—

Things exist before their ends; that is, before that the ends of their existence take place. The Tendril exists, before it binds the Vine; the minute-hand exists,
be tempted to say with the Philosopher, that "all things are full of friendly
  principles," existing, before it indicates the Minutes. And yet it is this Binding, and this Indicating so necessary, that the Things themselves would never have existed, but for the sake of these only. Where then were these Ends, when the Things themselves first appeared?—In external andvisible nature?—This from the Hypothesis is impossible, for the Hypothesis makes them subsequent.—No other place then remains, but either the Sovereign Mind, or a Mind subordinate, according as the Work itself is a Work of Nature or of Art. See before, p. 112, 113.

I have taken the preceding Extract from a Manuscript of that able Scholar and Philosopher George Gemistus, otherwise called Pletho, who flourished in thefifteenth Century, both before and after the taking of Constantinople. If it apply not immediately to the Subject, it has at least the merit of being something rare and ingenious. It is a morsel of that Controversy among the learned Greeks of this Period, whether the Preference in Philosophy was due to Plato or to Aristotle. Scholarius; among others, was for Aristotle; Pletho for Plato; from whose Work on this Subject (which was an Answer to Scholarius) this Extract is taken. There is another small Work of Pletho's upon the same Subject, intitled, Περί Λογίου Αριστοτέλους ὃς Πλάτωνα διαφέρεται, printed at Paris, 1541; and Besario (a learned Greek of that age, who went over to the Latin Church, and became a Cardinal)
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"PRINCIPLES (z)". But we must not suffer this sentiment to carry us too far. Things are not only full of FRIENDLY PRINCIPLES, but of HOSTILE likewise.

Cardinal) wrote a large Tract to defend the Platonic Doctrine, intitled Contra Calumniatorem Platonis. The printed Edition is in Latin, but the whole Work is extant in Greek among the Manuscripts of St. Marc's Library at Venice, to which Library Bessario bequeathed his own. There is too a fine Letter remaining of the fame Bessario, addressed to Michael Apostolius, who, tho' he took Bessario's side, and defended Plato, yet appears to have done it, according to Bessario's Letter, with a zeal and bitterness not becoming him; a zeal and bitterness too frequent in Controversy, and (unfortunately for the Cause of Letters) nowhere more, than among learned men, and those in particular, whom we call Professors of Humanity.

The Epistle above mentioned may be found in Greek and Latin, published by the learned Boivinus, in the second Tome of L'Histoire de l'Academie Royale des Inscriptions, &c. p. 455; and it is well worth perusal, for it's Temper and Elegance.

See also Cicero de Senectute, c. xv. Vitis quidem, &c.


THE
Ch. X. The Fangs of the Lion are as much the work of Nature, as the tendrils of the Vine, or the nurturing Teats of the Ewe. To what then have these formidable weapons Relation; for Nature, we are assured, makes nothing in vain (a)? If to Offence, then is the Lion himself a source of hostile relation; if to Defence, then is he the object of injury from some other; so that hostility in either

(a) This was an axiom, inculcated every where by Aristotle; and more especially, when he is speaking of Final Causes, which, tho' now they make a small part of Philosophy, were never omitted by the Stagirite, as often as they could be introduced. His own words deserve attention—νόμος ἡ ζώη τοις μάτιν, ἀλλ' αει εἰκ τῶν εὐδειχομένων τῇ άσια ἠετε ἐκασον γέ-

Nature makes nothing in vain, but with respect to each animal Genus, out of the several ways practicable she always makes that which is best. De Animal. Ingressu, p. 28. Edit. Sylb.—And again, in the same Tract—νόμος ἡ ζώη δημιουργετὶ μάτιν, ὁπερ εἴηται ὑπότερον, ἀλλὰ Ὀκτώ ὑπὸς τὸ βελ-

τινω εἰκ τῶν εὐδειχομένων—Nature creates nothing in vain, but (as has been said already) all things for the best, out of the several ways that are practicable. Ibid. p. 141. Edit. Sylb.
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Case is necessarily implied. Were it possible to doubt as to the offensive here, we could never doubt as to the Structure of the Spider's Web; a Structure clearly taught her by Nature for offence alone. These and the like Preparations, such as the Boar's Tusk, the Eagle's Talons, the Viper's Venom, &c. are all founded on such wants, as can never be satisfied amiably. The Wants therefore of this character naturally rouse up similar Instincts, and thus the World becomes filled as well with hostile Relations, as friendly.

Torva leana lupum sequitur, lupus ipse capellam (b).

It appears to have been these Relations of Hostility, that first gave rise to the phenomena of natural and moral Evil. Now whether real Evil exist

(b) Virg. Ed. ii.
at all, or whether we should confine it with the Stoics to Evil purely moral, are Questions beyond the Scope of this Treatise to examine. It will be sufficient to say, that much Evil is imaginary, and founded merely on false opinion: that of the Evils more real, there are many, which have their end, and so may be said to partake ultimately the nature of Good. Many of the difficulties and distresses, which beset the human Species, conduce to save it from Sloth, and to rouse it up to action; to action, which is in fact the very life of the Universe.

—— Pater ipse colendi
Haud facilem esse viam voluit, primusque per artem
Moxit agros, curis acuens mortalia corda,
Nec torpere gravi passus sua regna veter-no *.

* Virg. Georg. I.
If there were no dangers, then could there be no Fortitude; if no Temptations, then no Temperance; if no adverse Accidents, nor Loss of what we love, then no submissive Resignation, no pious Acquiescence.

Oυκ ἀν γενοίτω χαρίς ἐσθλαὶ καὶ κακά.
'Αλλ' ἐστὶ τις σύγκρασις, ὡς ἐχθρίν καλῶς.

Things Good and Ill can ne'er exist apart;
But such the mixture, that they well accord (c).

Again,

(c) The fine Dithyramb here translated is from Eupides, quoted by Plutarch de Isid. et Osirid. p 369. Edit. Xyland.

As to the Speculations here offered, and the Solutions suggested, we may well apply to them that just reflection of the Stagirite, the used by him on a different occasion.

Ἰσως δε χαλεπῶν κ' εἰς τῶν πολέτων σφοδρῶς ἀπο-
Φαινεσθαι, μὴ πολλάχις ἐπεκεμένου τὸ μέντοι διή-
R 2 πορνεέως
Ch. X. Again, the Jaws of the Lion, the Poison of the Rattle Snake, the Sword of the Conqueror, and every Instrument of destruction, may be said incidentally to prepare the way for Generation; and that not only by making room for new Comers, but by furnishing fresh Materials towards their respective Production. For tho' the Theatre of the World so far resembles other Theatres, that it is perpetually filled with Successions of new Spectators; yet has it this in peculiar, that the Spectators, which succeed here, are made out of those that went before. Every particular Birth, or natural production, appears an act, if not of hostility, at least of Separation; a Se
cession from the general Mass; a kind of

Ποιηκόντες τοις ἐκάσω αὐτῶν, ἢς ἀχρηστόν ἐστι. — Per-
bhps 'tis difficult to prove any thing clearly upon Subjects such as these, without having often considered and exa-
mined them. And yet to have thrown out doubts con-
cerning them, is a thing, not altogether without it's use. 
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revolt from the greater Bulk in favour of a smaller; which smaller would detach itself, and, were it able, be independent.

In a word as FRIENDSHIP, by cementing Multitude, produces UNION; so STRIFE, by dissolving Union, produces MULTITUDE; and 'tis by MULTITUDE that the World becomes diversifid and replenished.

And hence we may perceive the meaning of what Heraclitus says in Plutarch, where he calls "War, the Father and King and Lord of all things; and asserts, "that when Homer prayed

"That Strife be banished both from Gods and Men,

"he was not aware that he was cursing "the Generation of all things; as in fact "they deduce their rise out of Contest and "Antipathy." The same Philosopher R 3 adds
Ch. X. adds immediately, "that the Sun could not pass his appointed bounds; that other-wise, if he could,

*Tongues he would find to patronize the Cause:

meaning by this *mythological* way of talking, that the Sun could not desert his Course, because so much depended on it; or otherwise, if he could, that being himself *one of the primary Authors of Generation* upon this Earth, and well knowing how much Strife co-operated in the same work, he would surely look out for an advocate (were such any where existing) to defend the cause of *Strife against* the Calumnies of *Homer* (d).

---

(d) Ἡσαλειτο εἰς τὶν χαριτωμένον νομαδείᾳ καταβολήν οὐ μόνον ἀντικυρίον ὀνομάζειν ἣν λατέρα ἡ βασιλεία ἡ κυρία τῶν πάντων. ἐν τῶν μέσον Ὀμήρου, εὐχαρίστοιν.

Ἐκ τε Θεῶν ἑρύ, ἐκ τοῦ ἀνθρώπων ἀπολέθαι, ὅποι τῇ πάντων γενέσθε καταράκτων ἐκ μάχης.
From all these Speculations one thing at least appears (whatever else may be doubtful)

μάχης καὶ ἀντιπαθείας τὴν γένεσιν ἐχὸν τω ἦλιον δὲ 
μὴ ὑπερθένεσθαι τῶν προσώπων ὑμῶν εἰ δὲ µὴ,

Γλώσσας μὲν δικὰς ἐπικές ἐξευγέσαν.


Dr. Squire, the late Bishop of St. David's, has given a fair Edition of this Tract in the original, to which he has subjoined an English Translation; but (according to a Practice too frequent with the best Critics) he has, in the Passage above quoted, attempted to mend, where no Emendation was wanting.

Chalcidius plainly alludes to the same Sentiment of Heraclitus in the following Extract from his Commentary on Plato's Timeus.—Proptereaque Numerius laudat Heraclium (lege Heraclitum) reprehendentes Homerum, qui optaverit interitum et valetatem malis vita, quod non intelligeret mundum sibi deleri placere: si quidem Sylva, quae malorum fons est, exterminaretur. Chal. p. 396. Edit. Meur. 1617.

In the Greek Quotation, Homer is supposed to wish inadvertently against the Generation of all things; in the Latin, he wishes in the same inadvertent manner against the existence of Sylva, that is, of Matter. The difference is easily reconciled, if we suppose Matter to be the Basis of Generation, and to be essentially requisite.
doubtful) that Relations of Hostility, as well as Friendship, have their use in the Universe. Both also equally arise from Want on one side, and from the Power of removing it on the other (e). The difference is, that in friendly Relations the Help is communicated either with pleasure, as when the Mother suckles her Child; or at least without pain, as when we shew a traveller his way. In hostile Relations, the Help, without regard to the Communicator, is either taken by force, as when the Wolf devours the Lamb; or obtained by stratagem, as when the Spider in snares the Fly.

requisite to the existence of things Generable and Perishable, out of which this lower and visible World is wholly composed.

(e) How far the Want of Good leads to Arts and Action, may be seen in Vol. I. Treatise the first, p. 24; and in the Notes subjoined, p. 272, 3, 4, 5. We here perceive it to extend not only to the whole animal World, but even to the Vegetable. More will be found on this Subject in the Treatise upon Motion, a part of the present Work.
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And thus by the reciprocal Relations of Want and Help (both of which under a variety of Forms exist in every individual) is there a kind of general Concatenation extended throughout the Universe; while each Being communicates what Help it can afford, and obtains in its turn, that Help which it requires.

To all these Relations must be added that chief, tho' mentioned last, that of the whole Universe, and every Being in it, to the First, Supreme, and Intelligent Cause, thro' which Relation THEY are called His Offspring, and He Their Father. Here indeed the Relations are not blended as before; they are all purely referable to Want on one side, and all purely arise from Spontaneous Help on the other; the correspondence existing, as far as Perfect has respect to Imperfect, Independent to Dependent, the Object de-
Ch. X. fired to the Beings which desire (f), the Maker to his Works, the Parent to his Children (g).

And now to conclude with a Remark, which regards Relation in general. "As " to every Continuous Being the Genus " of Quality gives Distinction, which " help to mitigate it’s Sameness, and ren- " der it as it were discrete; so to Beings " discrete, however remote, the Genus " of Relation gives a Connection, which " serves to mitigate their Diversity, and " to render them as it were continuous.

(f) Πώς δέ ἦ ὁ ἐφετῶν πάσιν ὁ Θεός λέγει; εἰ μίν- δημιά γέις εἰς πάσας το ἐφετῶν τῷ ἐφεμένῳ— How is God called an Object desirable to all Beings, if there be no Relation between the Object of Desire, and the Being which desires? Simplic. in Prædic. p. 43. B. Edit. Basil. 1551. See before, Note p. 225.

(g) St. Paul has given his Sanction to that Verse of Aratus—Τῇ γὰρ ἑν τοῖς ἀνθρώποις—For we are his Off- spring. Arat. Phæn. v. 5. Ael. xvii. 28.

" Thus
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"Thus is the World maintained as well in it's Union, as in it's Variety, while both Species of Quantity run thro' the whole, and thro' every Part."

AND so much for the ARRANGEMENT of GENUS OF RELATION, it's nature, it's properties, it's utility, and extent (b).

(b) Before we quit this Arrangement, we shall subjoin the following Note.

The old Logicians held that Things Intelligible, and Intellecition were Relatives; so also Things Sensible, and Sensation. But then they started an objection—If Relatives co-exist, and always reciprocate in their existence, what would become of Euclid's Theorems, supposing there were no Geometricians? What would become of Sensible Objects, supposing there were no Beings sensitive?

One Solution of this Objection is derived from the Percipient—The first original and supreme Percipient is everywhere, and always in the full Energy of universal Perception.

Another Solution is from the Objects perceived, be they sensible or intelligible. Every such Object has a double nature; an absolute nature, and a relative one. The Sound A is an Octave to the Sound B. B ceases, and A continues. A is no longer an Octave, but still it is a Sound: and even tho' we should call it
no Sound, if there were to be no Hearers; it would still be an Undulation of Air, capable of producing Sound, if there were an Ear capable of perceiving it, that is, an Organ adequate to the Sensation.

The Instance given on this occasion by the Philosophers Porphyry and Simplicius, is curious, because it is taken from that difficult System of Music, the Enharmonic. The following are the words of Simplicius—Κἂν γὰρ διὰ ραθυμίαν ἀποθάλωμεν ποτὶ τὴν τῶν ὑπότων γραφήν, ὥσπερ ἤτοι μὲν τὰ οὕτω, ὅπερ ἦσαν τὰ ἐπιστήματα. κἂν γὰρ ἐν τῇ μουσικῇ πρότερον μὲν παρακολούθει μὲν δίστησιν, τῶν δὲ αὐτοπαίθυντοι τὰ τῶν διαστήματος ἐσμέν. —For if ever thro’ any Sloth or Indolence we reject Knowledge, those things, which are intelligible, remain nevertheless. ’Tis thus that in Music we used in former days to hear the Quarter-Tone, but now we are unable to distinguish this interval. Simplic. in Præd. p. 48. B. Edit. Basl. 1551.

Porphyry, having told us that tho’ there were no Geometry, considered as a Science, there would still be Objects Geometrical, subjoins—ἐπεὶ κ�行 ἐν τῇ μουσικῇ τὸ μὲν πάλαι τῇ διεσεῖα διαστήματος ἦκεν οἱ μουσικοὶ, ὡσερ δὲ αἱμελθεῖσιν τῇ εὐμορφοῖς μελῳδίαις, καθ’ ὑμῖν τῇ διεσθαῖων διάσημα ἐμελῳδεῖτο, ὡμέντε τῇ τοι-έτει αἰσθήσει ἦκα (λέγεται) διαστήματος κ�行 δύνατο ὃτι ἐν τῇ φύσει ἦσαν τῷ αἰσθητῷ τοῦ διάσημα, εἰ κ�行 ἡ αἰσθήσεις ἐκλίνοιτε.—For thus too in Music, Musicians used formerly to hear (and distinguish) the Interval of the Quarter-Tone: but in latter days, the Enharmonic Melody having been neglected, by which this Interval used to be modulated, there is no longer now any Sensation of such an Interval: and yet ’tis evident that this sensible Interval has an Existence in nature, al-
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Porphyry flourished in the third Centuy; Simpl. in the sixth.

We may remark by the way from the above Quotations, how fast the Arts of Elegance were sinking even in the more early of those two Periods.

As for the state of Philosophy in the latter Period, we may form a Judgment of it by what we learn from Simplicius in the same Treatise, with regard to the Stoics. Having in his Commentary on the Predis. of Action and Passion given many Quotations from the Stoic Logic, he concludes the Chapter with the following words—Πολλα δε ν των τοιτων εξεργασια σαρα τοις Στοικοις. ου εε' ημων και ν διδασκαλια, κα τα πλειστα των συγλαμματων επιλειτουν—There is much elaborate Discussion of these matters among the Stoics, of whom both the Doctrine and most of the Writings are in our times lost, and at an end. Simpl. in Prac. p. 84. B. Edit. Basil. 1551.

Mahomet soon followed, whose Successor Omar burnt the Alexandrine Library; nor did the succeeding Caliphs emerge from Barbarity, till the Race of the Abbassidae, near two Centuries after.

The Barbarity of Western Europe continued much longer, and did not begin to lessen, till the fifteenth Century, that preceding the age of Leo the tenth.

CHAP.
Concerning Action and Passion—Action, it's five Species—those of Passion reciprocate—Mind Divine, Human—latter, how acted upon—Politics, Oeconomics, Ethics—Passivity in Bodies animate, and inanimate—Action, and Reaction, where they exist, where not—Self-motion, what, and where—Power, whence and what—requisite both in Action and in Passion—Power, tho' like Non-Entity, yet widely different—Double in the reasoning Faculty—Power, not first in existence, but Energy, which never has ceased, or will cease, or can cease.

In treating of Relatives we have considered principally those, which possess the Relative Character in a degree above every other. But there are things, which,
which, as they possess it blended with Characters more eminent, have been formed for that reason into separate Arrangements. Such for example is the Relation between a Being, and the Place, which it occupies; that between a Being, and the Time, while it exists; the first of which Relations gives an answer to the Question, Where; the latter, to the Question, When.

There are also Relations of Position; Relations of Habit; and besides these there are Relations of Action and Passion, all of which are distinguished by peculiar Attributes of their own, and have therefore merited distinct Examinations from the ancient Writers upon Logic.

Thus, if we consider the two last, I mean Action and Passion, we shall find them diffused thro' every part of the Universe; and that, either united in one Subject,
Ch.XI. Subject, or else separate, and in different Subjects.

By Horace they are united:

 Qui studet optatum cursum contingere metam,  
 Multa tulit, fecitque puer—— (a)

So are they by Livy, in that manly Speech of Caius Mucius—Et facere et pati fortia, Romanum est (b).

So are they by Shakespeare:

Whether 'tis nobler in the Mind to suffer The Stings and Arrows of outrageous Fortune,  
Or—by opposing end them (c).

So are they by Milton:

(a) Hor. Art. Poet. v. 412.  
(b) Liv. ii. 11.  
(c) Hamlet.
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Fal'n Cherub, to be weak is miserable,
Doing, or Suffering— (d)

In Virgil we see them separated, and
Passion given to Man, Action to the Deity:

O ! passi graviora, dabit Deus his quoque finem. (e)

As therefore Action and Passion are of the most extensive influence; as they partake in some degree the nature of Qualities or Attributes, by being intimately and essentially connected with Substance; while the Relatives, When, Where, and Position, seem rather connected accidentally: we shall give Action and Passion their just Precedence, and make them the Subject of the present Chapter.

(d) Par. Lost. i. 157.
(e) Æn. i. 203.
The Species of Action are as many, as are the different Modes of acting in the different Species of Agents.

The first Sort of Action is that of mere Body alone, considered either as void of Sensation wholly, like Fire, when it burns; or at least as void of Sensation, at the time when it operates. Such is that great and universal Power, the Power of Attraction, which all Body, animal, vegetable, and elementary, is found to possess in proportion to its Quantity; that active Power, (if it may for the present be so called) the Effects of which modern Philosophy has scrutinized with so much penetration. Such too are those Energies peculiar to different Bodies, and arising out of them from their different Natures; as when we say the Heavens emit Light; the Trees produce Leaves; the Fields give us Corn, &c.

Caelum
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Caëlem nitescere, arbores frondescere, 
Segetes largiri fruges, &c. (f)

Such too are those more secret Operations of Bodies, whether magnetic or electric; to which may be added the Virtues and Efficacies of Bodies Medicinal: All these Energies in a comprehensive sense may be called the Action of Body, considered merely as Body (g).

A SE-

(f) Cicer. Tusc. Disp. i. 28.

(g) This is that Genus of Energies, which, as Jamblichus describes it, indicates no Action belonging to Soul, or to Animal Nature, or to Reasonings, or to Life, but which (on the contrary) exhibits the particular Energy of Bodies, considered as Bodies purely inanimate; and that as well with respect to all the Peculiarities which appear to surround Body, as to all those various inherent powers of Bodies, not only as they are solid and capable of resisting, but as they contain within them a multitude of Powers that are efficacious and active.

—Γίνομεν ἐνεργεῖοι, ὅπερ ψυχῆς καὶ φύσεως καὶ λόγου καὶ ζωῆς ἐκείνῃ ἐπιδεικνυμι σωίστων, τῶν δὲ σωμάτων, ἡ σῶματά ἐστιν ἡ ψυχή, οὐδεμισθείση τῶν σωματοειδῶν 

S 2  ἰνεργόθην
Ch. XI. A Second Sort of Action is that which is the result of Sensation, Instinct, and natural Appetite, and which therefore, being complicated, must necessarily be confined to Bodies of a higher Genus, to Bodies Sensitive, that is, to Animals.

Dente lupus, cornu taurus petit, &c. (h)

No where are these Actions express with more elegance and conciseness, than by our own Epic Poet, in his Paradise Lost:

--- Air, Water, Earth,
By Fowl, Fish, Beast, was flown, was swam, was walk'd (i).

(h) Hor. Sat. ii. 1.
(i) Par. Lost, vii. 502. Καὶ δύναν οὐκ ὕπτε ἐνια όποια εἰδή τῶν ἀληγῶν ζώων, τοσκύτα ἢ τοιαύτα ἢ
There is a third Species of Action more complicated even than the preceding, being derived not only from Sensation, Instinct, and natural Appetite, but from Reason also, superadded to these. This is a Mode of Action peculiar to Man, because of all the Animals we see around us, Man alone possesses the Reasoning Faculty.

Widely diversified is the Share assumed by the subordinate Faculties of the Human Soul, in Actions of this Character. Sometimes they submit to Reason, and are (as becomes them) obedient; at other times they reject her, and proceed

ἐν τῷ ποιεῖν διάφορα ἐστὶν εἰδὴ κατὰ τὴν τοιαύτην εὐεργείαν, περὶ δὲ ἐν ταῖς περὶ ζωῆς ἰσχυρίας διαφορείσθαι εἰσφέρομεν. —'Tis evident that as are the Species of Irrational Animals in Number and in Quality, so many and such are the different Species in Acting agreeably to this [animal] mode of Energy; which several Species of Acting have been usually enumerated in the Histories of Animals. Simpl. in Præd. p. 81, ut supra.
of themselves. And hence it is, that actions, produced from Causes so peculiarly complicated, derive to themselves the Colours of Good and Evil, and are denominated, in distinction to every other deed of Man, Actions Moral.

When Virtue and Pleasure addressed the young Hercules, Virtue supposed him to have a Reason, that could controul his Appetites; Pleasure supposed him to have Appetites, that would bear down his Reason. Had he obeyed the last, he had been vicious; as he obeyed the first, he was virtuous. There was a Conflict in either case between his better part, and his worse; and in that Conflict both Species of Faculties were presumed, his Rational Faculties, and his Irrational (k).

There

The above Species of Action is thus described by Simplicius—Τῇ ζτόν ἐπὶ τὸ ἡμίν ἱνός; τὸ εὖ τῷ ἡμῖν.
There is a fourth sort of action, where the intellect, operating without Passions or Affections, stays not within itself, but passes out (as it were) to some external operation. 'Tis thus that Nature, considered as an efficient cause, may be called the Energy of God, seen in the various Productions that replenish and adorn the World. 'Tis thus

σειν ἀποδημήσαι, ὅπερ τῷ λόγῳ τὰς πειρὰς τὰς αἰτήσεις ἡ σύμβας τῶν αἰτιών εἰπτροπεῖς, προαίρεσιν καὶ βάλειν δόξαν τῇ συνέλευσι τας τοιαύτας συνάρσεις παρέχομεν. Simpl. ut supra. The Genus, comprehended under the Idea of acting morally, is the third of this Order; that Genus, which presides over the Energies of Reason with respect to the concrete Objects of Sense (that is, which presides in the affairs of common life), and which furnishes upon occasion Deliberate Choice, Volition, Opinion, Inquiry, and other Energies of the same character. Simp. in Præd. p. 80. B. Edit. Bof. 1551.

We have in this place translated ἔργασις to act morally, the better to distinguish it from σωμίζω, a word of meaning more extensive, signifying simply to do, or to make.
that Art, considered as an Efficient Cause, may be called the Energy of Man, which imitates in its Operations the plastic Power of Nature (l).

The last and most excellent Sort of Action is seen in Contemplation; in the pure Energy of simple Intellect, keeping within itself, and making itself its own Object. This is the highest Action of which we are susceptible; and by it we imitate the Supreme Being, as far as is consistent with our subordinate Nature. 'Tis to this that our great Poet alludes, when speaking of his Employment, during a state of Blindness, he says—

(l) Τάτα δὲ χωλύ μὲν ἐγὶ τὸ Σεῖον—τριόλυ δὲ καὶ εἰ ταῖς τέχναις, μιμημέναις τῷ φύσι, καὶ το πάραλεπόμενον ὑπ' αὐταῖς (λέγε αὐτὴς) ἀναπληρώμαισι. Simplic. ut suprâ. Of this Species of Acting the Divinity has a large share—a large share also falls to Arts, that imitate Nature, and supply what she has omitted.
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Then feed on thoughts, which voluntary move

Harmonious Numbers—-(m)

The

(m) Par. Loof. iii. 37.

This highest Mode of Action (if it may be so called) is thus described by Simplicius in the same Comment, p. 80:

Τὸ περὶ τῶν νοητῶν ὁμορρίσιον ὕστων ἐπισκοπῆμε-
νον ἀπλαίς νοὐσεσιν—That which, with simple intellec-
tions, inquires concerning Substances intelligible and indi-
visible—that is, Substances which, having no Parts,
cannot, like Body, be infinitely divided.

Archytas has enumerated these Species of Energy or Action, but in a different manner, beginning with the last of them first, and so proceeding inversely, till he come to the first that is mentioned here, and this he omits. His words are worthy of perusal—

Τὰς δὲ Ἑνεργείας διὰ φορὰς τρεῖς τὸ μὲν γάρ τι ἐστὶν 
αὐτὰς ἐν τῷ θεῷ, οἶνον ἀφορομένον τὸ δὲ ἐν τῷ 
σωματί, οἶνον ὑμιᾷς, τεκταῖνες τὸ δὲ ἐν τῷ 
φύσιν, οἶνον 
φραται ἰχθοῖς γεννᾶται δὲ ἀ μὲν ἰνεχεῖ 
ἀνευ 
διανοιας, οἶνον ἐν τοῖς ἀλόγοις ζώοις. Τεινω-

τατα δὲ αὐτὰ. Archyt. apud Simpl. in Praed. p. 80.

There are three Distinctions of Action or Energy: One Sort of it consists in Contemplating, as when we study the Stars; another in Making, as when we heal
The Species of Passion may be understood by their reciprocating for the most part with those of Action.

Thus tho' the Divine Mind, by being pure and intellectual Energy, can have nothing passive in it's transcendent

heal a Disease, or exercise the Art of a Carpenter; another [not in making but] in Acting, as when we lead an Army, or administer a Commonwealth. There is too a fourth Energy, where there is no use of Reasoning, as in Animals irrational. These are the Forms of Action the most general and comprehensive.

Simplicius tells us, that Archytas has omitted the other Species (that which we have mentioned first, and which respects Bodies inanimate) because he did not consider it as a Species purely active, nor as arising from any internal and sensitive Principle of Motion. And yet perhaps, in an introductory Treatise, it can hardly be considered as introduced improperly, tho' it must be allowed at the same time to want this Requisite.

We observe by the way that this distinction of Actions is called by Logicians Actio transiens, and Actio immanens, which corresponds in Grammar to Verbs Transitive on one side, and Verbs Neuter and Middle on the other. See Hermes, l. i. c. 9.
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theory \(n\); yet the Mind of Man, Ch.XI, which has intentions and remissions, is, for that reason, necessarily passive in two important manners, either as Truth, real or apparent, demands its Assent; or as Falsity, real or apparent, demands its Dissent.

It is in consequence of this Passivity of the Human Mind, which I choose to call Passivity Intellectual, that it becomes susceptible of Discipline and Institution, and thus finds itself adorned (according as it is cultivated) with the various tribe both of Arts and Sciences \(o\).

As the Reason of Man is acted upon by the appearances of Truth and Falsity, so are the Appetites of Man (and not only of Man, but of Brutes also) acted upon by the approach of Pleasure

\(n\) See Chapter on Qualities, p. 161.
\(o\) Vid. Arrian. Epit. I. iii. c. 3.

and
and Pain (p). This therefore may be called sensuAL PASSIVITY, in oppo-
tion to the rational above described. 'Tis to this Davus alludes in Horace,

--- etenim fateor, me dixerit ille
Duci ventre levem: Nasum nidore
supinor,
Imbecillus, iners, &c. (q)

The moulding this Passivity of the human
Mind into as much of the fair and ho-
nest, as it is capable of receiving, when
it is applied to Nations, is called Politics ;
when to Families, Oeconomics ; when to
Individuals, Ethics (r); and is in general

(p) Δει δε τιθεναι χι το φανομενου αγαθων αγαθω
χωραν εχειν, χι το ίδια φανομενου γαρ εσιν αγαθων.
—We ought to suppose, that both Good apparent
and Pleasure supply the place of Good (real); for
Pleasure is Good apparent. Arifl. de Animal. Motu,

(q) Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 37.

(r) Nicephorus Blemmides adopts this Division from
the Peripatetic School—Το δε Πρακτικον διακατηγεται.
the Foundation of Moral Principles and Ch. XI. Conduct.

**THE PASSIVITY PECULIAR TO BRUTES**

may be seen in the various purposes, to which we direct their several Powers;

As we have been speaking just before of Passivity, it is proper to remark that the same Writer, from the same Philosophy, takes notice of two Species of it, a better Species and a worse; Passivity Corruptive, and Passivity Complete; as when any Being is consumed by Fire; Complete, as when a Being either learns, or is acted upon, either by it's Intellec, or it's Senses.—Τὸ πάσχειν δὲ τὸ μὲν ἐσι Θαρτικὸν, ὡς τὸ καίειθαι: τὸ δὲ τελεστικὸν, ὡς τὸ μανθάνειν, καὶ γινώσκειν, καὶ αἰσθάνεσθαι. *Nic, Blem. Ep. Log.* 158.
Ch. XI. Some to plow our lands, others to carry us; a third Species to hunt for us; &c. (s)

The Passivity of insensitive Bodies, whether vegetable or not, is equally conspicuous in the various Ends, to which we apply them. The Earth we plow; over the Sea we sail; out of the Forest we build our Ships, &c. This insensitive Passivity, tho' it submit to the Action of other Bodies upon it, yet always follows the peculiar Nature of the Being, to which it belongs; so that the Effects often differ, where the Active Power is the same.

Limus ut hic durescit, et haec ut cerd liquescit,
Uno eodemque igni—— (t)

(s) See Vol. I. Treatise I. p. 40, 41. See also as to the Passivity of Bodies inanimate, p. 39, 40, of the same Treatise.

(t) Virg. Ecl. viii. 80.

Lastly,
Lastly, all Bodies, that act by Attraction, are themselves reciprocally acted upon, as modern Philosophers have clearly demonstrated.

As to Action and Passion in general, it may be observed, that the great and diversified Mixture of them, which runs thro' the World, and is conspicuous in every part of it, has a necessary reference (as all other Mixtures have) to Principles more simple, out of which it is compounded. Pure Activity we may suppose Mind; and pure Passivity, Matter. As Mind is capable of acting whatever is possible, so is Matter of having, whatever is possible, acted upon it. The former is the Source of all Forms, Distinctions, and Beauty; the latter is the Receptacle. In the Supreme Mind there is nothing passive; in the lowest Matter, there is nothing active;
While all between is a Mixture of both, where in different parts the different Principles are prevalent, and from this prevalence give the Being it's proper Character.

If we call Man a Composite of Soul and Body, as a rational Being, he has a Motion of his own; as a sensitive Being, he has a Motion in common with Brutes; as a Being merely corporeal, a Motion in common with all Bodies whatever. A Dog has only the second and third of these Motions, and a Stone only the last. Thus is the Stone least active, the Man most so, and the Brute between both.

(u) See Chapter vi, p. 109, 110.

Thus Archytas in Simplicius—Τά καθαρά γένι τις ωσειν κα ζάζειν εν τοις αρχηλικτάτοις—τι μην ωσειν εν τω ζωή, τι δε ζάζειν εν τη "Γλυ—The pure and simple Genera of acting, and being acted upon, exist in the primary and most original of Beings; Acting, in God; the being acted upon, in Matter. Simplic. in Præd. p. 84. B. Edit. Basil. 1551.
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The Modes are different, under which Beings act upon one another.

Some (as the whole tribe of corporeal Masses) only act, because they are acted upon, and that too by something external, and perfectly distinct from themselves. 'Tis thus the Nail acts upon the Timber, because the Hammer acts upon the Nail; and were not the Hammer to drive, the Nail would never penetrate.

Now such Motion as this is but a Species of Passivity, because tho' the Beings, which possess it, have an original Power to receive Motion, they by no means possess an original Power to impart it. And hence it follows, that if something did not exist more intrinsically active than themselves, they would never act, and there would be no Motion at all.

Action of this kind (if it deserve the name) is the Action of Beings, which,
which, tho' moveable, are not intrinsically motive, that is, Causes of Motion.

Another Mode of Action may be found in the following instances. — A Lamb acts upon the Senses of a Wolf — that Sensation acts upon his Appetite — that Appetite acts upon his Corporeal Organs — by the Action of these Organs he runs, he seizes, and he devours the Lamb.

A child is seen by its Mother likely to fall from a precipice. — The Sensation acts upon her parental Affections — these Affections act upon her Corporeal Organs. — By the Action of these Organs she runs, she seizes, and she saves her Child.

The Instances we are going to allege, appear to be more blended with deliberation and thought. The Splendor of the Roman Empire acted upon the Imagination of Cæsar — that Imagination acted upon his Desire of sovereign Power — that Desire acted upon the Faculties of his Mind and Body.
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—By the Energy of these Faculties he passed Ch.XI. the Rubicon, conquered Pompey, enslaved Rome, and obtained the wished-for Empire.

Again—The Domination of Cæsar acted upon the Imagination of Brutus—that Imagination acted upon his Love for the Republic—that Love for the Republic acted upon his corporeal Organs.—His hand in consequence plunged a Dagger into Cæsar, and, for a time, the Republic, which he loved, was restored.

In all these instances the Corporeal Organs act, like the Corporeal Masses before mentioned, because they are first acted upon. But then they are not acted upon, as those are, by other external Bodies, but by internal Appetites, Affections, and Desires, all which, as well as the Organs, are Parts of one and the same Being. Such Being therefore is not, like Beings of the first Order, in a manner passive and only moveable; but, as it possessest within itself the power of imparting Motion, as...
well as of receiving it, the Action is that of a Being, not only Moveable, but intrinsically Motive.

We may go farther, if we please, and suggest a third Mode of Action, the Action of the First Mover; that Being, which, tho' Motive, is itself perfectly Immoveable.

In a series of Agents, where each of them imparts Motion, which it has previously received, were such Agents two, or were they ten, or were they a million, no Motion could ever begin, were there not something at their head totally different from them all; something purely impassive; something, which can move, without being moved; in other words, which can impart Motion to every thing else, and remain itself Immoveable.

'Tis to this character that Boethius alludes, in his truly sublime address to the Author of the Universe:
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Qui tempus ab ævo
Ire jubes, stabilisque manens das
cuncta moveri (y).

Considering Action therefore and
the being acted upon with a view to Motion and the being moved, we may say
that the Peripatetic System (for 'tis hence we derive these Speculations) contemplated all Beings in three views; either as Moveable, but not Motive; or as both Moveable and Motive; or lastly as Motive alone, but not Moveable (z).

(y) To ἀρέχτερον κατά τὸ νοστὸν κινεῖ, εἶ κινόμενον—

The Latin Quotation is from the Consolation of Boethius, and is a part of those Hexameters, which for harmony of Numbers, and sublimity of Sentiment are perhaps not inferior to any in the Latin Language.

O! qui perpetuâ mundum &c.

(z) This Doctrine is expressed by the Stagirite, but in an inverted order. Τὸ μὲν Περίτου, εἶ κινόμενον, κινεῖ· ἢ ὁ ἐδέχεσθαι τὸ ἀρέχτερον κινόμενον, κινεῖ· τὸ δὲ τελευταῖον τῶν κινήματων ἐν ἀνάγκῃ κινεῖ ἔδειν. De Animal. Motu, p. 154. Edit. Sylb.
More is said upon this Subject in the subsequent Theory concerning Motion (a).

We shall only add, that, in the above Modes of Acting, when Bodies act upon Bodies, the Action for the greater part is reciprocal. While the Oar impels the Wave, the Wave resists the Oar; while the Axe hews the Timber, the Timber blunts the Axe; while the Earth attracts the Moon, the Moon attracts the Earth. And hence the Theory of Action and Re-action, so accurately scrutinized in modern Philosophy.

If we contemplate the World, as well the vegetable as the animal, we shall

(a) Concerning that Motion, which does not arise from the Collision of one Body with another Body, but where the Power which moves, and the Organs, which are moved, appear to be both of them vitally united in one and the same Subject, see below, p. 408 to p. 425. Concerning the necessity of something, different from Body, to put Body in Motion, see below, p. 437. Concerning Causative Motion, see below, p. 440. Concerning Immobility, see below, p. 449, 450; and Hermes, p. 360 in the note.
perceive Action and Passion diffused thro' every part.

And yet it must be observed both of Action and of Passion, (such at least as those we see around us) that they are neither of them perpetual in any one particular instance. Corn only nourishes, and Hemlock only poisons, when they meet a proper Body, on which to operate: the Musician does not always perform, nor is the Ear always affected by Sounds: the Painter does not always paint, nor is the Eye always affected by Colours.

And hence the rise of that notable thing called Power; that dormant Capacity, into which both Action and Passion, when they cease, retreat; and out of which, when they return, as from their Source they flow.

There is nothing which appears so nearly to approach Non-entity, as this singular thing called Power; yet is there nothing in fact so truly different from it.
Ch. XI. Of Non-entity there are no Attributes, no Affections; but every Power possesses a specific and a limited character, which not only distinguishes it from Non-entity, but from every other Power.

Thus among the active Powers, the Smith, when asleep, has still those Powers, which make him a Smith; the Shipwright, when asleep, has still those Powers, which make him a Shipwright. The Powers distinguish both from the rest of mankind, who purely from not having them are neither Smiths nor Shipwrights.

The same Powers help to distinguish the same Artists from one another: for the Powers, though invisible, are immutable; nor can those of the Shipwright enable him to forge an anchor, or those of the Smith enable him to construct a Ship.

If we pass from active to passive Powers, we shall find these after the same manner to be limited in every
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every Subject, and different in every Species. Timber has the Capacity of becoming a Ship, but not an Axe; Iron on the contrary of becoming an Axe, but not a Ship (z). And tho' different Agents, by operating on the same Patient, may produce different Effects (as the Shipwright makes Timber into a Ship, while the Carpenter forms it into a House); yet still must each Effect correspond with the passive Capacities; or else, where these fail, there is nothing to be done.

Were the case otherwise, were not the Passive Powers essentially requisite as well as the Active, there would be no reason, why any thing might not be made out of any thing.

Far distant therefore from Non-entity are Passive Powers, however latent:

(z) See Chapter the fourth concerning Matter, p. 64, 65; also p. 148, 149.
so far indeed, that where they differ essentially from one another, they often lead to Effects perfectly contrary, tho' the Agent, which operates, be individually the same:

Limus ut hic durescit, et haec ut cera liquescit,
Uno eodemque igni, &c (a).

'Tis from this Theory we perceive the reason of that ancient Axiom, Quicquid recipitur, recipitur secundum modum recipientis; than which nothing can be more true, when properly understood.

As to the Active Powers, there is an important distinction between those called Rational, and the Irrational. The Subordinate are mostly confined to the producing One Contrary out of Two. Fire can only warm, but cannot cool; Ice can only cool, but cannot warm. But

(a) Virg. ut sup. p. 270.
the rational Powers imply both Contraries at once, and give to their possessor the Alternative of producing either. The Musician has the Power both of Melody and Dissonance; the Physician the Power both of healing, and making sick; the Magistrate the Power of deciding both justly and unjustly.

The reason of this is, that Rational Power alone is founded in SCIENCE, and 'tis always one and the same Science, which recognizes Contraries; that, which teaches us Harmony, teaches us Discord; that which informs us what is Health, informs us what is Disease; that which discerns Truth, discerns also Falsity. Hence therefore it is, that as every Science may be called double in its Powers of Knowledge; so all Action founded on Science may be called double in its Powers of Acting (b). A noble Privilege this

(b) Καὶ τῶν δυνάμεων αἱ μὴ ἐκεῖναι ἄλογα, αἱ δὲ μετὰ λόγον—καὶ αἱ μὴ μετὰ λόγον πῶς αἱ τῶν ἐνατίνα
to Man, if well employed; a truly unfortunate one, if abused; since by this He alone, of all sublunary Beings, is properly intitled either to Praise or Dispraise.

With respect to Powers in general, there is this to be observed: so important are they to the constitution of many Beings, that often, tho’ latent, they are

αι αυται, αι δε λογοι, μια ειναι οιον το Θειου τη Θειωνευ μονον, η δε ιατρικη νοση κε υγιας αιτιον. Αιτιον δε, ιτι λογοι ειναι η επισημη, ο δε λογος ο αυτος δικαιον το παζαμικα, κε την σειραια—Of Powers some will be found irrational, others are attended with Reason—and as to those which are attended with Reason, the same Powers will extend to things contrary; but as to the irrational, one Power will extend only to one contrary; what is but for example will only conduce to heating; but the Art of Medicine will become the Cause both of Disease and of Health. The Cause is, that this Medicinal Science is Reason, and the same Reason discovers both the thing, and its Privation. Arist. Meta. p. 143. Edit. Sylb.

See also Vol. the first of these Treatises, p. 173, 298; to these add p. 150 of the present Treatise, especially in the Notes.
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more regarded than the strongest apparent Attributes. Thus 'tis from their medicinal Powers only, that we value the several Species of Drugs; and from their generative Powers only, that we value the several Species of Seed, while little regard is paid to their sensible, that is their apparent Qualities, farther than as they help to indicate those invisible Powers.

The just Opposite to Power is Energy, which, as its etymology (c) shews, implies the existing in Deed or Act, as opposed to that existence, which only implies Possibility.

And here 'tis worth observing, that Every thing existing in Power is necessarily roused into Energy by something, which itself existed previously in

Energy (d). Events and Incidents never stand still; some Agents or other are perpetually energizing, tho' all perhaps by turns have their respires and relaxations, as many of them at least as are of the subordinate Tribe. It happens indeed in the World, as in a Ship upon a Voyage. Every hand at a proper season has his hours of Rest, and yet the Duty never ceases, the Business of the Ship is never at a stand; those, that wake, rousing those, that sleep, and

(d) 'Twas a Doctrine of the Peripatetic School, ὅτι πρῶτες ἐνέργειαι δυνάμεις ἦσι—THAT ENERGY is PRIOR TO Power. Arist. Metaph. p. 150. 152. —αἱ γὰρ ἐκ τῆς δυνάμεως ὄντως γίνονται τὸ ἐνέργεια ὑπὸ ἐνέργεια ὄντως. οὔτοι ἀνθρώποι ἐκ ἀνθρώπων, ματικὸς ἐπὶ ματικῷ, αἱ κινήσεις τίνος πρῶτον τὸ δὲ κινεῖν ἐνέργεια ἦν ἦν ἦσιν. That which exists in Energy is always formed out of that which exists in Power, by something which exists (already) in Energy; for example Man is formed by Man, the Musical Artist by the Musical Artist, there being always some first (or prior) Being, which gives the Motion. Now THAT, which gives this Motion, is itself already in Energy. Aristot. Metaph. p. 151. Edit. Sylb. being
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being in their turn roused again themselves.

But another way to shew that Energy is of necessity previous to Power, consists in admitting the contrary Hypothesis.

Let us suppose for example a Man placed in a part of Space, where there was, and ever had been, eternal Silence; or otherwise in a part, where there was, and ever had been, eternal Darkness: could such a one ever actually either have heard or seen, however exquisite his Powers both of hearing and seeing?—And why not?—Because to the evocation of one of these Powers, there is a necessity of actual Sound; to that of the other, of actual Light; so that had not these Energies existed previously, his Powers must have remained dormant thro' the period of their existence. Suppose therefore all Energies of
Ch. XI. all kinds to stop: how could they ever revive? Were they all once sunk into one universal Sleep, where should we find a waking Cause, to rouse them from their Slumbers (e)?

And what then are the inferences from this Speculation, that Power necessarily arises from previous Energy?—One is, that all those Doctrines about Order

(ec) 'Tis hence that Aristotle, speaking according to the Principles of his Philosophy, says of things eternal, unalterable, and necessary, that is, things ever in Energy—ταὐτὰ μὴ ὑπερθάνησαν, ἐδίδον οὐδὲν ἦν, if these were not, there could be nothing. Metaph. 153, ut suprad. 'Tis a pertinent Question, stated by the same Author, in another part of the same Tract—Πῶς γὰρ κινηθῆσαι, εἰ μὴ ἔσται ἐνεργεία αὐτῶν; ἡ γὰρ οὐκ ἦν κινόσει αὐτῆς ἐκατόν—How can things ever be set in motion, if there be no Cause (previously) existing in Energy? Mere Matter itself cannot move itself.—Ibid. 201. And soon before in the same page—ἐνδείκται γὰρ τὸ δύναμιν ἐν μὲν εἶναι· δει ἄφαντα πᾶσι ἀρχήν τοιούτως, ἅς ἡ ἐνέργεια—It may happen that the thing, which exists in Power only, may not exist at all: there must therefore be (in the Universe) such a Sort of Principle, as that the very Essence of it should be Energy.
ARRANGEMENTS.

springing from Disorder, Beauty from Confusion; of Night and Chaos being the oldest of Beings; in general, of the Perfect and Actual arising from the Imperfect and Potential; however they may be true as to the material Cause of things, yet are they far from being true with respect to their real and essential Origin. There is nothing in fact more certain, than that the Actual and Perfect are previous to their Contraries; else there could never have been in the Universe any thing Actual or Perfect.

Another inference is, that the most minute and contemptible Energy, now actually existing, necessarily proves the Existence of an eternal Energy, to which, as to its Cause, it is ultimately referable. And what can such eternal Energy be, but something, whose very Essence is that Energy (f); something, which

(f) See the Note preceding.—The founder of the Peripatetic Sect, speaking of the Deity, uses the following
knows no remissions, like subordinate Energies, no occasional retiring into Power and dead Capacity, but is ever the same immutable and perfect? Without such a Principle the Universe could never have begun; or when once begun, could never have been continued. And what shall we call this Principle?

Following Expressions—ν υάς Νο 'Ενεγησις, ζωή 'Ενεγήσεθαι, 'Ενεγήσεθαι—The Energy of Mind or Intelleqt, is Life: and He (the Supreme Being) is that Energy. Metaph. p. 203. See also Ammon. in Lib. de Interpretat. p. 198, B. &c. where the Arrangement of Beings is deeply and philosophically discussed, and exhibited.—'Εξίς δέ τοις ἐπιθείσι βαλέμενθαι, κ. τ. λ.

'Tis agreeably to this reasoning we are told—Τι χρόων ἀιὶ προλαμβάνει ἐνεγησικτ ἐπεξ πρὸ ἐπικατ, ἦς τις τι θεὶ καλὺτερῃ σπώτες—that one Energy in point of Time always precedes another, till we arrive at the Energy of that Being, which eternally gives Motion in the first instance. Metaph. Θ. ν. p. 152. Edit. Sylb.

Which is as much as to affirm (in other words) that there is a gradual ascent of active efficiency: Principles, one above another, up to that one active Principle, which is original and supreme.
ARRANGEMENTS.

Shall we call it Body or Mind?—The best way to answer this, will be to search within ourselves, where we may discover, if we attend, a portion of either Being, together with the several Attributes appertaining to each.

And so much for the two Arrangements or Predicaments of Action and Passion.
Concerning When and Where—Concerning Time and Place, and their Definitions—When and Where, how distinguished from Time and Place, how connected with them—Descriptions of When and Where—their Utility and Importance in human Life—Various Terms, denoting these two Predicaments—others denoting them not, yet made to denote them—When and Where, their extensive influence—plausible Topics—concurring Causes—Opportunity, what—Chance, what it is not, what it is—Fate, Providence—co-operating Causes—Supreme Intelligence.

C. XII. We have said already, that Time and Place agree, as they both belong to Quantity Continuous (a). So

(a) See before, p. 183 to 187.
essential is this character, that could either of them be separated, as we separate a piece of timber, there would then be Intervals without Time, and Distances without place. Thus far then they agree, while in this they differ, that a million of different things may exist in one instant of Time, but never more than one thing at once can occupy one Place.

And hence the Nature of Place may be called distributive, while that of Time may be called accumulative. Hence too as they agree in some respects, and differ in others, they are necessarily not simple, but compound Ideas, both belonging to one Genus, and each distinguished by specific differences. Having a Genus and a Difference, they become capable of Definition, since 'tis on these two requisites that all Definition is founded (b).

TIME

(b) Omnis definitione consistat Generi et Differentia—Feil, 218. Termini vero essentiales (Definitionis
C.XII. Time therefore is Continuity, successive in itself, and accumulative of its proper subjects; Place is Continuity, co-existent in itself, and distributive of its proper subjects.

We have said thus much about these two Beings, because When and Where, tho' distinct from both (c), are necessarily connected with them, and cannot well be understood without reference to this Connection.

Men, human affairs, and universally all sensible and corporeal Beings, as none of them are infinite either in Duration or Extent, must have something of course

tionis scil.) Genus et Differentia. Sanderson, l. i. c. 17. See also Wallisii Logic. l. i. c. 23.—Oi μὲν γὰρ ὁρισμοὶ ἐκ γένους ἢ τῶν συστάσεως εἰσὶ δια-Φορῶν, τυτεῖς τῶν εἰδοποιῶν. Amm. in 5. voces, p. 67.

(c) How they are distinct, see below, particularly in Note (f), also p. 297.
to limit and circumcribe them. Now C. XII. 

Place circumscribes their Extent, and Time, their Duration; and hence the necessary connection of things corporeal with these two; and not only of things themselves, but of all their Motions, of all their Accidents, in short of all they are able to do, and of all they are able to suffer.

For example, certain persons are to meet for a certain purpose. They must be informed of the Time and Place, or their Meeting would not be practicable. First then for the Time—

*When shall we three meet again*  
*In thunder, light'ning, and in rain (d)*?

The answer to this question connects their Meeting with a certain Time; and in the

---

*(d) Shakes. Macbeth.*
C. XII. Relation between these two, we behold the rise of the Predicament, When.

When the battle's lost and won,
When the hurly burly's done (e).

Again——

Where's the Place?

(e) Οὐ μέντοι ὑπὲρ τῶν χρόνων οὐκ ἔχει τὸ Ἑπεὶ, ἀλλ' εἴπερ ἄρα, ἐν χρόνει τὴν πρὸς τὸν χρόνον. Νον ἐστὶν τὸ τὸν χρόνον ὑπέρ τῆς τῶν χρόνων. Όταν δὲ τὰ πρῶτα, ἐτερον ὑπὲρ τῶν χρόνων, ἥ ἐξ ὑπέρ τῶν χρόνων ἐδείξατο, ἐπεὶ ἐν τῷ χρόνῳ ἑαυτῷ ὑπέρ τῶν χρόνων, ἃ διὰ τὸ τὸ χρόνῳ ἑαυτῷ ὑπέρ τῶν χρόνων, ἤ τῷ ὑπὲρ τῶν χρόνων, τότε ἀλλ' εἴπερ ἓ ἐν χρόνω ἑαυτῷ ὑπέρ τῶν χρόνων, ἢ τῷ Ἑπεὶ, ἀλλ' ἐπεὶ ὑπέρ τῶν χρόνων. — But when any particular thing, which is different from time, and which is not assimilated as any part of time, has a relation to time, and for this reason is in time, as for example the sea-fight at Salamis, which happened at such a particular time: then there arises a different predicament, that of when, a predicament different from that of quantity. Simplic. in Pred. p. 88. E unjust. Edit.
The answer to this question connects their Meeting with a certain Place; and in the Relation between these two, we see the rise of the Predicament, Where.

upon the Heath,
There we go to meet Macbeth (f).

Let us take another example. Virgil, we are informed, wrote his Georgics at Naples. By Naples, in this instance, is the Place of Virgil circumscribed, which might else have been at Rome, at

(f) Ἀλλ' ὅσπερ ἐπὶ τῷ χρόνῳ ἄλλο μὲν ἂν ὁ χρό-

νιστήρ, ἄλλο δὲ τὸ κατὰ χρόνον, ἂ χρόνῳ τί' ὅτις ἄλλο

μὲν ὁ Τόπος, ἄλλο δὲ τὸ κατὰ Τόπον, ἂ τίπον τι. —

For as in Time, Time itself is one thing, and that, which is according to Time, or something belonging to it, is another thing; so also is Place one thing, and that which is according to Place, or something belonging to it, another Thing. Simil. in Præd. ut sup.

Ubi non est Locus, sed Esse in Loco. Quando


U 4 Mantua,
Mantua, &c. The connection therefore of Virgil with this City gives us an answer to the Question, Where.

Again, he wrote them, we are told, while Cæsar Augustus was on his Oriental Expedition. Here the time of this Expedition circumscribes the time of Writing, which might else have been (for ought we know) during the Wars with Brutus, with Antony, &c. This relative Connection gives an answer to the Question, When.

---

Dum Cæsar ad altum
Fulminat Euphraten bello, victorque volentes
Per populos dat jura, viamque affectat Olympos:
Illo Virgilium me tempore dulcis alebat
Parthenope, studiis florentem ignobilis otī (g).

---

(g) Virg. Georg. iv. sub fin.

These
These elegant lines, which we so justly admire, are in fact nothing more than the common date of an epistle; as if the Author, having finished his work, had subjoined Naples, such a Month, such a Year: so great, even in trivial matters, is the force of Numbers, and sublime Ideas.

Hence then we perceive the nature both of When, and of Where. When is not mere Time, nor is it Beings and Events; but it is Beings and Events, as they stand related to Time. Again, Where is not properly Place, nor is it Beings and Events; but it is Beings and Events, as they stand related to Place. If therefore the When only be given, and not the Where, then might the thing have happened either here, or at the Antipodes: and, by parity of reasoning, if the Where only be given, and not the When, then might the Event have happened, either yesterday.
C. XII. yesterday, or before the flood. 'Tis then only comes precision, when we view the two united (h).

And hence by the way the utility and praise of those two subordinate accomplishments (for Sciences I cannot call them) Geography and Chronology. By acquainting us with the relations, borne by illustrious persons and great events to the different portions both of Time and of Place, they afford us proper means to contemplate human affairs; to view the general Order and Concatenation of Events, and our own Connection with this Order, as Members of the same universe.

(b) Οὖτως δὲ ἥ το Πᾶς καὶ τὸ Ποτὲ ᾳδίκλα ὃς ἐστὶν πρές ἄλληλα, κοινὴν ἐπίσης παρέχολα τὴν συντέλειαν τῶν ὁλων τῆς γένεσιν, ἥ τοὺς κυριακένους τὴν ἑσπερίαν συμβαλλόμενα. And thus it is that When and Where are a sort of Brothers one to another, affording equally a common Perfection to all things that are generated, and contributing an Utility of equal Value to all things, that are in Motion. Simplic. in Præd. p. 87. Ed. Basl. 1551.
In general it may be observed, that whatever is an answer to the Question, Where, belongs to the Genus or Predicament of Where; and whatever is an answer to the Question, When, belongs in like manner to the Predicament of When. When did such a thing happen? — Now; this instant; to-day; yesterday; a century ago; in such a year of our Lord; such a year of the Hegira; such a year of Rome; such an Olympiad, &c. To these may be added such terms in the past, as Lately, Formerly, Long ago, &c. and such also in the future, as Immediately, Soon, Hereafter (i), &c. Again, Where did such a thing happen? — Here; There; in England; in Europe; in China; in the Moon; in the Sun, &c. To these may be added

(i) See many of these Terms elegantly and accurately explained in Aristotle's Physics, 1. iv. c. 13. The Terms alluded to are ἕως, ὁστί, ἡδ, ἄρτι, ἡμέραι, Ἦτοι, κ. τ. λ.
C. XII. added such Terms as *Near, Far off, Above, Below,* &c.

All these Terms, by *thus answering these Questions*, serve to indicate the Relation of some Being, or Event, either to *Time, or to Place*; and, tho' some of them do it with greater precision, and some with less, yet did they not all do it *in some degree*, they could not belong to these *two Predicaments*.

We cannot assert the same of such terms, as *an Inch, a Foot, or a Cubit; a Day, a Month, or a Year*. The reason is, *they indicate no Relation of Time, or Place to particular things, but only measure out definite Portions in these two infinite Natures*.

With regard to the *human Body*, not only the *Whole fills its proper Place, but so too does every Limb*. Hence, as it's *particular Place is a measure to each Limb,*
ARRANGEMENTS.

Limb, so is this Limb in its turn made a measure to that Place, in order to define a like portion of it, existing elsewhere (k). And hence the origin of such Measures, as an Inch, a Foot, a Cubit, and the like, which are all of them deduced from certain Limbs in the Human Body.

But tho' the Limbs of Man were tolerably adequate to measure Place, yet were his Motions by no means adequate to the mensuration of Time, derived (as they appear) from such a number of Appetites; from such a variety of Fancies,

(k) This is indeed a common Property to all Mensuration, that the Measure, and the thing measured, should reciprocate, so that while the Gallion measures the Wine, the Wine should measure the Gallon; while the Ell measures the filk, the filk should measure the Ell.

See before, the Quotation given in the Note, p. 22. Eisn is there rendered a Quart, not as if this last represented that Greek measure, but as it was a measure, familiar to an English Reader.
C. XII. and contradictory Opinions. Here therefore were mankind obliged to quit them- selves, and to recur to Motions more orderly than their own; to the real Motion of the Moon, to the apparent Motions of the Sun, in order to obtain such orderly Measures, as those of Days, and Months, and Years.

And thus from the nature and origin of these Terms, we may perceive how they are distinguished from the Predicaments of Where and When.

There is (if I may use the Expression) an enlarged When, such as To-day, during this Month, this Year, this Century; and a precise When, the indivisible instant, in which the event happened. So also is there an enlarged Where, as in London, in England, in Europe, &c. and a precise Where, that is to say the exact Place, which each individual fills (l).

(l) See Hermes, p. 118, Note (g).
ARRANGEMENTS.

Now as every man exists in such a *precise* Where, and during such a *precise* When, so is it with reference to these two Relations of his own, that he recognizes the *When* and the *Where* of all other Beings. *When* lived Charles the Great? Almost three hundred Years before the first Crusade. Tho' this Answer tell us the distance between Charles and that Expedition, yet are we still uninformed as to the Time, *When* he lived, unless we have something given us, to connect him with ourselves. And *when*, we demand, happened the first Crusade?—About seven hundred Years ago. Here we have the *temporal* Relation between ourselves, and that Event; so that having previously learnt the like relation between that Event and Charles the Great, we of course recognize the Time, *when* that Prince existed; that is to say, the *temporal* Relation between our own existence, and his. The same too happens in ascertaining the *Place*, *Where*.  

C.XII.
C. XII.  

And hence it follows, that such measures of Time and Place, as a Year, a Century, a Foot, a Furlong, tho' they belong not of themselves to the present Predicaments or Arrangements, may yet be made a Part of them, by being properly associated. Such they become, when we say a Furlong hence, a Century since, a Foot below, a Year after. The reason is, they are brought, by such association, to define Relative Existence, in doing which the very Essence of these Predicaments consists.

And now a word, as to the force of these two Predicaments; their influence in the World; and more particularly in human affairs.

Cæsar, when he was assassinated, fell at the feet of Pompey's Statue. The celebrated Hampden received his death's wound upon that Field, where* he had

* Clarendon's History, Book VII.
first executed the Ordinance for levying troops to serve the Parliament. From a royal Banqueting-house, built by himself in prosperity, was an unfortunate Prince led to an unjust Execution. In each of these instances the Place, Where, is a plausible Topic; a Topic equally suited either to raise compassion, or, if we would sophisticate more harshly *, to insinuate Judgments, divine Vengeance, &c. But to quit topical arguments, which in fact demonstrate nothing.

'Twas by an unfortunate fall so near the conclusion of the race, that the swift footed Salius lost the prize to young Euryalus (m). 'Twas by being attacked when asleep, and over-powered with liquor, that the gigantic Polypheme fell a sacrifice to Ulysses (n). 'Twas by living in an age, when a capricious audience ruled, (m) Aeneid. v. 286, &c. (n) Odyss. ix. sub fin.

* St. Luke, xiii. 4.

that
that the elegant Menander so often yielded to Philemon, his inferior by the confession of all succeeding ages (o). The Race is not to the Swift, nor the Battle to the Strong, nor yet Favour to men of Skill; but Time and Chance happeneth to them all (p).

The same concurring Causes, which acted in these cases like adversaries, can become in others the most powerful allies. Δός μοι ως γω, Give me Where to stand, was a well known saying of the famous Archimedes. He wanted but a Place, where to fix his Machine, and he thought himself able to move even the World (q). Shakespeare tells us,

(o) Vid. Quinætil. l. x. c. 1.—A. Gell. l. xvii. c. 4. who says of him, ambitu, gratiaque, et factionibus sèpemunerò vincèbatùr.

(p) Ecclesiastes, xi. 11.

There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune:
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows— (r)

When Horace sent a Messenger with some of his Works to Augustus, his charge was to deliver them, if Augustus was in health; and not only so, but in good humour; and not only so, but in a humour to call for them:

Si validus, si lætus erit, si denique poscet (s).

Such a Stress did this polite author lay on the propriety of the When. Virgil mentions finely the

MOLLISSIMA fandi
TEMPORA (t).

(r) Julius Cæsar, Act iv. Sc. 5.
(s) Hor. Epist. 1. ii. Ep. 13.
(t) Æneid. iv. 293.
C.XII. He makes too his Fury suspend her Powers of Mischief, till she could catch a LUCKY MOMENT to make her influence more extensive:

At speculis tempus Dea nacta nocendi,
Tartarum intendit vocem, &c (u).

And hence we may collect a just idea of the Term, Opportunity. It is not merely Time, concurring with Events, for Time attends them all, be they prosperous or adverse; but it is Time, concurring favourably; 'tis Time, cooperating as an auxiliary Cause (x).

TIME

(u) Æneid. vii. 511.

(x) According to the Stagirite, Good passes thro' all the Predicaments, and, as it stops at each, assumes a different Denomination. In Substance, it is MIND and DEITY; in Quality, 'tis that which is JUST; in Quantity, that which is Exact, and according to Measure;
ARRANGEMENTS.

Time (it is said) and Chance happen-eth to all.—And what is this Chance?—Is it the Chance mentioned by Milton, as residing at the Court of Chaos (y)? Or is it the same, which some Philosophers suppose to have framed the World, and to have maintained in it ever since no inconsiderable Sway?—If such Chance be the strict opposite to a rational Principle, 'tis hard to conceive, how it should have supplied it's place, and without the least ingenuity have produced a work so ingenious. 'Tis hard alio to conceive, how without a Reason that should exist, which

sure; and in the Predicament WHEN, it is OPPORTUNITY, εν ει τη Πότε, ὁ Καισός; that is to say, GOOD or FAVOURABLE, according to the Time WHEN, and characterising it, gives it by such accession the Name of OPPORTUNITY. Aristot. Ethic. Eudem. p. 86. Edit. Syn. Locum autem Actionis, Opportunitatem Temporis esse dicit; Tempus autem Actionis OPPORTUNUM Graeco Ευκαιρία, Latinè appeilatur OCCASIO. Cic. de Offic. i. 40.

(y) Parad. Loj, Book ii. 965.
it requires so much Reason (even in part only) to comprehend (z). There is however another sort of Chance, which, under the name of Fortune, we find described as follows—a Cause not manifest to human reasoning (a); not a Cause devoid of Reason, but a Cause, which human Reason wants the means to investigate.

We may learn from experience, that whatever opening there may be left for human Freedom, (and enough is there

(z) Hanc igitur in Stellis constantiam, hanc tantam tam variis cursibus in omni æternitate convenientiam temporum, non possum intelligere sine mente, ratione, consilio. Cic. de Nat. Deor. ii. 21.—Dubitant de Mundo, ex quo et orientur et fiunt omnia, causae ipsae sunt effectus aut necessitate aliquâ, an ratione ac mente divinâ: et Archimedeæ arbitrantur plus valuisse in imitandis Sphaeræ conversionibus, quam Naturam in efficiendis. Cic. de Nat. Deor. ii. 34.

(a) —denui μὲν αἰτὶα τῷ Τυχῷ, ἢδερεὶ δὲ αἰθέστωσε διὰ νοσίας.—Arist. Phys. ii. 4. p. 33. Edit. Sylb. Instead of διὰ νοσίας, they used afterwards the Term λογισμῷ.
ARRANGEMENTS.

left both for *Merit* and *Demerit*) it is not so uncontrooled, as in the leaft to affect the Universe. It is not in our power to interrupt the course of Nature; nor can we, like the Giants of old, heap mountain upon mountain. There is an irreversible Order of things, to which we necessarily submit; an indissoluble Concatenation of successive Causes with their Effects, by which both the Being and the Well-being of this Whole are maintained.

This divine *Order* or *Concatenation* has different denominations: referred to the *Supreme Being* as to its author, we call it *Fate*; referred to his Foresight for the Good of all, we call it *Providence* (*b*).

(*b*) Three Terms are here employed, *Chance*, *Fate*, and *Providence*; the two first of which have been often improperly asserted, the last has been often hardly denied, and all this to favour the *Religious System*.
C. XII. 'Tis this which mingleth itself with all our Actions and Designs; which co-operates with the Pilot, the Husbandman, and the Merchant; nor with these alone, but with all of every degree, from the meanest Peasant, up to the mightiest Monarch. If it co-operate favourably, they succeed; if otherwise, they fail. And hence the supposed efficacy of Time and Place, so often of such importance in this co-operation. 'Tis hence, the Race is not to the swift, nor the Battle to the strong, &c.

A PILOT fails, with intention to reach a certain port. All, that the skill of a good Navigator can suggest, is done;

The Author of these Notes has endeavoured to give such Meanings to the Terms CHANCE and FATE, as may render them subservient to the Cause of PROVIDENCE, and by making them wholly dependent on the Supreme Intelligient Principle, to make them weaken the System of Atheism, rather than contribute to it's Support.
yet he fails at a **Time**, when hurricanes arise, and, instead of gaining the destined port, is dashed upon the rocks. A Farmer with proper **industry** manures and sows his fields; yet the **Seasons** destroy his harvest, and (according to his own Phraie) the **Times** fight against him. A Merchant travels for the sake of gain to a distant country, and there contracts a **pestilential** disease, which carries him off.

**These Incidents**, thus connected with **Time** and **Place**, are referred in common language to **Chance**, as to their **Cause**; and so indeed -they may, as far as **Chance implies a Cause**, which human reasoning was not able either to foresee or obviate. But if we go farther, and suppose it a **Cause**, where there is in fact no **Reason** at all; in such case we do nothing less than **deify Chance**, committing the affairs of the World to the **blindest** of Guides, instead of that **One, all-good, all-powerful, di-**
PHILOSOPHICAL

C. XII. VINE INTELLIGENCE, which in the same undivided instant both sees, and hears all things (c).

And so much for the two Genera or Arrangements of When and Where.

(c) See Epicharmus, quoted in the Note, p. 115.
C H A P. XIII.


The Arrangement or Predicament of Position or Situation has a near affinity with that of Place. They are both of the relative order, and are both conversant, when taken strictly, about corporeal Substances only. They differ however, in as much as the simple Possession of Space constitutes Place;
(a) Differt Situs ab Ubi in hoc, quod Ubi est Locatio Totius, Situs est Ordinatio Partium in Loco. Ubi est simpliciter esse in Loco; Situs, secundum Partium Ordinationem. Fell, p. 104.

Ad Situm omnem requiritur triplex Habitudo, qua conjuncta constituit Situm; Habitudo Partium aliquus Totius inter se; Partium aliquus Totius ad ipsum Totum; Partium et Totius ad Locum. Sanderston, p. 49, i. i. c. 14.

Prædicamentum Situs (Κείθεi) respicit Positionem rei, tum respectu partium suarum inter se, tum respectu Loci, aliarumque rerum. Wallis, l. i. c. 13.

— άτε ἐν τῷ κείθεiν σῶμα, ἢτε τὸν τόπον, ἐν ὧν κείθει, τῇ διανοίᾳ περιλαμβάνεται, οἱ νοεῖν τῷ κείθει, μόνην ἢ τὴν ἑκείναν ὡς Μέσην ἐν τῷ γίνει τῷ κείθει λογιζόμενον κατὰ πάντα τὰ εντα, ὅσα ἕφυκεν ἑτερα ὑπ' ἑτέραν ἀνέχονται, ἢ ενδιάδοται τῃ ἑτέρᾳ ἐν τοῖς ἑτέροις· ἢ ὧν τοιαύτη συμπλοκὴ τῶν ενδιάδοτων ἢ τῶν τῶν ἔχουν περικοπῆς κυριωτάτη ἢ περικοπῆ ἢ τῷ κείθει οὐχογραφεῖ—We are not to understand the Genus of Lying or Position, by taking into our Discussion either the Body lying, or the Place, in which it lies, but singly and solely by taking into our account the peculiar Mode of Site in the Genus of lying, as it runs thro' all those ranks of Beings, which are formed by nature to be supported some of them by others, or to be seated some
ARRANGEMENTS.

Now the manner, in which a Body possesses Space, has respect to certain Relations, which exist, some within, and some without it; Relations, which arise from it's Parts, it's Whole, it's immediate Place, and the Place surrounding it.

We shall explain what we assert (which perhaps may appear obscure) by beginning from Bodies the most simple, and passing from these to others, more complex and diversified.

The simplest and most perfectly similar of all Bodies is the Sphere (b). If there-

some of them upon others; for 'tis this Connection between things, that are seated, and things that afford the Seat, which makes the primary and the strictest Description of Lying or Position. Simpl. in Præd. p. 85. Ed. Basil. 1551.

(b) The Sphere, and other solid Figures, soon after mentioned in this Chapter, are for the greater part well known. He however, who wishes for ocular in-
therefore we take a Sphere, and place it upon the ground, the Part farthest from the Earth's centre we call it's Top; that the nearest, it's Bottom; and all lying between we call it's Middle. These Distinctions in the Sphere regard external Objects only, because the Sphere being every where similar contributes nothing to them itself. If we roll it therefore along, the Distinctions are not lost; only, while the Motion continues, they perpetually vary, and that merely with reference to local Distinctions, existing without.

And hence it follows, that the Sphere, tho' it have Place, yet according to these reasonings has in strictness no Position, because it has no peculiar Parts deductible from
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from it's own Figure, which Parts can be called Top or Bottom, as contradistinguished one to another.

What is true of the Sphere, may be asserted almost as truly of the five Platonic Bodies, the equilateral Pyramid, the Cube, the Octoedron, &c. and that, because they are not only regular, but because their several Faces are every way similar.

What is true of these Bodies, is true also of their opposites, the Bodies I mean, which are not only dissimilar, but universally irregular. Fragments of Rock, and Hillocks of Sand, have neither Top nor Bottom, but what is merely casual; and therefore, tho' of necessity they exist in Place by being Bodies, yet, as they have no internal local Distinctions under the meaning here adopted, it of course follows they cannot properly have Position.

But
But if we pass to those Bodies, which are neither irregular, like the broken Rock, because they have Order and Proportion; nor yet every way similar, like the Sphere, because they have Extensions that are unequal (such for example as the Cylinder, or the Parallelepipedon); here we shall find the very Bodies, from their own Attributes, to concur with the World around, both in acquiring to themselves Position, as well as in diversifying it.

The Cylinder for example extends farther one way than another, and therefore possesses within itself three such parts, as two Extremes, and one Mean. If we so place it therefore, that one of these Extremes (no matter which) shall be most remote from the Earth’s Centre, and the other most near; in such case, by this manner of blending external and internal Relations, the Cylinder is said to stand. If we remove in part the higher Extreme from
from its Perpendicular, and thus differently blend Relations, the Cylinder is said to incline. And if we pursue this Inclination, till the two Extremes of Top and Bottom become horizontal, then is it said to lie. The Motion, which leads from Standing to Lying, we call Falling; that from Lying to Standing, we call Rising. Every one of these Affections may well happen to the Cylinder, because it's peculiar Figure, taken with its peculiar Place, co-operates to the production of the Positions here described.

'Tis not so with those Bodies already mentioned, where these internal Characters are not distinguished. The Sphere and the Cube neither fall nor rise, because they neither stand nor lie more at one time than another.

But suppose we go farther; suppose to one Extreme of this Cylinder we add
C.XIII. a new Part, that is a Capital; to the other Extreme another Part, that is a Base: the two Extremes of the Cylinder would no longer in such case remain indiscriminate, but the Characters of Top and Bottom would become distinguished and ascertained, even in the Figure itself, without looking to things external.

The consequences of these new Characters are new Modes of Position. A Pillar (for such we must now suppose it) is not only capable, like the simple Cylinder, of Standing and of Lying, but as much as two of its Parts, that is to say it's Extremes, are essentially distinguished, if it rest on it's Base, it stands Upright; if on it's Capital, it stands Inverted.

Let us carry our suppositions farther, and by a Metamorphosis, like one of Ovid's, transform this Pillar into a Tree, Let the Capital sprout into Branches, the Shaft
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Shaft become a Trunk, and the Base strike into Roots. Here then in a vegetable Subject we behold the same Distinctions; a Top, a Bottom, and a Middle of its own, leading as before to the same Diversities of Position.

If we still pursue the Metamorphosis, and transform the Tree into a Man, making its Branches into a Head, its Trunk into a Body, and its Roots into Feet, we shall discover also in an animal Subject the same Distinctions as before; and the Subject will in consequence be capable of Lying, as well as of Standing; of Standing Upright, as well as Inverted.

But this is not all. Man is not only an extended substance, like the Column, or the Tree, but over and above, as an Animal, he is by nature locomotive. Now the Part of him in progression, which leads the way, we denominate his Fore-part or Front; the Opposite, his Hinder-part.
C.XIII. part or Rear; and the two Parts upon each Side, his Right and his Left.

And thus has Man, in consequence of his animal Frame, over and above the former Distinctions of Top and Bottom (both of them common to the other Subjects already described) four additional Distinctions peculiar to him as an Animal, the Distinctions of Front and Rear, of Right and Left, which four are wholly unknown both to the Column, and to the Tree.

While he is under the Position of Standing, these four Distinctions have little force, but when he happens to Lie, then is their Efficacy seen, and each of them leads to a new, and different Position. If his Front, while he is lying, be nearest to the Earth, then is he said to lie Prone; if his hinder-part or Rear, then to lie Supine; if neither of these, then 'tis either on his Right, or on his Left; which
which Positions are unknown either to C.XIII. the Pillar, or the Tree.

Thus, besides the Standing Positions of Upright and Inverted, has Man, in consequence of his Frame, four other Positions, which appertain to him, as he lies; so that his Frame taken together, as one perfect Whole, is susceptible of six Different and Specific Positions, which have reference to the six Different and Specific Extensions of his Body (c).

Fables tell us, that the triangular Island Sicily was thrown upon the Giant Typhoeus. Under one Promontory lay

his Right Arm; under another, his Left; under a third, his Legs; under mount Ætna, his Head; under the whole island, his Body, having his Breast upwards, his Back downwards. These Positions refer to the several Extensions above described.

Vasta giganteis ingesta est insula membris
Trinacris, et magnis subjic tum molibus urget
Æthereas ausum sperare Typhoëa sedes.
Nittitur ille quidem, pugnatque resurgere sepe;
Dextra sed Ausonio manus est subjicta
Peloro;
Læva, Pachyne, tibi: Lilybaeo crura premuntur;
Degravat Ætna caput: sub quà resupinus arenas
Ejeclat, flammamque fero vomit ore Typhoeus (d).

(d) Ovid. Metam. v. 346.

But
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But not to anticipate with regard to Poets, of whom we shall say more hereafter. — In a Cube there are six Faces, capable of denoting as many Positions; and yet there is this important Difference between the Cube and the Man: the Faces of the Cube being all of them similar, it's Positions, being only nominal, can only refer to things without, and every Face can alike concur to the forming of the same Position. But the Parts analogous to these in Man being all of them dissimilar, his Positions, being real, are by no means thus commutable; but if the Head be uppermost, then, and then only, is he, by Position, Upright; if his Back be uppermost, then, and then only, is he, by Position, Prone; nor can he possibly be called either Prone or Upright, were any other Part to exist in the same Place, excepting the two here mentioned.
C.XIII. From what has been alleged, we see the true Origin of Position or Situation. "It arises from the Relation, which the Distinctions of Parts with in bear to the Distinctions of Place without; and it varies of course, as this Relation is found to vary." The fewer of these internal Distinctions any Being possesses, the less always the number of it's possible Positions. As it possesses more, it's Positions increase with them.

As to the Progression of Animals, peculiar to them as Animals, that Progression, (I mean) by which they move not as mere Bodies, but as Bodies possessed of Instinct and Sensation; it is to be observed, that this Progression is formed by the help of Joints and Muscles, and that these, during their operation, form within the Animal Body a variety of Angles and Flexures. Now hence
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hence arises a fresco multitude of characteristic Positions. There is one Position, under which a Bird flies; another, under which a Horse gallops; a third, under which a Man walks, &c.

These latter Positions differ from those already described, because they depend not on a simple Relation of the whole Body to things without, but on a diversified Relation of it's different Parts, one to another. The Painter well knows the force of these Positions, since 'tis by these he superinduces Motion upon immoveable Canvas; so that from the Position, which we see, we infer the Progression, which we see not (e).

And this naturally leads us to consider the Power of Position or Situation in Works of Art. Among the common Utensils of life, such as Chairs,

C.XIII. Beds, Tables, &c. there is a Position which is proper, and another which is absurd; a Position, by which they attain their End, and another, which renders them useless. Some derive their very Essence (if I may use the Phrase) from their Situation; for example, the Lintel, from being over the Door; the Threshold, from being under it (f). We may pass from these to Productions more elegant.

'Tis the Knowledge of these various Positions peculiar to Animal Bodies, and to the human above the rest (commonly known by the name of Attitudes)

(f) Τὰ δὲ Σέσει [λέγεται,] οὖν ἠδὲ γ νεῖ νευρων ταῦτα γὰρ τῷ κεῖσθαι ὅσα διαφέρει—Other Substances are denominated from their Position, as the Threshold, and the Lintel; for these differ by the peculiar manner of their being situated.—And soon after—Οὐδὲς γὰρ ἐσι, ὅτι ἐνεὰς κεῖται: γὰρ τὸ εἰσαι, τὸ ἐνεάς αὐτὸ κεῖσθαι σημαίνει—For it is a Threshold, because it is so situated; and its Existence indicates it's being situated after this manner. Metaph. H. c. 6. p. 135. Edit. Sylb.
which constitutes so eminent a part in the character of a perfect Painter. To the Statuary, if possible, it is a more important Science still, because he has no helps, like the Painter, from Colour, Light, and Shade.

Instances in support of this assertion (if it need supporting by instances) may be alleged innumerable both from Pictures and from Statues.

Painting gives us the Attitudes of St. Paul, and the Sorcerer Elymas, in the Cartoon of Raphael—of Apollo, and the dancing Hours, in the Aurora of Guido—of the sleeping Christ, his Mother, and St. John, in the Silence of Caracci—of many and diversified Holy Families, in the works of Carlo Maratti, &c.

From Attitudes in Painting we pass to those in Sculpture; to that of the Medicean Venus, the Farnesian Hercules, the
'Tis easy, when we are describing these Beauties, to be diffuse in our expressions, and to exclaim, as we describe, how charming, how exquisite, &c. But the observation is just, as well as obvious—

Segnius inritant animos demissa per aurem,
Quam que sunt oculis commissa fidelibus (g).

He, therefore, who would comprehend Attitude in Works such as these, must either visit the Originals, or else contemplate them (as he may easily do) in Models, Drawings, and Books of Sculpture and Painting (h).

We

(g) Hor. Art. Poet. 180.

(h) Those, who dwell in the neighbourhood where these Notes were written, may find excellent examples of Attitude at Wilton House (Lord Pembroke's) among the Statues and Basfo-Relievos there preserved; in particular the Cupid bending his Bow;
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We shall find less difficulty in the works of Poets, because these address us in Words, and convey to us their Ideas not thro' our language but their own. 'Tis thus Virgil gives us an ATTITUDE OF SITTING IN DESPERATION:

_— Sedet, æternumque sedebit_  
_Infelix Theseus——— (i)_

Shakespeare, of sitting in Despondence:

_She sate, like Patience on a monument, Smiling at grief——— (k)_

Milton, of conjugal Affection:

_the Faun, who, as he stands, turns his Body, and looks backward; the Figures in the Marriage-Vase; the Amazon fighting, the Baffio-Relievos of Meleager, of Niobe, of Ceres and Triptolemus, &c._

(i) _Æn. vi. 517._


Milton,
C.XIII. He, on his side
leaning half raised, with looks of cordial Love
Hung over her, enamour'd— (m)

Ovid makes Thesceles, as he elevated a javelin, to be miraculously petrified in the very ATTITUDE OF AIMING:

— Utque manu jaculum fatale parabat Mittere, in hoc hæsit signum de marmore gestu (n).

More formidable is a similar ATTITUDE at Milton's Lazar-house:

— over them triumphant Death his dart Shook—but delay'd to strike— (o).

(m) Par. Lost. v. 11.
(n) Ovid. Metam. v. 182.
(o) Par. Lost, xi. 491.
There are Attitudes less tremen-
dous, that mark Reverence and Humi-
liation.

Thus Shakespeare,

These Crouchings, and these lowly
Courtesies
Might fire the blood of ordinary men (p).

The Lying, or being extended on
some Surface, is an Attitude in most
instances so connected with Death, that
Death is often denoted by that Atti-
tude alone.

Thus Nestor in Homer, speaking of the
Greek Commanders, slain before Troy—

— ἔθα δ’ ἐπείδα κατέκταθεν ὅσσοι ἄριστοι,
"Εὐθα μὲν Ἀιας ΚΕΙΤΑΙ ἄριστος, ἔθα δ’ Ἀχιλλεύς,
"Εὐθα δὲ Πάτρουκλῳ, Σεβίν μήσῳ αὐτάλκτῳ,
"Εὐθα δ’ ἐμὸς Φίλῳ νιός—— (q)

(q) Hom. Odyss. r. 108.

There
There fell the bravest of the Grecian Chiefs; there lies great Ajax; there Achilles lies; there too Patroclus, knowing as a God; there my own much-lov'd Son—*

Thus Shakespeare,

O! mighty Caesar, dost thou lie so low? Are all thy triumphs, glories, conquests, spoils, Shrunk to this little measure—(r)?

Sleep, whom the Poets deify, appears under a similar Position:

—cubat ipse Deus, membris languore solutis (s).

'Twas perhaps from this Resemblance in Position, joined to that other, the

* See also Hom. Il. Σ. v. 20, and Mr. Clarke's Note, where he quotes Quintilian.


(s) Ovid. Metam. xi. 612.
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Cessation of the Sensitive Powers, that Sleep and Death were by the Poets called Brothers (t), and that the former (u) upon many occasions served to represent the latter.

If we pass from Poets to Actors (by Actors, I mean those of Dramatic Com-

(t) See Hermes, l. i. c. 4. p. 52.
(u) When Sleep represents Death, it is commonly marked with some strong Epithet: by Homer it is called a brazen Sleep; by Virgil, an iron Sleep; by Horace, simply a long Sleep; which Idea the Poet Moschus heightens, by calling it not only a long Sleep, but a Sleep, without an end; a sleep, out of which we cannot be awak'd.

Εὐθομεὶς ἐν μάλα μακρῶν, αὐτέμονα, νήψειν υπνοῦ.

Even in Prose-writers, when we read of persons being dead, we sometimes read that they are fall'n asleep, or that they slept with their fathers. Corinthians i. c. xv. v. 6. 2 Chronicles c. ix. v. 31.

It seems indeed to have been a custom with all nations, in instances of this sort, to mitigate the Harshness of the Thing signified, by the Mildness of the Terms that signify it: a well known Figure, called in books of Rhetoric Euphemismus.
positions) we shall find that Attitudes and Positions make at least a moiety of their merit; so that tho' they are to speak 'tis certain, as well as to act, yet 'tis from acting, not from speaking, that they take their denomination.

Nor are just Positions without their Use to that real Actor upon the Stage of life, I mean the Orator. Demosthenes, in whom Rhetoric attained it's last Perfection, was at first so unsuccessful, that he was in a state of despair, 'till Satyrus, a celebrated Tragedian, shewed him the amazing force of Action, by the different manners of repeating certain Passages out of Euripides and Sophocles (x).

And whence is it that Positions derive this wonderous Efficacy?—'Tis in fact because the Body is an Organ to the Soul; an instrument, whose Gestures cor-
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respond to every Affection, and are diversified by Nature herself, as those Affections are found to vary. Words move only those, who understand the language; and even, where the Language is understood, acute Sentiments often escape the comprehension of unacute Hearers. But Action, spontaneously indicating the Motions of the Soul, is a Language which not only the vulgar, but even the stranger comprehends. Every one knows the external Gestures and Signs, by which, without teaching, both himself and others indicate their several Affections; so that seeing the same Signs recur, he readily knows their Meaning, in as much as Nature herself supplies the Place of an Interpreter. But to pass from these Speculations to others more general.

The primary Elements of Democritus were Atoms and a Void. As for the Variety and the Specific Differences, which he found to exist in things, he deduced them
them out of his *Atoms*, first by *Figure*, as *A* for example differs from *N*; next by *Order*, as *AN* for example differs from *NA*; and lastly by *Position*, as *Z* for example differs from *N*, these Letters in *Figure* being in a manner the same (*y*).

**Thus Position**, according to this Philosopher, stands among the *Principles of the Universe*.

A high rank this, and yet perhaps not an undeserved one, if, by attending to particulars, we contemplate it's extensive influence. For not to mention

(y) What others called *σχολα*, *Figure*, *Democritus* called *Πυθός*; *Τάξις*, *Order*, he called *Διάθηκη*; and *Όριος*, *Situation*, or *Position*, he called *Τροπή*. See *Aristot. Metaph.* p. 11. 134. *Edit. Sylb.* See also *Lib. de Gen. et Corrupt. 1. i. c. 2.* where *Philoponus* in his Comment informs us, that these strange words were *λέξεις Ἀβδείας*, *Abderic Words*; Words used in *Abdera*, the city to which *Democritus* belonged.
the force of Position in the different parts of every animal; not to mention the admirable Situation even of subordinate Subjects; the grateful variety of Lands and Waters, of Mountains and Plains; what shall we say to the Position of the Heavens above, and of the Earth beneath; of the Sun himself in the centre, and the several Planets moving round him? If we carry our hypothesis farther, and suppose (as has been well conjectured) that the Solar System itself has a proper Position respecting the fixed Stars; and that they, presiding in other Systems, maintain a certain Position respecting the System of the Sun; we shall have reason so to esteem the importance of this Genus, that perhaps upon it's Permanence depends the Permanence of the World.

Nor need we be surprized, tho' it be properly an Attribute of things corporeal, if we discover the traces of it even in Beings.
PHILOSOPHICAL

Beings incorporeal. If the sensible World be an Effect, of which the Cause is a sovereign Mind, all that we discover in Effects we may fairly look for in their Causes, since here it's prior Existence (z) is in a manner necessary.

Thus our own Minds are not only the Place and Region of our Ideas (a), but with respect to these Ideas, such is the influence of Position, that upon this in a manner depends our whole Perception of Truth. Let us for example invert the Terms of a simple Proposition, and instead of saying, that Every Man is an Animal, say that Every Animal is a Man; and what becomes of the Truth which

(z) See Hermes, p. 381, &c.

(a) — Kai eĩ òn oi ληγοις τὴν ψυχὴν εἶναι τῷ ἔνδον — Well therefore do they conceive, who say that the Soul is the Region of Forms, or Ideas. Arist. de An. iii. 4. p. 57. Edit. Sylb. See before, p. 98, in the Note, and p. 112, 113.
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such Proposition contained? Let us de-
range in any Theorem the Propositions
themselves, confounding them in their
order, blending them promiscuously,
putting the first last, and the last first;
and what becomes of the Truth which
such Theorem was to demonstrate? 'Tis
lost, till the Propositions recover their
natural situation.

— tantum series, jungituraque pollet *.

Democritus, whom we have just
mentioned, in order to shew the im-
portance of ARRANGEMENT in natural
Subjects, and the amazing Differences
that arise, where the Change is most mi-
nute, ingeniously remarks, that out of the
same Letters are formed Tragedy and Co-
medy (b). We may affirm as confidently,

* Hor.

(b) — ἐκ τῶν αὐτῶν γὰρ τραγῳδία γίνεται, ἐς κω-
μῳδία γραμμάτων. De Gen. et Corrupt. l. i. c. 2.
p. 4. Edit. Sylb.

that
that out of the same Terms are formed

Truth and Falsehood (c).

The Efficacy indeed of this intellectual Position is so great, that thro' it not only the wise know, but the unwise become informed. 'Tis by the strength of this alone that all Teaching is performed; all Learning acquired; that the simple and un instructed are led from Truths acknowledged (d) to Truths unknown,

(c) Simple Terms are to be found in the several Predicaments or Arrangements here treated, being the first Part of Logic.

From different Arrangements of these Terms arise Propositions; and from different Arrangements of Propositions arise Syllogisms.

Propositions are the Object of the second Part of Logic; Syllogisms, of the third Part.

There is no going further, for the most enlarged Speculations are but Syllogisms repeated. Such then, in a Logical and Intellectual View, is the Force and Extent of the Predicament of Position or Situation, here treated.

(d) There is an Order or Arrangement peculiar to Learners; and of course, with respect to them, the Principle
known, and thus ascend by due degrees to the sublimest parts of Science. What then shall we say to that Stupendous Position, to that Marvellous Arrangement, existing within the Divine Mind; where the whole of Being is ever present in perfect Order; and to which no single Truth is ever latent or unrevealed (c)?

Principle or Beginning of Knowledge is different from what it is, according to the order of Nature. Hence the following observation.—'H di (Ἀρχή) othe av naallias enkouyinov yinovto oion y matheosews, ev apo tē poouti n tēs tē merkymakē aekeus enote aektoin, alli othei rēs avi matboi—There is another Species of Beginning, and that is the Point, from which any thing may be done after the best manner; for example in the affair of Learning any thing, we are sometimes not to begin from what is first, and which is the Principle or Beginning of the Thing itself, but we are to begin from that Point, whence any one may learn the most easily. Metaph. 1. iv. c. 1.

In the Meno of Plato there is a striking example of an Arrangement of Truths, which lead an uninstructed Youth to the Knowledge of a fine and important Theorem in Geometry. See the Dialogue of that name in Plato, and Mr. Sydenham's elegant and accurate Translation, enriched with Diagrams.

(c) See before, p. 110, 161, 204, 5, 6, 266, 272, 287, 8.
C.XIII. If we would comprehend the Dignity of Position in this it's archetypal Form, let us view it at the same instant with something, it's perfect contrary: let us compare it for example to the sick Man's Dream, or to that Chaos of Ideas, which fills the Mind of one delirious. As we can find few Situations more unfortunate, than these latter; so we can conceive no one more respectable, or divine, than the former.

And so much for the Genus or Arrangement of Position, which arises from the Genus or Arrangement of Where, as this from the Genus or Arrangement of Relation, both Position and Where being in their nature Relatives.
Concerning Habit, or rather the being Habited—It's Description—it's principal Species deduced and illustrated—it's Privation—Conclusion of the second or middle part of the Treatise.

The Genus of Habit, or rather of being Habited, is of so little importance, when compared to the other Predicaments, that perhaps it might be omitted, were it not in deference to antient authority (a).

Tho' it have respect both to Habits, which are worn, and to Persons who wear them; yet is it not recognized ei-

(a) The Authority alluded to is that of the Pythagoreans and Peripatetics.
ther in the one or the other, but is a relation, which arises from the two taken together (b).

Now as every such Habit, as well as every such Wearer, are both of them Substances, the Relation must necessarily be a Relation, existing between Substances. It cannot therefore be the Relation existing between Mind and it's Habits (such as Virtue or Science) nor that between Body and it's Habits (such as Agility or

(b) Quod non ita intelligendum est, ac si res ipsae, quae sic habentur, sint hujus Prædicamenti (puta iussitum ipsi, &c.) quae ad alia Prædicamenta spectant, sed Habitio barum, seu ipsum Habere, to <textarea></textarea> Wallif. Logic. i. i. c. 14.—Soon after he explains Habitio, and informs us it means, Vesliatum esse, Tunicatum esse, Togatum esse, Coronæ cingi, Calceo indui, &c.

Sanderson in his Logic explains the Prædicament as follows—Corpus habens est Substantia; Res habita fere est Forma artificialis de quartâ Specie Qualitatis; Ap- plicatio hujus ad illud est Habitus hujus Præ- dicamenti. Lib. i. c. 14.
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Health), for these Habits are not Substances, but inherent Attributes (c).

Again, it cannot be the Relation existing between a Man and his Possessions; for, tho' these are both of them Substances, and tho' a Possessor may be said to have an Estate, he cannot be said to have it upon him; he does not wear it (d).

(c) Simplicius, when he gives the reason, why Habit and the Body-Habited cannot co-exist, as Substance and it's Attributes co-exist, says—συμφωνή γὰρ ταῦτα ἵνα, ἐν αὐτῷ ἐξεῖνο—For these Attributes are con-natural [that is, grow with the Being] and are the BEING ITSELF. Simplic. in Præd. p. 93.

(d) Διὸ ὡς τὰ κτήματα, ἡ ἄνθρωπος, ἡ ὕλη, ἡ ὕλη, κατὰ τὸ τοῦ ἐν ἐκείνῳ λεγόμεθα, διότι ἐκ ἐν περιθέσει ταῦτα ἵνα, κατοι κτήματα ὑπάρχει.—For which reason we are not said, in the sense of this Genus, to HAVE Possessions, or Slaves, or Friends, or Fathers, or Children; for these none of them are said to exist in their being THROWN ROUND US, or SUPER-INDUCED, altho' they are all [in some sense or other] our Possessions. Simplic. ut suprā.
C.XIV. **The being Habited therefore is in it's strictest Sense something less than the first Relation, that between a Substance, and it's Attributes; something more, than the second Relation, that (I mean) between a Possessor, and his Possessions (e).**

'Tis to be hoped that these Reasonings on a subject so trite, will be pardoned for their Brevity. They are to shew, not

(e) — καὶ ἐσθιε μίσου τῶς εὕατι τὸ ἐχεῖν, τῷ ἀκτή
θαί, καὶ τῷ καθ' ἐχεῖν διακείσθαι τῇ μία νὰ ἐχεῖ, ὡς η λευκότης. Χωρίζεται ἀπὸ τῶν ἐχεθεῖν κτημάτων, καὶ εἰς σωματικὰν ἐστὶν ἐχεῖθεν, Χωρίζεται ἀπὸ τῶν ἐχεῖν, αἰ ἁμαθηκασιν ἐνίαν, συμφυεῖς ὑπάλληλον, καὶ ἐν ἐπικτητοί — the having any thing on appears to be a sort of Medium between Possessing, and the being habitually disposed. As far as it is bad, after the same manner as Whiteness is bad, [or any inherent Attribute,] it is distinguished from Possessions without, with which we are not said to be involved or clothed. As far as it is corporeal, and from without, it is distinguished from [inherent Attributes or] Habits, which belong to us, as things con-natural, and not as things adventitious. Simplic. ut suprā.
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what the Relation is, but what it is C.XIV. not.

If it be demanded—And what then is it?—the Answer must be, It is a Relation existing after a peculiar manner; when an artificial Substance is Superinduced (f) upon a natural one, and becomes contiguous to it, tho' it be not united in vital Continuity.

Such was the very Armour he had on,
When he th' ambitious Norway combated (g).

The primary End of being habited seems to have been Protection; and that, either by way of defence against the inclemencies of Nature, as in the case of common Apparel; or by way of defence,

(f) See the preceding Notes in this Chapter, particularly the second.

(g) Hamlet, Act i. Sc. 1.
PHILOSOPHICAL

C.XIV. against Insults, as in the case of Helmets, Breast-plates, Coats of Mail, &c.

Farther than this, as Habits were various both in their materials and shapes; and, as among the number of those who wore them, some were superior to the rest by their Dignity and Office: hence it was found expedient, that many of these superior Ranks should be marked by the Distinctions of peculiar Habits; so that this established another End of being Habited, over and above Protection, an End, which gave Robes to Peers, Uniforms to Admirals, &c.

Farther still, some Regard, when either of the sexes habited themselves, was had to Decency; some to Beauty and adventitious Ornament; of which last we may be more sensible, if we contemplate the elegant draperies of the Grecian Statues, or those in the capital.
ARRANGEMENTS.
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C.XIV.

pital Pictures of the great Italian Masters, and compare these truly graceful and simple Forms to the tasteless and ever mutable ones of ourselves, and our neighbours (h).

As there are many sorts of Habit, which have respect to this last End, I

(h) The fame Simplicity, which contributes to the Decoration of our Persons, contributes also to the Decoration of Nature.

The following Anecdote, communicated to me by the late Lord Lyttelton, appears to be worth preserving. When Sir John Vanbrugh had finished Blenheimhouse, the then Duchess of Marlborough asked him for the Plan of a Garden. Sir John told her, he could give no Plan himself, and he feared she might apply to others, as incapable as he was, naming certain Gardeners of the time, that are now unknown. But, continued he, if your Grace would have a Garden truly elegant, you must apply for a Plan to the best Painters of Landscape.

So happily did this ingenious man predict (as it were) a Taste, which, taking it's rise not many years after from Kent, has been since completed by Brown, and no where with greater beauty and magnificence, than on the very Spot, of which we are now writing, I mean Blenheim.
mean to Beauty or adventitious Ornament; so when a man is found to cultivate this End to an excess, it constitutes the character, which we call a Fop (i). Nay, even the Conveniences of Dress, when too minutely studied, degenerate into an effeminacy, which carries with it a reproach. 'Twas hence that Turnus upbraided the Trojans for wearing a Covering over their hands, and for tying their Caps on with Strings, that is to say in modern language, for using Gloves and Chinstays.

Et tunicae manicas, ct habent redimicula mitre (k).

(i) Horace, in the first satire of his first book, calls the wild and extravagant Nævius, by the name of Vappa; which Baxter ingeniously explains, quod in fano sumptu flolidas sequeretur delicias. Nos hujusmodi homunciones Fopps dicimus; an et hoc a Vappa, quærant alii.


(k) Æn. ix. 616.
We have already mentioned the Use of Habit as to Distinction. In almost all Countries something of this hath taken place, to distinguish the Noble from the Ignoble; the Scholar from the Mechanic; to mark the Sacerdotal, the Military, the Juridical, &c. 'Tis to the Fallibility, which sometimes attends this method of distinquishing, that we owe those proverbial Sayings, the Cloak makes not the Philosopher; the Cowl makes not the Monk (1).

'Tis in a Sense less strict and precise, that we take the word Habit, when we say of the Plains, they are cloathed with Grass; of the Mountains, they are cloathed with Wood; and more remotely still, when we apply the Notion of Habit to the Mind—Having on the

(1) Pallium non facit Philosophum—Cucullus non facit Monachum.
C.XIV. Breast-plate of Righteousness—taking the Shield of Faith (m), &c.

In the Language of Poetry there is sometimes much elegance derived from this Arrangement; as for example, when the Morn, at day-break, is said to be clad with Russet Mantle; or when the Moon, in diffusing her pallid light, is said to throw o'er the dusk her silver Mantle (n); or when the Psalmist says, on a greater subject, Thou deckest thyself with Light, as it were with a Garment (o).

Tho' from all these instances we may perceive the force of this Genus, yet another still remains, I mean the force of it's Privation. Nakedness is found to heighten other circumstances of Distress:

(m) Ephesians, ch. vi. v. 14, 16.
(n) Hamlet, Act i. Sc. i.—Par. Loft, iv. 608.
(o) Psalm civ. v. 2.
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Nudus in ignotâ, Palinure, jacebis a- c.xiv. renâ (o).

Tho’ the Sense be metaphorical, yet Shakespeare avails himself of the same Privation in the pathetic Speech, which he gives to Wolsey:

——— O! Cromwell, Cromwell!
Had I but serv’d my God with half the zeal
I serv’d my King, he would not in mine age
Have left me naked to my enemies (p).

The same Privation has it’s effect also in a way more Comic, and contemptuous. ’Tis thus Aristophanes talks about Philosophers:

Τὰς ὀχυρωτάς, τὰς ἀνυποδήτας λέγεις (r).

(p) Εὐ. v. 871.
(r) Ἀγισόφ. Νιρ. 103.
C.XIV. You mean those pallid, those barefooted fellows.

'Tis thus the Author of the Dunciad describes Friars—

—— Linsey-woolsey brothers,
Grave mummers, sleeveless some, and shirtless others (s).

In some instances, such partial Privations of Habit become an indication of Reverence. Thus Moses, when on holy ground, was ordered to stand barefooted (t); and among Europeans 'tis a mark of Respect, to appear bareheaded.

And so much for the Genus or Predicament of Habit, which we divide into Species from its different Ends

(s) Dunciad. iii. 113.
(t) Exod. iii. 5.
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of Protection, Distinction, Decency, and Ornament, to all of which is alike opposed their Contrary, Privation. So much also for the ten Universal Arrangements, Genera, or Predicaments, with the discussion of which we conclude the Second, or middle Part of this Treatise.
Concerning the Appendages to the Universal Genera or Arrangements; that is to say concerning Opposites, Prior, Subsequent, Together or At once, and Motion, usually called Post-Predicaments— the Modes or Species of all these (Motion excepted) deduced, and illustrated— Preparation for the Theory of Motion.

C. XV. HAVING now gone thro' each of the Predicaments or Philosophical Arrangements, and considered it's Character, and distinguishing Attributes, there remains nothing farther to complete the Theory, but an Explanation of certain Terms, which have occasionally occurred; and which, from their subsequent place, and subsequent Contemplation, have been called by
ARRANGEMENTS.

the Latin Logicians Post-Predicaments (a), and form the third, or last Part of this Treatise.

Thus for example, things have been sometimes mentioned in the former part of this Work, as opposed to one another; and hence it becomes expedient to consider the Doctrine of Opposites (b).

At other times things have been treated as being some Prior, some Subsequent, and others existing Together or At once (c); and hence it becomes expedient to examine these several Terms, and to investigate the different meanings, of which each of them is susceptible.

(a) See before, p. 35, 36.

Lastly,
C. XV. Lastly, Motion in its various species is so widely diffused thro' some of the most important Genera already treated, that it cannot be omitted in a speculation, where the professed End is to scrutinize Universals.

It appears therefore that there still remain, as Subjects of our Inquiry, Opposites, Prior and Subsequent, Coexistent or At once, and last of all Motion.

Now in the first place, as to Opposites, the Reader must be reminded, that, having already spoken of them in a former Treatise (d), we omit them here, and refer to that.

(d) See Hermes, 1. ii. c. 2, Note (i) p. 250, in which Note are enumerated Relatives, τὰ πρὸς τι; Contraries, τὰ ἀντίτιτα; Contradictories, τὰ κατὰ ἀπίφασιν καὶ κατὰφασιν. There is one Species omitted,
The Doctrine (e) of Prior and subsequent follows: and these perhaps may appear to be sufficiently discussed, if we enumerate, and explain the following Modes.

The most obvious Mode of Priority is the Temporal (f), according

omitted, τὰ ναῦ ἐξ ἡ σένων, things opposed in the way of Habit and Privation; such as Sight and Blindness.

This Privation differs from that mentioned already in the third Chapter of this Treatise, because the Privation there is the road to natural Productions; the Privation here admits no Progress, nor any Return to the original Habit, at least in a natural way. See Ammon. p. 146, and of this Work, p. 56, 57, &c.


(f) This Mode Aristotle calls Prior κατὰ τοῦ χρόνου, according to Time; the Priority, depending on the Quantity of Time being larger with respect to the Subject, which is called older, or more antient—
ing to which we say, that the Trojan Wars were prior to the Punic, and the Battle of Marathon to that of Blenheim.

A Second mode of Priority is, when a thing is prior to some other, because it does not reciprocate in the consequence of Existence (g).

Ammonius, in commenting this Passage, observes an elegance in the Greek tongue, peculiar to itself—Παλαϊωτίτες, he tells us, is applied indiscriminately to Beings animal and inanimate; Προσεύτες is applied only to the animal Genus. Simplicius on the same occasion makes the same Observation, in Prad. p. 106.

The last Author has also the following remark concerning the different Modes of Temporal Priority—Τὰ δὲ κατὰ χρόνον πρὸτερα, ἐπὶ μὲν τῶν γενομένων τὰ προτέρωτερα ὢντα τῷ Νῦν ἕως ἐπὶ δὲ τῶν ἑσομένων, τὰ ἵπποιτες. Simpl. in Prad. p. 106. B. Things prior in Time among the Past are those the farthest from the Present Now; among the future, are those the nearest to it. Simpl. in Loc.

A few examples will illustrate the apparent difficulty of this character. The number One according to this doctrine is prior to the number Two, because if there exist Two, 'tis a necessary consequence that there should be One; but if there exist One, it does not reciprocate, that there should be Two. Thus every Genus is prior to any one of its various Species, because if there be such a Species as Man, or Lion, there is necessarily such a Genus as Animal; but if there be such a Genus as Animal, there is not necessarily such a Species as Man, or Lion.

This Mode of Priority, which we call Priority Essential, will be found of great importance in all logical Disquisitions, and may therefore perhaps merit some farther attention.

He alleges the same Instance from Numbers, which is given here.
According to this, that thing of any two or many things is prior, which, by being taken away, annihilates the rest; or which, if the rest are, must necessarily be ($b$).

For example—If there were no Theorems of Science, to guide the Operations of Art, there could be no Art; but if there were no Operations of Art, there might still be Theorems of Science. Therefore is Science prior to Art. Again, if there were no such Things as Syllogized Truths, there could be no such Sciences as Optics or Astronomy. But, tho' neither of these, there might not withstand—

($b$) What is here said, is explained in what immediately follows. Simplicius says, agreeably to the explanation here given, καλεῖν δὲ ἐνώθησιν οἱ νεώτεροι τὸ τοῖς Πρότεροι, συνεπιφέρομενον μὲν, μὴ συνεπιφέρον δὲ, ἂ συναναισφέν μὲν, μὴ συναναισφέρομενον δὲ.—The latter Logicians are accustomed to call this Mode of Priority, that which is co-infer'd, but does not co-infer; that which co-annihilates, but is not co-annihilated. Simp. in Præd. p. 106.
ARRANGEMENTS.

Therefore is Logic prior to these, and, by parity of reasoning, to every other particular Science. Again, if there were no such Principles as Self-evident Truths, there could be no such things as Truths Syllogized. But, tho' no Truths Syllogized, there might still be Truths self-evident. Therefore the first Philosophy, which treats of these primary and original Truths, being prior to Logic, is prior also to the tribe of Sciences, as are these to the tribe of Arts; so that of course the whole structure of Logic, of Sciences, and of Arts, may be said to rest upon this first Philosophy, as upon that only firm and solid Base, against which the Powers of Ignorance and Sophistry can never totally prevail.

There is a third mode of priority, seen in order and arrangement. Thus in the demonstrative Sciences, Definitions and Postulates are prior to Theorems.
rem's and Problems; in Grammar, Syllables are prior to Words, and Letters to Syllables. 'Tis thus in a well composed Oration, the Proème is prior to the State and Argument; and these last, to the Peroration (i).

A fourth Mode of Priority is that of Honour and Affection, when we prefer Objects, that we revere or love, to others that less merit, or at least that we esteem less to merit our Regard and Attention (k).

'Αθανάτες μὲν ἡφώτα Θεῶς, νόμω ως διήκεισαι, Τίμω,—ἐπειδ' Ἡμῶς ἀγανέσ.

(i) Τότον δὲ κατὰ τινα ταξιν τὸ πρῶτερον λέγεται, καθάπερ ἐπὶ τῶν ἐπισημών καὶ τῶν λόγων ἐν τῇ γὰρ ταῖς ἀποδεικτικαῖς ἐπισήμαις, κ. τ. λ. Arisf. Prad. p. 53. Edit. Sylb. This is not translated, being expressed in the Text.

(k) "Ετί ωμια τα εἰρημένα τὸ βέλτιον καὶ τιμιότερον πρῶτερον τῇ Φύσει δοκεῖ εἰδικῶς δέ οἱ περί τῶν ἐντιμιοτερῶν καὶ μᾶλλον ἡγαπωμένων ὑπ' αὐτῶν, περιτείχος τοῖς αὐτοῖς Φάσκειν εἴναι—Arisf. Prad. Ibid.—not translated for the reason before given.
ARRANGEMENTS.

The Gods immortal, as by Law divine
They stand arrang'd, first honour: next revere
The illustrious Heroes, and terrestrial Race
Of Genii, paying each the legal Rites:
Honour thy Parents next, and those of kin
The nearest, &c.

Hierocles, in his comment on these verses, commonly called for their excellence the Golden Verses of Pythagoras; has largely expatiated on this divine Precedence and Subordination.

Thus Horace, with respect to that Priority of Beings, founded on the Religion of his Country—

(1) Pythag. aurea carmina.
Quid prius dicam solitis Parentis Laudibus—&c.
Proximos illi tamen occupavit Pallas honores (m).

He adopts Priority, derived from the same principle, when he speaks of the favourite topics, which his Genius led him to cultivate:

Quid prius illustrem satiris, musâque pædesiri (n) ?

The Stagirite, who records these various Modes of Priority, observes on this fourth Mode (and apparently with reason) that it was in a manner the most alien and foreign of them all (o).

(m) Horat. Od. 1. i. 12.
(n) Horat. Sat. 1. ii. 6. v. 17.
(o) His Words are—ἐγὼ δὲ ἢ γαν ὧδεν ἀλλοτρίωτατοῖς τῶν τετράπων ἄριστοι—Arist. Præd. Ibid. p. 54.
He mentions also a fifth Mode, but he introduces it with a sort of doubt. It should seem (p), says he, besides the Modes here mentioned, there was another Mode of Priority even in things reciprocating; altho', so far as they reciprocate, they may be said to co-exist.

The fact is, if either of them in any sense can be called Cause to the other, it may for that reason be called Prior, if not in Time, at least in Efficacy and Power.

For example, the actual Existence of a Man reciprocates with the Proposition, which affirms him actually to exist. For if the Man actually exist, then is the Proposition true; and reciprocally, if the

(p) Δίκαιον δ' αὖν ἡ πράξις τῆς εἰσηγήσεως ἔτεις εἰ-ναι τῇ πρώτῃ πρόσω τῶν γὰρ ἀντιστρέψων ΤΟ ΑΙΤΙΩΝ, κ. τ. λ. Ibid. p. 54.
Proposition be *true*, then does the Man *actually exist*. And yet, tho' these things in this manner *reciprocate*, is not the *Proposition* Cause to the Man's Existence, but *the Man's Existence* to that of the Proposition; since according as the Man *either is* or *is not*, in like manner we call the Proposition either *true* or *false* (*q*).

This last Mode of *Priority* we call *Causal Priority*, or the *being prior by Causality*.

We must not however quit this *Speculation*, without observing that *Cause* and *Effect* do not always thus *reciprocate*, but that for the greater part *the Cause is naturally prior*. For example: Hunger and Thirst are the *natural Causes of Eating and Drinking*; and thus, by being their *Causes*, are *naturally prior to*

them. Crimes too are the natural Cause, why Punishments are inflicted; and therefore Crimes, by parity of reason, are prior to Punishments. The Sentiment, tho' obvious, is well expressed by Paetus Thrasiæa. Nam Culpa quàm Pæna temporis prior est; emendari, quàm pecare, posterius est (r).

Nor are Crimes only prior to Punishment, but so is Judicial Process; since to punish first, and then to hear, is what Sir Edward Coke chuses to call (in a language somewhat strong) the damnable and damned Proceedings of the Judge of Hell (s):

Cas ligatque, auditque dolos—(t).

And thus it appears there are five principal Modes of Priority; that

(r) Tacit. Annal. xv. 20.
(s) Coke's Institutes, vol. ii. p. 54, 55.
(t) Æneid. vi. 567.
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C. XV. is to say, the temporal, the essential, that of order, that of precedence, and that of causality; which five being known, the modes of what is subsequent (it's natural opposite) are easily known also (u).

We are now to examine the modes of co-existence, of that of being at once and together (x); and these modes have evidently great connection with the preceding.

The most simple mode among these, as well as among the modes of priority, is the temporal, perceived in things or events, which exist during the same time (y).

(u) — διὰ λοιπὸν δὲ ὅτι ὁμαλῶς τὸ πρῶτον, τοσοῦτον ὡς κἂ τὸ ἐςεύθυν διάποτο. Simplic. ut suprad, p. 106. B.


Una
ARRANGEMENTS.

Una Eurusque Notusque ruunt—— (z) C. XV.

——ΟΜΟΤωλεμός τε δαμάς ὑπὸ λοίμος Αχανές (a).

War and the Plague AT ONCE destroy the Greeks.

Persons, in this manner co-existing, are called Contemporaries: such as Socrates and Alcibiades; Virgil and Horace; Shakespeare and Johnson.

A SECOND Mode of Co-existence is founded in Nature and Essence, where two things necessarily reciprocate in consequence of their existing, while neither of them at the same time is the Cause of existence to the other (b).

'Tis

(z) Ἀιν. i. 89.

(a) Iliad. A. v. 61.

(b) Thus expressed by Aristotle—Φύσιν ἔ ἈΜΑ, ἔσσα αὐτίς ἔσσε µὴν κατὰ τὴν τῇ ἐναι ἀκολούθησιν, μὴ δαμός ἔ αἴτιον Ἐτερον Ἐτίω ἐναι. Frac. p. 54. Edit. Sylb. B b 4
C. XV. 'Tis in this sense that Double and Half are together or at once, for they reciprocate; if there be Double, there must be Half; and if Half, there must be Double. They are also neither of them the Cause, why the other exists. Double is no more the Cause of Half, than Half is of Double. This last condition is requisite, because if either of the Two were essentially and truly a Cause to the other, it would pass, by virtue of it's Causality, from Co-existence to Priority (c).

There is a third Mode of Co-existence, seen in different Species of the same Genus, when, upon dividing

By referring to the Chapter on Relatives, it is easy to perceive, whence this Speculation arises; for in that Chapter the same Example is alleged as here, by way of illustration of the same Doctrine. See before, p. 221.

(c) See before, p. 371, 2.
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the Genus, we view them arranged together, contra-distinguished one to another (d).

'Tis thus the Genus, Triangle, being divided into equilateral, equicrural, and scalene, no one of these Species appears to be by nature prior, but all of them to exist at once in a state of Contradistinction. The same may be said of the three animal Species, the aerial, aquatic, and terrestrial, when we divide, after the same manner, the Genus Animal (e).

AND thus are the Modes of Co-existence or Together either the Tem-

(d) Thus expressed by Aristotle—κ' τὰ ἐν τῷ αὐτῇ γένεσιν ἀντιδιηνεμένα ἀλλήλοις ἈΜΑ τῇ φύσει λέγεται—Ibid. 55.

(e) ἀντιδιηνερήσθαι δὲ λέγεται ἀλλήλοις ταὶ κατὰ τῶν αὐτῶν διαιρέσεις οἷον τὰ πλῆθον τῇ πεζῷ κ' τῇ ἐνυ-δρῷ—Ibid. 55.

PORAL,
And here, should any one object to these Distinctions, as either too trivial or too scholastic for the purposes of a polite writer; we answer, that we no more wish an author to mention them, when not professedly his subject, than we would have him dissent, without a cause, upon nouns, pronouns, and the principles of Grammar. All we hope from these elementary Doctrines, is to see them in their Effects; to see them in the accuracy of the composition, both as to reasoning and language: 'Tis thus a grazier, when he turns his oxen into some rich and fertile pasture, never wishes to inspect what food they have devoured, but to see a fair and ample Bulk, the effect of food well digested. Besides, when Sophists assail us, and either exhibit one thing for another, or two things for one and the same; to what surer weapon
pon can we recur for defence, than to that of precise and well-established Distinc-
tion (f)?

There remains to be treated the Theory of Motion; in which, without attempting to impeach or contradict any modern Speculations, we shall inquire, what was the opinion of the Ancients concerning it; in what manner they attempted to catch its fugitive nature; and how they divided it by its Effects into its subordinate Species.

(f) Learning and Science, or rather learned and scientific Terms, when introduced out of Season, become what we call Pedantry. The Subject may have merit, the Terms be precise, and yet, notwithstanding, the Speaker be a Pedant, if he talk without regard either to Place, or Time.

The following story may perhaps illustrate this Assertion. * A learned Doctor at Paris was once pursing a pair of stockings, but unfortunately could find none, that were either strong enough, or thick enough. Give me, says he to the Hosiery, stockings of Matter Continuous, not of Matter Discrete." Menagiana, tome ii. p. 64.

But
C. XV. But this is a Theory demanding a separate Chapter, where those, who question the doctrines, may perhaps amuse their curiosity, while they peruse an attempt to exhibit the sentiments of Antiquity upon so singular a subject; a subject, in its existence so obvious, in its real character so abstruse.
Concerning Motion Physical—Its various Species deduced and illustrated—blend themselves with each other, and why—Contrariety, Opposition, Rest—Motion Physical—an Object of all the Senses—Common Objects of Sensation, how many—Motion, a thing not simple, but complicated with many other Things—it's Definition or Description taken from the Peripatetics—the Accounts given of it by Pythagoras and Plato analogous to that of Aristotle, and why.

ALL Motion is either Physical, or not Physical. As by Motion Physical I mean that, which is obvious to the Senses, so by Motion not Physical, I mean that, which, by being the object of no sense, (as for example the
the Succession of our Thoughts and Volitions) is the Subject of after contemplation, and knowable not to the Sensitive, but to the rational Faculty.

This therefore will be the Plan of our following Inquiry.

In the present Chapter we shall consider Motion merely Physical, both in its several distinct Species, and in its general or common Character.

In the next Chapter we shall inquire whether there be other Motion besides; and if such may be found, we shall then examine, how far it is distinguished from the Physical, and how far it is connected.

First therefore for the first (a).

(a) In the Order of Nature the Genus precedes its several Species; but in the order of Human Perception the several Species precede their Genus, which last is the order adopted here. See Hermes, p. 9.
As the most obvious of all \textit{Motions} is the \textit{Motion of Body}, so the most obvious \textit{Motion} of Body is that, by which it changes from \textit{Place} to \textit{Place} (\textit{b}), itself remaining, or at least supposed to remain, both in one \textit{Place} and the other, precisely the same. 'Tis thus a Bowl moves over a Plane; a Bird thro' the Air; a Planet round the Sun. This Motion is properly \textit{Motion Local}; or, if we chuse a single Name, we may call it \textit{Passage or Transition}. It's peculiar character, as opposed to any other \textit{Motion}, is to affect no \textit{Attribute} of Body, but merely that of \textit{Local Site}.

\textit{Caeruleo per summa levis volat equora curru, Subsidunt undae, tumidumque sub axe tonanti}

\textit{C.XVI.}

(b) Called therefore in \textit{Greek} ἴκατα τόπον μετα-ἐολῆ, and sometimes by a single word, \textit{φορέω}. See \textit{Arist. Prædíc.} p. 55. \textit{Edit. Sylb.} and \textit{Ammon. in Loc.} p. 171. \textit{B}. 

\textit{Ster-}
Sternitur æquor aquis; fugiunt vaso æthere nimbi.

Here the Chariot flies, the Waves subside, the Clouds disperse, all is in local Motion.

There are other Motions, which affect the more inherent Attributes. Thus when a lump of Clay is moulded from a Cube into a Sphere, there is Motion more than local; for there is the acquisition of a new Figure. The same happens, when a man from hot becomes cold, from ruddy becomes pale. Motion of this Species has respect to the Genus of Quality, and (if I may be permitted to coin a word) may be called Aliation.

If thou best He! but O! how fal'n, how chang'd
From Him, who in the happy realms of light,

(c) Æn. v. 819.

(d) Ἀλλοιωσις, in barbarous Latin, Alteratio. Vid. Arist. ut suprâ.
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Cloathed with transcendent brightness, didst

outshine

Myriads, tho’ bright——— (e).

Here we behold Qualities that are changed,

a Scene of Aliation.

Another Species of Motion is seen

in Addition and Detraction; as when we

either add, or take away a Gnomon from

a Square. Here is no Aliation, or

Change of Quality, (for the Figure, as a

Square, remains the same in either case)

but the Effect of such Motion is a Change

only in the Quantity, as the Square be-

comes either smaller or larger. When

Quantity is enlarged, we call the Motion

Augmentation; when ’tis lessened, we
call it Diminution (f).

Behold a wonder: They, but now who seem’d

In bigness to surpass Earth’s Giant Sons,

(e) Par. Loł, i. 84. See p. 174.

(f) Augmentation, ἀύθνωσ—Diminution, μικρωσία.

Vid. Arist. ut sup.
PHILOSOPHICAL

C.XVI. Now less than smallest Dwarfs, in narrow room

Throng numberless— (g)

Here we behold DIMINUTION.

PARVA metu primo; mox se se AT TOLLIT IN AURAS,

Ingrediturque solo, et caput inter nubila condit (h).

Here we behold AUGMENTATION.

All these Motions have this in common, that they are Changes or Roads from one Attribute to another (i), while the Substance remains the same, both in Essence and in Name. Thus the Planet Jupiter, which was a year ago in such

(g) Par. Lof, i. 777.

(b) Æn. iv. 176. See chap. ix. where the Species of Quantity are enumerated.

(i) Οὐ κατηνογίαι εἰσὶν, ἀλλ' εἰς εἰς τὰς κατηνογίας—They (that is, these several Species of Motion) are not Predicaments, but a ROAD to the Predicaments. 

Ammon. in Præd. 171.
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a part of the heavens, and is at present in another, tho' his Attributes of Place are changed, is yet both in Essence and in Name still the same Planet. By parity of Reason, 'tis the same individual Man, who, by change in Quantity, from fleshly becomes emaciated (a).

But

(a) Speaking of these Species of Motion, Ammonius says—κινεῖσθαι ἣ κατὰ Ποσεῦν, ὴ κατὰ Ποσεῦν, ὴ κατὰ Τόπου, Φυλάτλοντα τὸ εἰς ἀφαίρεσις ἱσωθεὶς Εἴσιον—That things are moved and changed either in Quantity, or in Quality, or in Place, still preserving [during these Motions] their original essential Form. Ammon. in Prad. p. 172.

Here we find the Phrase Εἴσιον ἱσωθείς, commonly called Substantial Form, but which we choose (as thinking it more accurate) to translate Essential. To explain—Let us for example call Sphericality (if we may employ such a word) the Essential Form to a Bowl. Every one will admit that the Bowl may undergo many Changes; may become White from Black, Hot from Cold; and (by a more easy Change than these) it may roll from one Place to another; and yet notwithstanding it may still continue to be a Bowl. But when it's Sphericality, that is to say it's Εἴσιον ἱσωθείς, it's essential Form departs, when (supposing it's Matter to be Clay) it is moulded from a Sphere.
CXVI. But there are other Motions, which in their Effects go farther. Thus when the Substance of a Man becomes not only pallid and emaciated, but it's living Principle is detached from that which it enlivens, Putrefaction and Dissolution of the Body ensue, and 'tis no longer a Change within the Substance, but the very Substance is lost both in Essence and in Name (I). Such Motion is called Corruption, Dissolution, or Dying. On the contrary, when the Seed of any Species, whether Animal or Vegetable, by Evolution, Accretion, or other latent Process of Nature, produces a certain Being, which had no existence before; 'tis a Change, like the former, that goes not merely to Attributes, but by a more efficacious Operation to the very Substance

---

a Sphere into a Cube, from that instant the Bowl is no more, it has no longer an existence either in Essence, or in Name. See before, p. 90.

(I) See the Note immediately preceding.
itself. Such Motion is called Generation or Birth.

The following difference subsists between these two latter Species and the former; the former are no more than Roads to different Modes of Being; the latter lead to Being itself, and to its opposite Non-being (m).

However separate and distinct these Species of Motion may be found, yet being all of the same Genus, they naturally blend themselves together.

(m) Hence Generation is called—'Οδὸς ἀπὸ τὸ ῥῆμα τῆς ὄντος ἐς τὸ ἄνθρωπον ταύτης ἀπὸ τῆς δύναμεις ὄντος ἐς τὸ ἐνέστηκα ὄντος—THE ROAD FROM NON-BEING TO BEING; that is, from Being in Power to Being in Act—Corruption or Dissolution, on the contrary, is called 'Οδὸς ἀπὸ τὸ ὄντος ἐς τὸ μὴ ὄντος—THE ROAD FROM BEING TO NON-BEING. Ammon. in Præd. p. 172.

The Particle ἄν, prefixed in the Quotations to μὴ ὄντος, and τὸ ὄντος is to distinguish the Non-being and Being here mentioned from Being and Non-being absolute. ἄν means in a manner, as it were, after a sort. See below, 397, 398.
C. XVI. Thus tho' Local Motion may possibly exist without the rest, yet 'tis impossible for the rest to exist without Local Motion. Generation is the Assemblage of parts; Corruption, the Separation; so that here Local Motion is evident in either case. 'Tis the same in Aliation; the same in Augmentation and Diminution. When Fear renders a person pale, such Change could not be, did not his Blood retreat locally from the surface to within: and as for Augmentation and its Opposite, they are no more than the bringing to, and the carrying off; both which in their very Idea imply Local Motion.

The other Species of Motion are incidentally blended also. He that increases in bulk, commonly increases with rudineness; and he that lessens in bulk, commonly lessens with Paleness. There are both in the Qualities and the Quantities of the particles to be assembled, many Changes
ARRANGEMENTS.

Changes necessarily previous to Generation or Birth; and many others, as necessarily previous to Corruption or Death (n).

And thus have we established six Species of Motion, which we denominate Physical, because they respect Physical Subjects. They are to be found in four of the Universal Genera, or Arrangements; one in the Genus, Where, Transition; one in Quality, Aliation; two in Quantity, Augmentation and Diminution; two in Substance, Generation and Corruption.

(n) See Aristotle. Phys. 1. viii. c. 8.—where he shews at large that Local Motion is necessarily the primary Motion, as running thro' the rest, and essential to them all; and where he likewise explains in what manner the other Species of Motion necessarily blend themselves with each other. The Chapter is too long to be here transcribed. In his Tract de Animâ, 1. i. c. 3. having spoken of the several Species of Motion, he adds, that Motion infers Place—ὡς εϊς γας αι λειψιασι κινησις ει ττει—For that all the Motions here enumerated are in Place.
C.XVI. In all these Motions there is Opposition or Contrariety (ο). Where two Species are coupled in one Genus, the two Species themselves are, in such case, Contraries; as Generation and Corruption, Augmentation and Diminution. Where the Species stands single, as Local Motion, or Alliation, the Contrarieties are more numerous, and therefore perhaps not mentioned. In Local Motion we behold Backward and Forward, Rectilinear and Curvilinear, Centripetal and Centrifugal, &c. In Alliation, or Change of Quality, we behold Blackening and Whitening; Straightening and Bending; Strengthening and Weakening; with many others, to which names are wanting. Lastly, all Motion whatever is contrary to Rest (ρ).

(ο) See the Chapter preceding, p. 361.

(ρ) Ἐστὶ δὲ ἄπλως τῇ μὲν κινήσει ἡζεμία ἴνα τοιοῦτον—In strictness the Contrary to Motion is Rest.

And
AND now perhaps it may not be ad-
miss to inquire, what Physical Mo-
tion is. Some Philosophers have found
a short method here, by telling us, 'tis a
simple Idea, and therefore cannot be de-
finite. Others, with more reason, have
called it hard to be defined (q), a circum-
stance not unusual with other Subjects
equally obvious, there being nothing more
different both in accuracy and truth,
than that Apprehension, which is ade-
quate to the purposes of the Vulgar,
and that, which ought to satisfy the in-
vestigation of a Philosopher.

In the first place, if we consider Mo-
tion as an Object of Sensation, we shall

The other Modes of Contrariety are explained in
the subsequent part of the Chapter here quoted,
which in some Editions is the fourteenth.

(q) —<\text{\textgreek{χαλεπ}} Φοναλειν αυτιν (\textit{stil. κινησων}) τι εσιν>'
'Tis hard to comprehend what it is—So says the Stagi-
rite, and gives his Reasons, which we postpone for
the present, that we may not anticipate. \textit{Phys.} I. iii.
c. 2. p. 45. \textit{Edit. Sylb.}

discover
discover it to be the Object not of one Sense, but of all. In a ring of Bells we hear it; in a succession of Savours we taste it; of Odours, we smell it; and that we feel or see it, there needs no example. Thus is it distinguished from those Objects, that are peculiar to one Sense alone; as from Colours, which we only see, or from Sounds, which we only hear. Simple therefore as it is, it is not only an Object of Sensation, but stands distinguished, as a common Object, from other objects that are peculiar.

And are there then (it may be demanded) no other Objects of the same Character?—'Tis answered, there are; as Bulk and Figure, common Objects to the Sight and Feeling; Rest and Number, common Objects, like Motion, to every Sense (r).

(r) Κοινά δε, κάτωις, ἡμία, ἀειθύμος, άνμα, μέγεθος τα γὰρ τοιχία τειμιάς εἰσίν ἰδίαι (scil. αοθίσεως). The common Objects of Sensation are Motion,
ARRANGEMENTS.

And how (it is asked again) is Motion distinguished from these?—We reply, from Rest, by Contrariety; from Number, by Continuity; from Bulk and Figure, as the Parts of Motion are never permanent, never co-exist. What Speculations does this Idea, Simple as it is called, open, even while we consider it no farther than as an Object of Sensation?

But we must not stop here, even while we consider it as Physical. As such we shall find it connected with a Body, which moves; and as such, necessarily performed thro' Space, and in Time; so that these also, and their Attributes of Infinite and Continuous, must be added to

ATION, REST, NUMBER, FIGURE, BULK; for these are peculiar to no one Sense. Arist. de Animâ, 1. ii. c. 6. p. 34. These common Objects are well worthy of Attention in explaining the Doctrine of the Senses and Sensation.
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C.XVI. to it's Theory, as so many necessary Speculations.

We cannot therefore but observe, that if it be a simple Idea, 'tis strangely complicated with a multitude of others (s);

(1) See the Beginning of the third Book of Aristotle's Physic, ch. i. where being about to treat of Motion, he shews with what other Subjects it is necessarily connected, such as Continuous, Infinite, Place, Time, &c. and where accordingly, after he has given us the Opinions of his Predecessors in Philosophy concerning these Subjects, he proceeds in due order to explain what he thinks himself.

—His words are, as they here follow. Δοκεῖ δ' ἐν κίνησις εἶναι τῶν Συνεξεῖσι τὸ δ' Ἀπείρον ἐμφαίνεται εὐθὺς εἰς τὸ Συνεκεῖ. ὁ δὲ καὶ τοῖς ἔξω συνεχεῖσι τὸ Συνεκεῖ, συμβαίνει προσχεῖσθαι ὀκολάκει τῷ λέγον τῷ τὰ Ἀπείρα, ὡς εἰς Ἀπείρον διασχίστων τὸ Συνεκεῖ τῷ. Πρὸς οἱ τῶν αὐτεὶ Τόπω, ἡ Κεῖσ, ἡ Χρόνος ἀδύνατον κίνησιν εἶναι. Motion appears to be in the number of things Continuous: now Infinite immediately shews itself in that which is Continuous; for which reason, when they define Continuous, they have often occasion to employ withal the character of Infinite, in as much as Continuity is that, which is divisible to Infinite. Add to this, without Place, and Vacuum, and Time, 'tis impossible that Motion should have existence. Physic. l. iii. c. i.

such
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such as Space, Time, Infinitude, Continuity, together with Body, and its visible Attributes both of Quantity and of Quality. But to proceed in our Speculation.

That there are things existing in act, in reality, in actuality (call it as you please) we have the evidence both of our Senses, and of our internal Consciousness; so that this is a matter of fact, which we take for granted. That there also are things which actually and really are not, is equally evident as the former, and requires no proving. A Sphinx for example actually is not; a Centaur actually is not; for these we may call Phantoms in the language of Lucretius,

Quae neque sunt usquam, neque possunt esse profecto.

Lastly, every Substance that actually is, by actually being that thing, actually is not.
not any other (t). A piece of Brass for example actually is not an Oak; an Acorn, not a Vine; a Grape-stone, not a Statue.

There is a difference however here; I mean a difference in the last mode of actually not being; for tho' the Brass is no more a Statue, than it is an Oak, yet has it a Capacity to become the one, and none to become the other. The same may be said of the Acorn, with respect to the Oak; of the Grape-stone, with respect to the Vine. Were it not for this definite nature of Capacity, which as much distinguishes the invisible Powers,

(t) This last Species of Non-entity should be carefully attended to, as the Doctrine of Motion wholly depends upon it, and as it is so essentially distinguished both from the Phantastic Non-entities (the Sphinx, the Centaur, &c.) immediately preceding, and from that strongest of all Non-entities, the Non-entity of Impossibility, such as that the Diameter of the Square should be commensurable with it's Sides, or that the same Number should be both Even and Odd. See before, p. 389.
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as Actuality distinguishes the visible Attributes, there would be no reason why an Acorn should not produce a Statue, as well as it produces an Oak; or why any thing (to speak more generally) should not be able to produce any thing (u).

What then, if there were no Capacity existing in the Universe?—Could there be Generations, Corruptions, Growths, Diminutions, Aliations, or Change of Place?—Impossible—But if there are all the Species of Physical Motion, it follows, that without Capacity there can be no such Motions.

And is Motion then for this reason pure Capacity, and that only?—Let us examine.—A Man, being in Salisbury,

(u) This Distinction of τὸ ἔστηλεξία and τὸ Δυνάμεις, of that which is in ACTUALITY, and that which is in POWER, is the Basis of all the Peripatetic Reasoning upon this Subject. See p. 277, &c. also p. 148, 149.
C.XVI. has a Capacity of travelling to London. Is he therefore, for merely possessing such Capacity, upon the road thither? — He is not. — Motion therefore, tho' Capacity, is not Capacity alone: there must be some degree of Actuality, or else Motion can never exist. Shall we then call it pure Actuality? — We cannot assert that, when we have made Capacity one of its requisites. Besides, how should Motion be seen in pure Actuality; an Actuality, which never exists, till Motion is at an end? A Man surely can no more be called moving towards London, who is actually arrived there, than he who, possessing the Capacity of going thither, forbears to exert any of his motive powers.

If Motion therefore be neither Capacity alone, nor Actuality alone, and yet both (as it appears) are essential to it; 'tis in both we must look after it,
Such in fact it will appear; something more than dead Capacity, something less than perfect Actuality: Capacity roused, and striving to quit it's latent Character: not the Capable Brass, nor yet the Actual Statue, but the Capacity in Energy, that is to say, the Brass in Fusion, while it is becoming the Statue, and is not yet become. Thus too, when a Complexion is actually Red, we say not that it reddens; much less do we assert so, while it remains perfectly Pale; but as every pale Complexion implies a Capacity to become red, 'tis in the Energy of this Capacity exists the Reddening, that is the Motion.

In the account of Motion here given we see the Doctrine of the Peripatetics. The more ancient Sects of Pythagoreans and Platonics, tho' they give different Descrip-
Descritpions, seem to have deduced them all from the same Principles. Thus because, whenever any thing is moved, it is some way or other diversified either in Quantity, or in Quality, or at least in Place, for this reason they called Motion, Diversity. Again, because, while opposite forces are equal, then is Motion suspended, and revives not till Inequality destroys the Equilibrium; for this reason they called Motion, Inequality. Again, because every thing, which is moving, is not in some certain Attributes, either what it was, or what it will be; for this reason they called Motion, Non-entity (x), not Non-entity absolute, but with a peculiar reference.

All these Descriptions of Motion naturally flow from one Source, and that

(x) — ἢμεν δὲ οἱ Πυθαγόρειοι τὴν κίνησιν εἶναι 'Ετερότητα, ἢ 'Ανισότητα, ἢ τὸ μὴ ὤν. Philp. in Physic. p. 144. For Non-Entity, see before p. 397, 98.
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is, from it's indefinite (y) and unascertainmentable appearance. Now the reason why it so appears, is, as we have said, because we cannot place it either in the simple CAPACITY of things, or in the simple ACTUALITY. The Bow for example moves not, because it may be bent; nor because it is bent; but the Motion lies between; lies in an imperfect and obscure union of the two together; is the ACTUALITY (if I may so say) even of CAPACITY itself (z); imperfect and obscure,

(y) — αὐτὶν δὲ τὰ ἐις ταῦτα τιθῆναι αὐτὸς, ὅτι ἀόριστον τὰ δοκεῖ ἑιναὶ ἡ κύνησις. Phys. p. 45. Edit. Syllb.—The Cause of their placing Motion among these things, is, that it appears to be something INDEFINITE.

(z) We have just before stiled it the Energy of CAPACITY; here, the ACTUALITY of CAPACITY. These expressions are difficult, unless we attend to the manner, in which they are used. The original Greek expresses the Sentiment thus—ἡ τὰ δυνάμει ἐντελεχεία ἡ τοϊτον, κύνησις ἐστὶ—The ENERGY of what exists in Power, considered as so existing, is Motion. Arist. Physic. 43. Edit. Syllb.—And soon after, p. 45—τὰ δὲ δοκεῖν ἀόριστον ἑιναι τὴν κύνη
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CXVI. obscure, because such is Capacity to which it belongs.

con aitio aut eis dunamiv ton ousan, est eis energevian esti Deinai autih aplhiv als est va o to davnaton ev
nai wosou xineitaie e piangxh, est to energeix wosov  
est kinnis energeia men tiei einai doxiei, ateleis de ait

tiov d' auti atelies to davnaton e ein ekleia kinnis est

dia tuto to chalepou autih laseiv ti eivn h va eis

einov xaniakoy Deinai, h eis dunamiv, h eis ekleia

aapliv tonu d' evn einaia eienerkomevnik leiptolai

tovou o einietiv torop, energeian men ti a eina,
toaiatei d' energeian, eian eipomui, xalepou men ideiv,

enekolomoun d' eina. Arist. Phys. 1. iii. c. 2.—The Rea

son why Motion appears to be Indefinite, is, that there

is no placing it simply either in the Capacity of things,
or in their Energy: for neither is that necessarily moved,
which is capable of becoming a certain Quantity; nor
that, which is a certain Quantity in Energy and Act.
Indeed the Motion itself appears to be a certain
Sort of Energy, but then 'tis an imperfect one; and
the reason of this is, the Capacity itself is im-
perfect, of which it is the Energy. Hence
therefore it becomes hard to comprehend it's Nature: for
'tis necessary to place it either in Privation, or in Capacity,
or else in simple Energy, and yet no one of these appears to
be possible. The Manner therefore, which we have men-
tioned, is the only one remaining, which is, that it should
be a peculiar Sort of Energy, and that, such a one as we
have described; hard to discern, and yet pos-

And
And so much for Motion Physical, it's different Species, and it's general Character. We are now to inquire concerning Motion of another kind.
CONCERNING MOTION NOT-PHYSICAL—
This means METAPHYSICAL, and why so called—Spontaneity—Want—Perception, Consciousness, Anticipation, Pre-conception—Appetite, Resentment, Reason—Motion Physical and Metaphysical how united—Discord and Harmony of the internal Principles—Powers vegetative, animal, rational—Immortality—Rest, it's several Species—Motion, to what perceptive Beings it appertains; to what, not—and whence the Difference.

Our Contemplation hitherto may be called Physical, because 'tis about Physical Motions, that the whole has been employed, and 'tis from Physical Observations, that the whole has been deduced. But he, who stops here, has but
but half finished his Work, if it be true that Corporeal Masses only move, because they are moved (a); and therefore cannot be considered as the original Source of Motion.

When a Boy carries about with him an Insect in a Box, we call not this Motion the Insect’s Motion as an Animal, because a Nut or a Pebble would have moved in like manner. (b) When the same Boy, piercing a Wing of this In- 

---

(a) Τὸ κινεῖν φυσικῶς, κινήτων ἡκον γὰρ τὸ τοιοῦτον κινεῖ, κινήματος ἐκ αὐτὸ. — That which gives Motion physically, is itself moveable: for every thing, which gives Motion in this manner, is moved also itself. — And soon after — Τὸ το οἱ οἱ οἱ ς ἐκ εἰς ᾕρη, ἀρα ἐποιεῖν ἐκαὶ ἔργον ἕνα πᾶσα — This, (namely the giving Motion) it does by Contact; so that at the same time (while it acts) it is acted upon. Aristotle. Physic. 1. iii. c. 1, p. 44, 45. Edit. Sylb.

(b) ἐοικε δὴ τὸ βίκιου εἴναι, ἢ ἐξεθεν ἢ ἀεχθρὶ, μετὰ συμβαλλόμενο τῷ βικοδίντει — That seems to be forced or compelled, of which the Principle or Moving Cause is from without, while the Being compelled contributes nothing from itself. Ethic. Nic. 1. iii. c. 1. p. 37. Edit. Sylb.
sect, makes it describe a circular Motion round a Pin or Needle, even this cannot well be called the Insect's Motion; for it's Motion, as an Animal, is not, like a Planet, round a Center. So far however the Motion differs from that in the Box, that by being a mixt Motion, the centrifugal Part is the Animal's own, the centripetal is extraneous. But if ever the Wing detach itself, and the fortunate Insect flie off; at that instant the Mixture of extraneous is no more, and the Motion thence forward becomes properly and purely animal.

And what is it, which gives the Motion this proper and pure character?—It is Spontaneity (c), that pure and innate Impulse arizing from the Animal it-

(c) Τὸ ἐνέσσεν δέξεσθαι ἂν εἶναι, ἡ ἀξέγη εἰν αὐτῷ—That should seem to be Spontaneous, of which the Principle or Moving Cause is in the Being itself. Eth. Nic. 1. iii. c. 1. p. 38. Edit. Syb.
self, by which alone it's Flight is then produced and conducted.

And thus, while we pass from Flying to *Innate and Spontaneous Impulse*, that is to say in other words, from Flying to its *Cause*, we pass also insensibly from *Motion Physical* to *Metaphysical*; for *Metaphysics* are properly conversant about *primary and internal Causes*. We call not such Impulse *Metaphysical*, as if it were μετὰ τὴν φυσικὴν κίνησιν, something subsequent to natural *Motion*, that is, to Flying (for this would set Effect before Cause, a preposterous order indeed!); but we call it *Metaphysical*, because tho' truly prior in itself, it is subsequent in Man's *Contemplation*, whose Road of Science is naturally upward, that is, from Effect to Cause, from Sensible to Intelligible (d).

(d) See *Hermes*, p. 9. See also the second Edition of Vol. I. p. 365, and of the present Treatise, p. 344, Note (d).
Spontaneous Impulse (e) is to the Insect the Cause of Flying; so it is to the Dolphin, of Swimming; to the Man, of Walking. But what is the Cause of this Impulse itself? And why do Animals possess it, more than Stocks or Stones?

To solve this question, we must first remark, that every Animal, however exquisite in it's frame, is nevertheless far from being perfect, being still the Part of a greater and more perfect Whole (f), to

(e) Οὐκ ἄν. Diog. Laert. vii. 85. Una pars in Appetitu posita est. Cic. de Offic. i. 28.—Appetitionesque, quas illi ἐρωτεύεται vocant, ὑποδεικνύει τῇ Rationi—De Offic. ii. 5.—Animalia, quae habent suos Impetus et rerum Appetitus—Ejusd. ii. 3.—Naturalem enim Appetitionem, quam vocant οὐκ ἄν, itemque, &c. De Fin. iv. 14.—Seneca uses the words, Spontaneos Motus. Epist. cxxi.

to which it is connected by many necessary Wants.

One of these for example is common to all Animals, that of Food or Aliment. Suppose then this Want were not to be gratified, what would be the consequence?—The Animal would perish. —And how has Providence obviated this danger?—It has given to every Animal, however base, however young, not only a Consciousness of this Want, but an obscure Sensation of some distinction in things without; and a Preconception or Anticipation in favour of that Aliment which it is to prefer, from an inward feeling of it's proper Constitution (g). 'Tis


What is applied by Cicero in the above Passage to Man, may with equal propriety be applied to all other Animals, and needs no proving. 'I was a fundamental Doctrine of the Stoics.

(g) — Πρῶτον εἰσεῖσαι ἑκατέρα ζῷον τὴν αὐτῆς σύγχρονην, καὶ τὴν ταύτης συνείδησιν—The thing primarily

RILY
thus without either Teaching or Experience, but merely from an innate Feeling of what is conducive to their proper Being, that Infants are able to distinguish Milk from Vinegar; and Silkworms the Leaf of a Mulberry from that of a Laurel or an Ash (h). Now the

Rily intimate to every Animal, is it's own Constitution, and a Consciousness of it. Diog. Laert. vii. 85.

(b) — Simul atque natum sit animal—ipsum sibi conciliari, et commendari ad se conservandum et suum Statum, et ad ea, quea conservantia sunt ejus Status, diligenda; alienari autem ab interitu, iisque rebus, quae interitum videantur adderre. Cic. de Fin. iii. 5.

Thus Seneca—Omnibus (sic. Animalibus) Constitutionis suæ Sensus est, et indi Membrorum tam expedita tractatio. Epist. cxxi.—Soon after—Constitutionem suam [Animal] crasf intelligit, summatim, et obscure—and again—ante omnia est Mei cura: hoc animalibus inessc cunetis: nec inferitur, sed INNASCITUR.—And soon after, speaking of the terror, which some Animals feel in their earliest state, when they first behold a Hawk, or a Cat, he adds—apparet illis inessc Scientiam occituri, non EXPERIMENTO COLLECTAM; nam, antequam posset experiri, cavent.
the Consequence of this Consciousness, of these Preconceptions or Anticipations, is a

Even the ferocious tribes of Animals, when their Powers become mature, are shown, how to employ them, by an innate, internal Infinite.

_Dente lupus, cornu taurus petit, unde, nisi Intus Monstratum_

As to Innate Ideas, there is certainly nothing so true, (and it requires no great Logic to prove) that, if by Innate Ideas be meant Innate Propositions, there never were, nor ever can be any such things existing. But this no ways tends to subvert that innate Distinction of things into Eligible and Ineligible, according as they are suitable to every Nature, or not suitable; a Distinction, which every Being appears to recognize from it's very birth.

Hence the Author above quoted in the same Epistle — _terea queque animalis, a materno utero, vel quoque modo effusa, quid sit infestum ipsis PROTINUS norunt, et mortifera devitant._

And 'tis upon this reasoning we may venture to affirm, that every such Being in it's earliest moments perceives itself to be an Animal, tho' it may not be philosophically informed, what an Animal really is—_QUID SIT ANIMAL, nesit; ANIMAL ESSE SE sentit._

Ibid.

Whatever
Whatever others in ancient, or even in modern days, may have thought concerning this Subject, that Philosopher surely can be hardly suspected of favouring Innate Ideas, who held the Human Soul, or rather it's Intellective Part, from it's comprehending all things, to be for that very reason something pure and unmixed—ιτει πάντα νοεί, αμηγκ ἄνωκι—and this, because [in any compound] that which is alien, by shewing itself along with other Objects, impedes and obstructs—ἀφεμφακινέμενον γὰρ κωλύει τὸ ἀλλότριον, ἢ αὐτῷ ἕστιν—That therefore the Human Intellect in it's Nature was nothing else than mere Capacity, or the being capable—οὐκ ἡνίκα αὐτῷ ἐνώκερ φύσιν τίνα μεθερμιάν, ἀλλ' ἦ ταύτιν, ὅτι ὑπαντόν—That in consequence it was not any single one of the whole trite of Beings, before it comprehended and understood it—ο ἀρχι καλέμετρη τις ὕψις Νός—ὁδὸν ἐστὶν ἑνεχέμενα τῶν ὑπών, πρὶν νοεῖν—That it was not therefore probable it should be blended with the Body, for that then it would become vested with some corporeal Quality, and be either hot or cold, and have some corporeal Organ, as the sensitive faculty has; whereas now it has none—εἰ δὲ μεμηχθεί ἐνλογον αὐτὸν τῷ σώμασι τοῖς γάρ ἐν τις γένοιτο, Σερμός ἦ ψυχίσες, καὶ ὃ ὅργανον τι εἶν, ὥσπερ τῇ αἰσθητικῇ μνῆς δὲ ἐδοῖν ἑστὶ—He concludes at last his Reasonings with telling us—that the Intellect,
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Cause. But if we include all these under the common name of Perception, we

Intelleci, as he had said before, was in Capacity, after a certain manner, the several Objects intelligible; but was in actuality no one of them, until it first comprehended it—and that it was the same with the Mind or Human Understanding [in it's original State] as with a Rasa Tabula or Writing Tablet, in which nothing as yet had been actually written—

αὕτα τῶν οὖν πρὸς τὸν νομὴν τῶν ἔχων, ἀλλὰ ἑπεκτά μᾶλλον, πρὶν αὖ μὴν νῦν· δεὶ δ' ἀντι, ὡσπερ εἰ γραμματεύεται, ὡς μᾶλλον ὑπάρχει ἑπεκτά μᾶλλον, ὡσπερ συμβάειν ἐπὶ τῷ Νῦ.

Aristot. de Animâ, I. iii. iv.

As to the Simile of a Rasa Tabula, or (to speak in a language more modern and familiar) that of a Sheet of fair Writing Paper, tho' it be sufficiently evident of itself, it may be illustrated in the following manner.

The Human Intelleci is pure unmixed, untainted Capacity, as a Sheet of fair Writing Paper is pure unmixed, untainted Whiteness. The pure unmixed Character of this intellectual Capacity renders it fit for every Object of Comprehension, as the pure unmixed Character of the Paper makes it adequate to every Species of Writing. The Paper would not be adequate to this purpose, were it previously scrawled over with Syllables or Letters. As far only as it is clear, it is capable;
we shall then find, that Perception is the proper Cause of Spontaneous Impulse; capable; and if we suppose it perfectly clear, then is it perfectly capable. The same Sort of Reasoning is applicable to the Human Understanding.

Such we take to be the Sentiments of this ancient Sage on this important Subject.

The Sentiments and Subject, being both of them curious, will ('tis hoped) be an Apology for this Digression.

By it we think it appears, that it was a received Opinion among the Ancients, that Instincts both in Man and Beast were original, and founded in Nature. That Aristotle held the same, appears not only from his History of Animals, but from the following remarkable Passage in his Politics, relative to Man. There speaking of the Social State, or State of Society, he says—Φύσιν μὲν ἦν η ὀρμὴ ἐν ἤπαιν ἐπὶ τῶν τοιαύτων κοινωνιῶν—that the Tendency to such a Society was by Nature in all men. Pol. p. 4. Edit. Sylb.

We think also it farther appears, that whatever Aristotle thought of Instincts residing in the lower faculties of Man, Instincts respecting the purposes of common Life and Society, yet, as to the Supreme and Intellectual Part, this he held in its original State to be wholly pure and unmixed, and only fitted, by that Purity, for general and universal Comprehension.
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PULSE; that 'tis so the Animal impels itself, because 'tis so that it perceives; it does not so perceive, because it is so impelled (i).

The Impulse hitherto spoken of is of earliest date, commencing in a manner with the Animal itself; and, as it merely respects the Body and bodily Pleasure, is distinguished from other Impulses by the name of APPETITE (k).

As Animals advance, the Scene of Perception enlarges, and the number of Spontaneous Impulses increase of course with it. Yet while Pleasure corporeal continues the sole Object, and there appears no Danger either in acquiring or pre-

prehension. He seems (like the rest) to have justly distinguished between INNATE INSTINCTS, and INNATE PROPOSITIONS.


(k) ΕΠΙΘΥΜΙΑ.
serving it, the Impulse is still an Appetite, varying only in its name, as the Pleasure, to which it is referred, varies in the Species.

Yet, besides these Preconceptions, the Sources of simple Appetite, there are also Preconceptions of offering Violence, and others of resisting Danger, and these naturally call forth another Power, I mean the Power of Anger (I). Few Animals, when young, feel any such Preconceptions; but the more ferocious and savage are sure to find them at maturity; and the irascible Impulses soon spontaneously attend, prompting the Lion to employ his Fangs; the Vultur his Talons; the Boar his Tusk; and every other Animal of prey his proper and natural Preparations.

All these Spontaneous Impulses, as well of Anger as of Appetite, are equally in-

(I) Θυμος.
cluded under the common name of *Irrational* (m), being called by this name, because they have nothing to do with *Reason*.

**But when Reason becomes strong enough to view it's proper Objects; that Sight, to which no Being here but Man alone is equal; when the Moral and the Intelligible rise before his mental Eye, and he beholds the fair Forms of Good and of Truth; then too arise Impulses of a far more noble kind, those to Friendship, to Society, to Virtue, and to Science (n).**

**AND**

(m) ΑΛΟΓΟΣ, as well as ΑΟΓΙΚΟΣ and ΑΟ-ΓΟΣ, are Terms too well known, to need more than to be mentioned.

(n) This Progression from the lower to the superior Faculties is well described by Cicero.

*Prima est enim conciliatio hominis ad ea, quae sunt secundum naturam: simul autem cepit intelligentiam, vel notionem potius (quam adpellant εναντίόν illi) viditque rerum agendarum ordinem; et, ut ita dicam, concordiam;*  

_E e 2 multe_
And thus is Man not only a Microcosm in the Structure of his Body, but in

\[\text{muito eam pluris estimavit, quâm omnia illa, quae primum dilexerat: atque ita cogitatione et ratione conlegit, ut statueret in ea conlocatum summum illud hominis per se laudandum et expetendum Bonum. Cic. de Fin. iii. 6.}\]

\[\text{Unicusque etatis sua constitutione est: alia infantis, alia puero, alia seni: omnes enim constitutiones conciliantur, in quâ sunt. Infans sine dentibus est: hoc constitutione sua conciliatur. Enati sunt dentes: hunc, &c. Sen. Epist. cxxi. The whole Epistle is worth perusal, in particular what follows—Ergò infans ei constitutione sua conciliatur, quæ tunc infantis est, non quæ futura juvenis est. Neque enim, si aliquid illi majus in quo transeat, restat; non hoc quœque, in quo nascitur, Secundum naturam est.}\]

See also his elegant Application of this Doctrine to the different Stages of that well-known Vegetable, Corn, from its first appearance above the ground, to its State of maturity. \[\text{Nam et illa herba, quæ in Segetem, &c. Epist. p. 603. Edit. Varior.}\]

See also how elegantly Cicero applies the same Doctrine to the Vine, where to the vegetative Powers he first supposes Senso superadded; and then to Senso, Reason; each Superaddition, still increasing in value, tho' not robbing the former Powers of their due regard and attention—\[\text{Et nunc quidem, quod eam tuerit, ut}\]
in the System too of his Impulses, including all of them within him from the basest

ut de Viti potissimum loquar, est id, &c. De Fin. v. 14.

See Vol. the First, Dialogue concerning Happines, part the second, and the Notes, p. 302, &c.

The Number and Subordination of the animated Powers are well distinguished in the following Extracts.

Τῶν δὲ δυνάμεων τῆς ὕψης αἱ λεκτείται τοῖς μὲν ἐπιπέρημεν διάσας (καθάπερ εἶπομεν) τοῖς δὲ τοῖς αὐτῶν, εἰσὶ δὲ μία μέν πολλαὶ δυνάμεις δὲ εἴπομεν Ἀρεπτικῶν, αἰσθητικῶν, ὑπόκτων, κινητικῶν κατὰ τόπους, διαφοραῖς ὑπάρχει δὲ τοῖς μὲν Φυσίς τὸ Ἀρεπτικὸν μόνον, ετέραις δὲ τὸ αὐτὸ τε καὶ τὸ αἰσθητικὸν οἰ δὲ τὸ αἰσθητικὸν, ηδὲ τὸ ὑπόκτων ὑπέρτες μὲν γὰρ ἐπιθυμία, ἡ δὲ Συμός ἡ βάλησις τὸ δὲ τὰ τῶν ὑπόκτων μίαν ἔχει τῶν ἀνθρώπων, τῶν ᾧς δὲ ἠπάτθηται καὶ ὑπάρχει, τάτω ἰδιον ὑπὸ τοῦ ὑπαρχεῖ, ἡ ἐπιθυμία, τὲ γὰρ θέσθη ὑπέρτες ἐστὶν αὐτόν.—With regard to the Powers of the Soul that have been enumerated, to some Beings they appertain All of them; to others, only SOME of them; and to others, only ONE of them. The Powers we have mentioned, are the Nutritive, the Sensitive, the Power of Desire, of local Motion, of Rationization. Now to Plants there appertain only the Nutritive Power; to other Beings both this, and the Sensitive: but if the Sensitive, then the Power of Desire; for Appetite, and Resentment, and Volition
Volition (the three great leading Powers) are each of them a Species of Desire, and all Animals have at least one of the Senses, I mean the Sense of Touch. Now to the Being, which possesses Sensation, to this appertain also Pleasure and Pain, and that which is Pleasurable and Painful. But if these, then Appetite; for Appetite is the Desire of that, which is Pleasurable. Arist. de Anim. l. ii. c. 3.

And soon after—'Aνευ μὲν γὰρ τῷ Ἐρεπλικῷ τὸ αἰσθητικόν ἐκ ἕκτος ὅς ἐκ ἑαυτοῦ ἐκείνου τῷ Ἐρεπλικῷ ἐν τοῖς Φυτοῖς. Πάλιν δὲ, ἀνευ μὲν τῷ ἄλλῳ τῶν ἄλλων αἰσθητικῶν ἑκείνα ὑπάρχουσα ἀφὶ δὲ ἀνευ τῶν ἄλλων ὑπάρχουσα πολλὰ γὰρ τῶν καλῶν ἑκτὸς ὑπὸ ἑκτὸς ἕκτος ἔστιν, ἐκτὸς ἐκείνου ἐκείνου καί τῶν αἰσθητικῶν τὰ μὲν ἑκείνα τὸ κατὰ τότον κυκτικόν, τα δὲ ἑκτὸς τοῖς τελευταῖοι ὑπὸ ἐκτὸς ἐκείνου ἔκχωσι, λογισμῷ δὲ διάνοιαν οἷς μὲν γὰρ ὑπάρχουσα λογισμῶς τῶν Θεωρήσεων, τοῖς ἑκτὸς ἐκτὸς τοῖς ἐκείνους ἐκείνους, πᾶσι λογισμῶς,

—ἂλλα τοῖς μὲν ὑπὸ Φαντασία, τα δὲ ταύτη μόνον ζωῆς—Without the Nutritive Power there is no Sensitive; but then the Nutritive is separated from the Sensitive in Plants. Again, without Touch there can be none of the other Sensations, but there may be Touch without any of the rest; for thus are there many Animals, which have neither Sight, nor Hearing, nor even a Sensation of Smells. Farther still, of the Sensitive Beings some possess the Locomotive Power, and others possess it not: the last...
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Perception; and Perception we have now found to be the Cause of all Spontaneous Impulse.

Order of Beings, and those the fewest in number, are those, which possess the Powers of Reasoning and Discussion: and among the mortal and perishable Beings those, who possess these Powers, possess all the remaining Species; but those, who possess any one of these Powers in particular, do not all of them therefore possess the Reasoning Power, but some of them want even the Power of Phantasy or Imagination; others of them conduct themselves and live by that [inferior Power] alone. Arist. de Anim. 1. ii. c. 3. p. 28. Edit. Sylb. See before, p. 166, Note (g).

It must be here observed, that Plants are said to Live (ζηύ) tho' not to be Animals (ζώδ); the Character of Animal being derived from the Power of Sensation, of which Plants are supposed destitute; while that of Life appertains to them, because they grow, and produce each of them Seed after their kind.

These different Powers, as they stand united in one subject, may be better comprehended, by marking their clear and distinct character, when they exist apart, in different Subjects.

(o) The preceding Speculations have respect to the threefold Division of the Soul, adopted by the Pythagoreans and Platonics, by which they made it to be Rational, Irascible, and Concupiscible, and called it's
We must remember however that 'tis not Perception simply, which causes such Impulse; but 'tis Perception of Want within, and of adequate Good without; and that as this Good is sometimes an object of Sense, sometimes of Intellect, sometimes a mistaken Good, at other times a real one, (in as much as Sensation is fallible, and Reason may be deceived) so the whole amounts to this; the Cause of Spontaneous Impulse is the Perception of absent Good, and that either sensible or intelligible, either real or apparent (p).

After this manner we perceive one of the most important Unions; the Union

three Faculties Ἀγάπη, Θυμός, and Ἐνθυμία, Reason, Anger, and Concupiscence or Appetite. See Diog. Laert. iii. 90. Plato's Republic is founded on this Division.

(p) See Vol. the First, Treatise on Happiness, and Notes on the same, pages 212, 246, 334, 356.
of those two capital Motions, the Physical and the Metaphysical. The Soul perceives those Goods, which it is conscious that the Animal wants. Hence an Impulse to obtain them by employing the Organs of the Body; and this, as far as the Soul only is concerned, we call Motion Metaphysical. Hence the bodily Organs actually are employed, and this we call Motion Physical. Perception leads the way; Spontaneous Impulse follows; and the Body supplies the place of an Instrument or Tool (q).

As

(q) — οὕτως μὴν ἐν ἑνὶ τὸ κινεῖσθαι ἢ ἔργαλειν τὰ ζῷα ὁρμῶσι, τὴς μὲν ἐξάτης αἰτίας τὸ κινεῖσθαι δρᾶτος ἀγαθόν, ταύτης δὲ γυνομεῖν ἢ δ᾽ αἰσθήσεως, ἢ διὰ Φαντασίας ἢ νοόποις—And thus it is, that ANIMALS proceed to move themselves and act, a DESIRE being the last and immediate Cause of their moving, and this Desire being occasioned either by SENSATION, or else by IMAGINATION and INTELLECT. Aris. de Animal. Motu. c. vii. p. 155. Edit. Sylb.

Τὰ μὲν γὰρ ὄργανα μὲν ἐν ὑπατευκατοθι ἐπιτη- δεῖος τὰ ὁλίθια, ἢ δὲ ὀρείχας τὰ ὁλίθια, τὴν δὲ ὀρείχαν ἢ

Φαντασία.
As every animal Motion has a view to Good, so, if it miss that Good, the Motion ceases, and the Animal is left discontented: if it obtain it, the Animal is happy, but then too the Motion ceases; for the End is obtained, to which the Motion tended. And thus is all animal Motion in its Nature finite, as it has a Beginning and an End; as it begins from the Want of Good, and ends in its Acquisition. Hence too as it ends where it begins, it bears an analogy to Motion circular, where we run a complete round, 

Φαντασίαν ἀυτὴν δὲ γίνεται ἡ διὰ νοσεως, ἡ δὲ αἰσθησεως.—The Corporeal Feelings prepare in a proper manner the Organic Parts of the Body; Desire prepares those Feelings; that Desire is prepared by some Fancy or Appearance; and this last arises either thro' Intellection or Sensation. Bjufd. l. c. 8. p. 157. Edit. Sylb.

If it be asked why nothing has been said concerning Aversion and Evil, as well as concerning Volition and Good; the Answer is, that to fly Evil is to seek Good; and to escape Evil is to obtain Good; so that in the present inquiry they are both included.
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by returning to the point whence we began.

'Tis no-unentertaining Speculation to attend to these internal Motions, as they arise from the different prevalence of their different internal Causes. Within the Soul of Man there are Passions, and a Principle of Reason: sometimes the internal Motion arises from many Passions at once, and the Soul is like a Sea when agitated by contrary Winds.

æstuat ingens
Imo in corde pudor, mixtoque insania luctu (r).

Here the Motion is tempestuous, and Reason during the Storm appears to be overwhelmed. At other times the interposes, but without success; and in such case the Motion is equally turbid and ir-

(r) Æn. x. 870.
regular. Thus Medea, when she is about to murder her children:

Καὶ μανθάνω μὲν, οἷα δρέψαν μέλλω κακά;
Θυμὸς δὲ κρείττων τῶν ἐμῶν βελευμάτων (s).

I know the mischiefs, that I soon shall act,
But Passion over-rules my better thoughts.

There are times too, when Reason acts with greater success, and when the Motion becomes of course more placid and serene. But whenever she is so far able to establish her authority, as to have the Passions obey her uniformly without murmuring or opposition, then follows that orderly, that fair and equal Motion, by which the Stoics represented even Happiness itself, and elegantly called it the Well-flowing of life (t).

---


(t) "Εὐφοιξίς"—See Diog. Laert. vii. 88.—Hinc intellecsta est illa beata vita, secundo defluens cursu. See nec. Epist. 120. See also of this Treatise, p. 261, 262.

Besides,
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Besides the well-flowing here mentioned, which is of a kind purely moral, there is another highly valuable, which is of a kind purely intellectual. It is under this Motion, that the Man of Speculation passes, thro' the road of Syllogism, from the simplest Truths to the most complicated Theorems.

And here it may be remarked, that as pure and original Truth is the Object of our most excellent Volition (it being all that we seek, considered as Beings intelligent), so is it as strictly and properly the Object of our most excellent Perception; there being no perceptive Power, but our Intellect alone, that can reach it. 'Tis here then we behold the meaning of an antient and important Doctrine, that the primary Objects of Perception and of Volition are the same (u).

(u) Τὸ ὙΠΕΚΤΩΝ ἔτο ΝΟΗΤΟΝ χινε, ἡ κι-
νεμενου' τώτων ὃ ΤΑ ΠΡΩΤΑ, ΤΑ ΑΤΤΑ—The
Desirable
Tis hence also we may learn, that not only all good is truth (as there can be none such without a reason, from which it is so denominated), but also that all truth is good, as it is the sole pursuit of the contemplative, the natural object of their wants, equally as honours are to the ambitious, or as banquets to the luxurious. (x).  

Having

Desirable and the intelligible move, without being moved; and of these two genera those objects, that are highest and first, are the same. Arist. Metaph. A. ζ. p. 202. Edit. Sylb.

When a theorem of Archimedes moves within us a desire to understand it; or when, being understood, it raises within us our necessary assent: we do not conceive the theorem itself to be moved, either by the desire, or by the assent, as the horses are moved, that give motion to the waggon, or the waggon moved, that gives motion to it's load.

(x) Tho' we seldom hear of goods in our common intercourse with mankind, but what have reference to the body, or at best to the lower affections; yet has the highest faculty of the soul a peculiar good, as much as the other faculties have, from
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Having said thus much concerning Perception, and that highest Species of animal Impulse, I mean Volition, it must not be forgot, that there are other internal Motions of a very different character, where both Perception and Spontaneous Impulse are in a manner unconcerned.

Within every Animal there is an innate and active Power, which ceases not it's work, when Sense and Appetite are asleep; which, without any conscious co-operation of the Animal itself, carries it from an Embryo or Seed to the maturity of it's proper Form. Now so far this Power may be called a Principle of Motion. At Maturity it stops (for were

from the intellectual Possession of which Good it seeks Felicity and Peace.

I loved her (says the wise Man, speaking of Wisdom; and what is Wisdom, but the most exalted Truth?) I loved her above Health and Beauty, and chose to have her instead of Light: for the Light, that cometh from her, never goeth out. Wisd. vii. 10.
the progress infinite, there could be no Maturity at all); and so far it may be called a Principle of Cessation or Rest (y). From this point of Rest it deserts the Being gradually, and in consequence of such desertion the Being gradually decays.

(y) Speaking of the difference between the Operation of the Elements and mere Matter, and that of Nature, and an internal Principle, the Stagirite observes—Τῶν δὲ φύσει συνεχώτερο τέρας ἐστὶν λόγῳ μεγίθες νὰ αὐξῆσει τὰῦτα δὲ ψυχῆς, ἀλλ' ἐ σωφρος, ἢ λόγῳ μαλλον ἢ ἤλεον—As to things, which derive their Constitution from Nature, there is a Bound and Proportion in their Magnitude and Growth; and these proceed from their Soul, not from the Element of Fire; and are caused rather by Reason, than by Matter. De An. ii. 4. p. 30. Edit. Syllb.—And, not long before, describing a Physical or natural Substance, he makes it to be something ἔχοντὸς ἀρχῆν κινήσεως καὶ σάσεως ἐν αὐτῷ, which possesse within itself a Principle of Motion and of Rest. De An. ii. 1. p. 23. Edit. Syllb.

'Tis by this Principle that the Magnitude of the Thistle, the Oak, the Bee, the Elephant, and every other natural Production, whether animal or vegetable, is to a certain degree circumscribed and limited; and when that Limit either fails or exceeds in a conspicuous manner, the Being becomes a Monster. See Vol. I. p. 295, Note xviii.
As the Local Motion of Animals is derived from Sense, and spontaneous Impulse; so from the Principle, just described, are derived their other Motions: from it's Activity, their Generation, their Augmentation, and Change to better; from it's Cessation, their Change to worse, their Diminution, and lastly Death *. 'Tis this is that internal Principle, which descends from Animals even to Vegetables; and which, as these last possess no other, is commonly called Vegetative Life, tho' sometimes it is denoted by the more obvious Name of Nature (a).

(z) Georg. iii. 67, 68.
* See before, p. 384 to p. 389.
(a) See the Definition of Nature in Volume the First, among the Notes on the first Treatise, p. 257, and more fully in the addition to Note 3, p. 282.
We must remember however, that while we speak of Motion here, we mean the invisible Cause, not the visible Effects; for these are purely physical, and belong to another Speculation. After the same manner are we to speak of those other

The Vegetative Life here mentioned is sometimes called ψυχή φυτική, sometimes ζωή ψυχή, and at other times δημητρικόν, the Nutritive Principle; that Principle, which, passing thro' Plants, as well as Animals, never ceases to nourish and support them, thro' the period of their existence—αἱ γὰρ ἐνεργεῖ ἡ φυτικὴ ψυχὴ—ἡ μάλλον ἐν τοῖς ὑπνοισ, ἐνθα ἀι λοιπαὶ τῆς ψυχῆς δυνάμεις ἡμεῖσι: τότε γὰρ μάλιστα αἱ ψυχὶς—The Vegetative Soul energizes at all times, and more during Sleep, when the other Powers are at rest; and therefore 'tis then mostly are performed the Digestions. Philop. in Arist. de An. 1. ii.—Τὸ ἐξού τὸ αὐτὸ ποιεῖ τὸ φυτικὸ μόριον ἐν τῷ καθότιν μᾶλλον ἦ ἐν τῷ ἑπεξεργάζοντα τρέφεται γὰρ ἡ αὐξάνεται τότε μᾶλλον ὡς ὅτε προσεῖμενα πρὸς ταῦτα τῆς αἰσθήσεως.—The nutritive part of the Soul performs its Work in Sleeping, more than in Waking; for then, more than at any other time, are Animals nourished and enlarged in bulk, as they have no need of Sensation for these purposes. Aristot. de Somno, cap. 1. sub fin. See before, p. 104.
motive Powers, the Powers of Magnetism and Electricity; the visible Motions, which they produce, being of a Species merely Physical, but the Cause of these Motions lying itself totally concealed. Whether then we suppose it a Species of inferior Life, and say with Thales, that the Magnet and the Amber are animated (b); or whether we content ourselves with calling it an internal active Quality (occult we must not call it, for that is now forbidden) we may safely pronounce it a Quality, which, tho' we

(b) This Opinion of Thales concerning the Magnet's having a Soul, because it moved Iron (ψυχῆν ἔχει τοῦ σίδηρος κινεῖ) may be found in Aris. de Anth. i. c. 2. p. 7.

Philoponus, in his Comment on this Passage, gives us from Thales the following Sentiment, which, tho' not immediately to our purpose, we have transcribed for it's importance—ἐλευθήσατο ἡ Προφοσία μέχρι τῶν ἰτατων δινικεί, κε ἐκ τοῦ αὐτοῦ λαθαίης εἴδε το ἐλέχατον—He used to say that Providence extends to the lowest of all Beings, and that nothing is hid from it, no not even that which is most minute. See before, p. 130.
are sure of its existence, is not otherwise comprehensible, than by reference to its effects; as we know Homer, who is out of Sight, by his Iliad, which lies before us.

There is yet another motive Principle, far greater in local extent than all yet mentioned; I mean that, by which not only every Atom of this our Earth has its proper tendency, but by which even Planets, Satellites, and Comets, describe their Orbits.

Astronomers will inform us as to the force of Motion here, and how much on it's due Order depends this immense Universe.

The best of ancient Philosophers, when they saw so many inferior Motions not to be performed without Counsel or Design, could not think of imputing such superior ones to the efficacy of blind Chance;
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Chance; and therefore, whatever they might conceive of the immediate Cause (call it Gravitation or Attraction, or by any other name) they justly supposed the primary Cause to be a Principle of Intellection:

— totam infusa per artus
Mens agitat molem— (c).

They indeed so far considered Mind to be the Source of all Motion, that 'twas thro' its Motive Powers, that they distinguished it from Body; which last was no more than a passive Subject, possessing nothing motive within itself, but deriving all it's Motions from something else.

'Twas hence too that they inferred the Immortality of the Soul.— They reasoned thus.—" Vital Motion may

(c) ΑΕν. vi. 727.

"forsake
"forsake the Body, because to the Body 'tis not an Essential; and in such case the 'Body is said to die. But Vital Motion cannot forsake the Soul, because to the Soul 'tis an Essential, and 'tis not possible that any thing should be forsaken by itself (d)." But this by way of digression.

(d) — Quod autem motum adfert aliqui, quodque ipsum agitatur alicundae, quando finem habet motus, vivendi finem habeat necesse est. Solum igitur, quod seipsum movet, quia nunquam deseritur a se, nunquam ne moveri quidem definit. Quinetiam, &c. Cíc. Tuscul. Disp. i. 23.

The whole Passage, which is rather too long to transcribe, is the Translation of an Argument, taken from Plato's Phædrus.—Τὸ δὲ ἄλλο κινεῖ, κἂ ὑπ' ἄλλῳ κινέμαν, κ. τ. λ. Plat. Edit. Ficini. p. 1221. B.

See Macrobius in Somn. Scipionis, c. 13.

Cicero has used the same Argument in his Tract de Senectute.—Cumque semper agitetur Animus, nec principium motus habeat, quia se ipse moveat, ne finem quidem habiturum esse motus, quia nunquam se ipse sit relicturus—C. 21.

Quintilian has brought the Argument into the Form of a Syllogism.—Quicquid ex seipso movetur, immortale est: Anima autem ex seipso movetur: immortalis igitur est Anima. Inß. Orat. V. 14.
As to the rise and duration of Motion, the founder of the Peripatetic Sect thus states the Question. "Was "Motion (says he) ever generated without existing before; and is it ever again so destroyed, that there is nothing moved; or was it neither generated, nor is destroyed, but ever was, and will be; something appertaining to Beings, which "is immortal and unceasing; a kind of "Life, as it were, to all things that exist "by the power of Nature (e)"?

Those, who meditate an answer to these Queries, will remember that Motion is co-eval with the Universe, since we learn that, in its first and earliest æra, the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters*. They will remember too that Motion is as old as Time, and their


* Genesis chap. i.
Coexistence so necessary, it is not possible to suppose the one, without supposing the other.

And thus, having before considered Physical Motion, have we now considered what may be called Metaphysical, or (if I may use the expression) Causative Motion; including under this name every Animating Power, whether rational or irrational, which, though different from Body, acts upon Body, causing it to live, to grow, and move itself and other Bodies. These animating Powers are only known from their Effects, as the Painter's Art is known from his Pictures. And hence, as 'tis the Effect, which leads us to recognise the Cause, hence these animating Powers, tho' prior in existence to Physical Effects, are necessarily subsequent in human Contemplation, and are thence, and thence only called Metaphysical (f).

(f) See 409, 451, 483. As to the character and subordination of the several Animating Powers, see before p. 421, 422. and so on to p. 438. as well in the Text, as in the Notes. See also Chapter the Sixth.
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And now, having done with Motion, we must take some notice of Rest. (Chap. XVII.

The most obvious Species of Rest is that opposed to the most obvious Species of Motion; such for example as the Cessation of Gales, after they have been fresh and blowing:

*Ingrato celeres obruit OTIO Ventos* —— (g).

—the Cessation of Billows, after they have been loud and tempestuous—

Silence, ye troubled Waves, and thou Deep, Peace (h).

But

---

(g) Horat. Od. 1. i. 16.
(h) Par. Loff, vii. 216.

Both these Species of Rest are denoted in English by the common name of CALM. The Greeks, with their usual precision, have given a different Name to each: the first, that is the Wind-Calm, they call Νηώμαι, and define it Ῥήμια ἐν ἀληθείᾳ αἰσθήσεως. 

TRAN-
Chap. XVII.

But 'tis expedient to be more particular.—The two instances of Rest, that we have alleged, are of Motion purely local. So is it, when the flight of an Arrow is spent; when a Bowl, that has been running, stops. But Rest is also connected with the other Species of Motion. The Cessation of Growth is Maturity; of the Vital Energies, is Death.

So too with respect to the higher faculties of the Soul, Sense and Reason.

Tranquillity in a quantity of Air; the second, that is the Sea-Calm, they call Ταλάντα, and define it Ὄμαλότας Ἐκλάντας, Eveness in the Sea's Surface. These definitions are of Archytas, and may be found in Arisotle's Metaph. p. 136. Edit. Sylb.

Plato has brought the two terms together, in those harmonious Lines, delivered by Agatho in the Banquet—

Εἴσον μὲν ἐν ἀνθρώπωις, ἔνελάγει δὲ ΤΑΛΑΝΗΣ, ΝΗΝΕΜΙΑΝ ἀνίμων, κοίταν ὑπ' τ' ἐν κήδει.

See Platon. Symp. p. 1190, Edit. Fic. See also the learned and ingenious Translation of Mr. Sydenham, p. 118.

The
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The Rest of the sensitive Powers, after the labours of the day, is Sleep:

Dulcis et alta Quies, placidaeque simil-lima Morti (i).

The Rest of the Passions, after having been agitated, is COMPOSiRE and Equa-NiMiTY; the Rest of the deliberative and reasoning Powers, after sedulous Investi-gation, is the Discovery of the thing fought, or rather the AcQUiESCEENCE IN TRUTH discovered, either real or apparent, either practical or speculative.

And hence, in the last mode of Rest, or Acquiescence, the rise of our English Phrase, I am fixt; and of the Latin Phrase, Stat:

Stat conferre manum—(k).

(i) En. vi. 522.—See before, Hermes, p. 52, and of this Volume, p. 336, 337.
(k) En. xii. 678.

The incomparable Sanctius in his Minerva gives the following excellent explanation of this Passage. Quam-
diu
Hence *Science* in Greek is called ΕΠΙ-ΣΤΗΜΗ, every Theorem being as it were a *Resting Place*, at which the man of Science fops (1).

Lastly, there is a *Rest* of all the most interesting to mankind, I mean *Peace*, that happy *Rest*, which follows the Trepidations and Ravages of *War*.

And now having done with *Rest*, let us bring the whole to a conclusion.

---


In Perizonius's Note upon this part of Sanftius, it appears that *Sedet* is used in the same signification, and for the same reasons. See the Note following.

(1) — ετι δε σε δα δονης δοικεν δειμωνει τωι, κα ΕΠΙΣΤΑΣΕΙ μαλλον δα κινητει—Intellection appears to resemble a certain Resting and Standing still, rather than a Motion. *De An.* 1. i. c. 3. See Hermes, p. 368, where this Etymology is treated of more at large.
We have said already, that the Cause of all Animal Motion is Good, either real or apparent. It is a farther Requisite, that it should be Good, which is wanting; Good at a distance: for were it present, the Motion would then be superfluous. Thus we see the meaning of the Philosophical Critic, Scaliger: Motio

tionis enim Appetentia Causa est; Appetentiam, Privatio (m): The Cause of Motion is Appetition; of Appetition, is Privation. 'Tis to this Privation or Want, that the Wisdom of all Ages has imputed Industry, Perseverance, and the Invention of Arts and Sciences.

This, in Virgil, is the—

duris urge ns in rebus Egestas (n).

(m) Scalig. de Causis Ling. Lat. c. 114.
(n) Geor. i. 146. See Vol. first, p. 257, p. 273.
To this alludes Epicharmus, the Poet and Philosopher:

\[ \tau\nu \ \varpi\nu\nu \]
\[ \Pi\nu\lambda\nu\nu \ \eta\nu\nu \ \varpi\nu\tau\nu \ \gamma\nu\delta \ \tau' \ \alpha\lambda\theta' \ \iota \ \Theta\nu\iota \ (o). \]

The Gods
Sell us all Goods at Labour's painful price.

To this alludes the Scripture, at Man's earliest period,—*In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread* (p).

But tho' Want be thus essential to set Man, and not only Man, but all animal Nature, in Motion, yet is Want itself an Imperfection; and to be in Want is to be imperfect. And hence it follows, that true Greatness, or Superiority of Nature, consists not in having many Wants, even tho' we can find means to get them gratified;

(o) Xenoph., Mem. l. ii. c. i.
(p) Gen. iii. 19.
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gratified; but in having as few as possible, and those within the compass of our own abilities.

'Tis to this Doctrine that Virgil nobly alludes, when he makes Evander with an heroic dignity receive Eneas, not at the gates of a proud Palace, but at the Door of an humble Cottage:

Ut ventum ad sedes, hæc, inquit, limina victor
Alcides subiit; hæc illum regia cepit:
Aude, hospes, contemnere opes, et tæ quoque dignum
Finge Deo; rebusque veni non asper egenis (q).

Conformable to the same way of thinking is what Socrates says to Antipho in Xenophon: "You seem (says he) O Antipho, to be one of those, who imagine

(q) Æn. viii. 362.
"Happiness to be Luxury and Expense.

"But I for my part esteem the wanting of nothing, to be Divine; and the wanting of as little as possible, to come nearest to the Divinity; and, as the Divinity is most excellent, so the being nearest to the Divinity is the being nearest to the most excellent (r)."

Aristotle seems to have followed his old Master (for such was Socrates), with respect to this Sentiment. "To that Being, (says he) which is in the most excellent State, Happiness appears to appertain without Action at all; to the Being nearest to the most perfect, thro' a small and

(r) "Εοικας, ὡ 'Ἀντιφῶν, τὴν εὐθαμοίαν οἰωνίως προφῆν ἥ πολυτέλειαν εἶναι" ἵνα δὲ νομίζω τὸ μὲν μηδενὸς δεῖσθαι, Θεῖου εἶναι, τὸ δὲ ὡς ἐλαχίστως, ἐγινύτατω τῷ Θείῳ ἢ τὸ μὲν Θείου, κράτισον, τὸ δὲ ἐγινύτατω τῷ Θείῳ, ἐγινύτατῳ τῷ κρατίσῳ. Xenoph. Mem. 1. i. c. 6. Seft. 10.

"SINGLE
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"SINGLE ACTION; to those the most "remote, thro' Actions many and "various (s)." He soon after subjoins the reason, why the most excellent Being has no need of Action. "It has (says he) "within itself the final Cause," that is to say, perfect Happiness: but Action always exists in two, when there is both a final Cause, and a Power to obtain it, each of them separate, and detached from one another (t).

And


(t) Τῷ δ' ὡς ἀξίων ἦσον ὑπάρχειν, ἐστὶ γὰρ εἰν αὐτῷ τῷ ἐνεκα. ή δὲ τὸ τὸ τῶν ἐνεπετάτα, διὰ τὸ τῷ τῶν ἐνεπετάτα. Ἑβίδ.

The following Remark may perhaps explain this Sentiment, if it should appear obscure.

When a Being finds its Good fully and wholly within itself, then, itself and it's Good being ONE, it finds no Cause
And hence perhaps we may be able to discern, why Immobility should be a peculiar Attribute to the Supreme and Divine Nature, in contradistinction to all other Beings, endued with Powers of Perception. To Him therefore

Cause of Motion, to seek that, which it possesses already. Such Being therefore, from it's very nature, is Immovable.

But when a Being and it's Good are separate, here, as they necessarily are Two, the distant Good, by being perceived, becomes a Final Cause of Motion, and thus awakens within the Being a certain Desire, of which Desire Motion is the natural Consequence. Such Being therefore by its nature is Moveable.

Ammonius, in the following Quotation, appears to have had this Doctrine and these Passages of Aristotle in his view.

"Οσα γὰρ πλείονα τῶν δειται, πλείονας κινήσεις κινητὲς τὰ ἐδώθεσα, ἐλικωκινητὰ σέμελει τὸ Θεῖον, ἀνείδες δὲν, γὰρ ὁμοῦ οἰκον ἀκινητοῦ—All such Beings, as are in want of many things, are moved in many Motions; those, who have few Wants, have few Motions; but the Divinity, being without Wants, is therefore perfectly Immoveable. Ammon, in Præd. 144. B. 145.
are no Wants, nothing absent which is Good, being himself the very Essence of pure Perfection and Goodness (u).

And so much for that Motion which, tho' subsequent in contemplation to the Physical (x), and thence called Metaphysical, is yet truly prior to it in the real order of Beings, because it appertains to the First Philosophy. So much also for the Theory of Motion.

(u) See before, p. 161, 162.
(x) See before, p. 409.
Conclusion—Utilities deducible from the Theory of these Arrangements—Recapitulation.

And thus having finished the Doctrine of these Philosophical Arrangements, or, in other words, of Categories, Predicaments, Comprehensive or Universal Genera, (for we have called them indifferently by every one of these names) together with such Speculations both previous and subsequent (a), as were either requisite to explain the Subject, or else naturally arose out of it; we imagine the Utilities of this knowledge will be obvious to everyone, who has studied it with impartiality.

(a) See before, p. 35, 36, 36c, 361, and below, p. 464.
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itability, and has aimed to know, what it really is.

In the first place, as we have usually begun the consideration of each ARRANGEMENT from Speculations respecting Body, and have thence made a Transition to others respecting Mind; we may hence mark the Connection between these TWO GREAT PRINCIPLES, which stand related to each other, as the SUBJECT and its EFFICIENT CAUSE, and in virtue of that Relation may be said to run thro' all things (b).

Again, our Mind, by this orderly and comprehensive Theory, becoming furnished, like a good Library, with proper Cells or Apartments, we know where to place our Ideas both of Being and it's Attributes, and where to look for them again, when we have occasion to call

(b) See before, p. 34.
them forth. Without some **Arrangement** of this sort, the Mind is so far from increasing in Knowledge by the Acquisition of *new* Ideas, that, while it increases the **Number** of these, it does but increase its own **Perplexity**. It is no longer a Library well regulated, but a Library crowded and confused.

--- ubi multa supersunt,  
*Et dominum fallunt* ——— (c).

**Again,** as these **Arrangements** have a necessary Connection with the *whole* of **Existence*; with all **Being** or **Substance** on one hand, with every possible **Accident** or **Attribute** on the other: it follows of course that so **general** a Speculation must have naturally introduced many others; Speculations, not merely **Logical**, but extending to **Physics**, to **Ethics**, and even to the **First**

(c) *Horat. Epist.* 1. i. 6.
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Philosophy (d). The Reader from these incidental Theorems (if the Author has succeeded in his endeavours to represent them) will have a taste how the Ancients wrote, when they reasoned upon these Subjects, and may gratify his curiosity (if he please) by comparing them with the Moderns.

It was not from an ostentatious wish to fill his page with Quotations, that the Author has made such frequent and copious extracts from other Authors. He flatters himself, that by this he has not only given authority to the Sentiments, but relieved also a Subject, in itself rather severe. From the Writers alleged, both ancient and modern, the Reader will perceive, how important and respectable these Authorities are. He will perceive too, that, in the wide regions of Being, some Sages having cultivated one part, (d) See before, p. 16.

Gg 4 and
and some another, the Labours of Ancients and Moderns have been often different, when not hostile; often various, when not contradictory; and that, among the valuable discoveries of later periods, there are many so far from clashing with the ancient doctrines here advanced, that they coincide as amicably, as a Chillingworth and an Addison in the same Library; a Raphael and a Claude in the same Gallery.

It is not without precedents, that he has adopted this manner of Citation. It was adopted by Aristotle long ago in his Rhetoric and his Poetics. Aristotle was followed by those able Critics, Demetrius, Quintilian, and Longinus. Chrysippus, the Philosopher, so much approved the method, that in a single Tract he inserted nearly the whole of that celebrated Tragedy, the Medea of Euripides: so that a person, who was perusing the Tract, being asked what he was reading, replied
ARRANGEMENTS.

replied pleasantly, 'Twas the Medea of Chrysippus (e). Cicero has enriched his philosophic Treatises with many choice morsels both from Greek and Roman Writers; and this he does, not only approving the practice himself, but justifying it by the practice of the Philosophers then at Athens, among whom he names Dionysius the Stoic, and Philo the Academic (f). Seneca and Plutarch both pursued the same plan, the latter more particularly in his moral Compositions. To these may be added, tho' of a baser age, my own learned Countryman, John of Salisbury (g), who, having perused and studied

(e) Diog. Laert. 1. vii. § 180.
(f) Tusc. Disput. 1. ii. § 10.
(g) This extraordinary Man flourished in the reign of Henry the second, and was therefore of Old Salisbury, not of New Salisbury, which was not founded till the reign of Henry the third. John (of whom we write) having had the best Education of the time, and being not only a Genius, but intimate with the most eminent Men, in particular with Pope Adrian (who
stayed most of the Latin Classics, appears to have decorated every part of his Works with splendid fragments, extracted out of them. Two later Writers of Genius have done the same in the narrative of their Travels; Sandys at the beginning of the last Century, and Addison at the beginning of the present.

And so much by way of Apology for the Author himself. But he has a farther Wish in this exhibition of capital Writers; a Wish to persuade his Readers, of what he has been long persuaded himself, that every thing really elegant, or sublime in composition, is ultimately referable to the Principles of a sound Logic; that those Principles, when Readers little think of them, have still a latent

(who was himself an Englishman) became at length a Bishop, and died in the year 1182. See Fabricius in his Biblioth. Lat. v. ii. p. 368, and in his Biblioth. Med. et Infin. atat. See also Cave's Histor. Literar. v. ii. p. 243.
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force, and may be traced, if fought after, even in the politest of Writers *.

By reasoning of this kind he would establish an important Union; the Union he means between Taste and Truth. 'Tis this is that splendid Union, which produced the Classicks of pure Antiquity; which produced, in times less remote, the Classicks of modern days; and which those, who now write, ought to cultivate with attention, if they have a wish to survive in the estimation of posterity.

Taste is, in fact, but a Species of inferior Truth. 'Tis the Truth of Elegance, of Decoration, and of Grace; which, as all Truth is similar and congenial, coincides as it were spontaneously with the more severe and logical; but which, whenever destitute of that more solid support, resembles some fair but languid

* See the numerous Quotations thro' every part of this Treatise.
Body; a Body, specious in feature, but deficient as to nerve; a Body, where we seek in vain for that natural and just perfection, which arises from the pleasing harmony of Strength and Beauty associated.

Recommending an earnest Attention to this Union, we resume our Subject by observing, that 'tis in contemplating these orderly, these comprehensive Arrangements (h), we may see whence the subordinate

(h) There are few Theories so great, so comprehensive, and so various, as the Theory of these Predicaments, or Philosophical Arrangements.

The Ancients had many methods of representing Works of such a diversified and miscellaneous character.

Fruits of various kinds, promiscuously blended, used to be presented in a Dish, as an offering to Ceres. This Dish, so filled, they called Lanx Satura; and hence Lanx Satura, or rather Satura, or Satira alone (Lanx being understood) came to signify by metaphor a miscellaneous writing; such as were the Compositions of Lucilius, Horace, Persius, Juvenal, and others.

A Satire
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ordinate Sciences and Arts all arise: History, natural and civil, out of Substance;

A Satire in this sense did not mean Sarcasm, Calumny, or personal Abuse; it meant no more than a Writing, where the Subject was various and diversified, such as Juvenal well describes it, when he speaks of his own works:

Quicquid agunt homines, nostri est FARRAGO libelli.

Again, we all know that Groves and Forests are diversified with Trees; with Trees of various Figures, Magnitudes, and Species; and hence it was that Statius called his miscellany Collections of Poems by the name of SILVÆ.

Now it was from these ideas that Mr. Stuart, with his usual Taste and Classical Elegance, has designed the Frontispiece, which adorns this Volume.

We there behold a Temple of the Tuscan Order, dedicated to Ceres; to which Goddess a Roman of distinction, with proper attendants about him, is making an offering of the Lanx Satura, or Dish of promiscuous Fruits. Behind we see a Grove, which, besides the propriety of being an usual place for Temples, has a fine effect in forming the back-ground of the Piece.

The Lanx Satura and the Grove equally contribute to denote the Miscellaneous Character of these Philosophical Arrangements.

This Account of the Lanx Satura is taken from Diomedes the Grammarian, and may be found in the Preface.
Every Art and every Science being thus referred to its proper Principle, we shall be enabled with sufficient accuracy to adjust their comparative value (k), by comparing the several Principles, from which they severally flow. Thus shall we be saved from absurdly overprizing a single Art, or a single Science, and from

Preface of Dacier to his Translation of Horace's Satires, and in the same Preface, prefixed also to the Satires of the Delphin Horace.

(k) See before, p. 34, 35.
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treating all the rest with a sort of insolent contempt; advantages so little to be expected from any Knowledge less extensive, that, on the contrary, the more deeply knowing Men may be in a single Subject alone, the more likely are they to fall into such narrow and illiberal Sentiments.

It is indeed no wonder in such case, that mistakes should arise, since those, who reason thus, be they as accurate as may be in their own particular Science, will be found to reason about one thing, which they know, and about many, of which they are ignorant; and how from Reasoners such as these, so inadequately prepared, can we expect either an exact, or an impartial Estimate?

And thus much at present for the Speculation concerning Predicaments, or Philosophical Arrangements; in the treating of which, we have considered in the
PHILOSOPHICAL, &c.

Chap. XVIII. the Beginning (l) such matters as were necessarily previous; in the Middle (m) we have considered the ARRANGEMENTS themselves; and, in the End (n), various matters, naturally arising out of them, or which have incidentally occurred during the time of their being discussed.

And thus this Part of Logical Speculation appears to be finished.

(l) See Chapter the first and second.

(m) See from Chapter the third to Chapter the fourteenth inclusive.

(n) See from Chapter the fifteenth to the Conclusion.

THE END.
ADDITIONAL NOTES.

Page 2.—So eager was Cato for Knowledge, &c.] Thus Cicero describes him—quippe qui, ne reprehensionem quidem volgi inanem reformidans, in ipso curio soleret legere seep, dum Senatus cogeretur, nil operæ Reipublicæ detrabens.—De Fin. III. 2.—Where 'tis worth remarking, that Cato considered his Application to Literature as no way obstructing his Duty to the Commonwealth. The Stuidous character and the Political in Him were united.

Ibid.—The Patriot Brutus found time not only to study, but to compose a Treatise upon Virtue.] Thus the same Cicero—Placere enim tibi (Bruto scil.) admodum sensi, et ex eo libro quem ad me accuratissimè scripsisti, et ex multis sermonibus tuis, Virtutem ad beate vivendum si ipse esser contentam Tuscul. Disput. v. 1. And again,—provocatus gratissimo mihi libro, quem de Virtute scripsisti. De Fin. l. 3.

One or two short fragments of this Treatise of Brutus are preserved in Seneca, De Consolat. ad Helv. C. ix.

As to Pericles, Epaminondas, and the other great names mentioned in the same page with Cato and Brutus, see the note immediately following.
P. 5.—FOR THE SPLENDOR OF THEIR ACTIVE CHARACTER] The following authorities may serve to confirm the truth of this assertion.

In Plutarch's life of Pericles we read as follows—"Ο δὲ πλείστα Περικλεὶ συγγενόμενος, κ' μόλιςα περιθεὶς θλικον αυτῷ κ' φρόνημα δημαγωγίας ἐμπροθίσεον, ἐλως τε μετεφίσας κ' συνεξάρας το ἀξίωμα τῇ θυσί, 'Ἀνάξαγόρας ἤν ὁ Κλασομένιος, ὅς οί τότε ἀνθρωποι ΝΟΤΝ προσηυξενον. But he, who was most conversant with Pericles, and most contributed to give him a grandeur of mind, and to make his high spirit for governing the popular Assemblies more weighty and authoritative; in a word, who exalted his ideas, and raised at the same time the dignity of his behaviour: the person, who did this, was Anaxagoras, the Clazomenian, whom the people of that age used to call NOTΣ or MIND. Plut. in Vit. Periclis, p. 154. B. Edit. Xyland.

Plutarch soon after gives good reasons for this appellation of Anaxagoras, viz. his great abilities, and his being the first who made MIND or INTELLECT (in opposition to CHANCE) a Principle in the Formation and Government of the Universe.

The Words of Anaxagoras on this subject, though well known, are well worth citing—Πάντα χρηματα ἐν ὃμει εἶτε ΝΟΤΣ ἐλθὼν αὐτὰ δικυσίμησε. All things were BLENDED TOGETHER: then came MIND (or an Intelligent Principle) and gave them ARRANGEMENT. Dig. Laert. 11. 6.
Epaminondas, in his political capacity, was so great a man, that he raised his Country, the Commonwealth of Thebes, from a contemptible state to take the lead in Greece; a dignity which the Thebans had never known before, and which fell, upon his loss, never to rise again. The same man was a pattern in private life of every thing virtuous and amiable; so that Justin well remarks—sunt autem incertum, vir melior, an dux, esset.


As for Alexander the Great, we may form a judgment, what sort of Education his Father Philip wished him to have, from that curious Epistle which he wrote to Aristotle, upon Alexander's birth. It is in its character so simple and elegant, that we have given it entire, as preserved by Aulus Gellius:

Πριν ποτε Αισθητικός Χαίρειν.

"Ισθι μοι γελοντα πολλοιν τοις θεοις χαίρειν ἐχα, ἄχ γὰρ ἐπὶ τῇ γενέσει τὸ παιδὸς, ὡς ἐπὶ τῷ κατὰ τὴν σήν ἡλικίαν αὐτὸν γελονταί. ἔπειτα γὰρ αὐτὸν, ὧδε σύ τραφεύσα καὶ παιδεύσα, ἄξιον ἐστιν καὶ ἡμῶν, καὶ τῶν τῶν πραμάτων διαδοχῆς."

Hh 2  Phi-
Philip to Aristotle greeting.

Know that I have a Son born. On this account I am greatly thankful to the Gods, not so much for the birth of the child, as for his being born during your times: for I hope that by his being bred, and educated under you, he will become worthy of us, and worthy to succeed in the management of affairs. A. Gell. IX. 3.

What in fact this education was, we may learn not only from Alexander’s History, but from an observation of Plutarch, in answer to an objection, how Alexander could venture to attack such an immense power as the Persian with such contemptible forces of his own. Plutarch says, that no forces could be greater or fairer than the several accomplishments of Alexander’s Mind—and concludes, that he marched against the Persians with better supplies from his Preceptor Aristotle, than from his Father Philip.—πλείους παρὰ 'Αριστοτείχος τῇ κατηνθῇ, ἡ παρὰ διήλπτη τῇ πατρὸς ἀφορμάς ἵκων, διὰ εἰάνεν ἐπὶ Πέρσας. Plut. de Alex. Fort. p. 327. Edit. Xyland.

As for Scipio, the illustrious Conqueror of Carthage, we have this account of him and his Companion Polybius (to whom we may add also Panætius) from Velleius Paterculus—Scipio tam elegans liberalium studiorum, omnisque doctrinarum et auctor et admirator fuit, ut Polybiun Panætiumque, praecellentes ingenio viros, domi mistiæque secum habuerit. Neque enim quaquam nec Scipione elegantiis intervalla negotiorum otio dispunxit, semperque aut belli, aut pari servuit artibus; semperque inter arma et studia versatus, aut corpus periculis, aut animum disciplinis exercuit. Vell. Patr. Hist. L. I. p. 19 Edit. Lipsii.
During the campaigns of Scipio, Polybius attended him even in the time of Action or Engagement; as, for example, in that bold attempt, when Scipio, with Polybius and thirty Soldiers only, undermined one of the Gates of Carthage. See Ammian. Marcel. L. XXIV. 2.

During more quiet intervals Polybius did not forget the duties of a Friend, or the dignity of a Philosopher, but gave advice, and that suitable to the character which Scipio wished to support in the Commonwealth. Among other things he advised him (as Plutarch informs us) never to quit the Forum, or place of public resort, before he had made himself some Friend, who was intimately conversant in the conduct of his fellow-citizens—— μὴ πρῶτου εἰς α’ γορᾶς ἀπελθεῖν, ἡ φίλου τινὰ παίσκονθαι, σύνεχις δύνα τῶν πράξεων τῶν πολιτῶν. Plut. Sympofiac. L. III. p. 659. Edit Xyl.

To these instances we may add the peculiar regard which Caesar had for the Philosopher Aristoc and Pompey for the Philosopher Cratippus. Aelian well remarks on these two great Romans, that, they did not, because their power was great, despise those who had the power of doing them the greatest Services: ὃ γὰρ ἐπεὶ μέγα ἐδύναντο, ὑπερεξῆσθαι τῶν τα μέγασκ ἀντίς ὑποσθεν ὕσσος ὕσσος. Aelian. Var. Hisl. VII. 21.

In the same author, L. III. C. 17, there is an express dissertation on this subject, worthy of perusal, as being filled with examples both from the Grecian and Roman History.
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To these citations I shall add only one or two more.—
Et certè non tulit ullos hæc Civitates aut glorìa clariiores, aut 
authoritate graviores, aut humanitate politiores, P. Afri-
cano, C. Laelio, L. Furio, qui secum eruditissimos homines 
ex Graecìa palam semper habuerunt. Cic. de Orat. 11. 37.

In the same work, to prove the Union of the Philosophical character and the Political, we have the following testimony, taken from the history of those Sages, so much celebrated in antiquity, Pittacus, Bias, Solon, &c. Hi omnes, praeter Mile!sum Thalem, Civitatibus suis præfuerunt. De Orator, III. 34.

See also Cicero's tract titled Orator, Sect. 15. p. 137. Edir. Oxon. and the Phædrus of Plato, p. 1237, Edit. 
Ficini, in both which places the intimacy above-mentioned between Pericles and Anaxagoras is re-
corded, and the importance also of this intimacy, as to 
the weight it gave Pericles in the Commonwealth of 
Athens.

P. 55—-to the better Co-arrangement 
of, &c.] To the Quotations here given may be added 
the following one from Varro.

Pythagoras Samius ait omnium rerum initia esse 
Bina: ut finitum et infinitum, bonum et malum, vitam et 
mortem, diem et noctem; quare item duo, status et mutus. 
Quod sit aut agitur, Corpus: ubi agitatur, Locus: dum 
agitatur. Tempus: quod est in agitatu, Aërio. Quadripar-
titia magis sic obscuret: Corpus est, ut cursum: Locus, sta-
dium quâ currit: Tempus, hora quâ currit: Aërio, cursio. 
Quæ fit, ut omnia ferè sunt quadruplicate, et ea æterna; 
quæque neque unquam Tempus, quin fuerit Mutus, (eius enim 
inter-
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Pythagoras the Samian says that the Principles of all things are two and two, or double: as for example, Finite and Infinite, Good and Evil, Life and Death, Day and Night; and by the same rule, Rest and Motion. [In these last] that which rests or is agitated, is Body; the Where it is agitated, is Place; the Whilst it is agitated, is Time; and in the agitation itself we view the Action.

This fourfold Division will better appear as follows. Call Body, the Person who runs; call Place, the Course, over which he runs; call Time, the hour during which he runs; and let the Race or Running, be called the Action.

Now it happens, that almost all things are in this manner fourfold, and this fourfold Division is as it were eternal. The reason is, there never was Time, but there must have been Motion, (of which Time indeed is but the Interval;) nor Motion, but where there must have been Place and Body; (one of which is the thing moved; the other, that where it is moved;) nor Agitation, but where there must have been Action.

And hence it follows, that Place and Body, Time and Action, form, as it were, a joint Quaternion of Principles. Varr. de Ling. Lat. L. 4. p. 7 Edit. Amstel.

We have given this Passage at length, not only as it explains Co-arrangement, but as it exhibits to us four of those Predicaments or Arrangements, which make Parts
of this Treatise, viz. Substance, When, Where, Action.

P. 85.—OF PURE AND ORIGINAL BODY]

Συμφέρει μὲν ἂν ἐσι τὸ διαίρεστον ἐις ἀεὶ διαίρετά σώμα δῆ, τὸ πάντῃ διαίρεστόν· μενὲς δὲ, τὸ μὲν ἐφ’ ἐν, γραμμὴ τὸ δ’ ἐπὶ δύο, ἐπίπεδον· τὸ δ’ ἐπὶ τρία, σώμα· κ’ παρὰ ταύτα ἦν ἐσιν ἄλλο μέγεθος, διά τὸ τὰ τρία πᾶλα εἶναι, εἷς τὸ τρίς πάντῃ.—CONTINUOUS is that, which is divisible into Parts infinitely divisible; Body is that, which is every way divisible. Of Extensions, that which is divisible one way, is a Line; that which is divisible two ways, is a Superficies; that which is divisible three ways is Body; and besides these, there is no other Extension, because Three are all, and Thrice [Divisible] is every way [Divisible]. Aristot. de Caelo, L. I. c. i.

In Support of this last Idea (that the Term Three implies All) Aristotle refers to the common practice of his own Language—τὰ μὲν γὰς δῶ ἈΜΦ山庄 λέγομεν, κ’ τὰς ἃ ἈΜΦ山庄ΕΡΟΤΣ, ΠΑ ΤΑ δ’ ε λέγομεν· ἄλλα κατὰ τῶν τριῶν ταύτων τῶν προσδοξιῶν φομὲν πρῶτον. We call (says he) TWO THINGS, or TWO PERSONS, BOTH; but we do not call them ALL: it is with regard to Three, that we first apply this Appellation (viz. the Appellation of ALL.) Arist. in loc.

This is true likewise in Latin; and is true also in English. Even the vulgar with us would be surprized were they to hear any one say, Give me All two, instead of Give me Both.

For the Grammatical Idea of Both see Hermes, p. 226.
The French, by a strange solecism, say tous deux, a fault which we should not expect in an elegant language, corrected and refined by so many able writers.

P. 90.—Can never subsist without it.] Matter and Attribute are essentially distinct, yet like Convex and Concave, they are by nature inseparable.

We have already spoken as to the Inseparability of Attributes: we now speak as to that of Matter.

Soon after—'Αρχὴ μὲν η' πρῶτην ὑποθεμένης εἶναι τὴν ὑλὴν, τὴν αἴχωρεσιον μὲν, ὑποκειμένην οί τοῖς ἐναντίοις—First, and for a Principle, we lay down Matter, which is inseparable from the Contraries, and is their Subject or Substratum. Arist. de Gen. et Corr. Lib. 2. P. 34, 35. Edit. Sylb.

By Contraries in this place he means the several Attributes of Matter, such as Hot and Cold, Black and White; Moist and Dry, &c. which are all of them Contrary one to the other, from some or other of which Matter is always inseparable.

P. 116.—Animating Forms, which though themselves not Body, are yet]—οὐκος γὰρ ἐστὶν ἄρχὴν ἡ ἐνέργεια σωματικὴ, ὅπου οτί ταύτας ἀνευ σώματος ἀδύνατον ὑπάρχειν' οίον βασίζειν ἀνευ ποδῶν, ὡσε
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As many Faculties or Principles of the Soul as require bodily or corporeal Energy, [that is, which require a Body or an Organ to enable them to act] these, 'tis evident, cannot exist without a Body; as for example, the locomotive Faculty of walking cannot exist without Feet: so that for such Faculties to pass into the Body from without [originally separate and detached from it] is a thing impossible.—It remains therefore that Mind or Intellect alone should pass into us from without [that is, be separate and wholly detached] and should alone be something Divine; because with the Energy of this Faculty Bodily Energy has no communication—that is, there is no want of corporeal Organs for reasoning and thinking, as there is want of Eyes, for Seeing, or of Ears for Hearing. *Arist. de Animal.* Gen. L. II. c. 3. p. 208, 209, *Edit. Sylb.*

In another Place, speaking of those Parts of the Soul, which are inseparable from Body, because they cannot energize without it, he adds—*There is however no objection why some Parts should not be separable; and that, because they are the Energies of no one Body whatever.* Besides (he goes on and says) it is not yet evident, whether the Soul may be not the Life and Energy of the Body, in the same manner as the Pilot is the Life and Energy of the Ship.—Οὐ μὴν ἀλλ' ἐνια γε ὅθεν κωλύει, διὰ τὸ μὴν εἰς σώματος ἐντελεχείας. "Ετι δὲ ἀδηλοῦ, εἰ οὗτος ἐντελεχεία τῷ σώματος ἡ ψυχή, ἁπερ πλωτή πλοῖον. *Arist. de Animâ,* II. c. 1.

In this last instance he gives a fine illustration of the Supreme and divine Part of the Soul, that is, the Mind or Intellect. It belongs (it seems) to the Body, as a Pi-
A Pilot does to the Ship; within which Ship, though the Pilot exist, and which said Ship though the Pilot governs, yet is the Pilot notwithstanding no part of the Ship: he may leave it without change either in the Ship or in himself; and may still (we know) exist when the Ship is no more.

P. 129. — *ea cura quietos sollicitat?* [P. 129. — *ea cura quietos sollicitat?*]
'Twas the advice of the Epicureans with regard to themselves, not to marry, not to have children, not to engage in public affairs — ἐν δὲ γαμπτίον, ἀλλ' ἐν ταὐτοποιήτιον, ἀλλ' ἐν πολιτευτίον. Arrian. *Epic.* III. 7. p. 384. Edit. Upt. The political Life, according to them, was like that of Sisphus, a Life of labour which knew no end.

*Hoc est adverso nixantem tundere monte*  
Saxum, quod tamen a summo jam vertice rursum  
Volvitur, et plani raptim petit æquora campi.  
*Lucret.* III. 1013, &c.

Hence, with regard to their Gods, they provided them a similar Felicity; a Felicity, like their own, detached from all attention. Thus *Horace*, when an Epicurean——

— *Deos didici securum agere ævum,*  
*Nec, sī quid miri faciat natura, Deos id*  
*Tristes ex alto caeli demittere telo.*  
*Hor.* Lib. I, Sat. V.

Thus *Epicurus* himself—τὸ μακάζιον ἢ ἡφαίστευ  
ἐν ᾗ ἀντὶ πραγμάτευ ἔχει, ἢ ἄλλῳ παρέχει——  
*That which is Blessed and Immortal* (meaning the Divine Nature) *has neither itself any business, nor does it find business for any other.* *Diog. Laert.* x. 139.
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AUSONIUS has translated the sentiment in two Iambics, Ep. cxvi:

Quod est beatum, morte et aeternum carens,
Nec sibi parit negotium, nec alteri.

See also Lucretius I. 57. VI. 83, whom Horace seems to have copied in the verses above quoted.

'Tis true this Idea destroyed that of a Providence; but to them, who derived the World from a fortuitous Concource of Atoms, such a consequence was of small importance.

P. 131.—AND SCAPE THY NOTICE.[

To the Citations in the note p. 150, may be added the following fine sentiment of Thales—'Ἡωτνε τις άντόν, ει λύθοι Θεώς ἀνθρωπος ἀδικῶν· άλλ' έδι διενόμενος, ἔφη—One asked him, if a man might escape the knowledge of the Gods, when he was committing Injustice: No, says he, not even when he is meditating it. Diog. Laert. i, 36.

P. 138.—WHO IS IT, THAT COMPREHENDS THE WHOLE?]

This Reasoning and that in Hermes, p. 362, abundantly shew the Supremacy of the Mind among the Faculties of the Human Soul. 'Tis Mind that sees the Difference not only between Black and White, Bitter and Sweet, but (which no sense is equal to) the difference between Black and Bitter, White and Sweet, and the various tribes of heterogeneous Attributes. Nor does it shew this Supremacy in these Recognitions only, but
but likewise, when under one and the same view it recognizes Objects of Sense and of Intellect united, as in case of Syllogisms made of Propositions particular and universal, such as, (if I may be permitted to speak after so scholastic a manner) such as the Syllogisms Darii and Ferio in the First Figure.

To this may be added, that this joint Recognition of things multiform, contrary, and heterogeneous, and that by the same Faculty, and in the same undivided instant, seems to prove in the strongest manner that such Faculty, (by this Faculty I mean the Mind or Intellect) must be incorporeal; for Body, being infinitely divisible, is by no means susceptible of such a simple and perfect Unity, as this Recognition must necessarily be.

P. 192.—The Mountain, which by its relation to the Molehill was great, by &c.]

This may be true with regard to Mountains, and Molehills, and the other more indefinite parts of Nature; but with regard to the more definite parts, such as Vegetables, and Animals, here the Quantities are not left thus vague, but are, if not ascertained precisely, at least ascertained in some degree.

Thus Aristotle—Εις γὰρ τι μᾶς τοῖς ζωίς πέρας τε μεγάλως διὸ ἡ τῆς τῶν ὅσων ἀπαθεῖας. Εἰ γὰρ ταῦτ' εἰχεν ἀπαθεῖαν ἄν, η τῶν ζώων ὅσα ἔχει ὅσου ὁ ἀνάλογος, ἵνα ἄνευ ἀπαθείας εἰνα. All Animals have a certain Bound or Limit to their Bulk; for which reason the Bones have a certain Bound or Limit to their growth.—Were the Bones indeed to grow for ever, then of course, as many Animals as have Bone, or something analogous to it, would continue
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What follows from Simplicius is to the same purpose; only where he mentions Form, we must understand that efficient animating Principle, described in the sixth chapter of this work.

Συμμετέχων ἔς ὑπούστατέος, μετὰ τῆς ὑπούστατος, καὶ ποσός τι μέτρου σύμμετέχου τῇ ὑπούσται. ὡς ἡμὰρ μόνον ἐπιφέρει μὲθ᾽ ἐνυτυ τῷ ἔδος, ἀλλὰ καὶ μέγεθος, οἱ μετὰ διασάσεως εἰς τὴν ὑλὴν παραγίγμεθα. Πλάτων δὲ ἔχει καὶ τῆς ἐνυτύ διὰ τὸ ἀόριστον πώς τῆς ἐνυλὴ Φύσεως. Ἐάν δὲ πολὺ τὸν ὄρου παραλλάξῃ, ἥ πρῶς τὸ μεῖον, ἥ πρῶς τὸ ἐνυτυ, τέρας νομίζεται. Every Form introduces, along with its own original Peculiarity, a certain measure of Quantity, bearing proportion to that Peculiarity; for it brings with itself not a Figure only, but a Magnitude also, which passes into the Matter, by giving it extent. Now even here this Magnitude has a sort of latitude, from the indefinite nature of the material Principle [with which it is united.] But yet, notwithstanding if it change the Bound or Limit, either as to greater or to less, in a remarkable degree, the Being [by such deviation] is esteemed a Monster. Simplic. in Præd. p. 37. A. Edit. Basil.

Simplicius gives examples of this Deviation in the case of Giants and of Dwarfs.

P. 244.—Spectators—made out of those that went before.] The Subject Matter is the same in many succeeding Beings; as the River is the same; which, as it flows along, reflects many different Objects. 'Tis in this sense we are to understand the following
Affirmation, and not with the least view to equivocal Production:

"Ουκεν διὰ τὸ τὴν τέδε φθορὰν ἄλλω εἶναι γένεσιν, ἢ τὴν τέδε γένεσιν ἄλλω εἶναι φθορὰν, ἀπαντῶν ἀναλαβὼν εἶναι τὴν μεταβολὴν. Wherefore, from the Dissolution of one thing being the Generation of another, and the Generation of one thing being the Dissolution of another, it necessarily follows that the Change must be perpetual and never cease. Aristotle. de Gen. et Corr. L. I. c. 3. p. 10. Edit. Sylb.

The Change here alluded to is the common course of Nature in the Production of Beings, which were it not for the Process above-mentioned, would either soon be at a stand, or would require a perpetual Miracle for the supply of new Materials.

P. 278.—the Theory of Action and Reaction.

Of this Doctrine we have the following account.—

Αἶτιον ὑπὸ τῆς μὲν λύσεως τὰς κινήσεις, ὅτι τὸ ποιῶν ἢ πάθει πρὸς τὸ πάθει τῶν πάθησιν ὑπὸ τῶν πάθησιν, ἢ τὸ θερμαίνον ψύχει πρὸς τὸ θερμαίνον ψύχει, ἢ ὅλως τὸ κίνητα (ἐξ ὑπὸ Πρώτω) ἀντικείμενα τῶν κινήσεως οἷον ὑπὸ ἀντικείμενα πᾶσας καὶ ἀντικείμενα τὸ ἀληθεύειν. The Cause why Motions are stopped, is, that the ACTING POWER is also ACTED UPON BY THAT, UPON WHICH IT ACTS; for example the cutting Power is blunted by that which is cut; and the warming Power is cooled by that which is warmed; and in general the moving Principle (excepting the SUPREME and FIRST) is reciprocally moved itself under some motion or other; the impelling Power,

P. 281. —— double in its powers, &c.]

("κανόν γραμμάτευμ μέρος τῆς ἑνώντωσεως, εὐαυτὸ τε κρεινεῖν, ἕτο αὐτικεἴμενον ἐκ γραμμ. τῇ εὐθείᾳ ἐκ αὐτοὶ ἕτο κάρυπνλον γινώσκομεν, κριτῆς γὰρ ἀμφοῦ ὁ κανόν το δὲ καρυπνλον, ὡς ἑαυτῆ ὑπὸ τῇ εὐθείᾳ.—One of the two Parts in the Contrariety is sufficient to judge both itself and its opposite. 'Tis thus that by the Strait we come to know both the Strait and the crooked, for the Strait Rule of the Artist is a judge of both. But the crooked on the other side is no judge either of itself, or of the Strait. *Artist. de An. i, 5.*

P. 283.—existed previously in energie.]

("Ὁσα φύσει γίγνεται ἡ τέχνη, ὑπὸ ἑνεσία υντος γίγνεται εἰ τῇ δυνάμει τοις. ——Whatever things are made either by Nature or by Art, are made out of something, having a capacity to become the thing produced, and that through the operation of something, which already exists in Energy. *Animal. Gener. p. 204. *Edit. Sylb.*

P. 297.—as they stand related to place]

The Force of this Arrangement or Predicament Where, is finely contrasted with the Predicament of Quantity, in that Laconic *Apophthegm of Agis. The Lacedemonians* (said he) do not ask how many the Enemies are, but where they are: Οὐκ ἐξόν δὲ τὰς Ἀκρεδαίμονις ἐρωτῶν ΠΟΣΟΙ εἰσὶν οἱ πολέμιοι, ἀλλὰ ΠΟΤ εἰσίν. *Plut. Lacon. Apophth. p. 215. D. *Edit. Xyland.*

P. 332.—the dying GLADIATOR, &c.] To these Attitudes may be added that, given by Lysippus to the
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the Statue of Alexander the Great. That Prince had a certain Extension of Neck, which made him gently recline it upon his left Shoulder. When his Figure was cast in brass by Lysippus, the Artist ingeniously contrived to convert this natural defect into an Attitude of Magnificence. His Head, being reclined, was made, with a sort of insolent look, to contemplate the Heavens, as if things below were already at his command. And hence the meaning of that celebrated Epigram, in which this Work of Brass is supposed to address Jupiter in the following words;

Αὔφασοντι δ' ᾠδίσεόν ο χάλκεος, εἰς Διός λεύσσων,
Γαν ὑπ' ἐμοὶ τίθεμαι Ζεὺς, σὺ δ' Ὄλυμπον ἔχε.

The Brass looks up to Jove, and seems to cry, This Earth is mine; do Thou possess the Sky.'

Plutarch, de Vitâ et For. Alex. p. 335. Edit. Xyland. See also Brodei Epigram. Gr. L. IV. p. 454. Edit. Franc. 1600, where the Lines here cited are introduced by two others.

P. 337.—From Poets to Actors, &c.] See Cic. de Orat. iii. 56, 57, 58, 59. Edit. Pearce, where 'tis worth remarking, (c. 59.) so much stress is laid on the management of the Countenance, and of the Eyes in particular, that we are informed the old men of that age did not greatly praise even Roscius himself, when he appeared in his Mask—quo melius nostri illi senes, qui personatum ne Roscium quidem magnopere laudabant; animi est enim omnis Actio; et imago animi vultus est, indices oculi.
P. 355.—Mountains cloathed with Wood.] Thus Cicero—Spasia frugifera atque immensa campo-rum, vestitusque densissimos montium, pecudum pastus, &c. De Nat. Deor. ii. 64. p. 253. Edit. Davis.—And before, in the same treatise, he speaks of the Earth, as vestita fioribus, herbis, arboribus, frugibus, &c. ii. 39. p. 195.—Yet all this we must remember is but metaphorical.


This Citation well proves a part of what is here ascertained, viz. the necessary Priority of some Science to every Art.

P. 389.—And to it's opposite Non-being.] These Motions under the name of Changes (μεταβολα) are well explained, as follows.

"Ὅταν μὲν ἐν κατὰ τὸ ποσεῦ ἢ μεταβολὴ τῆς ἐναλ-ότεως, αὐξησις καὶ φθισις. Ὅταν δὲ κατὰ τόπον, Φορὰ. Ὅταν δὲ κατὰ πλῆθος, τὸ τῶν αλλοίωσις. Ὅταν δὲ μὴν ὑπομένη, ἡ ὑάτευσιν πλῆθος ἡ συμβασικῆς ὦλεως, γέ-νεσις. Ὅταν δὲ, Φορὰ.'—Where therefore the Change of the contrary Attribute is according to the Quantity, 'tis Augmentation or Diminution; when according to the Place, 'tis Local Motion; when according to any Affection, or Quality, 'tis Aliation. When nothing remains, of which the new production can be
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P. 409.—BUT WE CALL IT METAPHYSICAL.

Philoponus in a very few words well explains the term, METAPHYSICAL. Speaking of the First and Supreme Cause of all things, he adds—καὶ μὲν ἐν ἑκεῖνοι ἐπιπήν, τῆς τρωτῆς ἐστὶν Πνευμάτως Θεολογία γὰρ εἰκεῖνον, οὐ τῇ ΜΕΤΑ ΤΑ ΦΥΣΙΚΑ πρακτολογίας μᾶλλον δὲ ΠΡΟ ΤΩΝ ΦΥΣΙΚΩΝ, πρὸς ήμᾶς γὰρ ὑπὲρ τὰ τῇ Φύσει φρότερο.—To speak concerning this Principle, is the business of the First Philosophy, for it is a Subject belonging to Theology, and to that Speculation, which is METAPHYSICAL, that is to say, subsequent to MATTERS PHYSICAL, or rather indeed 'tis a Subject prior to MATTERS PHYSICAL, in as much as those things with regard to us are subsequent, which are by NATURE PRIOR. Philop. in Aristot. de Gen. et Corr. p. 12. Edit. Ald. Venet. 1527.

415.—THE COMMON NAME OF PERCEPTION.

This word, Perception, is of the most extensive meaning, and not only includes Intellec t but Sensation also, and that of the lowest degree. What is here called Perception, is by Aristotle called KNOWLEDGE.—Γνώσεως τινος σώματα (ἐκλ. ζωὴ) μετέχεται, καὶ μὲν πνεύμονης, τὰ δὲ γὰρ ἐναρκτῶν, τὰ δὲ γὰρ μακρὸν μικρὰς, αἰσθήσεων γὰρ ἐξαισθητικῶν ὑπὸ αἰσθήσεως, γνώσεως τίς. Ταῦτα δὲ τὰ τιμία τῇ ἀνίμῳ πωλί διὰφέρει σκοπόως πρὸς Φύσιν, καὶ πρὸς τῶν αἰσθήσεων γένεσιν. Πρὸς μὲν γὰρ Φύσιν, 1 i 2
All Animals share a degree of Knowledge; some of them, a greater; others of them, a less; and some of them, an exceedingly small degree; for they have all of them Sensation, and Sensation is a sort of Knowledge. But the Value and the No-value of Sensation is widely different, when we compare it with Rational Comprehension on the one side, and with the race of Beings inanimate on the other. With regard to Rational Comprehension, the mere partaking of Taste and Touch alone, appears to be as nothing; but with regard to pure Insensibility it is something most excellent. For [when compared to Beings Insensible] it may surely appear a blessed Event, to be possess of this Knowledge, and not [resembling them] to lie as dead and a Non-entity.

P. 426.—ends in it's acquisition.

All Animals both move, and are moved for the sake of something; so that this something, that is to say, the Final Cause, is the Bound or Limit of all their Motion.

P. 463.—concerning Predicaments or Philosophical Arrangements.] Many learned and ingenious Observations on this Subject, as well as on several other parts of antient Philosophy (the Peripatetic
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(istic in particular) have been given to the World in a Tract lately published, styled, On the Origin and Progress of Language, in two Volumes, 8vo.

There may be found too in the second Volume many judicious and curious remarks on Style, Composition, Language, particularly the English; observations of the last consequence to those, who wish either to write or to judge with accuracy and elegance.

The Author of these Arrangements might have availed himself of many Citations from this Work, highly tending to illustrate and to confirm his Opinions, but unfortunately for him, the greater part of his own Treatise was printed off, before the second Volume of this Work appeared.
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Abasside,  —  —  —  253
Abderic Words, used by Democritus,  349
Action and Passion universally diffused, 255. exist either in the same Subject, or in different ones, 256, 257. first species of Action, that of mere Body perfectly insen-
sitive, 258. second, that of Body sensitive, 260. third, that of Body sensitive, with Reason superadded, 261. fourth, that of Reason or Intellect devoid of Passions, and operating on Subjects external, as in the case of Nature and Art, 261. fifth, that of pure Intellect, keeping within itself, 264. Action pure, belongs only to the Supreme Mind; Passion pure, to the primary Matter, 271. Action, three Modes of, 273. the first Mode, ibid. the second, 274. the third, 276
Action, in public Life often aided by Speculation, 2, 3, 4, 466, 467, &c.
Action and Reaction,  —  —  44, 278, 479
Active and Passive, run through the Universe, 96, 109, 137, 271, 272
Activity, pure, where it exists, 110, 171, 272
Actors, on the Stage, and in Life, 2, 337, 338, 481
Actual and Perfect, necessarily previous to their Contraries, or else nothing could have been Actual and Per-
fec, 281, 480. Actual and Capable,  —  401
I i 4

Active-
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Actuality, 397, 398. Actuality of Capacity, where it exists, — — — 401, 403
Addison, — — — — 458
Adrian, Pope, — — — 457
Agent, fame Agent leads to different Effects, when acting upon different Patients, — 280
Agis, — — — 480
Alexander, the Great, 2, 6. his statue by Lyapus, — — — 481
Alexander Aprhrodisiensis, — 97
Alexandrine Library, by whom burnt, 253
Aliation, 384. See Motion.
All, its use and application in Language, 472
Alteratio, means in barbarous Latin 'Αλλατίωσις, 384
Ammianus Marcellinus, — 469
Ammonius, illustrates, where Analysis is to end, and Practice to begin, 12. quoted, 15, 16, 22, 32, 36. explains the utility of these Arrangements, 17. his account of Matter and Body, 85. his Text corrected and supplied from a Greek Manuscript, 163. quoted 213, 288, 292, 363, 364, 383, 386, 387, 389, 450. his account of Definition, — — 292
Αμμώ, & Αμφίωσις, — — — 472
Analogy, a use of it, — — — 34
Analogy and Abstraction, their use, 76, 77, 92, 162
Anaxagoras, — — — 2, 466
Anger, — — — 418
Angles and Flexures of the Body, — — — 328
Animals, all have an inward feeling of their Constitution, and proper Nature, — — — 411
Animating Powers, their Order and Subordination, 420,
Antepradicamenta, — — — 36
Anticipation, what, — — — 411
Antients, — — — 455

Anti-
INDEX.

ANTIPHON, ........................... 447

Appendages to the Arrangements, what, and how many, 360

APPETITE, .............................. 262, 417

APULEIUS, .............................. 45

ARATUS, ................................ 250

ARCHIMEDES, ........................... 306, 310, 430

ARISTOCLES, ............................ 469

ARCHYTAS, wrote a Comment on the Categories, or

Predicaments, 7. his Name for them, 31. puts

Quality next after Substance, and why, 143. held an

Active and a Passive Principle, 111. enumerates the

Species of Action, 265. refers to God, for pure Ac-

tivity, 272. to Matter, for pure Passivity, ibid. De-

finitions of his, ................................ 441, 442

ARISTOPHANES, ......................... 357

ARISTOTLE, Preceptor to Alexander, 2, 467. his Rheto-

ric, quoted, 9. his Organon, explained by Ammonius,

12, 13. thought Infinite and Individuals to be un-

knowable, 21. quoted, 25. his account and Enum-

eration of the Predicaments, or universal Arrange-
ments, 32. by whom esteemed, and how long, 39.

quoted, 41, 42, 44. his Treatise περὶ τῶν ἴδιων, 45.

quoted, 33, 48, 49, 51. holds the necessity of Mat-

ter or a Substratum for all natural Productions, 52,

53, 54. quoted, 56. thinks Form may supply the

place of Privation, and why, 59, 60, 61. his Idea of

Matter, 66, 67, 70. he and Plato borrowed from the

Pythagoreans, 72, 76. used the methods of Analogy

and Abstraction, to prove the first Matter, 78, 79.

quoted, 91, 93, 97, 98, 105. faculties of the Soul,

how distributed, 101. quoted, 113, 117. a disciple

both of Socrates and Plato, 119. held there could be

no innate Ideas, and why, 120. quoted, 123, 132, 133,

134, 138, 143, 150, 151, 153, 156, 157, 158, 161,

171,
INDEX.


Follows Socrates in sentiment, ibid. 449. abounds in Quotations where, 456. his explanation of the Terms, Both and All, 472. supposes Matter inseparable from its Attributes, 473. his distinction between the animal faculties, which want a corporeal organ, and those which want none, 474. compares the Soul to a Pilot, ibid. his Idea, after what manner the magnitudes of beings were limited, 477. his notion of Generation and Dissolution, 478. makes one Faculty equal to the discernment of two Contrarieties, 281, 480. makes Energy prior to Power, 480. enumerates the six Species of Motion, 482. his extensive use of the Term Πνημοσ, Knowledge, 483. supposes a Bound to Human Actions in the Final Cause, — 449

Arrangements, the necessity of them, 14, 22. their extensive utility, 17, 452, 460. a method of Arrangement proposed, 24. rejected, and why, 26. another method proposed, 26 to 33. adopted, and why, 33. why called Philosophical Arrangements, ib. different names given them by the Antients, 31, 32. how the Greek Logicians divided and formed their Speculations upon this Subject, 35, 36, 464. were followed by the Latins, who added names of their own coining, 36. Force of Arrangement in the intellectual World, 201, 342, 343, 344, 345. in the visible world, 340, 341. Arrangements or Categories lead us from the Contemplation of Body to that of Mind, 453.
INDEX.

453. teach us how to place our Ideas in proper Order, ib. are connected with, and introduce Speculations of every Species and Character, 444, 445. shewed the Coincidence of many Theories antient and modern, 456. indicate the Union between Taste and Truth, 459. trace and teach the source of subordinate Arts and Sciences, 460, 461, enable us to adjust their comparative Value, 34, 35, 462. to the doing of this no particular Science is equal, and why, 35, 463

ARRIAN. See Epictetus.

Arrogance, a Cause of it, — 34, 35, 462, 463
Arts, how limited each particular one, 34. Art, what it is, what it is not, 102, 160. a difference between Art and Nature, 165. often ends in giving Figure, 168. Arts arise from Want, 445. Arts of Painting Music, Grammar, beholden to Contraries, 46, 47. Arts of Progression, and of Completion, 7, 8

Atheism, supposed organs to precede their Use, 122
Atoms and a Void, — 44, 339
Attitudes, their importance to the Painter and Statuary, 331. instances from Pictures and Statues, 331. Attitudes from Poets of sitting in Despair, 333. of sitting in Dependence, ib. of conjugal Affection, ib. of Theseclus, aiming a Javelin, 334. of Death, doing the same, ib. of Humiliation, 335. of lying extended, 335, 336. of Sleep and Death, 336, 337. of Alexander, by Lyssippus, 480, 481
Attraction, — — 258, 437
Attribute and Substance, general and particular, 25. Attribute, divided into its respective Sorts or Species, 31. this Division, the Basis of the whole Work, 33

Augmentation and Diminution, 385, 386. See Motion.

AUSONIUS, — — 476

Axiom antient, 280
INDEX.

B.

Barbarity, when it was the Eastern World, when it was the Western World emerged from it, — 253
Baxter, Commentator on Horace, — 354
Beings, why moveable, all but One, — 450
Bessario, Cardinal, — 238
B'xiov, see Forced, — — 407
Blemmides, — — 57, 268, 269
Blenheim House, and Gardens, — 353
Body, what makes it, 85. triply extended, ibid. considered, as the secondary Matter, ibid. Mathematical, and Physical, how distinguished, — 87
Bodies, the perfectly similar, tho' they have Place, have no Situation or Position, and why, 318, 329. the same holds, as to Bodies perfectly dissimilar, and why, 319. Body human, the Soul's Organ, Tool or Instrument, 274, 275, 425, 426. all Body, Passive, 437
Boethius, — — 16, 17, 21, 26, 276
Boivinus, — — 239
Bath, its use in Language, — — 472
Browne, a Genius, — — 353
Brutus, — — 2, 275
Bulk, sometimes less ascertained, sometimes more, and why, 477. See Magnitude.

C.

Cæsar, — — 304, 469
Cahn, in the Winds, Νυμμία, defined, 441. Cahn, in the Sea, Γαλαξία, defined, — — 442
Capacity or Power, 278, particular Capacities, various but limited, 279. far distant from Non-entity, ibid. Capacity universal, and Privation universal, the Characters of the First or Primary Matter, 71. Character of Capacity, 278. Capacity double in the human Mind, and why, 149, 150. mediate, and immediate,
Incacity, 151. Capacity, its Actuality, where exist-
ing, 403. definite, though invisible, 398, 399. See
p. 65, 66. and the Word, Matter.
Casaubon, — — — — 3
Categories, — — — 32, 33, 452
Cato, — — — — 2, 465
Cause, see Index to the first Volume.
Causes, 39, 93. invisible Causes, seen thro’ visible Ef-
fects, 108. final Causes denied by Lucretius, 124,
125. maintained by Arifotle, Galen, Cicero, 127
Causative Motion, see Metaphysical.
Ceres, a Sacrifice to her, described, — 461
Chalcidius, — — 74, 77, 80, 107, 247
Chance, 122, 123, 128, proves an intelligent Principle,
128. different accounts of it, 209 to 313. no Cause
of the World, and why, — — 436, 437
Change, see Mutation.
Chance, see Disorder and Night.
Charlemagne, — — — 303
Charles the First, — — — 305
Chronicles, — — — 337
Chrysippus, — — — 456
Cicero, 2, 108, 109, 119, 153, 208, 239, 259,
309, 310, 415, 412, 419, 420, 438, 457, 465, 470,
481, 482
Citation, see Quotation.
Co-arrangement, 55. Account of it from Varro, 470
Co-existence, or Together, its Modes, or Species, 374
to 377, the Temporal Mode, 374, the Essential,
375, the Specific, 376, coincides with Relation, 376
Cooke, his Institutes, — — 373
Colour, a Quality, 170, why inferior, in its effects, to
Figure, — — — 171
Completion, a Capacity, 148, Completion and Progression,
7, 8
Consciousness,
INDEX.

Consciousness, — — — 413
Continuous, Infinite, Place, Time, — 396
Contraries, essential to Mutation or Change, 42, this a general Opinion of all Philosophers, 43. Contraries, their extensive Influence and Operation, 45, 6, 7; adopted by all Philosophers, 47. the necessity of a third Being, that they may pass into each other, 50, 51. Contraries in Virtue and Vice, and even in Vices themselves, — — — 173, 174
Contrariety, belongs to Quality, but not universally, 173
Corinthians, 337. See Scripture,
Cube. See Sphere.
Cyrus, his Speech, when dying, — 168, 118

D.

Dacier, — — — 461, 462
Death, — — — 104, 388, 433, 442
Definition, its requisites, what, — — 291
Demetrius, — — — 456
Democritus, his Principles, 44, 339. whence he deduced the variety, and specific differences in Nature, 333, 340. ingenious remark of, — — 343
Demosthenes, — — — 338
Desire, moves the Body; Perception, the Desire, 425
Desirable and Intelligible, how they move, and act upon other things, — — — 277
De Witt, — — — 4
Digestion, — — — 104, 434
Diogenes, (not the Cynic,) 51, 72
Diogenes Laertius, 72, 410, 412, 424, 428, 457
Diomedes, the Grammarian, — — 461
Dionysius, the Stoic, — — 457
Disorder and Chaos, not prior to Order, — 287
Dispositions, Tendencies, or Progressive Qualities, 154
Dissimilation, accurate and exact, its uses, — 378

Divine
INDEX.

Divine Principle, what it necessarily implies, 127. has nothing Passive, 266

E.


Ecclesiasticus, 56

Eidos οὐσίων, explained, 90, 166, 387, 388

Eidothea, Daughter of Proteus, 82, 83

'Exótevo, defined, 408

Electric Powers, 89, 259

Elements of Beings composite, what, 62, 92, 93, how distinguished from Causes, 92, 93

Empedocles, 122, 123, 139, his sublime Verses on God, 162

Ends and Means, 121, 235. fine Speculation upon them from Pletho, 235

Eneas, 90, 135, 147, 447

Energy, what, 283. opposite to Power, but previous, 283. essential to the course of Events in the Universe, 284. farther proof of its being previous to Power, 285. inference from this Doctrine, 286. of what Being, Energy is the Essence, 287. Energy and Capacity, 401, 404

Enharmonic System, account of it in the times of Porphyry and Simplicius, 252, 253

'Εντελεχεία and Δύναμις, 148, 399

Epaminondas, 2, 467

Ephesians, 356. See Scripture.

Epicharmus, 115, 314, 446

Epictetus, 3, 130, 155, 225, 232, 234, 239, 267, 428

Epicurus, his Idea of human and divine Felicity, 475

Euxyma,
INDEX.

Ετυμολογία, its Etymology, 444
Epigram on the statue of Alexander, 481
Equal, Similar, Same, 191, 211, 215
Eternal and Divine, how attained by Beings perishable and corruptible, 105
Ethics, 33, 149, 155, 156, 157, 160, 173, 225, 226, 228, 261, 262, 268, 280, 282, 419, 427, 428. See the words, Metaphysics, and Physics, from which two, together with Ethics, the Illustrations in this Trea-
tife are in great part derived.
Etymology, use made of it by the old Greek Philosophers, 82
Evander, 447
Euclid, 211, 318
Evil, Natural, and Moral, 242. Suggestions and Con-
jectures upon the Subject, 242 to 248.
Euphemismus, Origin and Use of this rhetorical Figure, 337
Euripides, 243, 338, 428, 456
Eustathius, 81
Eustratius, 56
Exodus, 358, see Scripture.
Experiments, 169, 195, 412
Extension, Figure, Organization, the original Forms of Body natural, 88

F.

Fabricius, 7, 45, 458
Faculties in Man, rational and irrational, 262
Families, their origin, 233
Fate, Chance, applied to the purpose of Providence, and a Deity, 311, 312
Feelings innate, 412
Fell, 92, 291, 295, 316
Figure. See Extension.
INDEX.

Figure, its philosophical Idea; as finely explained by Simplicius, 166. its importance, in consequence, 167. mathematical, 168. imaginary, or phantastic, 170. Figure and Number, their importance, 195

Final Causes, their importance, 127. favoured by Aristotle, 240, 449, 450. the end of human Actions, 426, 445


Fopp, what makes one, and why so called — 354

Forced, how it differs from spontaneous, — 407

Form, lifeless, its character, 54, 57, 58, 84, 91. its most simple Species, 85. Forms essential (vulgarly called substantial) their importance, 90, 164, 167, 387. Forms animating, and efficient, 95. how they characterize, 96. Soul (in this sense) a Form, 97. Form used in this sense by Ovid, 100, 101. animating Form, its various Efficacies and Operations, 104. Forms, Intellect the Region of, 112. Forms, some inseparable from Body, 90. others, no way connected, 116. Characteristic Form, 141, 90, 164, 387. its efficacy in Quantity, as well as Quality, 166, 432

Fortune, 128, 310. defined, ibid.

G.

Γαλήν, see Calm.

Gale's Opuscula, — — 72, 82

Genera, universal, — — 32, 33, 35

Generation and Dissolution, 388. how they differ from other Motions, — — 388

Generation of things, how maintained, 244, 389. that, and Dissolution alternately prepare the way for each other, — — 244, 478, 479

Genesis, 43, 446, see Scripture.

Genius, what, — — 159, 203

G Gentleman,
INDEX.

Gentleman, his Education, what it appears to want, to render it complete, — — — 196

Genus and Species, formed within us spontaneously, and originally, 18. Genera, fewer than Species; Species, than Individuals, — — — 19

Geometry, finds its Subject in Quantity, 195

George Gemistus. see Pletho.

God, the Supreme Agent, 112. knows no Proficiency, being ever perfect, 161. Pure Mind, 162. Father of all, 249. universal Object of Desire to all things, 250. pure Energy of simple Intellecil, 264, 271. admits nothing Passive, 266. his Essence, Energy, 287. ever the same, immutable, perfect, 288. immoveable, 277, 448, 450. Fate and Chance, subservient to his divine Attributes, 311, 312, 313. marvelous Arrangement of all Being within the Divine Mind, 345

Good, all Good, Truth, 430. Good Intellectual, its superior value, 430, 431. Good absent leads to Want; Want to Industry, Arts, &c. 445. Good, passes thro' the Predicaments, and assumes, as it passes, different denominations, 308. Good real or apparent moves all Desires, 424, 425 its Effect, whether obtained, or not, analogous to Motion Circular, — 426

Gravitation, attraction, — — — 437

Greeks, modern, short account of their Controversy about Plato and Aristotle, — 238

Grotius, — — — 4

H-

Habit, or being Habited, what it is not, what it is, 348, 349, 350. its Ends, Protection, 351. Distinction, 352. Decency, ibid. Ornament, ibid. Beauty and Elegance of Drefs or Habit, where to be found, 352. where it never existed, 353. Excess in attention to it, what character
INDEX.

character it constitutes, 354. the Trojans abused on its account, ibid. metaphorical Uses of the Word, 355, 356. Force of its Privation, in the way both of Compassion and Contempt, 356, 357, 358. Privation of it sometimes indicates Reverence, — 358

Habits, intellectual and moral, — 157

Habitude, reciprocal, — — 215

Hamden, — — 304

Hand, the Organ of Organs, why, 113. its Fingers, their power and efficacy, — — 99

Happiness, an Account of it by the Stoics, 428

Harmony, in Music, 46. in the World, ibid. 225, between the visible World, and the invisible, 99. of Strength and Beauty in a perfect Body, — 460

Helvidius Priscus, — — 3

Hen. Steph. Poesis Philosophica, — 162

Heraclides Ponticus, — — 81

Heraclitus, — 47, 245, 247

Herbert, Lord — — 4

Hercules, — — 262


Hierocles, — — 369

Homer, 20, 80, 130, 145, 174, 210, 222, 217. joined with Shakespeare, 227. quoted, 245, 305, 335, 337, 375


I.

Iamblichus, — — 16, 206, 259

Idea, that of Motion, not a simple one, but complicated with many others, — — 397

K k 2 Ideas
INDEX.

Ideas innate, none, 413 to 417
Immortality, 277, 448, 449, 450
Immortal and Divine, 115, 116
Immortality, 117, 118, 119, 437
Impulse spontaneous, 408, 423. how caused, 424. Impulse of Appetite, 417. of Anger, 418. of Reason, 419
Individuals, infinite, 19, 20, 21. how made Objects of Science, 22, 193, 194. what Boethius and Aristotle thought of them, 21
Infinite, how made an Object of Science, 21, 22, 193, 194. connected with Motion, how, 395
Innate Feeling, 412
Infinities, 149. exist, though not innate Ideas, 413
Intelleqt human, a Rasa Tabula, why, 120, 415
Intelleqt and Science, a capital distinction between the Faculties of each, 153. transcendent objects of Intellect, peculiar to its self, 114
Intelligence, pure, 116
John of Salisbury, account of him, 457
Joints and Muscles, 328
Julius Caesar, 274, 304
Juvenal, 460

K.

Knowledge, partial, an effect, or consequence of, 35, 463

L.

Lanx satura, see Satura.
Leo the Xth, 253
Life, social and civil, 144, 234
Life, to Live (ζηυ) what it is, and how far it extends, 423
Like
Like and Unlike, the Property of Quality, 175. explained, 178, 215
Line, Superficies, Solid, 85
Lintel and Threshold, derive their Name and even their Essence from Position, 330
Livy, 256
Logic, natural, what, 9. whether an Organ to Philosophy, or a Part of it, 22. something Progressive, that is, to carry us on, 8
Longinus 456
Lucilius 460
Lucretius, 90, 123, 124, 125, 397, 475
St. Luke, 393
Lytten, late Lord, an anecdote from him, 353
Lysippus, his Statute of Alexander, 480

M.

Macbeth, excellence of that Tragedy in a view to its Moral, 228
Macrobius, 438
Magnitude, limited by Nature in every Species, and where there is an unusual Defect or Excess, the Being becomes a Monster, 477, 478. see Bulk.
Mahomet and Omar, 253
Man, Offspring of God, 250. social, 144. rational, 261. possessor of Appetite, and Reason, and the Agent of moral Actions, 262. a Compound, and how, 272. whence intitled to Praise and Dispraise, 282. the specific Positions of his Body have reference to it's specific Extensions, 325. the number of these last, six, and why, 325, 327. Man has Instincts, but no innate Ideas, 413. a Microcosm, and why, 420, 421. Man has
**INDEX.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>has more Faculties than Brutes; <em>Brutes</em>, more than Vegetables,</td>
<td>272, 421, 422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscript Greek, Corrections from, 163. quoted in a large extract,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many and One,</td>
<td>47, 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Antoninus,</td>
<td>3, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Body, how it differs from Natural, and how it distinguishes in consequence <em>the Mathematician from the Naturalist</em>,</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter, preparation to prove it's existence,</td>
<td>50, 51, 168, 65, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;c. its character, as opposed to Form, in Privation and Capacity,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter, Secondary or Immediate, and Primary or Remote,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necessity of such a Being’s Existence,</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two methods of comprehending it,</td>
<td>76, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inseparable from its Attributes,</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purely passive,</td>
<td>110, 111, 112, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffimilarly similar to the Deity,</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>essential to Generation,</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Matter in the Index to <em>Hermes</em>; and Form in the Index to Volume the first.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximus Tyrius,</td>
<td>102, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means, lead not to Ends; but Ends to Means,</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures, both measure and are measured,</td>
<td>22, 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures of Place, deduced from the human Body,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300, 361. of Time, from the Heavens,</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medea,</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine and Cookery, how those Arts resemble each other,</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menage, a Story from him,</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menander and Philemon,</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphysical, meaning of the Word,</td>
<td>409, 451, 483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphysics, chap. 6, p. 137, 152, 161, 162, 201, 203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to 206, 237, 238, 243, 244, 245, 246, 249, 263, 264, 266, 271, 272, 274, 275, 276, 281, 283, 284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX.

284, &c. to 288, 309, 310, 311, 312, 341, 342, 343, 345, 366, 367, 409, to the end of the chapter, p. 451, see the Words, Ethics, Physics, and Motion.

Milton, his character, a mixed one, of an active and a speculative kind, 4. quoted, 5, 133, 136, 177, 181, 182, 256, 260, 264, 309, 333, 334; 385, 386, 441.

Mind, the Form of Forms, 113, 114. Region of Forms, 342, 238. described by Epicharmus, 115.

Mind, something divine, 117. separable, ib. how its Perception differs from that of Sense, 117. Human, in its original state, a Rosa Tabula, 120, 215. Mind, it's amazing powers of Comprehension, 137. how, in an intellectual way, it partakes of Quantity, 201. presides over natural Operations, 237. Mind divine, ever in Energy, 266. Mind human, has intentions and remissions, 267. compared to a Library, 454. to a Pilot, 475

Miscellanies, their character how represented in the Frontispiece, 460, 461

Modern Philosophers, 44, 248, 271, 278, 436, 456

Monster, see Magnitude.


More, Sir Thomas, 437

Moschus, 337

Moses, 358

Motion, Physical, or Not-Physical, 381. Physical divided into six sorts or species, from 383 to 391, also 482. the first Species, Motion local, 383. the second, Alteration, 384. the third and fourth, Augmentation and Diminution, 385. the fifth and sixth, Generation and Dissolution, 388, 389. the several Species blend themselves together, 389. Local Mo-
INDEX.

tion, essential to all the rest, 390. in what Arrangements they are to be found, 391. Contrariety, 392. Rest, ibid. Physical Motion runs thro' the Objects of every Sense, 394. no simple Idea, but complicated with many others, 394, 395, 396. preparation for its Definition, 397 to 400. defined according to the Peripatetics, 401, 403. Pythagorean and Platonic Definitions agree with that of the Peripatetics, 402. Aristotle's Definition, tho' hard to comprehend, yet possible, 404. primary Cause of Motion, an intelligent Principle, 437. its rise and duration, 439

Motion, Metaphysical, what, 407, 408, 409, how united with Physical, 425, 434, 435, 440

Motions, Internal, of the Soul, when tempestuous, when fair and orderly, — 428

Motion of Beings, not motive, but moveable, 273. of Beings both motive and moveable, 274, 275. of that Being which is motive, but not moveable, 276. these three Species described by Aristotle, — 177

Multitude, — — — 183, 245

Music, the antient Modes, 60, 61, 252, 253

Mutation, it's Essentials, what, and how many, 41, 49

N.

Nature, an internal active Power, a Principle of Motion and of Rest, 431, 432, 433. an invisible Cause, known from visible Effects, 434, 435. operates during Sleep, 434. prescribes a Bound or Limit to Growth and Magnitude, in every natural Production, 431. like Art, beholden to Contraries, 46, 47. Nature, what it is, what it is not, 103. Nature or Art, which of the two, prevalent in Homer, and in Shakespeare, 227, 228. Nature does nothing in vain, a favourite
INDEX.

Vourite Axiom of Aristotle, 240. Nature, the Energy of God; Art, of Man, 263
Natural Body, what 88

Night and Chaos, not the first of things, and why, 287
Non-entity, resembles Relatives, 223. but widely different, ibid. resembles Capacity or Power, 278. but widely different, ibid. and 279, 280, 389. has various characters, 389, 397, 398, 402

Now, or Instant, 183, 184
Number, and Figure, their importance in constituting the Sciences of Arithmetic and Geometry, 155

O.

Objects, sensible and intelligible, how they differ, 18.
Objects, common to more Senses than one, what and how many, 394. of Perception and Volition meet and coincide, 429

Ocellus Lucanus, 72, 75
Omar and Mahomet, 253

Opportunity, what, 308. elegant accounts of it from Aristotle and Cicero, ibid.

Opposites, 362

Order, Divine, 311. Order, it's force, 367, 368, 482. order of the Parts in this Treatise, 36, 37, 452

Organ, Logic, an Organ, 22, 27. Hand, an Organ, 275, 425

Organization, see Extension.

Ovid, 80. his peculiar Use of the Word, Form, 100, 326, 334, 336

Painter,
INDEX.

P.

Painter, induces Motion upon immoveable canvas, 329.
how far Chance interferes in his Works, 128
\( \text{Παλαίωσεν} \) and \( \text{Προσεκέτειν} \), how distinguished in their Signification, — — 364
Panætius, — — 468
Passions, different effects from them, as their Motions are tempestuous, or orderly, — 427, 428
Passivity pure, where it exists, 110. insensitive, 270. of the Human Mind, how to be moulded, 261. corruptive and complective, — — 269
Paul, Saint, — — 250, 356
\( \Pi \), its signification, — — 389
Peace, to what Genus it belongs — 444
Pedantry, what, — — 379
Perception, the Cause of spontaneous Impulse, 423. it's extensive Influence, 413. coincides with Volition, 429. different in degree and excellence, 415, 483
Pericles, — — 2, 466
Peripatetics, 22, 70. their erroneous System of Astronomy, ibid. their doctrine about corporeal Attributes, 90, 91. about Chance, 128. about Transmigration, 101 about Capacity, 152. about the Necessity of the previous Existence of some Energy, 284, 286, 480
Perizonius, — — 444
Persius, — — 460
Philip of Macedon, his Epistle to Aristotle, 467
Philo, — — 457
Philoponus, John, 57. explains Privation by the Musical Modes, 60, 61. his Account of Matter and Form, 63. explains Democritus, 340. and Motion, 402. quoted, 434, 435. explains the Term, Metaphysical, — — 483
Philosophy, why so called, 1. its End, ibid. defended, 3, 4, 5. Philosophy First, see First.
INDEX.


Place, defined, 292. its Use in Life and human Affairs, 292. its connection with human affairs generates Where, 295. Place and Time, Quantities, 183, 187, 291. are capable of being defined, why, 291. defined, 292.

Plants, or Vegetables, live, but are not Animals, 423

Plato, his Idea of Matter, 74, 75, 77, 79, 80. quoted, 106, 129. his Account of the liberal Sciences, 197, 198. quoted, 247, 345, 401, 423, 438, 442

Platonic Bodies, ———— 319

Pletho, 235. quoted from a MS. ibid.

Plotinus, ———— 148, 205

Plutarch, 243, 245. a Correction by one of his Editors disapproved, 247. Plutarch quoted, 338, 457

Poets, why indebted to the Arrangement of Quality, 176. why to that of Relation, 227. why to that of Position, ———— 333

Pompey esteemed Cratippus, and why, 469

Polybius, ———— 2, 468, 469

Pope, ———— 358

Porphyry, ———— 19, 252

Position, differs from Place, how, 315, 316. deduced in its various characters, 317 to 325, also 328, appertains to Bodies, neither perfectly similar, nor perfectly dissimilar, 320. Modes of Position, first in the Parallelepipedon and Cylinder, 320, 321. then in the Column or Pillar, 321, 322. then in a Tree, 322, 323. then in a Man, 323, 324, 325. Modes of Position increase in number, and why, from 320 to 325. Positions described, standing, inclining
INDEX.
clining, lying, falling, rising, 320, 321. other Positions, 323, &c. Positions relative to animal Progression, 328, 329. Force of those Positions in Painting, 329. in other Works of Art, 329, 330. (See Attitude.) Position gives a Name, and (as it were) an Essence to some works of Art, 330. Its Use to Actors, and Orators, 337, 338. Reason of its amazing Effects, 339. of its Efficacy and Importance in Nature, and the visible World, 341. transition to its Force in Mind, Intellect, and Beings Incorporeal, 341, 342. in teaching, or communicating Science, 344, 345. its Archetypal Form, where to be found, 346.

POST-PREDICAMENTS, 36. their Number, 361

Power, or Capacity, 278. particular Powers, various in character, but limited, 279. differ by this from one another, 280. Powers Active, an important difference in, ibid. Rational Powers differ from irrational, by being double, and by implying both Contraries at once, 281. whence this character arises, 281. Source of Praise and Dispraise, 282. Powers tho' latent, often valued above apparent Attributes, 282, 283. Power necessarily subsequent to Energy, 286, &c.

PRAE-PREDICAMENTS, 36

PREDICAMENTS, 31. Number of them different, according to different Philosophers, 32. pass into one another, 191.

Principles are contrary, 48. this, the Sentiment of all Philosophers, ibid. are three, and why, 53. Principles, Form, Privation, and a Subject, 56, 57. of these, some agree, others never agree, 55. three Principles reduced to two, Privation being included in Form, 60, 61. Principle Active, and Principle Passive, what, 271. Principles efficient, their Ascend upwards to the First Efficient, 288. Vegetative Principle, 433. Principle of Gravitation, 436. two great Principles of the Univerfe, what, 453
INDEX.

Prior and subsequent, their Modes, or Species, 363 to 374. the temporal Mode, 363. the essential, 364. that of Order, 367. that of Honour, 368. that of Causality, 372

Prior, the Poet, 126

Privation, its character, 57, 58, 336, 337, 363, 445

Progression in Arts, 7. in Morals, 154

Property of Substance, 134. of Quality, 175. of Quantity, 191. Properties of all three, 191

Propositions, what, 10, 12, 36. no innate, 413

Proteus, his History according to Virgil and Homer; according to Horace and Ovid, 79, 80. allegorized by Eustathius, and Heraclides Ponticus, and, in latter times, by Lord Verulam, 81, 82, 83

Providence, nothing hid from, 130, 131, 476. consults for the Good of all, 131. extends to the lowest of Beings, 435

Psalm 130, 207, 356

Pythagoras, supposed Author of the Predicaments, 7, quoted, 470, 471

Pythagoreans, 55, 101, 401, 423

Q.


Quality, occult, 435

Quantity, Continuous or Discrete, Magnitude or Multitudes,
INDEX.

titude, 181, 182, 183. Specific Distinctions between the two species, 183, 184, 185. Distinctions of either species resolved ultimately into Identity and Diversity, 190. the Property of all Quantity, what, 191. Quantity passes into Relation, 191. passes thro' all the other Arrangements, 200. sublime Idea of its efficacy according to Plotinus and Iamblichus, 303, 4. compared to the Predicament, Where, 480

Quinctilian, — 32, 207, 306, 438, 456

Quotations, Apology for their number, 455. justified by examples, — 456, 457

R.

Raleigh, Sir Walter, — 4

Rasa Tabula, the Human Mind or Intellect so called, and why, — 120, 415

Rational, and Irrational, Faculties, — 418, 419

Reason, 262, 419. its object, ibid. sometimes overwhelmed by the Passions, sometimes obeyed by them, 427, 428

Relatives, other Arrangements or Predicaments pass into them, 191. commutable in their character, 192, 3. why express'd by a plural, 212. their force and efficacy, 214. true and genuine Relatives, what, 215, 217. their Properties are, to reciprocate, 218. to be understood both of them at once, and with equal precision, 219. both of them to co-exist, and cease at the same instant, 221. other Predicaments connected with Relation, 191, 192, 213, 216, 217. Relation appears trivial, yet in fact is of the last importance, 224, 225. the Basis of Moral Duties, 225, 226, &c. supplies Connection, where Continuity fails, 230. Relations traced thro' the Universe, 230. those of the Sun to the World, 232. of the Earth to Vegetables, 232, 233. of Animals, Families, Civil Polities,
INDEX.

Politics, to each other, 234. of Vegetables 235. Relations amicable, 236. hostile, 239, 240. hostile Relation gave rise to the Phenomenon of Evil, 241, &c. chief and supreme Relation, that of the whole to God, 249, |250. Utility of this Arrangement, 250. Things intellligible, and Intell|ection; things sensible, and Sensation; how these become Relatives, 251.

REST, the natural Opposite, or Contrary to Motion, 392. its several Species from page 441, to 444. Cessation of Local Motion, 442. of Growth, ibid. of the Vital Energies, ibid. of bodily Labour, 443. of Study, Investigation, and Deliberation, 443. of War, 444

ROS|CIUS, more admired, when he acted without a Mask, 481

S.

SANCTIUS, — — — — — 443
SANDERSON, — 36, 220, 221, 292, 316, 348
SANDYS, — — — — — 458
SAPPHO, — — — — — 151
SATURA, or SATIRA, when applied to Writings, did not mean at first either Sarcastm or Calumny, 460
SATYRUS, the Actor, — — — 338
SCALIGER, — — — — — 445

Science, is of Contraries, 281. Sciences and Arts, their Subordination, and common dependance on the First Philosophy, 366, 367. Science prior to Art, 482. its Etymology in Greek, 444. no Science of particulars, 20, 21. Sciences and Arts, traced up to, and deduced from, the several Arrangements or Categories, by examples taken from each of them, 461, 462

Scripture,
INDEX.


Seneca, 410, 412, 413, 420, 457

Sensation, not taught, but perfect from the beginning, 153.

a Species of Knowledge, 483

Sense, Common, what, 202

Sensible Objects, differ from Relatives, how, 220.

sensible Objects, Common to many or all of the
Senses, what, and how many, 394

Shaftesbury, Lord, quoted, 103

Shakespeare, 69, 147, 170, 174, 227, 228, 256, 293

Sibyl, Cumean, 135

Sicily, 325

Sidney, Algernon, 4

Silva, a Wood or Grove, meant a miscellany Treatise, why, 461

Simplicius, his account of the Predicaments, 32.

wrote a valuable Tract upon the Subject, 7. quoted,
50, 59, 112, 143, 148, 166, 205, 213, 214, 215, 223, 224, 250. his account of the Enharmonic
System, and of the Stoic Writings, in the age when

Situation. see Position.

Sleep and Death, Brothers, 337, 443. Sleep, what 443

Social Sympathy, 144. State, 416.

Socrates, 119, 197, 447, 448

Sophocles, 338

Soul, its three great Principles, 166. itself not visible, but known from its Operations, 108. immortal, 118

Space, of Place and Time, connected with Motion, how, 395

Sphere,
INDEX.

Sphere, has no Position, or Situation, tho' it occupy Place, — — 318, 327

Spontaneous, how it differs from Forced, 408. what it is, and what constitutes it, 410, 411, 412, &c.

Stat and Sedet, peculiar uses of them, 443, 444

Statius, — 461

Stoics, 22, 72, 411. account of the State of their Writings in the time of Simplicius, — 253

Strife, its utility, — — 245, 246

Stuart, — — 461

Sublunary, meaning of the Word, — 70

Substance and Attribute, 25, 454. general and particular, 25. at the head of the Predicaments, 31. Substance natural, how continued, or carried on, 38. Substance, its Properties, considered logically, 132. has no Contraries within itself, 133. but susceptible of them all, — 134

Substantial Form, what, — 90, 164, 167, 387

Suidas, — — 129

Sun, his Relations, and Duties, 232. a Cause of Generation, 246. presides over his proper System, 341

Supreme Being, 102, 110, 139, 161, 249, 264, 287, 288, 311, 313, 345, 450

Συνοικία, 55, vide Co-arrangement.

Sydenham, his elegant translation of Plato, 345, 442

Syllogisms, — — 10, 11, 12, 13, 429

Sylva, Matter, 74, 247. sylva, Miscellanies, 461

Systems of Nature, four: one, which admitted no God, 128. a second, which supposed Gods, that gave themselves no trouble, 129. a third, which only employed them on difficult occasions, 130. a fourth, which
which supposed Divine Providence never to cease for a moment, 130

T.

Tacitus, 373
Taste, what it is, 459, 460. its natural Union, 459
Temple, Sir W. 4
Terms, simple, their importance, 12, 13. what they represent, 14, 15. their character, 17. such among them as denote When, and Where, 299, 300. such as denote them not, yet denote Time and Place, 300
Terence, 144, 209
Thales, his Idea concerning the Magnet, 435. fine Sentiment about Providence, ibid. and p, 476
Themistius, 59. his Idea of Matter, 66, 71, 138
Theognis, 57
Thrasea Pætus, 3, 373
Tibullus, 209
Timæus, 75, 79, 80, 147
Time, Place, both of them Quantities, 183, 290. Time, how distinguished from other Quantities continuous, 186, 7. Distinction, a peculiar one belonging to Time and Place, 187, 8. Time infinitely divisible in Power, but not in Act, 188. having a Genus, and a Difference, may be defined, 291, 292. its Use in Life, and human affairs, 293. its connection with human affairs generates When, 292, 297
Tous deux, 473
Tragedy and Comedy made out of the same Letters, 343
Transition, see Motion.
Truth, all Truth, Good, 430. its union with Taste, in fine Writing, 459. all Truth, similar and congenial,
I N D E X.

nial, i, 459. consequence of this, in the forming of characters, i. in the elegance of Composition, 459

Typhoeus, the Giant, his Positions finely enumerated by Ovid, when he describes how the Island Sisily was thrown upon him, 325, 326

V.

Vanbrugh, Sir John, his elegant reply, and his predicting the fine taste of gardening, now at its height in Great Britain, 353

Vappa, see Fopp.

Varro, 470. his account of four Predicaments, ibid.

Vegetative Life, described, 434, see Nature.

Velleius Paterculus, 468

Venus wedded to Vulcan: the Fable explained, 7. her Motion, as a Goddess, 201. her Appearance, 210

Utility of these Arrangements or Predicaments, 17, 33, 34, 453, 454, 458, 460, 462

Verbs tranfitive, and Neuter, where to be found among the Predicaments, 266

Verulam, Lord, 82


Virtue, Pleasure, and Hercules, 262. moral Virtue, 160

Unifying comprehension, the Property of Mind, 137, 138, 476

Union, 47, 245, 251
INDEX.

Volition and Perception, their objects coincide, where, 429


Ὑποκείσιμενον and ὅλη, how they differ, — 71

Upton, — — — 3, 130

W.

Wallis, — — 292, 316, 348

Wants, their Efficacy, 230, 231, 248, 249. Source of Connection, 411. founded on Perception, 424. the Source of animal Motion, 426. lead to Arts, and Industry, 445. to have few Wants, is great; to have none, Divine, — 447, 448

When, connected with Time, 292. its nature and character, 297. co-incides with Where, 297. an enlarged When, and a precise one, both of them relative to each individual, 302. use of the precise When, in computation of distant Time, 303

Where, connected with Place, 292. its nature and character, 297. co-incides with When, 297. Where and When called by Simplicius Brothers, 298. an enlarged Where, and a precise one, both of them relative to each Individual, 302. use of the precise Where, in computing distant Places, 303, compared with Quantity, — 480

Wilton-House, its valuable Marbles, — 332

Wisdom, Book of, — — — 430

Words, Things, Ideas, all respect simple Terms, and how, — — — 15, 16

World, one City or Commonwealth, 230, 231. a Theatre, 244. made by Reason, and Design, 309, 310
INDEX.

X.

Xenophon, the Speech he gives to Cyrus, when dying, 108, 118. his account of the Earth's Justice, 233. of Virtue, Pleasure, and Hercules, 262. quoted, 446, 447, 448.

Z.

Zην, Ζω. the first applied to Plants, or Vegetables; the latter, not applied, and why, 423.

FINIS.
ERRATA.

P. 21, after the Greek quotation, and before the words, edit. Sylb. infert 12.

P. 31, l. 16, for CATEGORICS read CATEGORIES.
P. 36, in the note, for Ante pradicamenta read Ante-præd.
P. 327, l. 7, for Parallelepipedon, read Parallelepipedon.

In the Index, under the article, Attitudes, for Dépendence read Despondence.
— under the article, Motion, after the word, Aristotle, instead of p. 147 read 247.
— under the article, Power, after the words, or capacity, infert 277.